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PREFACE
For some years past I have been a keen student of Sikhism 
and other kindred religions and philosophies*! selected for my 
research the subject of the 1 philosophy of Sikhism1 because, this 
faith has never before been studied from that point of view. The 
present work is the result of my intensive and well supervised 
study in the University of London. How much it is philosophy and 
how much theology is difficult to say. "For they deal with same 
materials and the exposition of the meaning of a theological 
dogma passes easily into a philosophical interpretation".]!!?. 
Edward J. Thomas rightly says "All Indian philosophy is at the 
same time theology and religionf,(Ihe Song of the Lord-p. 15), But 
what justifies the title of my work is the angle,the view point 
from which 1 have approached Sikhism.
In my treatment of the subject I have done my best to 
conceal the fact of my being a Sikh by birth and training. I feel 
that only such and impassionate criticism of people1 s beliefs 
can lead to the advancement of knowledge and to the betterment 
of the holders of those beliefs.But the prejudices and the 
inclinations of a writer are cleverer than his1 censor1 and they 
enter into his writings so imperceptibly and unconsciously that 
it remains to the reader to judge how far he has succeeded in 
experclsing a rational check on his biased opinions issuing fortl 
fcom his deeprooted sentiments.
While expounding and explicating the problems in hand 
I have,in some places,indulged in comparisons between the
110 ' ■
concepts held by the Guru and gthose held by some Western 
thinkers. Sometimes the latter are quoted just to corroborate 
the idea under discussion. I realise that this was not necessary 
and could be safely avoided. I have done it with the hope of 
making an Eastern concept more intelligible to the Western 
reader. There will also be some terms which the Western reader 
will find either quite new or not used in their Western 
connotation. Wherever I have felt It I have tried to explain the 
new term.
X now come to the pleasant task of recording my slncerest 
gratitude to Dr. I0 Grahame Bailey not only for his generous 
supervision of my work, but also for his patience and kindness 
in discussing with me and advising me on several matters which
1 have Incorparated In this work. X am also indebted to Dr. Betty 







I have followed with, a few exceptions the rules laid down
in uAjci English Panjahi Vocabulary” by T. Grahame Bailey, Calcutta,
1919. Vowels:
a a i i u u e a i o  au ang 
T f 1 ~ = x. ^  ^
as in wi VKi f? V) ? %  1? C  ^
Consonants: s s. h k kh kh g gh gh n ch chNh j jh z
Bvj ^ ^
in t. th d dh n th th d dh n p ph ph b bh m
y r 1 1 w r 
TH 7 ^  -?L ^  ^
In quotations the spellings as used in the authority 
quoted are maintained* For instance Macauliffe always writes 
Budha for Buddha*
Many words which are Sanskrit in origin have undergone 
a change in the hands of the Guru in the process of their* Panjabi- 
sat ion? 1 .1 have used the Panjabi form of the word. For example 
Sargun for Sagun, Gy an for J^an etc,
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Rote-Mere numbers within() refer to notes given at the. end 
of the book.
The a Abstract.
.AEt is the first attempt at the philo sophis at ion of the>
Sikh religion on Western lines.The material from which this 
philosophy is constructed lay scattered in the Silch scriptures 
written in Medieval Panjabi in the Gurmukhi script.The work 
containing about 85 thousand words is divided into four main 
parts.
The introductory part begins with a brief review of 
different literary movements dealing with Sikhism fbom the days 
of its origin in the I6th. century down to bur own times. Then 
follows a chapter on the founders of Sikhism with a description 
of the environments in which they conceived their ideals and a 
discussion'of some traditions and biographical controversies. The 
third chapter of this part gives an account of the sources of the 
material for this work.
The second part is devoted to a discussion of the sources 
of Sikhism. The alleged notion of Sikhism being a branch of : 
Hinduism has been disputed, Ejy means ^ fcpmparison and on the 
basis of Internal and external evidence an^has been made to show 
that Sikhism whilst presenting a new synthesis of ideas has as^
Its'background'not Hinduism which, is a vague notion,but Vedantism 
Salvism, Vaisnavlsm, Buddhism, Siddhxsm( the system of' Gor akh), 1 slam, 
and perhaps Christianity and other systems of thought both of 
Indian and non-Indian origin.
Then comes a critical survey of the philosophy of Sikhism 
both theoretical and practical. In part III after a careful 
analysis ^ of the Granthic hymns the Guru1 s ideas'have been syntb-* 
systematised on the following subj ects 5 God,His historical and 
attributive names and their implications; Cosmology ;Man and his 
destiny.lt has been shown that the distinctive coniributioh of 
the Guru - towards the concept of God from the mddern critic* s 
point of view is' twofold:the socialised nature of God and and 
the "aesthetic notion of the deityfEhese are new facts and have 
been overlooked by all writers.
In the field of practical philosophy there. is again a 
striking departure from the traditional three margas of Indiat 
Karma,Bhakti and Qy'an.Here it Is the Wismad marga of the Guru - 
which ^ is expounded 'in the "fourth part. It la communion with God- 
not with Rature but through nature -by means of aesthetic intuitic 
This is Quite a new line of approach. Different stages -0#
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P A R T  I : INTRODUCTORY.
- CHAPTER - I ....
A Brief Review of Literature.
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION:- Religion is older than philosophy. It is
the idealisation of the finer aspects of the life that human
• *
beings at a particular time aspire to live. As Nathan Soderblom 
says in f The Living God*, "Religion must exist and rise up in 
the soul of man prior to finding expression in his words and 
deeds,customs and institutions". Soon after a religion is formu­
lated the critical faculty begins to work and 1 reaeen1 wants 
to know the ’how* and !why! of the ideals of religion. Sometimes 
the prophet and the philosopher combine in the same person and 
religion and philosophy become intermingled* This Is particular- 
ly the case in India,where "philosophy and religion",says A. S. 
Garden, "more than in any other country go hand in hand"(E.R*!.!) 
The result of this intermixture Is not always wholesome. Specu­
lative philosophy sometimes spoils practical religion. On such 
occasions the two take somewhat different roads. One makes an 
appeal to the intellect and brain and the other enters into 
the regions of the heart and emotions. They may not exclude 
each other but the emphasis is shifted from theory to practice. 
The religion with the philosophising of which we are concerned 
here deals more with the way in which life is to be lived than 
with the understanding and finding the ultimate meaning of thu1! 
life.It is based more on faith than on pure reason.But faith 
In order to be firm and lasting must have its roots in
rational conviction. The blind faith cannot work long* Sooner or 
later man must rationalise his beliefs. The Adi Granth -the holy 
book of the Sikhs-itself teaches that a Sikh is not to believe 
his Master's words unless he himself is convinced of the truth 
contained in those words.
II - ■ r
THE GURU'S INITIATIVE:- The spirit of critically understanding
the doctrines of Sikhism began In the very life of Hanak,the
First Guru of the Sikhs. The Guru who in his extensive travels
argued with professors of all religions could not expect people 
*
to follow him without conviction. The Guru Granth-also known as 
the Adi Granth-contains a composition entitled 'The Siddh Gost^  
which is the versified form of a long philosophical discussion, 
which the Guru had with the Yogis of his time.At Kartarpur, 
where he settled down in the later, years of his life , every 
evening he held a congregation in which after devotional songs , 
and prayers,he used to answer to the quer^ies of his disciples* 
uHe ever conversed’*,writes M. A.Macauliffe, non religious subject 
and divine measures were sung in his presence n( S. R. i.p. 181).
The practice continued in the days of the other Gurus.We 
shall see below how th$ last Guru started a regular movement of 
philosopher-theologians. Every one of the first five Gurus 
composed some hymis some of which are clearly the answers of 
critical investigations which were at times made by their 
followers. Genuine doubts of faithful devotees have always been 
welcomed even in more orthodox circles.
3111 - : ;r :
BHAI GURDAS1 S BKPOSXTXOH OF SIKHISM:-The holy book was how; - 
sealed against any fresh entry, except some hymns of the Wihth
Guru,which were entered in the Granth by Guru Gobind Singh, *
/
the Tenth Guru of the Sildis. Henceforth there was placed before 
the public a definite book to rely upon. Its teachings began 
to be expounded and studied. The attempt to analyse the Sikh 
teachings on the basis of the Granth was made by Gurdas in the 
days of Guru Acj an, Bawa Budh Singh in his1 Hans Chog1 calls ; 
Gurdas,the St,Paul of the Silchs.He died in 1629 A.D., that is 
fifteen years after he had finished the writing of the Granth 
as dictated by Arjan.
Bhai Gurdas wrote Wars and habits,the former in Panjabi 
and the latter more or less in Hindi, Some of his verses are 
simply adaptations of some hymns of the Granth. "His work”,as 
Mohan Singh writes, nis deemed to hold the key to the Sikh spiri 
tual treasury and to make the best and purest Rahat~Hama(the 
code of conduct) "(H.P.L. ,P,47) .He has been considered to be 
,!the greatest medical Punjabi poet outside the House of Hanak" 
His work is credited with the l!r.ichness of Hindu ,Muslim and 
Sikh cultural scholarshipri. Rightly he deserves all the praise 
showered on him but this should not dishade us from saying 
that Bhai Gurdasf s work is,in fact,an orthodox analysis of Sikh 
beliefs,it is written in the same spirit in which we find 
orthodox expounders of every religion proving the superiority 
of their own faith over every other. Such commentators describe
the world before the advent of their religious founders as a 
place entirely overtaken by evil, falsehood, darkness, sin and ir- 
religion. As soon as the 1 enlightened one1 sheds his light the 
world is turned into heaven,full of truth and virtue. 'Ihe sin is 
washed away either by the birth of such a prophet or by his - 
suffering for the sake of mankind. Gurdas,virtuous as he became 
under the immediate and personal guidance of his spiritual
4-K M.
master,projects his internal change to purity and holiness to 
the whole world outside,irrespective of time and space.On the 
whole his work is the best attempt at the orientation and glori­
fication of the Sikh religion,at a time when the foundation of 
the religion was still going on and a genius like that of Guru 
Gobind Singh wasnyet to appear on the stage to give the religion 
a finishing touch.
IV
GCJBU GOBIND SINGH:-After the theological poet,Bhai Gurdas,We.
have to wait for fifty years till we find Gobind Singh,the boy
Guru, in the company of learned scholars of Sanskrit,Persian and
Arabic and a host of poets.In his Dasam Qcanth he shows a Close
knowledge of Hindu mythology and religion, and a comprehensive ;
>
understanding of all contemporary systems of thought. He was thu< 
fully equipped for the exposition of the Adi Granth.
Guru Gobind Singh is responsible for two great movements 
in the development of the Sikh religions one was the practical 
institutionalisation&of the Sikh view of life,and the .other * 
was to supply a theological and philosophical background to
the institutional side of the religion. Our present work is hot 
directly concerned withiihis activities in the former sphere.
To achieve the latter end he gave birth to two classes of phopl 
among the Sikhs.Theologians and expositors of the Adi Granth* ' 
came to be known as the Qyanis. Scholars of Hindu philosophy and 
comparative religion were called the Hirmalas, sometimes also 
known as the Pandits,because of the high learning that they 
possessed.
V
THE HIEMALAS: - Guru Gobind Singh sent five of his Sikhs to 
Banaras( Benares) for the prosecution of classical learning from 
the aristocraitic Panditssof that place. The Hindu Pandits woulc 
not allow any household man to be initiated into their learning 
The Guru did not want that the old treasury of Indian wisdom 
and knowledge should remain inaccessible to any body because 
of his birth or position in life. So he selected five disciples 
of his and asked them to go to Banaras and to observe all cus­
toms necessary for the studentship at the feet of the Brahman 
Scholars. They put on Hindu Sadhus* dresses and took vows of 
remaining celibate* In due course they became perfect in the 
knowledge of the Vedas and the Shastras.On their return the 
Guru is said to have conferred on them the T title of Nirmala- 
without impurity . Even in character the Nirmalasnbear a 
far higher reputation than most of the other religious orders 
in the Punjabn(H.A.Bose in E.R.E.).
This sect "mostly turned out scholars of Sanskrit,who*
like Sankar acharya,rooted themselves in Vedanta,but ,unlike hj 
flowered in Sikh Bhakti instead of Sanatan image-worship and' 
caste observance. Immerged in classical learning they could ho1 
produce anything — —unadulterately Sikhism in thought. Ever sir 
their rise,they have formed the Sikh literary aristocratic 
caste devoting themselves to the popularisation of Vedanta anc 
the philosophisatlon of Sikhism. As official^ theologians and 
philosophers of the new creed, they wrote extensively with 
thought,not confining themselves to religion but annexing 
prosody,medicine --etc. "(H. P. L. ,P. 60) ♦
The philsophical literature of this school does not 
begin till Guiab Singh,who was born in the village Sekhaw in 
the district of Lahore,in the year 1732 A.D.He was initiated 
into the classical learning by St. Man Singh who was a contempc 
rary of Guru Gobind Singh( Vide, G. S. H. iv) . He. wrote the folloWii; 
books: Bhavar smr it-1777 A. D., Moksh Panth-1778, Adhyatam Hamay an * 
I782,Prabodhchandra Hatak-1792.The general trend of Gulab Sihg 
in these books is Vedantic.
Hext comes Pandit Sadhu Singh, a disciple of Pandit Gule 
Singh of Girwari in Hoshiarpur(G.S.R.i).Sadhu Singh was a grea 
scholar and in his exposition he tried to come nearer Sikhism 
than his predecessor Gulab Singh of Sekhaw.He wrote many books 
two of which namely Gurslkhia grabhakar and Sri Mukhvak Sidhan 
cToti were published and distributed free of coat by the then 
Maharaja of Patiala, Har indr a Singh by name These two books 
are very much praised by the classical scholars.The former is
7 . . . -
philosophical in its outlook and the latter is the interpreta­
tion of some select hymns of the Adi (k*anth, which, if rightly, 
understood, says the author,will serve as a key in translating 
and interpreting all the hymns of the holy book.
Pandit Tara Singh,the Gurbhal of (the disciple of the 
same teacher as) Pandit Sadhu Singh,was also patronised by 
Maharaja Harlndra Singh of Patiala.He wrote many books most oj 
which are mere commentaries*One of these books is of philosopl 
cal nature. It Is entitled* Gurmat Mrnai Sagar1 and was publisl 
ed in IS87 A.D.
Mention may not be made of the two Mimansas of Avtar 
Singh Wahiria,for these books fundamentally differ from the 
basic teachings of Sikhism. The philosophical activities of th< 
Hirmala School seem to have/to a close in the twentieth centui 
This appears to have been the dffect of the modern revival of 
Sikhism under the influence of the British rule in the Panjab
This revival began in the form of a regular movement 
under the name of Singh Sabha. It started in Amritsar in the 
year 1872 A.D.It was reorganised in Lahore in 1879.Ten years 
after it was renamed Khalsa Diwan Lahore. On account of some 
differences workers at Amritsar organised another Diwan which 
still exists and is known since then as Chief Khalsa Diwan, 
Amritsar. This organistion has done a great deal in educating 
the Sikh community on Western lines.The result has been a 
general awakening in all spheres and the Sikhs have become . 
very self-conscious.Revival of the Panjabi !anguage,reformati
<3T
of their religious places and practices,and growth of hatioha] 
feeling by means of press and platform are some of the recent 
achievements of the twentieth century. All these forces cul&i-
A, |
nated into^ ia rigorous puritanic agitation giving birth to the 
last Akali Movement. The natural consequence of these modern 
upheavals was that the Nirmala literature,which on account of 
the classical training of the authors, always reclined oft Brah- 
manical ideology became unpopular, (-9}.
VI
THE WESTERN INFIUENCE:«The Western spirit was imbibed and a 
hew kind of analysis of the Sikh doctrines began. The Singh Sat 
movement spread and the Sikhs absolutely broke off from the 
Hindus. This separatist movement produced Gyani Bit Singh,a ■ 
forceful writer and an impressive speaker. In the press he usee 
his pen successfully in cleansing the Sikh practices and beli* 
from the Hindu influence .On the platform he was a formidable 
adversary of Swami Dayanand,the founder of the Arya Samaj.To 
the same attitude of separation from the Hindus we^books.like 
'Ham Hindu Nahin1 (We Are Not Hindus) by -Kahan Singh, 1907; and 
'Guru Sahib Ate Ved'(The Guru and the Vedas) by Jodh Singh, 19j 
The other sector which was nearly hinduised did not accept th^  
change of the popular front quietly. Some books just of the re­
verse nature of- the above were already written.
If the Sikhs were not Hindus,then the foremost need of 
the time was to prove positively what they were. For this pur­
pose S. Sadhu Singh and Dr. Char an Singh of Amritsar collabo-
9-rated and the Khalsa Tract Society was formed, Bhai Wir Sihgh> 
the saint and poet-theologian of the Sikhs, has guided-the 
destinies of the Society so successfully that it now boasts of 
many good historical and theological works. To the same spirit 
of cry stalls at ion of the Sikh doctrines belong Hhai Kahan Sing 
-s 1 Gurmat Prabhakar1 IS99 and 1 Gurmat Sudhakar* 1900. Sikhi Marag 
is another* book of a similar nature# These books are more of th 
nature of indexes than a synthetic study of Sikh theology*. They 
are very useful in their own way. They give a Gurmukhi knowing 
reader a collection of hymns under so many heads. Not very diff 
-ent from these but decidedly in a much better form was writte 
1 Gurmat Mrnaifby Professor Jodh Singh in 1932.
What the Khalsa Tract Society has done in Gurmukhi , the 
Sikh Tract Society is attempting to do in English. But so far 
except a few books of Professor Teja Singh which are historica 
and interpretational in characfer,nQ solid literature has been 
produced by the Society. The Society was conceived through a 
missionary spirit and it is being run by the Sikh Graduates $Wh 
cherish the high ambition of conveying the Guru's message to 
the English speaking nations.At present they are content with 
small tracts distributed at some annual occasions.
VII
THE GYAFXS:-We had begun with Guru Gobind Singh who,it was 
pointed out,had started this academic movement in two ways; 
philosophical and theological. The above was a summary of the 
movement,although a little bit mixed up,yet leaning more on th
to
philosophical side. There now remains a "brief account of the 
theological activities of the Sikhs.This infact is the tradi­
tional exposition of the Sikh scriptures.As we know Guru Gobi* 
Singh himself began, it* Bhai Man! Singh(d. 1737) was the first 
man who rec^ j^ red this training from the Guru(G. S.B. $S.R. i,iv,\ 
He also became the chief priest of the main temple of the Sikfc 
at Amritsar.He wrote a * Janam Sakhi(life story)1 of Hanak. Thea: 
are other Janam Sakhis too. The authorship of one is attributec 
to Bala, a disciple and constant companion of Hanak. Another is 
said to.have been written by somebody in the days of the Sixti 
Guru. The chronology and the comparative merit of these Sakhis 
have been, discussed by Bhai Wir Singh in the Puratan Janam Sali 
C1931, Amritsar, Introduction and footnote p. 144.),
All such biographies of Hanak are partly legendary and 
partly based on facts.Later Bhai Santokh Singh(b. 1788) wrote i 
great work in 1843 entitled Gurpratap Snrya. Hanak Prakash is 
another important work of his. These deal with the lives of ali 
the ten Gurus £61. Sikhs had no epics and the big volumes of th a 
Gurpratap Surya very successfully serve as the Mahabharata anc 
the Ramayana of the new community.ln poetry, diction, im&ginatic 
and description of detail,this Suraj Parkash,as it is popular3 
known, sometime even surpasses its Hindu predecessors.Panth 
Parkash( Prakash) of Ratan Singh and works of Qyani Gy an Singh 
complete the chain of the classical works on Sikh history.-- 
We have drifted away from the theological group.We 
were discussing the origin of the Sampardai Qyanis.This class
} i
we saw began with Mani Singh who was trained in' the art of * 
exposition of the Sikh sciptures by the last Guru himself*Many 
such Gyanis are now met with among the Sikhs. They all trace th 
origin of their theological knowledge through Mani Singh to 
Guru Gobind. They now fp.rm;many groups and the chief head quart 
ers of all of them are only two; one at Damdama-Guru Ki Kanshi(- 
in the Patiala State and the other at AmritsarC?}. Some such 
Saint-Professors of Sikh theology continue moving from one pla 
to another. In doing so they aim at rendering twofold service i< 
the community. They give some insight into the Sikh principles 
to the general public and they also give opportunities at the 
very doors of such persond who want to specialise in the Sampaj 
daik-traditional-knowledge,but cannot remainaaway from home foj 
a long time. There are still some scholars who carry on this 
traditional wandering university inspite of so many institution 
running on Western lines.
The literature produced by this theological school is b^  
no means small. Generally the# have written translations and 
commentaries on some important compositions of the Adi Granth* 
Raja Bikram Singh of Par id ICot( 1842-1898) secured the services 
of some traditional Qyanis who wrote by collaboration a volumi­
nous commentary of the Granth which was published in different 
parts each as big as the origiaal Granth in Gurmukhi. £8)..
VIII
WORKS IN PERSIAN;Without touching upon those literary activitie 
of the Sikhs which fall out of our present survey, let us now tu
»to books in Persan,the writers of which belong to all ages sin
^  - .
the time of the Guru and to all conununities-Muhammadans , Hindus 
and Sikhs. Such writers also include some great Moghul kings 
whose memoirs make some passing remarks about the infant relig 
on. But all these Persian works even including Dabistan- i-Mazah 
by Muhsan Fani( 1645), are of historical nature. The works of Bha 
Hand Lai namely:Jot Bikas,Zindgi Hama,Tausif-o-Sana,Ganj Hama* 
Insha-i-Dastur ,Aru2-ul-Alfaz,belong to a different category. Ih 
author was born at Ghazni-outside India in Afghanistan-in the 
year 1633 A.D.He was a scholar of Arabic and Persian.He felt 
interested in Sikhism from the pious life of his wife who came 
from a Sikh family in Multan. His love for Guru Gobind induced 
him to go to Anandpur where he got Amr it( baptism) from the Guru 
He became an ardent disciple and a sincere lover of Guru Gobin 
His charming and fascinating-poetry in his Diwan and the Khati 
excite a very passionate devotion to the person of the Tenth
Guru. It is really interesting how some/times some faithful Silt
s
begin to feel a genuine ecstasy when they hear from the musi-*
cians his Persan couplets like:Both the worlds are ensnared
into the lasso of the beautiful curls of my fairy-faced belove
All paradises and heavens are not worth a single lock of the
of
Guru". The works ^Goyay the nom de plume-of Hand Lai-apart from 
the mystic love that they breathe and a, philosophical colourih 
which he has given to them, cannot be taken as an analysis of 
Sikhism. His 2indgi Hama and Tankhih Hama are mere Rahat Hamas 
which should be classed with other shnilar works under the
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social code of the Sikhs. They can give a useful material for 
a student of the social philosophy of Sikhism which should for 
a very good problem for a separate thesis.
DC
UHDER THE SIKH RUDE:-One might expect that just as Buddhism ' 
became a living force under Asoka in whose reign it spread fa* 
and wide,similarly Sikhism might havd got a new impetus in the 
days of Sikh Supermacy and the rule of Maharaj a Ranj it Singh( c 
1839).In the first place the Sikh rule never came to^stage wh^  
the Sikhs could free their minds from political struggle and 
could thus attend calmly and peacefully to the propagation ahc 
crystalisation of their religious doctrines and practices. The
Sikh chiefs and especially Ranjit Singh continued to observe
\
practices,which either in origin were Hindu but later were 
1 sikhised* or in origin were Sikh but in course of thne becanu 
hinduised.
Hinduism as history has shown is so wonderfully( can we
say dangerously)^  tolerant that if a new faith becomes a littl<
negligent, it at/once first recognises it as its own, then adapt;
• - ■ J - ” e-
it and in the end devours it. It Is due to this 1 absorbent poW<
-tobborrow a phrase from Dr. Betty Heimann1 s new book on Indian
  ' ’ ' ' ‘ ‘ ' te
and Western .Philosophy-that the faith of the native aborigine  ■ ■ * ...... ^
of India exists no more except in some form within Hinduism 
and same is hearly true of Buddhism in India. Religions totally 
foreign In origin as Islam,Zoroastrianism, Christianity do not 
yet realise how much of Hinduism has crept into them(cf. L.R.D
The process of h&nduisation of Sikhism began soon after the J]?e; 
Gum. Ever since the Sikhs were busy in their struggle for exis* 
ence. Naturally they became negligent of the doctrinal side of 
their religion. Sir A. C. lyall in his 1 Asiatic Studies* observes 
that *As the Sikhs rise in the political and the social world* 
they are less inclined to separate themselves from the general 
body of Hindus* (p. 144).
Ranjit rose in that hinduised Sikhism and led his life 
accordingly. On his birth and death both Hindu and Sikh ceremon: 
es were performed. Even the heartless ceremony of Sati,so stricl 
ly forbidden by the Guru,was performed at his death. A pathetic 
of the burning of his living queens has been given by a ^ rench>
' (r
eye-witness,John Martin Honigjierger (Thirtyf ive Years ih the 
East, 1852,p. 102) .Ranjit was a king and he tried to make the 
Sikh religion kingly.The supply of marble,precious stones,gold, 
large estates and costly canopies for the Sikh Gurdawaras were 
considered^him to be the means of serving Sikhism.
A reaction came in the form of the Namdhari Movement. 
Baba Ram Singh,the leader of this new organisation -also known 
as the Kukas),laid great stress on simplicity.Ho pomp and show 
and no magnificent buildings for temples. The inner life of meek 
tation and singing of sacred songs were considered the best 
form of worship;no lectures,no theological expositions and no 
philosophies. The background still remained half Hindu. Neither 
32 the essentially materialistic tone of Ranjit Singh,nor the 
deep religious consciousness of the Namdharis helped the Sikhs
to visualise the time concepts of their religion. The former- 
disappeared from the world stage a century ago and will neithas 
be remembered as the Asoka nor as the Aurangzeb of Sikhism j the 
spirit of the latter still continues and his followers have 
formed a new sect but on the side of theological or philosophy 
cal literature we have yet to see what the coming generations 
of the Namdharis will do for
X
WESTERN SCHOLARS:-Before X conclude this chapter it will be 
worthwhile to survey rapidly some of the books written by 
European scholars. Esccdpt a few books in French and German 
languages>all these books are written in English. The earliest 
mention of the Sikhs in English literature has so far been 
traced to a letter written by the British Envoys from Delhi 
dated 10th. of March X7I6.They saw a procession of 780 Sikhs 
prisoners marching through the streets of Delhi with two thou** 
sand bleeding heads born aloft on poles. MXhe Sikhs vied with 
one another for precedence In death11. The reference concludes 
ftith the following remark:-There are one hundred each day 
beheaded.lt is not little remarkable with what patience they 
undergo their fate,and to the last it has not been found that 
one has apostatised from the new formed religion, (Early Record 
of British India by J.T,Wheeler,London,I878-p. 180) • These were 
the days of the Moghul Emperor Farrukh Siyur, eight years after 
the death of the last Guru. This reference is not of much impor 
ance for our present purpose. Nor are the travels of George
/6
i
Forster 179B and Memoirs of George Thomas by William Franklin 
1803,of any significance.A student of the philosophy of Sikhisn 
may also skip, except for a few remarks here and there* other - 
works dealing with the political history of the Sikhs. Earliest' 
of these books is Sir John Malcohhs 1A Sketch of the Sikhs* 181* 
but for the best history of the Sikhs we must wait till 1849 
when the' first edition of J.D. Cunningham* s work came out.
On the religious side the first attempt to understand 11 
Sikh doctrines was made by H.H.Wilson whose article entitled 
"An Account of the < Civil and Eeligious Institutions of the SiM 
was published in 1848 in the Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic So-* 
ciety vol. IX. later he also included a mention of the Sikh reli­
gion in his book * Sketch of the Eeligious Sects of the Hindus* , 
Dr. E. Trumpp does not attach much importance to these works. "Thu 
religious system of the Sikhs",he writes, ,fhas been treated 
already by different writers,but in such general terms,that btr 
little can be gathered from them. Even H.H.Wilson,in his "Sketcl 
of the Eeligious Sects of the Hindus" has very cautiously 
handled this matter and contented himself with offering a few 
short,though pertinent remarks about it. All these authors had 
not rwad the Qranth themselves but received the information 
they gave from second hand; it is therefore partly defective, 
partly labouring under mistakes"(A. G.p.XCVXC).
The Adi Qranth of Dr. Ernest Trumpp, from which this quo-* 
tation has been taken was brought out in 1877.This was,in fact 
a partial translation of the Qranth. Out of a total of 15575
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stanzas Trumpp translated 5719,roughly one-third of the whole 
hook* "I have spent",writes the author, "seven years on the 
elaboration of this volume,the task proving infinitely more- 
arduous than I had ever imagined". About this work of Dr. Trumpp 
some years later Mr.Macauliffe wrote:A portion of the Granth 
Sahib was translated some years since by a ,german missionary 
at the expense and under the auspicies of the India Office,but 
his work was highly inaccurate and unidiomatie,and further mor 
gave mortal offence to the Sikhs by the Odium Theologicum 
introduced into it .Whenever he saw an opportunity of defaming 
the Gurus,the Sacred book,and the religion of the Sikhs,he 
eagerly availed himself of It". (S.B. ,i,p.VIl).
The next serious attempt was that of Mr.Macauliffe,just 
now quoted. This was his self imposed task and he-took it at a* 
great personal sacrifice.The Oxford University Press published 
his voluminous work entitled "The Sikh Beligion" in six volume* 
in 1909.About these two works Professor Max Muller,the great 
Sanskrit scholar later wrote In his Auld Lang Syne: "It is a 
pity that we possess so little in/formation about the original 
Sikh reformers.Their sacred book the Granth Sahib exists,nay 
it has even been translated by the late Dr. Trumpp. But it turn 
out now that Dr. Trumpp was by no means a trustworthy translator 
The language of the Granth Is generally called the old Panjabi: 
and it was supposed that a scholar who knew modern Panjabi,migi 
easily learn to understand the language as it was four hundred 
years ago.But this is not the case.— -Mr. Maeauliffe,who has
It
spent many years among the Sikhs,and has with the help of theaa
priests paid much attention to their Qranth Sahib,has given Us
some most Interesting and beautiful specimens of their poetry,
which form part of their sacred booki*(S.B. ,i,p.XV).
These two authors,Dr. Trumpp and Mir* Macauliffe,have
much influenced later European writers.Dorothy Field* s "The
Religion of the Sikhs11 Is baaed almost entirely on Macauliffe,
/
Xn3pite of some inaccuracies and shortcomings Trumpp too has 
succeeded In attracting some followers. Public speakers,univers; 
ty lecturers and writers of articles on Sikhism adopt one or 
the other as their favourite author,Barth,Carpenter,Bloomfield, 
Macnicol and Widgery may be cited as examples.
Hone of these works satisfies the philosophic instinct 
of a critic. "Sikh philology!f,writes Mr.M. Bloomfield in the 
* Studies of the History of Religions*, "of the remoter future 
will gratefully remember Mr* Macauliffe* s work,but it will 
remember It as a great work of orientation rather than a criti* 
cal analysis of Sikh teachings or an unprejudiced history of 
the development of the Sikh nation!1
With such a past the present work begins.
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C H A P T E R  - II 
FOUNDERS OF SIKHISM.
A-Characteristics of the age of Hanak.
Environments have got much to do in moulding man1 s out­
look on life. They affect mb both positively and negatively.Man 
is an agent and not a mere slave of events happening around 
him* He is not a passive "being in the continuum of nature-an 
event among other events.He actively engages himself with the 
events of nature;and thus on account of some inherent limitati 
ns,is either moulded by his surroundings or where he finds him* 
self competent he moulds the very surroundings which try to 
mould him. So thag if nature has equipped a man to an extraordi­
nary extent, as for instance the prophets are believed to be,we 
find something like a revolution in the ideas and doings of 
such specially equipped men.However revolutionary they may be, 
their ideas and ideals,practices and activities can only be 
explained by reference to conditions under which they conceive* 
those ideals and under which they tried to put them into pract; 
ce.This naturally brings us to the study of the characteristic* 
of the age in which the founders of Sikhism preached and 
practised their beliefs.On this subject information is avail­
able both from the Gurus themselves and from their contempora­
ries, Sikhs and non-Sikhs.We shall now have some idea of the 
religious,political and social conditions of the time.
I- Religious
$ While describing religious condition of his time
£0
Nanak once addressing a disciple of* his,Bhai Lalo by hame,saidj 
0 Lalo,modesty and religion have disappeared and falsehood is
a
rexning. The Muhammadan priest-Qazi,the Hindu priest-Brahman, 
have both given up their duties and the devil is performing 
marriage ceremonies.Women of both the religions,Muhammadan and 
Hindu,high and low, in grbat affliction and suffering call upon 
God. 0 Nanak they sing the paean of murder and 1 smear themselves 
with the saffron of blood. Nanak sings the praises of the Sahib 
(God)in the city of the dead and makes this utterance:
He who created all, assigned to them their positions and 
Himself remains unpolluted and watches all this.That Master is 
true and He meets out true justice to all(G. G. ,p.723).
A modern Hindu scholar has given a vivid description of 
the general condition of the Hindus of those days. The following 
is from his book;The condition of the Hindus in the Punjab was, 
in fact,most deplorable1. 1 The populaf religion about the time 
of Nanak1 s birth,was confined to peculiar forms of eating and
drinking,peculiar ways of bathing and painting the forehead ahc
k
other such mechanical observances. The worship of idols whenever 
they were permitted to exist,pilgaf?image to the Ganges and othei 
sacred places,whenever they were allowed,the observance of 
certain ceremonies like the marital and funeral rites, the 
obedience to the mandates of Brahmins and lavishing charitable 
gifts on them, constituted almost the whole of Hinduism,as it 
was then current among the masses. The priest alone could study 
the scriptures and to them were accessible the higher truths
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and consolation of Hindu philosophy. Even, they,however, had ■ 
fallen to the dead level of Scribes and Pharisees. Some of them 
still had the scriptures by heart,but in their practical life 
they were just the opposite of what they were required to be- 
by their scriptures, They were required to be good shepherds to 
their flocks,but the only function of shepherd they performed 
was to fleece their flocks.As for administering to their spirit 
ual needs: 1 The hungry sheep looked up and were not fed1 • The 
springs of true religion had been choked up by weeds of un­
meaning ceremonial,debasing superstitions, the selfishness of * 
the priests and the indifference of the people. Form had supplai 
-ed the reality and the highly spiritual character of Hinduism 
had been hurried under the ostentatious paraphernalia of sects^  
The centuries of invasion, foreign misrule and persecution had 
produced the greatest depression and the spiritual subjection 
said stagnation had aggravated the demoralisation to an enormoUi 
degree. This was the condition in which Guru Hanak found the 
Hindus".(T.O.S.,p.5),
Hanak says in Asa Di War that the Hindu mind has become 
so very slavish that in all ways of life it has. yielded to the 
Muhammadan way of thinking. In fact, on account of forcible sub- 
j action hypocri^y,weakness of mind, extreme humility leading to 
cringing servility had entered the Hindu character.
On the other side the followers of Islam-the religions 
of the rulers of India at the time-had become extremely into lei 
ant. The Guru in the Basant Hag says that even the shrines of
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God are taxed. Ala-ud~Din,a Muhammadan ruler in the fourteenth 
century once asked his Qasi about the Muhammadan law prescribed 
for the Hindus.The Qazi replied, "Hindus are like the earth, if 
silver is demanded from them,the# ought with greatest humility 
offer gold. And if a Muhammadan' desires to spit into a Hindu* s 
mouth,the Hindu should open it wide for the purpode.God created 
Hindus to be the slaves of the Muhammadans. Hie Prophet hath 
ordained that, if the Hindus do not accept Islam,they should be 
imprisoned,tortured and finally put to death* ♦ At this the monar 
smiled and said he had not been waiting for the interpretation 
.of the sacred law. He had already issued an order that Hindus 
should only possess corn and coarse clothes sufficient to last 
them for six months", . Conditions had not improved in the day;
of the Lodhis.The Granth itself contains passages describing in 
their own words the tortures to which Kabir and Hamdev were 
subjected.Ibrahim Lodhi could not tolerate the free thinking of 
the innocent saints.
Hhai Gurdas definitely says that Hindu temples were des­
troyed and mosques constructed in their places(W, G. ,3-20-1)-. 
Brahmans and Mullas have both forgotten their holy books .and 
they are fascinated by the devil(W.G. ,6-* 21-1) .The people had 
become selfish,narrowminded,proud and cynical(W. G. ,2-21-1). The 
religion in both the casesn consisted only in externality. The 
result was that religion no longer guided its believers to truth 
and righteousness, Hanalc after having realised this state of the 
people* s mind declared "There is no Hindu and no Musalman"*
%'S
To explain in terms of psychology the mental condition 
of thd. dominated and the dominant communities of India of thos< 
days,we can say that each had become a prey to the animal 
instincts of self-abasement and self-assertion respectively*In 
the case of the one the long standing foreign yoke of terror 
and cruelty had reduced them to extreme servility and they had 
lost all sense of self-respect and of confidence in themselves 
and their gods. The other community thought too much of themsel­
ves j so much so that either the very right of existence was 
being denied to those who did not believe in their faith, or if 
they were allowed to exist they were simply considered as means 
to their selfish ends. What Kant in his ethics and Rousseau in 
his politics would have considered most undesirable,was adoptee 
by the dominant community as the only meritorious act in the u 
eyes of God. Humanity was being used ever as a means and never 
as an end. The pity was that people were allowing themselves to 
be used as such. In the Rrench philosopher1 s sense they were 
denying to themselves the right of being men. As today, so then, 
a religion of revolution was needed,which "would not of the 
kind that justified things as they were,but rather of the kind 
that put down the tyrant from his seat and raised up the humble 
and meek and would really change civilisation and society in th 
only way they could be permanently changed-by changing the 
pictures in men1 s minds and by revolutionising their thoughts 




The social aspect of Indiam life in the sixteenth century was 
not mu dissatisfactory. The Brahman quite submissive to his 
Muslim neighbour was tyrannical against his own Sudra brother, 
'Tulsidas , a Hindu poet of medieval India in his Ram- Charit-Mana 
a book of which Dr. Farquhar writes that "it has probably 
influenced a far larger number of Hindus in these last three 
centuries than any other work", writes that the Brahman is "the 
very root of the tree of piety,the destroyer of sin". "A Brahma 
he says, "must be honoured though devoid of every virtue and 
meritjbut a Sudra never,though distinguished for every virtue 
and learning". (L.R. I. ,p. 67). The tyranny of the Brahman did not 
so much express itself in the use of sword-although such a use 
of sword was not absolutely extinct in historyC^O)-as his Mull 
brother did against the1 infidels1,but the wise- and the 'non* 
violent1 brain of the high caste adopted the more dangerous 
weapon of social exclusion, contempt and hatred, so that the 
Chandal was treated as even 1 less than a dog* (L.R. I. ,p.H9).
The condition of women was not much better than that o if
the unhappy Sudra. The very fact that God had created them as
women deprived them of entering is into heaven or attaining
any salvation* They must be born as men to get release from
transmigration of souls.Muslims had imprisoned their women
within the four walls of the house. Open air and other outside
gifts of nature were either denied to them or only a closely 
guarded participation was allowed under a thick covering of
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Burcja. The birth of a daughter in a family was a sign of mis­
fortune. The idea had led to infantidide. Sat^i-widow-cremation- 
was practised. Muslims too in the days of Jahangir are said to 
be followirgCit must be in very rare cases) this vicious custom 
(L.R.I.).
Ill-Political:
The political administration under the Lodhis and some 
later Moghuls was still worse. There were some measures of bene­
fit but they were just the exception to prove the law of lawle< 
-ness.Sayyid Muhammad Latifodescribes the political condition 
of the days of the later Moghuls when Sikhism got its filial 
touch at the hands of Guru Gobind Singh, in the following words s 
"Corruption, degradation and treachery stalked openly through 
the land. Confusion and disorder of every kind ran riot over the 
length and breadth of the Sapire.The country was desolate; and 
vice, cruelty, extravagance and profligacy overspread its surface 
Strife became chronic and anarchy reared its head everywhere. 
The money which enabled the Moghul and his Gmerahs to embellisl: 
their palaces,was wrung from helpless people in the interior oi 
the country. The land was formed out to contractors who excer- 
cised their arbitrary power to satis/fy their cupidity, and thes 
had in their turn to disgorge to the Imperial Treasury a portio 
of their plunder,if they could not bribe the officers who had 
access to the throne.Murders of the most horrible type,robberie 
of a most outrageous and shocking character,were the order of 
the day.Honour, justice and position were bought and sold. The
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T rulers of the land were sunk in voluptuousness and pollution 
of a most Revolting description and immersed in an abyss of 
enfeebling debauchery,f(H.P.S. ,p.493) .
This as I have said was about the time of the Tenth Gun: 
who to fight these conditions had to take up a sword. In the 
Granth we have hymns of Hanalc which give an idea of the condi­
tions of his own time. Speaking in general he writes in one plac 
,fThe bad times are prevailing and men have faces like s dogs 
who eat carrion. They bark In the form of uttering falsehood and 
have lost all consideration for virtue. Those whose lives are 
not honourable shall surely suffer a bad name after death. (G. G. 
p.1241.).
We could not^a condemnation in stronger words when he 
says:The kings have become man-eaters,their officials behave 
like dogs— they lick blood and eat flesh of people(G. G* ,p. 1287 
In another place:The Kall-Yuga is like a large knife,the Kajas 
are the butchers,religion having made itself wings has flown 
away. There is(now) the darkest night of falsehood and it is im­
possible to see the moon of truth where it has risen(-£3E). Seachi:
......... i
about the moon (of truth) I became bewidered.In darkness there
. - . -  ....
Is no way seen! Being given to egotism in(my) heart I weep in pal 
(A. G.2,p. 202) * Nanak says in what manner shall salvation be
affected ?
The Guru himself suffered a few days* imprisonment during 
the invasion of Babar.He himself had seen what a devastation 
had been caused by the First Moghul* s attack. nThey who wore
m \
beautiful tresses and partings of whose hair were dyed with 
vermilion,have their locks now shorn with scissors and dust 
is thrown upon their heads. They dwelt in their private chamber* 
now they cannot find a seat in public.— When Babar*s rule was 
proclaimed noNathan prince ate his food.---How shall Hindu 
women now bathe and apply frontal marks without their sacred 
squares ?(G. G.&, S.R. Asa~I) .
It is an interesting psychological study that when a man
finds so much destruction in such a short time,so much unexpecl
<Vv
ed anihiliation of life and property, so much suffering of man­
kind without any apparent fault of the sufferers,how pessimist: 
he becomes,how helpless he feels,how fatalistic he is inclined 
to be and how the philosophy of resignation finds a consolation 
for him. 1 Thy will be done1 sums up his attitude towards life. 
Thus the Guru casts a glance on the ruins of war and imagines* 
where are those sports,those stables and those horses ? Where 
those bugles and clarions?Where are those who buckled on their ; 
swords and were mighty in battles?Where those scarlet uniforms; 
where those mirrors and fair faces?We see them no longer here. 
■Where are those houses,mansions and those palaces?Where those 
beautiful seraglios?Where are those easy couches and those 
women sight of whom banished sleep?(G.G. ,p.4I7).
Who had done all this? The answer, His Will;but the Guru, 
like a true Hero,could not restrain his honest excitement.Just 
as a son would question his father about some inexplicable 
conduct of his,the Gum puts qestions to God.He having realisec
the hollowness of the belief of ascribing every good or bad 
act to God,at every stage of life,and thus denying any agency 
or moral responsibility to human beings;in the garb of the sam< 
old belief expresses quite a new idea,the implication of which 
was quite opposed to the absolute deterministic philosophy of 
the age. If Babar was simply a tool in the hands of some supreme 
will,then the Guru addresses that supreme being:0 God! Thou who 
art the Lord of us all, didst Thou not feel pain when there was 
so much slaughter and lamentation? I will not mind if two equa^  
ly strong forces face each other;but when a ravening lion falls 
upon a herd, the Master should have some manlinessCG. G. ,p.36o). 
Who knows that given the means which Guru Gobind Singh had at 
his disposal with the work of ten generations which had pr^arec*■’ -.......  - . . . . .  f\
the ground for him, hanalc would have met the situation in the 
same way in which the former did in his own time afterwards.
B- Some Biographical Controversies.
I
The foundation of Sikhism began with Uanak and ended 
with the death of his ninth successor Gobind Singh? the tenth ai 
the last Guru of the Sikhs. Below I give in the form of a table 
the names of all the Gurus,with places and years of their birtl 
gurushipa and death. These are based with one or two corrections 
on the Chief Khalsa Diwan Gurpurb Pattar for 1937.The years 
given in the Pattar-chart-were according to Wikram Sammat whiel. 
is roughly 67 years ahead of the Christian era. ihe Guruship 
in the end was conferred on the Granth and the whole body of
the baptised Sikhs,the significance of which is explained else­
where.
Name-Place and Guru ship 5 Death, place and year*
year of birth, place and year.
I- Nanak- Talwandioor Sultanpur ?














VII-Har Hai- Kiratpur, ICirat pur-1645
1630.
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DC-Teg Bahadur- Amritsar * Baba-Bakala, Delhi-1675.
1I8S2. 1664,





1699. do. do. do.
Thus all the Gurus, except Gobind Singh who was born in
Bengal,were born in the Punjab* 1 am not concerned here with th€
biographical details of the Gurus. A brief discussion of some
of the controversies which directly or indirectly bear some*?
3 o
theological or philosophical significance may not be very much 
out of place*
NANAK: It
Nanak was born *in the early morning of the third day oi 
the light half of the month of Baisakh( April-May) in the year 
A.D. 14691 at Talwandi,now known as Sri Nankana Sahib(dr3y ♦ At the 
time a village,now it forms an important Tahsil-the headquarter 
of a revenue officer-of the District of Sheikhupura in the 
Punjab-an important province in Northern India.Hie town as it 
now stands is about forty miles from Lahore to the north of 
RaviCMO.
Being born in a Hindu family Nanak in the fifth yea# of 
his life was first sent to an elementary school run by a Pandit 
of his village.He learnt from him as long as the latter could 
satisfy his pupil,The boy discovered his teacher1 s helplessness 
in giving him the real knowledge into the nature of things.Henc 
-forward he became indifferent to his lessons.His father,Mehta 
Kalu,now sent him to a Muhammadan teacher.1A manuscript compi­
lation in Persian mentions that Nanak1 s first teacher was a 
Muhammadan. The Siar~ul«Mutakhrin( i~IIO) states that Nanak was 
carefully educated by some Sayyid Hasan, a neighbour of his 
father1 s,who conceivedc a regard for him, and who was wealthy 
but childless.Nanak is further’ said,in the same book,to have - 
studied the most approved writings of the Muhammadans?. Ac cor din 
to Malcolm( Sketch-p. 14) Nanak is reported by Muhammadans,to have 
learnt all earthly sciences from Khizar-the Prophet Elias.
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The ordinary Muhammadan accounts also represent Hanak,when a * 
child to have astonished his teachers by asking him the hidden 
import of the first letter of the alphabet,which is almost a 
straight stroke in Persian and Arabic and which is held even • 
vulgarly to denote the unity of Godtl6?*The reader will remembe 
that the apocryphal gospels state how Christ,before he was- twe­
lve years old, perplexed his instructors and explained to them 
the mystical significance of the alphabetical characters* (Strau 
Life of Jesus,i-272). ’’There is reason to believe",continues 
Cunningham, "that in his youth he made himself familiar with the 
popular creeds both of the Muhammadans and Hindus and that he 
gained a general ft knowledge of the Euran and the Brahmanieal 
Shastras".A close study of the hymns of Hanak which are handed 
down to us in the Granth convinces us that they are the utter­
ances of a man who is we&l versed in the religious literature 03 
his time. Such intimate knowledge as Guru Hanak shows in his 
h writings could not have been acquired by a mere intercourse 
with people professing* those religions.
Hanak's education has been a great controversial point* 
Thera aretwo groups of people who try to represent Manak as 
uneducated. First we have the faithful disciples of his own, I mea 
the Sikh biographers of the past,who contended that the Guru was 
sent to_ his village school but he did not read any thing in them 
They thought it below the spiritual dignity of their prophet to 
learn to read and write from ordinary men and like ordinary men. 
{"16). Some Hindu thinkers,especially the Arya Samajists,have
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taken advantage of such writings.They belong to the second grou; 
They say that Hanak1 s condemnation of the Vedas and other Hindu 
Shastras was due to his -ignorance,because as he was uneducated 
he could not have read them. (-17^  c f
In fact after the elementary education in his village 
schools Hanak took to private study, spent much time in meditati 
and in association with religious men. He wandered in the dense 
forestsC^ B-) arround his home,and their doubtless met the reli­
gious teachers and reformers of his day, ascetics and wandering 
Faqirs of every kind, Pbm them he must have learnt the subtleties 
associated with religious controversy(H.0.S.) .1 distinguish 
between the acquirement of knowledge and the realisation of Trlr 
The former i-e acquaintance of contemporary systems of thought, 
cannot be gained except from booled and persons. The latter i-e 
the Truth, is an illumination of the soul,an intuitive realisat: 
on, or what the Guru called Ham. This truth the prophets do not A 
from anybody. As says Widgery in * Living Religions and Modern 
Thought^ 1936)1 Hanak "probably gained from his own undisturbed 
communings with nature,his own soul and with his Creator"(p.97) - 
What Tagore says of 2arathustra is true of every Guru or Prophet 
"The truth which filled his mind was not a thing which he borrow 
ed from books or received from teachers;he did not come to it 
by following a prescribed path of tradition,but it came to him 
as an illumination of his entire life,almost like a communicate 
of his universal self to his personal self"(B?M. ,p.78).
II-War of Ideas.
Thus equipped Nanak declared a war of ideas*He set out 
to awaken "a depressed, demoralised, superstitious a&d^priest 
ridden race"*He wanted to "recall both Muhammadans and Hindus 
to an exclusive attention to that sublime st of all principles 
which inculcates devotion ttx God and peace towards man* He had 
to combat the furious bigotry of the one and the deeprooted 
superstition of the other;but he attempted to overcome all 
obstacles by forces of reason and humanity"(Malcolm:Sketch).
He began his missionary activities and *went as far as Ceylon, 
Kashmir,Russia,Turkestan and Meeca"(H.A.Rose in E.R.E.).
According to Cunningham Nanak adopted the role of a 
teacher after his world wide travels(p.41) .The long period of 
forty years preceding Nanak1 s settling down at Kartarpur is 
considered to have been spent by him, as he says was the case 
with 1 Plato and Bacon, Descartes and Alghazali*, in1 mental 
struggle1.^  All other historians agree that he made many 
converts and disciples during his visits to various countries* 
His travels thus were not a search for truth, on the contrary, 
they were for the spread of it. It was t Nanak-the Guru, who- 
travelled and not Nanak-the student.Who installed him the Guru, 
when^was he installed as such,is another controversial point* 
All Jjds biographers say that at Sultanpur one day in the forest 
God entrusted to him the task of guiding people to truth. This 
may be self-illumination or eniightenment.He was most probably 
in his twenties at that time.(cf.A.G.p.XI,CV'IlI;S.R.i.p.34); 
Dr. Trumpp complains about the lack of proof for this theologl-
i>h
cal fact from the Granth itself. In the first place the Guru* s 
hymns do not deal with anything but devotional and essentially 
spiritual. There are some indirect allusions to history and 
mythology, There is no reference to the biographical events of 
the Gurus. Except Satta and Balwanda,Sundar and Bhatts we have 
none to refer to any Guru by name.All these take Nanak as a 
born Guru, just as all religious prophets were born prophets. 
Outside the Granth we have Bhai Gurdas, Guru Gobind Singh and 
other writers of the Guru* a times who hold that it was God who 
installed Nanak as Guru, Nanak himself says that whatever God- 
tells him he says to the world. (G.G,,p. 177,306,308,723,735,920, 
1203,).
Nanak has been represented by some writers as a mere 
Hindu reformer, (of.T.O.S.) .But the very fact that he visited 
countries outside India where Islam and Christianity besides 
Buddhism and other religions prevailed, showed that he jumped 
out of the fold of Hinduism(rather Brahmanism, else where I have 
discussed the distinction between the two), Surely he went to 
these places to preach his mission and to convert people to his 
own faith. And Hinduism has vk never been a missionary religion, 
The modern Sudhi movement is of recent growth*Muhammadans and 
Christians,who were all M£tiechhas in the eyes of the Brahmans, 
could not be*raised up1 to become Hindus,That is why- conversion 
to Hinduism has never been officially recognised by the orthodox 
Brahmans,So a Hindu Nanak could not go out to preach his mission
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in the lands of Muslims where he had to £at their food, and d 
drinlc their water so strictly forbidden by the Shastras.He is. 
said to have converted people from other religions to Sildiism. 
Mardana originally a Muhammadan became his faithful companion 
and disciple.Mr.Macauliffe writes:The Guru after his pleasant 
visit to Shaikh Brahm and hia district?where he made several 
converts? proceeded to a country called Bisiar~Bushahir(S.R* & 5 
i-p. 93). Again-The Guru then travelled through Suitanpur-his 
old headquarter when he was a Government offierial-Vairowal and 
Jalalabad?until he arrived at a place Kari Pathandi in the 
Amritsar District. In Kari Pathandi he made many Pathan convert, 
(S.P.jijp.IOB).
The missionary spirit and the movement of conversion 
became stronger and organised in the days of the other Gurus* 
After them ? during the days of persecution and political strugg 
of the Sikhs, it declined and even disappeared. This corresponds 
to the gradual lapse of pure Sikhism into Hinduistic Sikhism> 
until there again grew the modern sepa3;>atist movement.
IV-The Divinity of the Guru.
Was Nanak a divine being or a human being? The answer to 
this question has divided the Sikh theologians into three 
groups, there are those who believe that he was an incarnation 
of God. The Hindu mind has u been classifying the Avataras 
according to the numbers of Kalas-qualities-that they xuossessec 
Thus there have been twelve Kala Avataras and six&een(the 
highest number of qualities)Kala Avataras. Now the Nirmala
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scholars who had mastered the Hindu concepts wanted to • show 
that Hanak was in no way less than any of the Hindu Avataras* " 
Krishna ranks the highest among* the Hindu incarnations of God, 
who is thus sixteen Kala-perfect. Hirmalas proved that in all 
the ten forms the Guru was also sixteen Kala-perfect.This is 
one view. I. need not go into the details of this discussion,
Gh Others more sceptical in thought and more Modern1 
and scientific in spirit regard the Guru as a man,who improved 
by his efforts?realised the highest spiritual truths,realised 
also how ignorance and darkness prevailed about those truths 
and therefore naturally he began to guide people to those 
truths and was accepted by his followers as Guru-the enlight­
ener.
There is a third group of scholars who adopt the middle
course* They hold that the Guru was a man but was born perfect.
The purpose of his life was not his own perfection,which of
course was innate in him,but on the other hand he took birth
*
in order to make others perfect. The purpose of his life was 
thus to lead other human beings to the same level of perfectio 
which he himself possessed and the capacity for which is in­
herent in every one of us.
The Guru denies the incarnation theory and declares that 
God can never take birth. Guru Gobind Singh who in his auto-
- biography is more definite, seems to hold the third of the 
views expressed above.We have already referred to the belief
how God entrusted Hanak with the work of Guru ship, Nanak; is
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reported by his biographers to have actually gone to the pres eh
ce of God high in the heaven where God gave him the message of
tru$h to be delivered to mankind in the world below. There in
the august presence of God he is also said to have composed
cf
a hymn in praise Him. (Sodar, G. G. ,p. 347)./%--   .
The immediate relationship of & different religious 
prophets with God has been conceived in three different ways.Th 
human tendency has been to put some halo of divinity around the 
founders of their faiths.One ia the Hindu way of looking at it. 
At times of need God or Hhagwan Visnu becomes incarnate in the 
form of man and thus God comes down on earth to save mankind. 
The next step was a modification in the form of Jesus.He was 
neither the Jewish prophet nor the Hindu Avatar a. He was the Son 
of God.lt was not possible to think of God as taking birth,but 
He could create some one as His own, some one like Himself,His 
Son. In the case of Moses God came down and visited him. ”1 am 
come down to deliver themn,saith the Lord( Exodus,3-8). Coming- ■ 
down was there but not taking a birth.Moses becomes the mouth­
piece of God* I AM hath sent me unto you-Moses was to say to the 
people. Thus the Christian concept of sonship is different from 
the Jewish Idea of prophethood. "And lo a voice from heaven, 
saying !This Is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased'^Mathe1 
3:17)(19).Although there are passages which indicate Christ*s 
equality with God(John,5:I7,23;I0:30,38;I6:l5 etc.) and also hi 
oneness with the father God( John,12:45; 17:10) 5yet these express* 
ions do not amount to saying that he was God or was so as man.
They are rather expressions of mystic unity and equality; as 
'And he that seeth me seeth him that sent me* (John, 12:45)or - 
'the son can do nothing himself hut what hw he seeth the father 
do1 (John,5:19) .The third stage comes as a protest against the 
above two concepts.Muhammad rejected the idea of sonship, "How 
could He have a son when He has no consort "( Quran, VII-6-102), 
but the Religion could not start unless the founder was haloed 
with divinity* So the Arabian genius adopted the garb of a messe 
-ger.HIs God was very high.He could not come down nor could He 
have as son. A third alternative was adopted. Let the religious 
prophet himself go to God. So Muhammad* ascended1, and reached the 
Snpyrean. The theory of Meraj was this third solution. Taoism in 
China denied all incarnations(S.B. E.,XXXIX,p. 134)but the prophe1 
is reported to have gone to Heaven(Xbid.p.3I3,3l4) .In India the 
Guru seems to have been the first bold thinker to deny the 
divine Incarnation. We donot find him very ambitious to represen 
himself either the prophet, Avatar a or the son of God. He in fact 
at many places in his hymns says that all incarnations of God 
and all prophets are men like you and me.
As In the case of Christ so in the case of the Guru ther< 
are many hymns which express the unity and equality even the 
identity of the Guru with God;but they are, as I have said,mysti< 
expressions and not positive asaertions made to -put forward a 
definite theory.His followers like the followers of Buddha did 
not allow him to remain at the human level.Hd was made divine. 
Like prophet Muhammad he too has been made to ascend to the
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True Heaven. Bhal Gurdas(W.G. ,1-24-4) expresses the same idea. 
This can be interpretted metaphorically but the accounts given 
in the Janam Sakhis are clear borrowings from the Muslim tradi­
tion. Mir. Macatiliffe gives a more rational interpretation when 
he says that Nanak 'was taken in a vision to God's presence* (S. 
R. ,i,p. 34).
Nanak was married,led a household life,founded a village 
worked with his own hands in the fields and thus leading the 
life of a true Raj-Yogi(Rhatts use this title for the Guru:G. G. 
1389,1390,13980died in his new colony in the year 1539 A.D.He 
had two sons Sri Chand and lakhml Chand* The former became a 
fecluse and renounced the world and founded the Udasi sect. (-29^  
The word Udasi means one who is detached from the world and 
leads a life of renunciation,The sacred book of this sect is th 
Guru Granth(G.S.R. ,p. 27) .Udas-renunciatlon-as such was opposed 
to the principles of. Nanak, so he did not consider Sri Chand -
a fit person to carry on the mission which he had founded. More­
over neither of his two sons came out successful in the feests 
which he desired his future successor to pass through. So he 
nominated Lahina whose spiritual efficiency was observed and 
triedd by Nanak. On the throne of Guru ship he was named Angad 
by which Nanak meant that he was a part of his own self. The 
list of the succeeding Gurus has already been given,. The use of 
sword by the Sixth and the Tenth Guru has been considered by 
some as a departure from the spiritual pathla laid by Nanak, 
and this is our next topic of discussion.
l f p
V Sword and Spirituality#
Both Guru Har Gobind and Guru Gobind Singh used sword and a-
adopted a military character. The former was a contemporary of
■ &
the Moghul Emperor Jahangir (-2-2) and the latter of his grandson 
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Aurangzeb(-83). Guru Gobind acquired so much attachment with the 
sword that sometimes this love for the weapon enters into a 
reverence which on occasions is indistinguishable from worship.
It is the importance and the utility of the thing which 
often leads the user to have respect for it( 24). Gobind found 1$ 
people of I&dia of his days suffering from Adler1 s * inferior 
ity complex1 and on the other hand he felt the absence of power 
and manliness in. the Hindu mind which was essential to protect 
both life and virtue*He played the role of Hietzsche without 
the undesirable egotistic tinge of the latter* Live courageously 
he prea,che&,but not 1 dangerously1 as the German producer of 
dictators said,Like him Gobind believed in a fwill to war1,1a 
will to power1 but never * a will to overpower1 .Blessed is he*, 
says Gobind,1 in this world who cherishes war in his heart but 
at the sane time does not forget God* (D.G.Swayyas) .It was for 
this very reason that he introduced meat-eating among the Sikhs^  
There was no restriction before but Gobind encouraged it. But he 
insisted that the animal must be cut manly with one stroke and 
not linger ingly like a weaknerved man. He knew that, "Varying food 
have varying mental effects:rice makes for Buddhism, "and similar 
ly Will Durant goes on to say, "German metaphysics is the result
hi
of beer"(Story of Philo sophy, p. 460).
3B But what about the Violence which the use of w sword anc
meat-eating imply?Gandhi,the prophet of present day non-violent 
creed in India,on his own criterion of non-violence once called 
Gobind a1 misguided patriot* .If Gandhi can kill a calf to re­
lease it from incurable pain,then I do not understand why the - 
same principle cannot be applied to other spheres of onk activi 
ties* Gobind* s recourse to the sword was not the outcome of 
similar persuasions which Lord Krishna makes to Arjun to enter
the battlefield* Gobind* s predecessors had tried all possible
io
means to eradicate evil but no visible success. The evil was 
organised in the world and was spreading on the wings of sword. 
To face it virtue must be organised and must get the help of 
the sane sword. The organisation of the Sikhs in the body of the 
Khalsa was the result. The Guru equipped them with sword which 
became for them "an emblem of power and self respect" for all 
times to come.In his letter to Aurangseb,written in Persian*the 
Guru says,"When affairs have gone beyond all means,it is virtu-* 
ous to take a sword in hand. I have been forced to come to armd 
and to enter a battlefield".(D.G.,p.1390-20,21).The purpose for 
which Gobind became1 violent* was non-violence. In the philosophy 
of the Guru the action of a man would be violent if after 
realising,that he cannot by socalled non-violent means face 
evil a mas* choses either to submit passively to it or to tolerai 
„ in any form.ihe sword of a reformer is a surgeon*s knife. If he
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can cure an absyss by an internal medicine so much the better*.
The next coprse will be to use an •appointment fox* an external 
application. Failing both, the knife is the only remedy. The Gurus 
had x tried the experiment of persuasions and counsel,of passive 
-ly sacrificing the lives of their own, their families and 
children and the if followers, ihe sword remained to be put to 
test. Soul is indestructible and one life is only one phase of 
it. It is better to end an irremediable vicious life than to let 
it spread the infection of vice.The end will bring a new opportt 
-nity for improvement.We should reform ourselves by thought, 
word and deed and we should after that reform others by thought, 
word and deed. The use of n sword is also a form of deed.lt is 
the last alternative.Weak or strong,that is the defense of the 
Guru for the use of a sword.
How Guru Gobind Singh had a great task before him. He
could not wreck the empire which he discovered was based on
tyranny, injustice and intolerance single handed. He wanted an
army,He could not expect many Muhammadans to join it,although
those who idealised the truth of his mission did join him.He thus
mainly depended on the Hindus. Sikhs wex*e not many in number. The
Hindu mind which had lost its manly character in the Panjab,had
become submissive and was largely dominated /the Satvik Brahmin
with *Ahinsa Parmo Pharma* his highest religion. The very sight
of a sword terrified them. Something spectacular and miraculous
was needed.He wanted to change the1 pictures in menfs minds* and
wanted to revolutionise their thoughts and wills. Just as the 
*
Brahm&ns had come to his father to save their faith by sacri-
h 3
ficing his life,so it was now his turn to ask them and their
*
followers to join his defensive army.The wise Brahm&ns wanted 
to put him off by saying that only if the goddess Durga could 
be made visible,as she was made by Bhim or Arjun etc., the 
succdss of Guru's mission could be ensured.The Guru wanted to 
demonstrate practically the futility of all such beliefs, 
otherwise the masses will not follow him from conviction. The 
holiest Brahmans from Banaras were sent for and the people of 
the whole district were asked to contribute towards the great 
burnt offerings for Durga, The Brahmins continued for nind 
months to persuade Durga to appear. They were supplied with 
whatever they demanded. One day to the surprise of all the chief 
Brahmin disappeared with his assistants. They took to flight 
because they knew tah that the £ goddess would not appear and 
the Guru might punish them,When the Guru came to know of the 
Brahmanfe* sudden appearance he ordered that all the materialA - ■
collected for the Hawan-incensed smoke-should be thrown into
the fire-pit. Ho sooner was it done than there rose a great flame 
faa.
Men from and near ran towards the placd thinking that the Guru
. . . .
had caused Durga to appear.When they came the Guru unsheathed 
his sword and addressing the gathering said: nHere is the real 
goddess 5 she will perform all the deeds which the Brahmans attri­
bute to Durgal'He raised his sword and appealed to those present 
to test the efficacy of that symbol of(Shakti) power(*£% and to 
join his armies.
This was to nullity the Brahmanical superstition, to
Uh
disillusion and purge the Hindu mind; hut something positive 
was needed which would really make them feel that they are 
changed and that they are no longer the old weak and meek 
people. For sometime after the above M Durga scene the Guru was 
busy thinking out more constructive and spectacular,He thought 
of Amr it (baptism) .The idea might have come to him from some- 
external source or it was poli possibly 'the more dignified form 
of Pahul. There is no baptism in Islam. The Christian ceremony 
of baptism has got some thing in common with Amr it, but the 
rudiments of the ceremony were not entirely foreign to the 
Indian mind. The Hindus especially in the Southern India have 
got some baptismal element in their sacred thread ceremony. 
Anyhow Amrit became a. ceremony of entering into the brotherhood 
of the Khalsa-the soldier-saint s. The way (-B6)in which it was 
prepared and administered contained such a new and invigorating 
element that it really revolutionised the whole outlook of the 
initiated. 11 Its result on the pariah were little short of mira­
culous. By Its power men who had hitherto been regarded as un­
clean and polluted from birth,were changed into exceptionally 
fine warriors,Before the time of the Sikh Gurus no general coul< 
have dreamed of raising an army from such outcasts©; and this 
metamorphosis was accomplished despite the hide bound prejudices 
and innate.conversatism of the Hindus (R.O. S. ,p. 28). Thus Gobind 
turned his disciples into1 heroes who could dare the lion in his 
own den and challenge the dreadful Aurangzeb in his own court! 
(T.O. S.,p.XXIII). ("2® . 1 The lowest were equal with the highest;
all became one , and the four races began to eat as one out of 
one vessel. (Cunningham,p.71).
A si few words about the nature of wars fought by the
o&
two warrior Gurus.Muhsan Fan!,a contemporary the Sixth Guru
says in his Dabistan that Hargobind did not use his sword in
"anger "(270 p.)Both the Gurus often declared that their sword
shall always be used for defence. (See S.R., iv, 108,112,1165V, 125^
*
nor was it drawn against anybody out of revenge (S.R. ?v?p.I65, 
202). The wars were not communal(S.R., iv,p.90) .Both Hindus and 
Muhammadans enlisted themselves in the Guru1 s armies and fought 
for him(S.R, ,p. 17). The Guru fought against# oppressors of both 
the communities-Hindu and Muhammadan. (S. R., v,p. 29 , 53 , 124 , 127 3 
130? 167). Hone of the two Gurus acquired an inch of land as a 
Result of their conquests and other military tactics.Hence it 
is wrong to give any political or communal colouring to the 
armament policy of the Gurus.The Tenth Guru definitely says 
that I fight out of eagerness for protecting virtue-DHARM YDDH 
KE CHAI. (S.R. jV?p,301). There was reiigion-not any particular 
organised religion but the religion-at the back of his wars5 
and "it must not be imagined",writes Dorothy Field, "that because 
he was a fine warrior he was less spiritual or less religious 
than his predecessors.He made the religious fervour the backbone 
of his warlike doctrines.He united practical skill with mysticai 
meditation5and the results speak for themselves".As a result of 
his military operations no mosque or temple was demolished and
le
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no forcible conversion was Effected, The Muhammadan or Hindu 
victims of the “battlefield were bun/ied or burnt according 
to their rites.His volunteers used to supply water to the 
wounded without any distinction of friends or foes(J£8 7 7ln fact 
what he believed in theory was not lost sight of even in waf.
In his writings we find:
"The temple or the mosque are the same , the Hindu worship 
or the Musabnan prayer are the same; all men are the same;it is 
through error they appear different * Deities, demons , Yakshas , 
heavenly singers ,Musalmans and Hindus adopt the customary dress 
of their different countries. All men have the same eyes,the 
same years,the same body,the same build, a compound of earth, 
air,fire and water.Allah and Abhekh are the same,the purans and 
the Quran are the same;they are all alike;it is the one God 
who created all.—--The Hindu God and the Muhammadan God(Karta- 
Karim,Razaq« Rahim)are the same;let no man even by mistake 
suppose there is a difference. "(S.R. ,v,p. 275).
In the face of these teachings and practices,facts and 
principles I wonder how some writers could say that the beauty 
of Sikhism of tolerating and respecting all religions and their 
worship was lost in the days of Guru Gobind Singh. The statement 
would 'have been justified If If were made about some activities 
of Banda, that is after the demise of Guru Gobind.
C - All Gurus Treated as One Hanak,Ihe Guru.
Although Sikhism was started by Nanalc,yet as it stands 
today it was u&ot founded by him alone. In the course of about
^7
two centuries the different aspects of this religion developed
under the guidance of m the ten Gurus whose mention has been
made above. C&9t* This change was simply on the practical sidd
of the community.In theory whatever was conceived by Hanak ■ . . . .  .. right
continued to be held as a revealed truth. Dr. Trumpp is^when he
says,”The doctrines once uttered by Baba Hanalc were taken up 
by the following Sikh Gurus without any perceptible deviation; 
and after the volume of the Granth had been collected by Guru 
Ar j an, they were % never called into question, the Granth being 
held as an immediate divine revelation”. (A. G. ,XCVII) .But if the 
concepts held by ITanak were to* be treated as gospel truths, 
where lies the justification of his being succeeded by nine 
more Gurus?Sikh theologians seem to answer like this:
Guru Hanak was born as a perfect human being. The ideal 
which he set before him could not therefore be his own perfect* 
ion. It was to.make others perfect.He aimed at training people 
to find God from within.He wanted in other words,to teach his 
followers how to climb the steps to reach the height where 
he himself stood.He attached more importance to practice than 
theory. He wanted, to give practical training to a nation which 
was content more with philosophising about life and its ulti­
mate problems,than with the actual livimg of it.This practical 
training was a great mission facg factor In his mission. It is 
easyer to attend a course of lectures in the institute of
education but it is quite a different thing to use those method 
methods successfully in one's actual earner as a teacher.For
litf
that purpose one has to go to a public school to have some 
practical training under the guidance of a supervisor,
How,If in secular sphere one individual requires one 
year training for one aspect of one's life,how lengthy the 
course will be If the training was meant not in one aspect but 
in all aspects o^LIfe -love,truth, service,honesty,manliness, 
in fact all what we mean by a holy and righteous life. Then 
again,the Sikhs believe that the Guru did not want to train a 
few individuals,but he had set before himself the task of 
making the whole' corrupt and demoralised1 nation exalted and 
righteous.How far the Guru succeeded in his task and how far 
he failed we must leave to the historian to judge. But this 
great ambition was made clear in some of the utterances of the 
Guru. (cf.D. G.Bachitra HatakJ.To achieve this task Hanak did 
whatever he could in one span^ of life .Human flesh is heir to 
so many deformities. Hanak left his body and transmitted his 
light to another person who became Hanak II,Angad by name* 
There Is a classical illustration about the transmission of 
this light from one Guru to another.lt Is by way of an answer 
to a querjAy.Did not the fountain of light-God-lose a portion 
of It,when He gave some to Hanak?The answer is an analogy from 
the lightening of candles C36)** Just as we light one candle 
from another burning candle and in the process the burning 
candle without losing any light of its own, lights the other ■ 
one;similarly this transmission of spiritual light went on in 
the case of the Gurus. How when Hanak II was thus lighted by
h *)
Hanak I,he was asked to carry on the training of the nation 
under his own supervision,not so much by precept as by his own 
example.He In his turn transmitted that light to a third Hahalc 
with similar instructions. This continued for ten generations.
Wheh the Tenth Guru felt that the little nation had 
learnt to walk on its own legs and carry on the work indepen&en 
-ly he shifted the whole responsibility to the Sikhs in general 
He called forth five representatives of the new nation,whose 
adoption was tried at the altar of death,and he gave them 
baptism-Amrit,the water of immortality.The baptised group was 
named Khalsa. To prove that the Khalsa v/ere competent and quali­
fied enough to guide and lead the nation as Nanak had been 
doing in ten generations, the Tenth Guru himself took Amrit 
from the five Sikhs whom he himself had baptised. These five 
are known as Plaras-the beloved ones of the Lord. Thus Guru 
Gobind Singh seems to have set a very original example in the 
history of the religious development of the world: the Lord 
baptising the followers and the followers baptising the Lord* 
This is the spiritual1 socialism1 In the realm of religion.lt 
also looks logical and consistent. If man can reach the highest 
perfection which he Is supposed to do by many religions,then 
If at a time some men are considered to have reached that 
stage,there ought to be apparently no difference between the 
perfect teacher and the perfect disciple. JH In as much as in 
the case of the teacher the perfection was innate and in the 
case of the latter It was acquired,the Guru must enjoy and
continue to enjoy the due reverence.
So when the Tenth Hanak left this world he diffused that
light which he got from the original Nanak and through him
from God,to the whole Khalsa whom he called his own self-KHALSA
MERO HUP HAT. KHAS-Khalsa Is myself in essence.Thus the Khalsa
became the body of the Guru. What about the spirit?The spirit is
the Guru* s word-Gurbanl. ThivS GurbanI is preserved in the holy* »
book which the Sikhs call the Guru Granth.If the nation acts 
on the spirit of the Gurbani, that is Gurbani lives in them,thei: 
, life imbibes the true spirit of it,then it is Khalsa-the pure, 
the elect and therefore the Guru. The Khalsa or the Sangat-the 
community*--away from the Guru's word is the same host of mis­
guided people,who existed before the advent of the Guru. This 
entire process,the whole idea is summarised in the familiar 
phrase-GURU GBAOTH PAOTH: That Is the Guru is the scripture 
permeating in the community.
This Idea, of KFanak being the same in the persons of all 
the Gurus,was also witnessed in the very days of the earlier 
Gurus by Muhsan Fan! already quoted in this book. "They(the Sikh 
Jbelievd that when KTanak expired,his spirit became incarnate
in the person of Angad— Angad at his death transmitted his
' '   &
soul into the body of Amar Das--and so on™ in short they belive
that with a mere charge of name Hanalc the First became KTanak
the Second™ (Dabistan™ii,p.253). Again once the Sixth Guru
wrote a letter to Fani abo&t which he says: (p. 281) The „Har Govir
in a letter to the author of this work gave himself the title
Iof Nanak,which was his right distinction* I saw him in the 
year 1033 of the Hijra(A.D. 1643) in Kiratpur". (3£Tk’. ;
The belief is also confirmed fcorn the Gfeanth. Satta and 
Balwanda,the two musicians of the house of Nanak,composed a 
War in & praise of the earlier Gurus,in which they say,that 
not only the second Guru had the same light which the first 
Guru had,but also the mode of life and activities of Angad wer« 
the saanet3£)r. Fur the® they say that Nanak simply changed bodies 
from oxte Guru to the other(G. G.,p. 967).Another contemporary 
of the Guru,Bhai Gurdas in his writings emphasises the same 
point.He traces this transmission of light from God to the 
First Guru and from him to the Second and so on to the Sixth 
Guru in whose days he breathed his last(W.G.,pp.433-447) .The 
rdader may like to know the views held by the Gurus themselves 
on this point. Nanak1 s hymn has already been ref erred to in a 
note of this section. Guru Gobind Singh made the whole thing * 
very explicit in his autobiography entitled ,fBachitra Natak1- 
the wonderful dramaC-367. In it he says:
The holy Nanak was revered as Angad,
Angad was recognised as Mar Das,
And Mar Das became Ham Das.
The pious saw this but not the fools,
Who thought them all distinct 5
But some rare person recognised that they were all one.
When Ham ..Das was blended with God
He gave the Gumaship to APjan (S.E. ,v,p.295).
%%
'Thus he continues to say that all the Gurus were one*She 
Western scholars also recognise this general belief of the 
Sikhs. Thus Joseph Davy Cunningham in his history of the Sikhs 
describes Guru Gobind Singh as n inheritor of the spirit of 
Nanak, transmitted to him as one lamp imparts its flame to an- ' 
other”*Here the historian givessan interesting footnote to ahov, 
that the idea was also held in .some form or other by some poets 
in Europe, Surely the idea is in no way unique with the Sikhs,
It was very common among the Buddhists. The theory of Bodhi- 
Sattvas is more or less the same.The Buddhist institution of 
Lamashipf34^ in Tibet is still based nearly on thw same idea, 
Nanak. in his far and wide travels must have come to know of 
the practice so common among the Buddhists.He is said to have 
gone to Tibet and must have met so many Buddhists residing in 
that country.No wonder he might have heard of the system of 
Lamaship in Tibet.
The idea of spiritual succession was quite common among 
the Sufi Muhammadans with one of whom ±n Nanak* s conversation 
is recorded in the Granth and the idea was not alien to the 
Hindu mind. The important element of the concept Is not the 
spiritual succession but the spiritual transmission. It is I 
think only a nobler and elevated form of the idea of transmi­
gration of souls. Although it is not exactlyrthat yet it can 
be conceived as having originated from this metaphysical theory
Most explicitly it was held by the ; later Buddhists from whom 
I think it came to the Sikhs. ”The idea of reincarnation”,
writes I. A.Wad&el, ’‘which is fundamental element of belief ih 
Buddhism,derived from its parent stock Brahmanism, does not 
appear to have been definitely utilised for the regulation of 
the he hierarchical succession in India— "(B.H. E. ,vii,786).
Guru Nanak1 s meetings and dialogues with the Yogis or 
Kanphatas are mentioned in the Gr&nth and the Janam Sakhis. The 
idea of the Guru and the spiritual succession was very common 
among these Yogis or the Siddhas. They had a powerful sect in 
the days of Nanak and called themselves the 1 chelae* of Gorakh 
Nath "As the traditions agree in representing him as the son of 
or more or less the immediate disciple of Matsyendranath,who 
belongs to the Nepalese BuddhssismC and is even identified with 
the Bodhisattva Avolokitecvara), it is probable that --they were 
connected originally with the religion of Cakyamuni". (E.O. I.p. 25 
It is interesting to note that whereas the word 1 guru1 is comraoi
to both Sidhism-the religion of Gorakh Nath-and Sikhism™the« * , . . . . . .  ,
religion of Nanak,the words used by them for their followers 
as Chela and Sikh respectively have the same meaning of a 
disciple.Anyhow the belief of this spiritual transmission got 
a new force and a new connotation in the system of the Si^h Guru 
In^pite of the fact that the idea can be traced back to Hinduism 
or Buddhism, Lamaism or Siddhism,the concept of the word IGurui 
remans quite new as used in the Sikh scriptures. It Is used in 
the sense of an Avatara or a Prophet or One specially sent by 
God to help mankind from darkness to light.
I was concerned here on the one hand with the belief of
flf
unity in the plurality of the Gurus and on the other from the 
point of view of my use of the word * Guru* in this book. Although 
every Guru was responsible for a definite phase in the process 
of practical development of the Sikh religion,yet for the 
purpose of theoretical philosophy all Gurus can be treated as 
one.To quote Dr.Trumpp once more, ,TWe need therefore— not anxi­
ously distinguish between the words of Baba KFanak and those 
of the following Gurus 1*(p.XCII) .Therefore generally,unless 
otherwise made clear,the word *the Guru* in these pages has been 
used as the exponent of Sikh philosophy and the author of the 
Sikh religion.
The belief of unity in the plurality of the Gurus served 
a useful purpose in the development of Sikhism. But for this 
belief,there would have been no Sikh nation as such*Already the 
signs of dissension were appearing in the days of the very 
Gurus themselves.The Udasis,the Dhirmaiias,the Bamraias and the 
Minas had formed branches from the main trunk and more would 
have broken off. There may be some mystic truth in the belief 
of the spiritual transmission and the unity of the Gurus but 
apparently it is like the King of the British Empire who never 
dies.The King is the crown and remains the same, although the 
persons change. This Impressed me wonderfully,year before last, 
during the days of that constitutional crisis resulting in the 
abdication of Edward VIII,now the Duke of Windsor.
& From the religious point of view, the faith Is very
much enhanced and the internal development of the believer is 
more ensured on psychological grounds,If he feels that the 
person under whose guidance he Is proceeding on the road of 
perfection Is the same original one whom God Himself initiated. 
Moreover there Is always some glamour about the past which 
overcomes some of the apparent shortcomings of the present.
Thus the disciple Is always on sure grounds. But when ‘this persoi 
merges into the whole community, and the followers in themselves 
in an organised form become the Guru,then quite a new situation 
arises.Moral responsibility,social unity,and the progress of 
the whole become the objective;and the self-confidence of 
members Is increased extraordinarily.-The disadvantages of the 
loss of a real personality which is always the source of 
reverence,awe and inspiration are considered to have been 
compensated by the substitution of the Guru-Gcanth-Panth as 
the object of reverence equal to that of the Guru.
/f6
C H A P T E R  III
Sources of the Material,
I have based my thesis mainly on three books.
A. The chief basis of this work been the Guru Granth.
  /V
B. The Das am Granth.
C.The works of Bhai Gurdas.
The first named is the Bible of the Sikhs and is not 
easy tonhandle for philosophical analysis. Therefore the task 
of analysing the Sikh doctrines is by no means easy. The teaching 
of the Gurujboth religious and moralj^ie so very scattered all 
over the Granth that a careful research has to be made before 
the views of the Guru can be brought under different philoso­
phical heads. This analytic search will not yield a system unless 
the real link is discovered and the material is regularly 
synthesised. Such a synthesis is not mere piling up of different 
concdpts.Sometimes there appears to be a contradiction in ideas
and on such occasions the task of a critic becomes .much more
to k
difficult. Bat only has heArestudy the context of the wMle idea
but also in the case of some pass age s^ has' he to g fall back on
■ v .  i
the biographical references of the Guru?which are not available 
from the holy book itself and which determine the tone5 the 
purpose and the real index to the central idea contained in the 
passage. Besides5any attempt to comprehend the Sikh doctrines 
requires also some knowledge of the doctrines and practices&& 
of the systems and faiths existing in India and its surrounding 
countries of the time of Nanak and his successors. The diffi-
culty of the language is by no maans small .We have air eddy- 
noted in this connection Professor Max MullerSs remark about
' U
Dr.Trumpp!s work,Keeping these facts in view it will not a
• - A
matter of surprise if my present attempt results in just a 
bare outline of the philosophy of Sikhism.
A, The Guru Gcanth.
Authorships-It has sometimes been said that Guru Angad wrote 
the Adi Granth and Guru Arjan enlarged it. (Cf. E.B.IV.. 5xx3p. 647) . 
But the actual authorship belongs neither to the one nor to 
the other,The latter collected the hymns of the first four 
Gurus from some of their descendents and added to them his 
own which amount to more than one'-third of the whole collection 
The Guru dictated these hymns to Bhai Gurdas who acted as a 
scribe.f The followers of the principal Indian saints?PIindu and 
Muhammadan, since the days of Jaldev5were invited by the Guru 
to attexid and suggest suitable hymns for insertions in the 
sacred book. They repeated hymns of their resx^ ective sects$and 
such as conformed to the spirit of reform then in vogue,or 
were not wholly inconsistent with Guru*s teaching, were adopted 
and incorporated In the Gcanth.— According to the Hindu religio: 
It was deemed a sin to listen to the teachings of Musabnans, 
to say nothing of that of Sudras.lt was one of the Guru*s 
objects to show to the world that there was no such supersti-* 
tlon in the Sikh Religion, and that every good man was worthy of
honour and reverence1. Pour Bhag^ts of Lahore -Kahna,Chhajju,
- -
Shah Hussain and Pilo-with a desire of being immortalised by
getting* their l5rms in the Granth came to the Guru and request-
' ' .. * z' ......  ' ! •
ed him to find a place in the gook for their compositions* The 
Guru rejected them as they were opposed to the main teachings 
of Sidiism.Khhm' s identity with God? Chhaj ju* s condemnation 
of women., Shah Hussain* s despair and Pilo*s pessimism were not 
approved of by the Guru* (-86} *
In all the following constitute the authorship of the
Granth:
I-Six Sikh Gurus-™the first five and the ninth* (S-G).
7
II-Sixteen BhagatsGW) or saints In chroaiological order 
are:Jai Dcv( Bengal) ? Ham Dev( Bombay) ,Tr±lochan( Bombay) . 
Parmanand( Bombay) ? Sadna( Sindh) , Beni ? ? Rananand( U. P *) ? 
Dhanna( Tank- Haj put ana, PIpa(U. P.) 5 Sain(Bewa«U. P.) ? 
Kabir(Banaras)) 9Kav Das(U,P.) 9Mirabai(Hajputana) jkaric 
(West. Punj ab) ? Hiikhan(U* P.) ? Sur Das(Oudh) •
They represent nearly the four centuries of Indian thought frorr 
the middle of the twelfth to the middle of the sixteenth 
century. The Sikh Gurus who never came in contact with any of 
these saints except of course Hanak and Par idd, belong roughly 
to two centuries immediately following the above period. Thus 
the Granth Is a good record of the religious thought of India 
from the twelfth to the seventeenth century A.D.
III-She third set of the authors of the Granth falling 
within the same period consists of Bhattas whose 
compositions in the Granth are panegyrics on the first five 
Gurus.Their names and numbers have been given differently by
&different -writers. (-38-) . Bat a close reading of their Swayyas 
give us the seventeen following names:Mathra,Jalap, Bal,Harbans , 
Talya, Salya, Jalya,Ihal,KaIhSahar,Kal, Jal, Hal,Kirat,Das , Gay and,4 " i
Sadrang, and Bhkha.
IV-Some scholars(Cf. A. G, ,and T.O. S.) end the list of the 
authors of the Granth with the Bhattas as if there exists any 
edition of the holy book which does not contain Ham Kali Sadd 
of Sundar , hymns of Mardana and a long poem-War of Satta and 
Balwanda.
The Guru Granth contains 3384 hymns vhich are 1 consider­
ably more than three times of the bulk of the Higveda1. The tota 
number of stanzas has been given by Pincott(J.B.A.S.Vol.xyiii, 
Calcutta,article by Fredric Pincott) as 15,575 out of which 
6204 were written by the Fifth Guru,2949 by the First,2522 by 
the Third, 1730 by the Fourth, 196 by the Mnth,and 57 by the 
Second Guru. Of the remainder the highest number of stanzas is ,
9
in the name of Kabir and the lowest in the name of Mardana( 39^
The compilation work of the Granth came to a successful ■ 
end at Amritsar in the year 1604.1 At the conclusion of his 
task the Guru told his Sikhs that the Granth Sahib was the 
embodiment of the Gurus and should therefore be held in extreme 
reverence1 • Thus ewe have before us a most authenticated book to 
rely upon. I reproduce here an interesting passage from 
Macauliffe1 s work concerning the authenticity of the Guru1 s 
teachings: The Sikh religion differs as regards the authenticity
6e>
of its dogmas from most other great theological systems.Mainjy* 
of the great teachers the world has known have not left a line 
of their own composition and we only know what they taught
fX- A
through tradition or secondhand information. If Pyth^g^ras wrote 
any of his tenets,his writings have not descended to us.We know 
the teachings of Socrates(Sokrates)only through the writings 
of Plato and Xenophon. Buddha(Budha) has left no written memo­
rial of his teaching,Kungfu-tze,known to Europeans as Confute!- 
jkxs,left no documents in which he detailed the principles of 
his moral and social system. The Pounder of Christianity did not 
reduce his doctrines to writing and for them we are obliged to 
trust to the Gospels according to Mat'thew,Mark, Luke and John.
The Arabian Prophet did not himself reduce to writing the 
chapters of the Quran. They were written or compiled by his 
adherents and followers.But the compositions of the Sikh Gurus 
are preserved and we know it first hand what they taught.--S.P.
II
The Arrangements of the Contents:
Some scolars(Cf. A. G. )seem to be very much upset by an 
extreme lack of order and classification in the collection of 
the hymns of the Adi Granth, To appreciate the arrangement of 
the contents of the Granth we have to bear in mind the chief 
contribution which the Sikh Gurus made towards the different 
paths of realisation of the ideal for the human being. In fact 
the Guru invented a somewhat new path of salvation. It is neither 
Karma Marga,nor& strictly Qyan Marga,nor even the traditional
6 t
Hindu:* BXiakti Marga. It is Ham Marga, which on the theoretical
side may “be called aesthetic idealism a and its practical side/\
it lays emphasis on aesthetic communion and its result Wismad- 
wonder,Music5 consequently,plays a great part in this system. It 
is the poetry and the music of the contents of the Granth 
revealing simple and direct truths which charm a reader of 
Gurbani.What Lange in,his history said of Schiller1 s philosophi 
cal poems1 in which the spirit takes its flight-in das Gedanken- 
land der Schonheit* and finds there not oafLy aesthetic satis­
faction, but also ethical harmony and religious peace,is very 
approprlately applicable to the hymns of the Gurus, That is why 
there is a belief and many Sikhs act upon it, that only a, 
sincere and concentrated reading of Gurbani can bring peace to 
the soul,*The future of religion and speculative metaphysics* , 
writes Pringle Pattison in 1 The Idea of God*,* lies according 
to him(Lange)in this free pdetic creation of a spiritual home, 
(Heimat der Geister)in which our highest ideals are realised.*, 
The Guru created such a spiritual home for the Sikhs in the 
Gf Granth,
Tb.e Granth in its contents does not resemble the Vedas 
as eL some scholars think(Cf,T.0.S.) 0lts objective was not to 
lay down any clear-cut system of philosophy nor to place before 
us a definite set of rules for ritual practices or social 
observances.The Rig Veda will teach a woman;Take unto thyself 
eleventh husband by Hiyoga!,(Rig Veda, quoted by Swami Daya-Hand, 
A 45 : 85).The Quran will teanh a man s Marry such women as
6 %■
seem good to you two and three and four".(Quran,p.30$chi4}3;)
Bat a seeker for guidance in such worldly affairs will be hope­
lessly disappointed from the contents of the Orantli.Mental 
solace and spiritual peace was the end in view of the Guru 
while composing Granthio hyims(4S) * This he conceived to be most 
easily realisable through music. So music forms the basis of 
classification of the contents of the Granth. * The hymns that * 
are to be sung in a particular Bag were first placed together ; 
and were then arranged under the following heads:I-Chaupadas- 
containing’ an average of four verses each5 2~Ashtpadis-contain­
ing an average of eight stansas each; 3-Special long poems;
4-Chh&nts-consisting of six line verses;5-Special short poems; 
6«Wars(Vars)«consisting of two ox* more Sloks,and a Pauri or 
a concluding stansa;7-Poems of Hiag$t& in the same order.
There is absolutely no deviation from this clearly ,
CMC, £
defined principle* The hymns were further classified to the
Gharu or the musical clef , in which each hymn was to be sung*
According to the Indian method of singing?the accent falls
and voice rises and falls,in different positions,according to
the Gharu In which the verses are to be sung]
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At the end of the Granth. the Guru (-433 has given an index 
of all Bags and Ragnls and their families.This classification 
is different fcom the generally accepted Hindu classification.
(G. G* K. contains an iHumiliating article on the subject.) .The 
Guru began with Sri RagHS-)because this Rag he says has got




this he has called it 'the foremost of all the Rags'(G* G. ,32).
According to the index given by the Guru there are six main ■
«*
Rags wheih have thirty Ragnis(wives) and the sons of these are 
18 & 10 &20 i-e 48* The total comes to 84, But the hymns uttered 
by. the Guru fall only under thirty one of this total* So that 
the 'Adi Granth is arranged on a clearly traceable system* 
depending* firstly on the tunes to which the poems were sung; 
secondly*on the nature or the metre of the poems themselves; 
thirdly*on their authorship; and fourthly,on the clef or key 
deemed appropriate to them. It follows * as a corollary, that the 
position of the hymns have no reference to their antiquity or 
dogmatic importance;and also;that the Adi Granth is a single 
systematic collection, into which the later editions of the 
Mnth Guru,were inserted in their appropriate places'.There are 
ten main headings under which the hymns of the Granth can be 
divided;






7-Sloks of Kablr and Farid-1364-1384; ■ ,
8-Swayyas of the Gurus and the Bhattas-pp. 1384-1408;
9-Sloks of the Gurus-pp, 1409-1428;
1 0-Rag Mala*the Index of Sikh musical measures-to p. 1430
The Teachings of the hymns of the Granth.
It has often been found that scholars of the West and 
and also of India compare the Granth both in form and in content 
with Big® Veda. It is not improbable that there may be some
resemblance between the two books. Teachings of both have been
$
interpretfed differently by different writers.Butn this apparent 
or interpretation is found regarding every holy book. It is true
of the Bible,the Qiiran, the Big Veda, the Gita and so also of
,{b
the Granth. Just as n we have got Pfeiderer,Pictet along with• - /\
Both and Day a hand, Ram Mohan Boy, Bloomfield, Bergaigne, Bay ana 
and Aurbindo Ghosh giving different interpretations to Vedic 
hymns ; similarly there are Vedantists who say that the Granth 
teaches Vedantism; there are mystics who hold that it reveals 
as excellent exposition of Sufism; people having indications 
towards Mhnansic Karma-Kanda do not fail to get some hymns to 
support their view point;the Bhalcti school finds the Bhakti 
dominating the whole volume;but the truth is that we can neither 
affirm any of these views nor can we boldly deny them. This 
reminds me of an excellent given by Bal Ganga Dhar Tilak about
rt
similar controversy regarding the teachings of Gita,with wliich 
I think the Granth resembles more than any other book.
"Suppose11, says Tilak, "looking at a nice and sweet food 
preparation, one says that it is made of wheat, and another one 
says it is made of Ghee and a third one says it is made of 
sugar,according to his own taste;then which one of them will
youncall wrong ? Each one is correct in his own way and ulti­
mately the question what that food preparation is ,remains 
unsolved.Because as it is impossible to mix wheat, clarified 
butter,and sugar to prepare from them various kinds of eatables 
— the particular eatable cannot be sufficiently defined by 
saying that Ghee or wheat or sugar is the principle element ’ 
in it". (Gita,pert i p.29) .What the Granth teaches is one con­
sistent systematic whole combining and transcending all the 
three elements of the Karma,Bhakti and Qyan, The Guru’s system 
is that of Fam. On account of their mental bias different 
writers interpret the hymns of the Granth differently.
In India the standard of judging the unity of a parti­
cular book has been determined by a classical Mhnansic verse 
which runs as follows;
Upalcramopas airhar av abhyaso purvata phalam;
■ ■
Arthavadopapatti ca 1ingam tatparyanirnayav 
This implies seven steps;beginning,end,emphasis by repetition 
of the problem to be established,newness of the subj ectmatter* 
effect,the digressions made to illuminate and illustrate by 
comparison or contrast, the subj ectmatter of the book, the 
natural logical inference from the previous stage. I need not 
enter into the application of these tests to the G?anth,as it 
has alreadjr been done by the hirmala scholars,especially by 
PCtndit Sadhu Singh in his SIdhant Jyoti.
The Guru In the concluding passage of the Granth entitle* 
Mundavani has summarised the purpose of the Granthic hymns in
6 6
the following words:
In this vessel (the GcanthjSome also interpret it as 
the universe) three things have been put: Truth3Harmony and 
Wisdom or He as on. These are seasoned with the ambrosial name 
of God, which is the ground of all.Whoever eateth and eryoyeth 
shall be saved.
Hie Guru's idea was to present to the world a book whidt 
shoixld serve as a text book of universal r,eligion5 and something 
which Is essential and common to the truly religious side of 
a faith.The social?practical?secular and ritual aspects of a 
religion are relative to time ? place and other environments. 
These thongs change and should not,according to the Guru?form 
the subjectmatter of a holy book, whose teachings are to guide 
men to spiritual 'peace at all times and In all countries.Even 
Guru Gobind Singh who institutionalised the Sikh doctrines 
did not include these rules In his own Granth. For that aspect 
of Sikhism a student has to turn to Bahat Hamas etc. The teach! 
irgs of the Granth are primarily spiritual and secondarily 
philosophical. Peace of the soul Is the constant aim before the 
Guru.
IV
Revelations As we have seen above the Guru does not claim 
himself to be an incarnation of God-which theory he severely 
repudiates-*but sometimes he does represent himself to be the 
mouthpiece of God, The knowledge contained in 'the hymns is 
described to be God given(G.G. ,p.I77,306,308,723,735,920,I2Q3).
There are two theories about tl>is revelation of the holy books. 
One is that God becomes incarnate as an Avatar a and whatever 
he says and does is divine* This is the Hindu view(43), The other 
is that ‘when the religious life has grown stagnant and worship 
has become mechanical,when human hearts led captive by the de­
sire of this world have forgotten the f heavenly goal,through 
the elect souls(prophets etc*)the divine quickening comes and 
men are braced for the fulfilment of their divine vocation*.
This is special revelation of God to specially selected men,It 
is true in the field of religion only* 1 The mountain peak first 
catches the light of the rising sun; and so it is the prophet, 
standing high above the crowd of men,who receives the revealing 
light of God and then reflects to the many* (Galloway,The Philo­
sophy of Religion,p*5S6).
Tliis kind of special revelation is also understood in 
two s.enses*One is that God communicates His teachings in His 
own words and those words are simply repeated by the prophet 
like a graramophone record. In this notion the prophet simply 
works as an instrument. The other belief is that God communicates 
not the words but the content of the words-the knowledge. In both 
these views there is generally conveyed the thought of a communi- 
cation of truth to which ^could not attain by his unaided powers* 
That is to say a knowledge is communicated by God to man which 
man otherwise could not have possessed*. The history of the deve­
lopment of religion, a comparative - study of scriptures and the 
modern * to religion has falQi£iea
mo d e m  application of psychology
6such old notions.There is another view about the revelation 
which is more widely held by the mystics and poets. According 
to this view the mystic ujpity of the individual self with the 
Universal Self , in other words the communion of man with God 
inspires certain individuals who set forth their experiences 
in the holy books.Thus inspired they arrive at the universal 
truth. This is the truth !which is not x^ eached through the ana­
lytical process of reasoning and does not depend for proof oh 
some corroborations: of outward facts or the prevalent faith 
and practice of the people-the truth which comes like an inspi­
ration out of contact with its surroundings brings with it ah 
assurance that it has been sent from an inner source of divine 
wisdom,that the individual who has realised it is spedially 
inspired and therefore has his responsibility as a direct'!', 
medium of communication of divine truth1 ♦
The revelation in actual words is believed by the Muha­
mmadans in the form of a direct message from God to prophet
  lb \
Muhammad(447 * The revelation of truth in general-the insight-as 
referred to by the Guru about himself. In this sense the- Granth 
is a revealed book.
V
The Granth-The Adi, The Guru:
Whenever I use the word the Granth in this work I mean 
the Adi Granth or the Guru Granth-the Bible of the Sikhs. It 
got its title the Guru from the compiler himself. I have already- 
referred to this fact. The title was confirmed and ceremonially
conferred on the booJt by last Guru in 17GB A.D.
*b Apart from this dogmatic belief it is culled the Guru
because it throws light on the path leading to the highest goal 
of spirituality. Its study serves as a guide* The Guru means one 
who throws .lightSc guides in darfcness(G. G.K. ,pp.471-473) .When 
•the Guru is living bodily he guides his disciples by his words. 
At that time the auditory organs receive the stimuli,How the ' 
same words are contained in the book and the task of receiving* 
the stimuli is shifted from hearing to sight-to visual organs 
of the reader(G. H. ,p. 138) or to the same auditory organs if one 
happens to be a listener to what is being read by the Granthi 
or the Kirtania-the singes of hymns.
The Guru says that just as a column supports the roof, * 
similarly the Guru is word keeps the wayfarer firm k on his path 
(G. G,,p.282) .Again he says the book containing the divine word 
is the residence of the divinity Himself(G. G. ,1255), The idea 
underlying,! think,is the extreme faith and reverence which are 
so essential for spiritual progress and religious development. 
The Granth is also known as the Adi Granth. The title of 
Adi to is it was given in order to distinguish it from a later 
Granth composed by the Tenth Guru,Adi means the first one,The 
full title of the book before me is given as sAdi Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib ji. Sri, Sahib and ji are words used out of respect* 
B- The Dasam Granth,
The f&il title of the book before me is: Sri Dasam Guru 
Granth Sahib ji,published at Gurmat press,Amritsar,I need not
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enter into a detailed description of the gas am Gre&h,which X 
have not very much used for the philosophical exposition of 
the doctrines. As for as speculative philosophy is concerned 
Gum Gobind Singh1 s views domot materially differ from the 
views of his predecessors contained in the Adi Granth. The idea 
of God which he conceived as a military .deader is, of course, 
a new contribution to the Sikh attributes of God and this will 
be discussed in its proper place. There are conflicting remarks 
met with in English literature about the teachings of Guru 
Gobind* Some hold he relapsed into Hinduism(46). Quite opposite 
is the view that he absolutely separated the Sikhs from the 
Hindus (47). Again there are some who say that under the Tenth 
Guru the Sikhs became intolerant and opposed to this are men 
like Jacquemont who found the Sikfs to be extremely tolerant, 
not at all fanatic, unsophisticated and simple with oxoen honesty. 
(Letters From India etc.1834).
In a part of the Das am Granth the Guru attemped to give
an account of Hindu mythology, a knowledge of which was so
essential to understand Sikhism which grew on the soil of India.
The Adi Granth contains many allusions and references which,
before Guru Gobind Singh1 s work could only be learnt from
Sanskrit books. Thus the last Guru brought the knowledge of the
Hindu Religion and mythology within easy reach of the Sikhs by
writing In their own script and vernacular.A student of the Adi 
Granth ^ature of those beliefs which the Granth
clearly rejects in its pages.The inclusions of suola discussions
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in the Das am Granth should not make us think that the author 
accepted them and thus relapsed into Hinduism* The Christian 
missionary societies are translating the religious books of 
the world5but this does not mean that in doing so they fall 
from Christianity and lapse into other faiths* It is purely an 
academic interest to have some comparative insight into the 
teachings of other faiths.
Ihere is also some controversy about the authorship of 
the Dasam Granth, Some hold(Me * Macaulif f e included) that it is 
a collection of the works of various poets of the court of 
the Tenth Guru and that only a small portion of it can be 
ascribed to Guru Gobind Singh. Others5 including the Nimialasj 
believe that the whole of the book was written by the Guru and 
his purpose in writing it was not to give us a rival sacred 
book but to throw side lights on the Adi Granth. Still a third 
group?which is prepared to accept the Hirmala view? except the 
long episode of Pakhian Chritra or Tirya Gharitra. They think 
it. be low the dignity of the Guru to deal with the wiles of 
women( Gf ,H.P. L. ?p.4o). But the edition that I have consulted 
begins this composition with Patshahi X i-e as having been 
written by Guru Gobind Singh ? the Tenth King. But a stronger 
argument in favour of the Hirmala view is the internal evidence 
of style. idiom and the general of presentation. But this need
■ft* ..............  '
not Athe last word on the point. The matter needs a careful * 
research which is not within our scope of the work in hand.
The contents of the Dasam Granth are divided into the
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following twelve partss
I-Jap-meditation on the names of God,pp. I-II; 2-Akal Tistat 
in praise of the Ihmortal, pp. 11-39 ;3-Bachitra Hatak-wonderful ; 
drama,pp.38-118;4-War Sri Ehagauti j± ki-a war poem,pp.1X9-127;
5-Gyan Prabodh-given of knowledge,pp. 127-164}6-The Hindu incar­
nation* of God,pp. 155-^08;7-Hymns in Ramlcali,pp.709-712;8-Hytnins 
in Swayyas,pp.7I2-7I6;9-Hymns about the Sildis,pp.716-717; 10- 
Shastar Mala,in praise of weapons,pp.717-8085 II~Pakhian Gharitr 
pp. 809-1359 512-Zafar Hama,a letter of victory a in Persian 
addressed to Aurangzeb and some stories,pp.1359-1427.
0 - Works of Bhai Gurdas,
Two works of Gurdas Bhalla have come down to us I-Wars§
2-Habits and Swayyas.The former is known and was described 
by Guru Arjan,the compiler of the Adi Granth,as a key to the 
holy book.They say^,the study of Gurdas* s Wars is essential 
for following the true implications of the Granthic hymns. 1 
have already made a mention of Bhai Gurdas in a previous chap­
ter .For a detailed, information about his life and works see 
S.R. i,pp.LXIII-VT,iii,iv;H. P.L. 5Hans Chog by Bawa Budh Singh;
G. S.R. ;G.S. 5 and commentaries of Gyani Hazara Singh .Amritsar; 
and Glyani -Narain Singh Tar an Tar an. The first two books are 
witten in English and. the rest are in Panjabi-Gurmukhi.
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"In order to explain a particular philosophy we must 
first make a careful and comprehensive examination of its 
sources"(W.Windelband?History of Philosophy?p, 15) .We cannot 
think of any movement which can be called absolutely original. 
The past becomes the present?whlch again imperceptibly passes 
into the future. There seems to be a* Bergsonian* change which 
is more or less universal. The Guru says that all Is Ghalaiman- 
changing. But this change is not mechanical and deterministical 
except In the course of what we call nature? oh the material 
level. As soon as the mind element comes In? there enters into 
it a disturbing factor. The continuous flow of the mechanical 
nature is interrupted. There was no past?present or future for 
that flow.The mind appears?interferes and the concept of three 
tenses begins.Here we have got different schools of thought. 
One holds that mind too is a part of this deterministic flow 
of nature. Another group says noimind Is free and changes this 
flow. There Is a third group of thinkers who hold the middle 
course. The mind Is a part of the flow but with potential 
Initiativeness.It has the possibilities of creation-absolute 
originality?but the environments or the flow of nature limits 
those possibilities.
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What is true of mind in the course of nature,is also true of it 
in its own sphere. There is -a historical mind whose flow like 
the flow of nature goes on.Movements of thought,of feeling,of 
willing-that is of philosophy,of religion and art,and of scien- 
ces 6-480 "belong to the historical mind. Prophets' and geniuses 
appear in this flow, add new currents to it or modify it as far 
as they can.Here’too we have the same three schools. There are 
some who think that these prophets too are the children of 
their age having been determined by their surroundings and 
other circumstances.There are others,the orthodox people who 
hold that they are absolutely original. God sent them gifted 
with powers of thought,which none before possessed.More 
scientific are the critics who regard these originals both 
new and. not new. It is in the third sense that 1 take the Guru, 
in fact, every prophet to be original to a point. That is why 
in this sectiond I am dealing with Sikhism in its comparative 
light.It will not be welcome to orthodox people,especially in 
India and more especially among the Sikhs. As Parnell writes*.
In fact the workers in this field must expect to arouse a 
measure of hostility in certain orthodox cirdles;for however 
intellectual and detached be their devotion to their ta.sk,it 
may easily modify the temperament and attitude of the average 
religious man, as their results penetrate the public mind. The 
mere process of comparing religioais and the exposition of the
fgL
similarity found in ^higher in respect of doc trine, ritual and 
legend may dim the enthusiasm of a one™eyed faith,that once
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clave passionately to the conviction that its religion was a 
new and unique revelation, springing whole and uncomtaminated 
from a divine source. That claim was png maintained for Christ- 
ianity-— But much study end research* fruitfully pursued by the 
last generation of scholars ,have invalidated that claim and it 
is no longer maintained by our more enlightened theologians. Ihe 
indebtedness of early and later Christianity to certain insti­
tutions * certain ritual*certain beliefs of Paganism,Hellenic* 
Anatolian* Egyptian*possibly Zarthustrian has long been admitted,
Every prophet borrows some thing from the existing 
beliefs of his time. But this borrowing is not always positive. 
Even the reaction or what may be called the rejection of certaii 
beliefs is also borrowing* because the source stimulating the 
negative s/ttitude lies in those unacceptable beliefs already 
existing.We may take*for instance* any historical relig±on*the 
two aspects are always there. The very name of God-Allah-was 
borrowed by the Prophet of Islam from the polytheistic names of 
the tribes of Arabia, Allah was the chief god of the tribes(S.B. 
E„ jVi*p.XII* E.H. Palmer). The Prophet refined the concept and said 
that Allah was not the chief Cod but the sole God*no god beside 
Him; La Ila II Allah, On the negative side he found the tribes 
worshipping idols and as a reaction he rejected them absolutely.
In Sikhism too*we should expect 'the positive and negative 
Influence of various religions. On the positive side the borrow­
ing should not mean a mere transplantation of a certain belief 
nor on the negative side the absolute rejection of some other
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doctrine.lt may be that whatever Is accepted*is accepted with 
modification^and whatever Is rejected*is rejected with modi­
fication. At the same time I am convinced that the essential 
truth* or what we may call the universal truth or that which is 
Intrinsically true Is the hoib same in every advanced religion 
and the Guru*in fact every prophet*accepts this universal 
element of all garths. Some-times the same tendency leads the 
knowing mind to tolerate the same truth in a disguised and 
therefore different form. This fact Is very much marked in the 
teachings of the Guru.The Tenth Guru*as has already been 
quoted* declared this unity in the external divers I-ty of all 
religions.But the pulse of the feeling of this unity or the 
universal truth always beats high or low in the history of 
mankind. The curve of the mind of a nation or society* of differ- 
ent peoples in different places*rises and falls like the 
curve ©f Individual minds. There Is neither an absolute forward
progress nor an absolute backward regress,When the curve of 
a people1 s mind falls there appears some lever in the form of 
a prophet.He sheds light*people realise their fall and rise. 
They do not constantly rise .The curve falls* not always due to 
the same reasons*nor always In the same sphere. A prophet comes 
not always in the religions field* but in the field where he is 
needed most,necessity,they say*Is the mother of Invention* 
Mental necessity rears up a giaht-mind suited to the occasion. 
Religious deterioration produces a prophet*political degenera­
tion gives birth to a general or an agitator * economic depress!-
-on presses forward a reconstruction of financial system ao the 
hands of some Marx or Lenin and social degradation creates 
a remodeller of society, Thus the mental curve of mankind goes 
on,We have already seen the various shades of the fall of this- 
curve at the time of the Guru in India, Now we have to see how 
and in what way the same fall determined its own rise through 
the help of the Gurus.
II
The system of Nanak has been looked at through various 
coloured glasses.First we have the Hindu eye.What the colour 
of that eye is,nobody has so far succeeded in defining, 11 To 
many it seems to be a name without any contentds it (Hinduism^ 
a museum of beliefs,a medley of rites,or a mere map, a geogra­
phical expression ?Its content, if it has any, has altered from 
age to age*,from community to community0 It meant one thing in- 
in the Vedic period? another in the Brahmanical, and a third, in 
the Buddhist. It seems one thing to the Saivite, another to the 
Vaisnavite3a third to the Saktah (hie Hindu View of Lif e,by 
Sir ,Radhakrishnan5p. 12) .Before I agree or disagree with Dr, 
Trumpp 5Maurice Bloomfield and Narang(^Q) that Sikhism is nothing 
but Hinduism (tnj) ,I would like to discuss what the word Hinduism 
stands for,
Neither the Encyclopaedia Britannica,nor that of Kell-* 
gion and Ethics gives us a clear cut definitionjin the light 
of which we may definitely say, whether or not, Sikhism is 
1universallyTHinduism or a branch of it. Thus W. Crook© writes
7in the latter, "Ho problem is more difficult than that of fram­
ing a definition of Hindu ism- - - -many of the tests which have; • 
been proposed from time to time are obviously inadequate". Again 
to quote Macnicol, "The question,What is Hinduism, is one to whicl 
no one is likely ever to be able to give a simple or quite- 
intelligible answer. It has no creed summing up authoritatively 
its tenets.It has no historical personality as its centre whose 
life dates its beginning that can be discerned.lt may be des­
cribed rather as an encyclopaedia of religions than as a reli­
gion, a vast conglomerate,comprehensive in the widest sense,an 
amalgam of often contradictory beliefs and practices,held 
together in one by certain powerful ideas and by a system of 
social regulations".Sir,Alfred lyall in his 1 Asiatic Studiesf$ 
compares Hinduism at its* lower levels* , to a 1 troubled sea. 
without shore or visible horizon, driven to and fro by the winds 
of boundless credulity and grotesque invention*. Govind Das in 
his* Hinduism* describes it as an* anthropological process bt 
rather than a religion* I il’Hinduism", to quote from another 
monumental work of Sir Badhakrishnan, "has come to mean a hetero­
geneous mass of philosophis,religions,mythologies and magics 
(Indian Philosophy,i,p.92).
We are not concerned here with the history of the deve­
lopment of Hinduism,but a brief discussion to throw some light 
on the ancient u background of Sikhism may not be out of place* 
If a careful analysis were to be made I would explain this 
medley of thoughts in Hinduism by reference to its three
sources.One is the pure Aryan cult.Hie other is the pre-Aryan 
form of crude Tantrism of the South,which influenced the Aryan 
mind when the Aryans travelled towards ho* the southern and 
eastern parts of India, after crossing the land of five rivers 
of the Panjab and the Ghaggar-Suraswati valley. These two have 
been recognised by every scholar of Hindu philosophy. But the 
new excavations of the burbled cities of Mohen-j o~daroa and
fV ' ' I
Har^ a]3a give a clue to another pre-Aryan civilisation which is 
sometimes called the * Indus civilisation*. It could not really 
be imagined that the Aryan invaders from the north-west side 
found the Punjab and the Indus valley empty of people and un­
inhabited by human beings* Nor can one believe the other alter­
native that the Aryans may have pushed the natives of this 
valley in toto to southward. Some, mixtures of ideas did take 
place before the Aryans spread, out to the eastern and si souths 
ern parts of India. This Aryan expansion must have taken place 
long after their settlement in the Panjab and the Indus valley* 
Rig Veda is the product of this settled life of the Aryans*
The new discoveries of recent years based on the latest 
excavations give some idea of the animal worship of those days. 
The Lord must then have been the Pasu-pati, the Lord of the 
cattle,who also became the Lord of all beings. The mixture of 
these three strands in the early Indian Aryanism,out of which 
grew the later Hinduism with so many systems of thought,philoso­
phy and religion,from which also in part,I must say the main 
part as far as the theoretical side of Sikhism is concerned,were
SO
derived principles of Sikh religion and philosophy. To reach 
the stage of Sikhism one has to look back to a great histori­
cal process beginning with pure Aryan!sm,Aryanism blending with 
the Ideas of the ancient people of India and the result of 
their mixture what we call Hinduism. Later Zor as triani sin, Islam 
and Christianity also join to produce the new born religion of 
the sixteenth century of India.With this ancestorship I am not 
inclined, to believe that Sikhism Is mere Hinduism.We have - 
already seen how vague the tern Hinduism is. Even the broadest, 
definition of Hinduism as a religion, cannot include Sikhism' as 
such. To say that every one Is a Hindu who does not repudiate 
that designat!on(Govind Das,Essentials of Hinduism) gives us 
no positive content.By using a different connotation of the 
term Hindu(as we have not got a definite one) a Sikh may in 
one sense call himself a Hindu and in the other may* repudiate 
that designation* . Thus Hinduism Is such a wide term that some­
times it Is even coextensive with the term H Indian.
As Indicative of a system of beliefs Hinduism is such a 
heterogenous, intermixture that there will be no religion in the 
world whose essential teachings,some how or other,cannot be 
traced to Hindu scriptures.(Of,Hinduism and Islam,and Buddhism 
and Islam,by Abul Fazal,I909,I9l0 respectively) * This does not 
mean that no religion is original or Islam and Christianity 
are also branches of Hinduism. Strangely enough this unlimited
character of Hinduism has led some writers to believe that there
3i
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was a time when Hinduism or as once heard, a Vedic missionary
t!
say the Vedic religion, was the religion of the whole Universe* 
Thus for instance S.Khazan Singh writes:There are many mo'r.e 
analogies which clearly go to establish the fact that Hinduism 
in ancient times pervaded the whole earth(H.P.S.) .He supports 
his contention by a quotation from Lieut. Colonel James Todd
t (Religions,Establishments*— of Mewar)who,however,is more modest
tv»
h^is statement. 1 That a system' of Hinduism pervaded1,writes the 
Colonel,1 the Babylonian,Assyrian empires,scripture furnishes 
abundant proofs1.1 am not concerned with the truth bk or the 
falsity of the theory. In fact modern agricultural, architectural 
and linguistic and anthropological researches indicate that 
Africa and India including Western Asia were once one patch of 
land inhabited by people of common beliefs and customs. Thus 
the same writer Khazan Singh holds that Hinduism was the only 
religion in the ancient world. At some time Abraham revolted 
and a Semitic religion was formed. These two religions are 
the original source of all the modern religions of the world.
11 It Is clear "goes on Khazan Singh, "tha^ all the religions now 
existing In the world under different appellations,either 
Hindu or Muslim-beliefs variegated only in their subordinate 
details.And the Sikhs and the Khalsa are also Hindus in that 
sense,although they form a compromise between the two,differing 
In their rituals and ceremonials which mark them out as a 
didtlnct religion. In fact the Khalsa represent the oldest 
religion of the world from which both the present Hindus and 
Muhammadans are descended. They represent the oldest religion
. <2-
in its most purer.and perfect form,rejecting and discarding
all later corruptions and adulterations,f(p. 342). The reader 
cannot expect any tiling more dogmatic. I have come ae^ross some 
orthodox Mrmalas too arguing about the antiquity and the 
purity of the Khalsa in a similar tone.Hie tables here are 
quite turned..History Is reversed,This does not help us much. 
What this brings us to,is that In this far fetched and too 
broad a sense,not only Sikhism is Hinduism,but there Is no 
fellgion left in the world which directly or indirectly has 
not grown out of Hinduism.
1 think the best way to understand Hinuism is not to
‘ct
take^as a religion,but as a culture,as a definite type of 
civilisation,which like every other civilisation of the olden 
days, as Vis count Samuel said in his Presidential Address to 
the British Institute of Philosophy(November 16,37) *,was deter- 
mined by Its creed1. The idea of VbherwoiHdliness ha,s played 
an important part in forming the outlook of people In this civi 
lisation.lt is a mould for society,Irrespective of the religi- 
ous faiths participating in It,and as such it has developed 
through experiences both religious and social of a vast number 
of generations. When I sayl* Sikhism is not Hinduism* I mean by 
the latter the Brahmanical x faith .Mien I say * Sikhism is 
Hinduism* I mean by it the Hindu culture. 1 shall discuss the 
relation between Sikhism and Brahmanism a little later,but I 
was tempted to make this distinction between Hinduism as a 
religion which is Brahmanism and Hinduism as la historical
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process of Indian culture. What Sir Radhakrishnan has described 
in his1 Hindu View of Life1 seems to me to be the Brahmanical 
view of it. That is not a wrong use of the word Hindu but only 
another another and a narrower use of it,-Che vital principle 
of this- culture to quote from the same book is,1its insistence 
on the inward life of spirit1 .And also,that the religious 
experience of a Hindu is Barsana-insight into the nature of 
reality and Anubhava-the actual experience of that reality* Thus 
Hindu culture would bring'under It all systems of thought,of 
Indian origin at least* It will not be ttoo wrong to say under
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this, cultural interpretation of Hinduism can be brought the 
Indian Christians,Muslims and Par sis who share with the general 
Indian mind a common music,a common art,a common basis of 
literature and more or less a common outlook on life. (61).
On the side of theoretical beliefs,I think the nearest
approach to this view point of interpretinggHinduism as a
culture Is that of Professor Das-^upta in his * History of
Indian Philosophy1 (I,p.71,74,75) .Briefly stated it comes to
that,a manfs reality Is his soul,which suffers in the form of
endless cycle of births and deaths as a result of his actions-
Karma* The purpose of man!s life is the permanent release from
this suffering of transmigration. Tills if analysed falls under
three heads:Soul,Karma and Release.lt may be said that the
Qiarvakas form an exception to these beliefs.But they never
occupied a popular place in the systems of Indian thought. They 
are,in fact,extreme materialists who & represent a type of
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people who are found everywhere and at every time. They afe 
sensualists believing’ in 1 eat, drink, and be merry* denying the 
existence of God and soul* Thus defined Hinduism becomes an • 
anthropological movement embracing all peoples living in India. 
Sikhism is one phase of that movement.
Hie attempt to interpret Silchism as Hinduism, apart from 
its cultural implications,or more precisely to interimet
i
Sikhism as Brahmanism,has been as history shows,repudiated by
the Hindus themselves.For instance in the days of Guru Mar Has
the Brahmans took a deputation to Mperor Akbar and represented
to him their complaint in the following words:Guru Mar Das of
Goindwal hath abandoned the religious and social customs of
the Hindus and abolished the distinction of the four castes*^-
cL>
There is now no twilight prayer,no g^atri,no offering of water 
to ancestors,no pilgrimages,no obsequies,and no worship of 
idols or of the divine Salagram.—  no one now acteth according 
to the Veddsaor the S^ritis~™no gods or goddesses—  (S. R. ,ii, 
p, 105) *Fani,so often quoted,did not fail to mark in the very 
days of the Gurus that Sikhism was developing as a separate 
religion. Thus he writes in the days of the Sixthe Guru that 
the Sikhs fdo not recite the Mantras of the Hindus,they do not 
venerate the if. temples, nor do they esteem their Avatar as. The 
Sanskrit language,which according to the Hindus is the language 
of the gods is not held in such great estimation by the Sikhs, 
— Mong them there is nothing of the religious rites of the 
Hindus;they know of no check of eating or drinking.When Partab
Mai, a wise Hindu,saw that his son wished to adopt the faith 
of the Musalmans he asked him:Why dost thou wish to become a 
Musalman?If thou likest to eat everything, be come a Guru of the 
Sikhs(perhaps he meant a Sikh of the Gurus) and whatever thou 
desirest thou canst eat and drink1.
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Now we come to the other side of the picture. If the ■ 
Hindus habe tried to prove Nanak and his system as Hindu,the 
Muslems have also attempted to bring him in their fold and to 
represent that his teachings were Islamic. I shall analyse the 
points of agreement and difference between the two systems 
under the head of Islam as a source of Sikhism,but here I want 
to point out that there is another coloured glass too which 
has been used to see Sikhism through. A. S. Gorden describes 1't 
as a Hindu sect but having been inspired by Muhammadanism ( E.Ik ii) 
But this view has not been put forward so definitely and one-* 
sidedly as It has been done by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad in his*Sat 
Bacham! After placing Nanak above all the Himdu Hishls, prophets 
and gods,he goes on to say that the knowledge contained In the 
hymns of Nanak Is so subtle and divine that it is impossible 
to jgind the like of It In the Vedas or the other books of the' 
Hindus, Having dome so he maintains that Guru Granth is an 
exposition and a commentary of the Holy Quran and that Nanak - 
was really a Muhammadan. FuaSier on he analyses the teachings of 
Nanak In the same one-sided spirit and then quotes from Hughes* 
Dictionary of Islam,to support his contention of Nanak being
%6
a Mu si 3iii ( pp, 3 9 6 ? 30,124.) *
IV
r There remains a third school of orthodox Sikhs and of
sympathetic English scholars. The former hold that Sikhism Was
revealed by god and is absolutely new and that it rose in a
complete detachment of any background what-soeverEEven -Mr.
Macauliffe writes%How there Is here presented a religion total!
' '
uhaffected Semitic or Christian Influences.,Based on the concdptA -
of the upity of God?it rejected Hindu formularies and adopted 
an Independent ethical system,ritual} and standards which were 
totally opposed to the theological beliefs of Guru. Hanak1 s age 
and country— -it would be difficult to point out to a religion 
of greater originality or to a more comprehensive ethical 
system(p. LIV). In a similar strain writes Dorothy Field.,1 A read­
ing of the Granth strongly suggests that Sikhism should be 
regarded as a new and separate world religion1 .In another 
passage she says:The religion Is also one which should appeal 
to the occidental mind. It Is essentially a practical religion. 
If judged from the pragmatical standpoint In some quarters it 
would rank almost first in the world(H.O. S. ,p.lo).
V
I accept the view of the critical school with modifica­
tion. Most of them hold that Sikhism Is a mixture of Islam, and 
Hinulsm. Some of these say that the background of Sikhism is 
•plainly Hindu{ and Islam was a directive element in some of 
its principles. (Of,Theism In Medieval Hxdia?pp.485-495;T.O. S.
c7
appendix-ii) . Others hold that it was fixture of the higher 
elements of the two rellglons(Cunningham,Morier,and Wheeler etc 
"This religion was a sort of compound of Muhammadanism and 
Hinduism? in which the leading doctrines of both were reconciled 
byna strange kind of combination"(Early Records of British 
India,p. ISO). To me Sikhism presents'a two fold aspect:the 
ground and the superstructure of Sikhism are clearly discern- 
able. The background of Sikhism Is not Hindu alone but Aryan 
and Semetic both. At the same time from the very beginning1 it 
asserts Itself as an independent religion, in which a new spirit 
breathes and on which the mighty personality of the Guru has 
left an indelible impress*
This brings us to the originality of the Guru or the 
newness of Sikhism. If we analyse the philosophy and religion 
of the Sikhs into bits and pieces then there is nothing what 
we can call original or new in It. But I do not think that in 
this sense anybody can assert absolute originality of any 
system,philosophy or religion of the world. This absolute new­
ness is inconceivable.As A.H, Whitehead says in his ‘Adventures 
of Ideas, "Of course no novelty is wholly novel"jit is what he 
calls the *shlgt of emphasis* which strikes :h§w in various 
systems.What is new In Sikhism is not its bits and pieces of 
whxch It is made,but the form or the whole in which those 
pieces are synthesised u never existed before in India or Asia. 
It is in this sense that Dorothy iOrield and Macauliffe speak 
of the originality of the system of the Guru. Therefore such
r r
statements should not he a matter of surprise for 8loomfield
or any other scholar* It is too wide to say, "that on the side
of the doctrine or philosophy, Sikhism contains absolutely
nothing new,nothing that is not to be found elsewhere, in some
*
place,at sometime in India" . 1 Some plane1, and*Some time* ,these 
words of Bloomfield are too general. These two phrases do not 
mean ‘at the same tine and at the same place‘.The ‘synthetic 
whole* of doctrine or philosophy,as Sikhism presents to the 
world,as far as my study goes,was never and no where present 
before the birth of this religion.Of course,the brick and 
mortar of the structure of Sikhism laid scattered every where. 
It is not the material that matters,but it is the mould or the 
pattern in which that material is shaped,which is of importance 
It Is in the architecture that we find the mind of the archi­
tect revealed and not in the material stuff of the building** 
Never has the concept of Maya(In the sense of ‘illusion1 pure 
and simple,not In the sense in which Dr, Betty Heimann inter-* 
prets it in her new book on ‘Indian and Western Philosophy* 
1937,cf.p.53) combined in Itself both the relity and the unreal* 
ity of the world; never before was the cosmos considered to be 
an evolutionary as well as a devolutlonary process;never 'before 
did the Karma become absolutely .extinguishable by the grace 
of God;never before the divinity of God and the humanity of 
man were conceived in every human being; never before v/ere 
hell and heaven-the sources barbarian terror and attraction- 
abolished from the sphere of religion;never before was the
pessimism of India replaced by a high optimism in this world- 
of misery and mithjand finally never before on the soil of Indie 
had such a complete metamorphosis * to use Dorothy Brie let s term, 
taken place ? so that jackals were turned into lions and sparrows 
were emboldened to face the falcons.These are sorne of the 
features* which require a systematic discussion in which we shall 
see after all the old bottles were once emptied and refilled 
with new contents*We now turn to the main systems of thought 
to see what did each contribute positively or negatively to 
the structure of this new faith and philosophy.




A- Vedic:- Strictly speaking Brahmanism is the religion 
preached by the Brahmana part of the Vedas.There are 
three parts in each Ve da:Ivlantrasc or the hymns known as Sahhita* 
the Brahmanas dealing with religious duties and teachings and 
the Upanisad^ ls being the philosophical portin of the vedic 
literature. The definite form of the Hindu or the Brahmanical 
faith begins with with the Brahmanas.Of course on the philoso­
phical side there is a gradual development from the hymns to 
the Uppnisad^s.But the earlier age Ifis the age of groping?where 
superstition and thought are yet in conflictf,(I.P. ji?p*57) .The 
Bars anas come next and the critics,! school with commentaries
0on Sutras follow's. (Of.I.P. i.p.6 6,and X.P. ii.p*I8,24).Phe 
concept of Gocl varied from time to time and there is a regular 
development from polytheism to & henotheism(or Katheno theism 
as Professor Max Muller termed it),and then to monotheism and 
monism(Cf.I,P.i.pp.39-92,92-99,especially the last para on 
page 98).Simple and primitive as the Vedic mind was ,it was 
not given to much introspection and thinking. A Vedic seer was 
attracted by the objective beauty of nature. "The earliest seers 
of the Vedic hymns delighted in the sights of nature in their 
own w simple and unconscious way. Being essentially of a poetic 
temper anient, theynsaw things t of mature with such intensity of 
feeling and forde of imagination that things became suffused 
with souls-»-*the moon,the stars,the sea and the sky,the dawn 
and the nightfall were regarded as divine. This worship of 
nature as such is the earliest form of Vedic religionn(I.P. i. 
p.73).After this we have what is known as anthropomorphism.Like 
the early Greeks the Vedic mind deified the mighty forces of 
nature.Man considers himself to be a weak and tiny creature 
as compared with his natural environment,which is rather 
permanent and much stronger than him. Such for example are: 
Heaven, earth, clouds, thunder, gire, air, water, mountains, forests 
and rivers etc.As a result we meet the following gods mentioned 
in the Vedic hymn.s:V8rum,Mitra,Maruts,Surya or Savitr,Visnu,
Pus am, Us a, Avims, Adity as, Agni, Soma, Yana, Parj any a, Indr a, Vr tr a,
A " ' ' . ■
Vata or Vayu,Budra, Sindhu, Sarasvati,Vak, Sakti etc.
Hext is the stage when the mind felt confused with so
many gods and a tendency appeared to identify one god With 
another or with all gods together. First we have henotheism, 
holding one or the other,not always the same,god as supreme 
and the others subordinate to him.Varuna,at last,w succeeded 
in emerging through the host of gods. But sometimes- his rank 
was challenged by Indr a, at another time by Praj apati. Then we 
have also got the concept of Brahman.
The Guru seems to have taken the fruit of the whole 
process,He rejected both polytheism and henotheism and accepted 
monotheism and monism. Te me there seems to be addifference 
between the Vedic and the Guru1 s approach of the unity mid the
v
universality of reality. The Vedic Brahman is more the outcome 
of the animistic tendencies that the the Guru1 s concept of its 
supreme unity.The process is reversed. The latter starts with 
one God mid u^dversMises Him, the former starts with1 many1 and 
occasionally gives the glimpses of 1 one1. It is more cosmic in 
character whereas the Guru is more theistic in spirit. Beginning 
from uh the Semitic unity of God he comes down to the cosmic 
reality of the all pervading Brahman.
In cosmology,DeusBen gives the following four theories 
of creation held by the Hindu thinkers. These of course belong 
to the Upanisad period. At the polytheistic level several gods 
were looked upon as the authors of the universe.The four 
theories are:-I-that matter exists from eternity independently 
of God,which he fashions but does not create;2~t&at God creates 
the universe out of nothing, although His creation,yet it
^ 2 ~
remains independent of God; 3-that God creates the universe by 
transforming himself into it54-that God alone is real and there 
is no creation at all#The Guru as we shall see rejects the first
two and cobines the third and the fourth but modifies them in
  A
the synthesis#
The Karma and rebirth are accepted by the Guru but they 
have undergone a change on account of his,what we may call5 the 
religion_of grace.The nature of release or Moksha has also been 
conceived differently on account of the same grace element in 
his system.
As a religious system the following elements of Brahmani- 
cal faith have been rejected by the Guru;
1-The authority of the Vedas was set aside by the Guru.
He does not believe that the truth revealed in them is absolute 
or complete and by reading them one can realise perfection. (C4# G? 
p.211,214p216,220p226,265,686$S.R.i.,p,177 5 A. G.p.II2(CXIJ)$ and 
Barth etc,
2-Yajna or Yagya,ITavan and sacrifice were discarded.
3-As a necessary corollary following from the above is ■ 
the futility of recognising* any priestly class. (Cf. S.H.v# ,p# 158) ,
4-The Ashrama Bharma. theory of dividing man's life into 
four stages was rejected by the Guru and a healthy psychological 
readjustment with man.1 s environments within the household life 
was preached and emphasised,
5-The Varna distinction and division of human society 
had become mechanical and hereditary, it became a Source 0^
*3
pride and contempt for members of tlie higher classes and a 
feeling of inferiority and undesirable servility for members 
of the lower classes*
6-With the fall of the authority of the Vedas ? .Sanskrit 
lost its divine sanctity and prestige in the eyes of the Guru* 
and his disciples.No language is sacred?he declared. God under­
stands our feelings and intentions ivithout their being clothed 
in words.
The above six were the main columns of the Brahmanical 
faith which k were rejected by the Guru. nThe emphasis on sacri­
fice n? writes Sir RadhaIo?ishnan? "the observance of cas*t£and 
the asramas3the eternity of the Veda? all belong to the teaching 
of the Brahanmias(S2) .Here it was a kind of negative reaction 
or a revolt against Brohmaaiical tradition preached by the- Guru 
on the practical side -of the religion. In the mechanical obser­
vances of the Brahmanical rites the Guru found no satisfaction 
for the craving of the spirit and no peace for the agitating 
mind.f This mechanical spirit of tradition is essentially materi 
alistic? it is blindly pious but not spiritual? obsessed by 
phantoms of unreason that haunt feeble minds in the ghastly 
disguise of religion1 .The Guru declared:the Karma and mechani­
cal observances are mere hypocrisies and they lead to death.
(G.G.p,747) .He therefore said"Abide pure amid the impurities 
of IM o yand the world". (G. G.p.730).
The controversy about the Hindu mythology and incarna­
tions belong more to the Vaisnava school of Hinduism and will
qlf
be dealt with in that section.
B- The Gita and The Gcanth*
If there is any book with which the Granth resembles 
in its implications ? that one I think is the Gita.* There has • - 
been some controversy about the origin of the teachings of the 
Git a 5 but as Macnicol points out 3 "it may not be the case3t?aat 
the Gita ! emanates from an un-Brahmanical source* but it would 
seem to represent an attempt to bring together the doctrine 
of the identity of the individual and the Supreme soul with 
the popular theism which in Visnu and his incarnation Krishna*' 
This idea was borrowed from the Upanisadjfts5and this Advaitistic 
idea is very common both in the Gita and the Granth.
The teachings of' the Gita have been interpret/ted by 
different schools in three different ways. One believes In 
Advaitism( absorption of the Individual soul with God) with Qyah 
(knowledge) through Sannyas(renunciation) 5 the other Is Dvaitism 
(dualismsoul when becomes perfect does not merge into God 
but reaches His presence)with Gy an through Bhakti(mystic devo­
tion) 5 the third which has been more clearly exxxounded by late 
B* G. TilalCj Is what is known as Bnergism-XCarma Marga?is derived 
from the xxractieal dilemma in which Arjun was placed. This 
agrees with the first school exoeict that the path in the case 
of the latter Is renunciation and in the case’ of the former 
it is Karma-action.The Guru makes a new synthesis.He takes up 
Advaltlsm as philosophy with Gy an in practical life. The approa­
ch to It lies not exclusively in any of the three traditional
paths but In aesthetic appreciation of the workings of God in 
every minute dete.ll of our worldly life.
There are some other points of difference too.The 
religion of Bhagawad Gita has a handicap^ of which Sikhism 
seems to g be free.That is the corporeal personality of Krishna 
-God In flesh and bone. The Sa^gunaC saguna) concept of God-the 
attributive reality of Brahman-* 5m the Gita,in this respect is 
very much lov/ered.A Sikh Is more or less safe from the logical 
difficulty wglch Arjuna had to face. There 1 is a great gap 
between Arjuaxa and Lord Krishna. This gapwls difficult to fill. 
Arjuna however much he may try can never expect to occupy the 
same high pulpit where Lord Krishna stood. Psychologically this 
supreme position is helpful in devotion, but harmful in the 
ultimate elation of spirit.This logical contradiction in the 
Advaltism of the Gita Is not always felt in that of the Grnth. 
The Guru of a Silch3though represented to be perfect from birth3 
Is not so far removed from him as the Lord is from Arjuna. The - 
personalltyyof the Guru is a model which is meant to be realis­
ed and can be realised. And history testifies this fact.We have 
seen how the1 five beloved ones1 baptised their own Lord3thus 
bringing to the same level the Guru and the Sixths.
Apart from the logical difficulty, this brings in a 
theological difference that the Gita, accepts and the Granth 
rejects the Avatar a theory of the incarnations of God.
At the lower level the Krishna cult degenerates into idol- 
worship and the degrading Rasa-dancings add farsical performah-
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ces which, the Guru condemned in War Aea( G, G,). Emphasis on the 
worship of idols and symbols for devotional purposes is met 
with in the Gita, (Gita,pp. 590595). Symbols have spme sentiment­
al value mid are very useful in mental attachment to ideals.
But the ideals disappear and an empty formalism remains,The 
Guru transferred the objective concentration of the devotee 
through manifest nature to pure form of God, to word contained 
in the Granth,and to the holy congregation. For individual 
guidance, intercourse with the developed minds,saints and Sikhs 
is mentioned,Tput it is doubtful how far a regard for a saint 
can in practical sense be distinguished from men-worship; and 
the respect forrthe Granth from idol-worship. The attachment to 
the holy congregation was a better substitute but it requires 
a great patience and control. A single personality has a greater 
force and magnetism,but it sometimes leads to unhealthy subject­
ion and mental deterioration. In all such difficulties the Guru 
preached Bibek(Vivek) -disanimation or insight.
There is one more difference betweeai the teachings of 
the Gita, and the Granth. That is about the Mumolchash-the person 
releaed.The Gita and the Vedanta goal- of a Mulct -released - 
person is essentially individualistic,He does achieve this 
goal through community and on achievement he does not live for 
the community. Moreover when a man gets release by Gy an in his 
own life he continues to live because of the Prarabdh- commenced- 
Karma(Gita,p.398) .This of course dissuades him from committing 
suicide,But what if he dies by accident ?The Guru says that
all Karma is lost as soon as a Sikh reaches the stage of Jiwan 
Mulct, Later he lives under the will of God 5 not aimlessly but to 
help others?who are also his ownself in essence5to attain re­
lease. He swims across the worldly- Sansarilc-ocean and also makes 
others swim,He Mvas to help others,He dies not when the already 
commenced Karma comes to an end,but when God wills him to- die, 
ihe concept is more Semitic-Islamic and Christian, It is the 
outcome of the helplessness of man to understand the ultimate 
problems of life.
This difference is more visible in 'the very effort for 
the attainment of Mulct!. The Hindu, effort for Mulct! ia more ego­
istic, the Guru preaches it through Grace , combined with the 
humility of efforts.
C - Six Brahmanical Schools of philosophy.
I
The belief that the reading of the six Shastros and a 
mastery of the knowledge contained in them will toing salvation 
or will enable ijian to reach the ultimate ideal set before him, 
has been repudiated by the Guru. Even oh the. side of knowledge ' 
he does not believe that the truth revealed in them is final. In 
Sulchmani the Gum writes si have searched all the Shastras and 
the SmritiSjbut they do not worship God( G. G. ?p. 265). Again in 
Rag Majh he says that a man may boast 08? the wisdom of the six 
Shastrasjhe 9 ay perform all rituals enjoined by them, but he will 
not get any comfort from these things( S.R. ?iii?p. 113) .Bhai Gur 
Das too,who actually attended the Guru1 s sermons, writes in the
same strain(W. G. p.113,326,422).In fundamentals of philosophy
the system df the Guru does not entirely agree with may one of
  “
these schools.He believes in absolute monism but like Sankara 
does notAthe world a-mes?e~;y^lon, The Guru accepts the rela­
tive reality of the world. In metaphysical details there is 
some resemblence between Guru* s philosophy and that of the 
Sankhya and the Vedanta*but that is only as I say in lower 
details. The concept of God(PurusJia) of the Sankhya is very 
different from the GuruT s concept of Him. In the first place the 
Guru denies the Sankhya plurality of selves and their coeternal 
-ity with God. The God of the Sahkhya^f Daya Hand who follows•   . • f\- ...
the same philosophy fis a great cosmic executive whose business 
is to preside over the inexorable process of transmigration 
and Karma* (Hr.Griswold quoted In R. I. ),A11 the three main 
concepts of the Sankhya: PurusaCPurusha) ,Prak:i^ lti and Jiva are 
held in quite a different way by the Guru. In this respect the 
Guru* s system Is very much derived from the Vedanta. On these 
points the Guru does not wwe any indebtedness to Hyaya and 
Vaises ilea ? on the contrary he is directly opposed to the atomis­
tic pluralism of the latter and a suppressed atheism of the 
former.As we shall see^the Guru repudiates the authority of 
the Vedas which as Hu. Betty Heimann says the Indian Hyayikas 
held as one of the important form of Logical Proofs(CF. Indian 
and Western Philosophy,p.84) ♦ The Mimansic ritualism was one of’ 
the great factors which led the Guru to revolt against the 
religious systems of his age.He found the people of his days
missing-the wood for the tree.Means had become ends and ends 
were lost sight of. Rat how interesting is the psychology of 
practical religion and how indispensable is symbolism for an 
organised faith, that the same external formalism which the Guru 
had condemned in the case of others, entered into his own system 
as soon as an attempt to organise it was made by the last Guru. 
At this stage a modified Mimahsa crept in. But this influence is 
not traceable in the hymns of the Granth.Their ideal is kept 
as lofty as it was conceived in the beginning.
IX
■■Advaitism and Sikhism: The resemblenee between the
two systems is so great,that most of the Nirmala miters have 
been holding, at least on the theoretical side,the two systems 
to be absolutely Identical,It Is true that Sankara has influx 
enced every philosophy and religion In India(Cf. I.P. ,ii,p.G6s) , 
but If closely examined,the Guru, in-spite of subscribing to 
many views held by Sankara, differs from him on many important 
points.The concept of ultimate reality is almost the same in 
both the systems.Both Sankara and the Guru are monistic ideal­
ists. The soul, the world and the Brahman are not conceived by 
Sankara as three distinct realities like the Sa^day a. According 
to him all the three are oaie;tJjte Brhaman being the only single 
reality. The apparent multiplicity of both men and things is 
due to Maya and Avidya-illusion and ignorance.Just as through 
illusion a rope In a dark night is taken for a snake, similarly 
under the influence of Maya and* Avldya,the ignorant soul
I (TO
consider$s himself to be separate from God and regards the 
world as real. Thus release lies in the acquirement of knowledge* 
Gyan-which disillusions the soul and the identity of diva-soul, 
Jagat-world, and Brahman-Go-d is established, Brahman associated 
with Maya is known as IshwarA and when associated with Avidya 
he is known as diva. This knowledge Is obtained by renouncing 
the world and adopting Sannyas and asceticism. This system of 
Sankara on the theoretical side Is known as Advaitism and on the 
practical side it is known as Mvritti Marga-the path of renun­
ciation. In this system action and knowledge are antagonistic 
* ¥•light darkness and light.With the advent of the one the other*o
disappears,Therefore all desires (or impressions)-Vasana-are 
to be killed and all actions to be given up. The practical side 
of this system Is also known as Sannyas hishta or cyan NIshta.
There was no place for devotion In this system and to 
satisfy a layman* s miiidr a worshipful Ishwar was conceived. He is 
the personal God of Sankara, Such a personal God, as George fhib- 
aut puts It,Is unr'eal(S.B.E.,Vol.34jp.XJCC) .According to the 
Guru God is Purkha-person and Sat-real, The Guru does not regard 
the world as simply an illusion. It is not “unreal in Cankara* s 
senseff. The Teacherf s cry1 *, contInues Carpenter, * Hid thysilf of 
duality* has no metaphysical significance. It Is the summons to 
the exclusive worship of the only True, God is the universal 
father,who abides in every heart and makes all partners in His 
infinite activity "(Theism In Medieval India, p. 485), This inter­
pretation of Joe.Carpenter Implies the recgnition of duality of
Gocl and soul. For the Guru the reality of the world and the 
soul is not an illusion but they are real only in a relative- 
sense*Nothing* is real in the sense in which God is real. On the, 
practical side the Guru preached Pravritti but in an Hivrittic' 
spirit- liviibg in the world with a detached .frame of rnind. The 
common formula, off the Xlirmala scholars more or less summs up 
the practical side of the Guru's system.RIDE GYMpvIUICH BHAKTI, 
WABTAH WAIRAG: Enlightened mind with a devotional love expiress- 
ing axon-attaehmeaxt in behaviour. The Advaitism of the Guru aieVer 
found expressions in Vedantic phrases likesAHK B1WMANASI-I am 
God or TATTVAM ASI-That art thou. To refer again to the episode 
of the Guru1 s rejecting of hymns of some Bha^tas at the time 
of the compilation of the Granth<, this ovex1 confident divinity 
of the finite self was the ground on which Kahna could not get 
his hymns approved by the Guru, The mei*G monistic character at 
the Guru* s system should not lead us to say that Sikhism is 
nothing but Advaita Vedantism.
Section -2 - Vaisnavism
1 - General.
Vaisnavism is the Bhakti cult of Hinduism. On account of 
devotional element in Sikhism it has often been regarded as an 
offshoot of the Vaisnava faith. It will be worthwhile to have
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some comparative idea of the two faiths.Vaisnavism began about 
the fifth century before Christ. nIt first appeared as a religi­
ous reform1 writes Sir H. G. Bhandarkar in his 1 Vaisnavism, Saivism 
ioo} like Buddhism and Jainlsm^but based on theistic
j 0%
principles. Its early name was Ekantika Dharma?or the religion 
of a single-minded love* In Its background stood Bhagavad Gita 
a discourse professing to be preached by Vasudeva Krishnan* It 
soon assumed a sectarian form and was called the Paaicaratra 
or Bliagavata religion". Later this faith mingled itself with the 
faiths of Marayana and Visnu. The latter was a Vedic god end 
never came into prominence till the regular formulation of 
Vaisnavism. Hie religion of the Abhiras or cowherds crept into 
this faith after the beginning <bf the Christian er’a. Sankara* s 
Advaitism and Gyan eclipsed this cult of love in the end of the 
8th.and the beginning of the 9th.century.Ramanuja came to help 
the Indian mind when in the course of two centuries the system 
of Sankara had degraded into mere intelledtualism.He revived * 
the dult of Bh.akti.He was followed by other Bhai^ tas , who broadly 
speaking belong to the same Bhakti Marga?but they differ from 
each other in their theoretical belief s. They were either dualisl 
~s or non-dualists or something midway between the two. Their 
mames are: Mmbarka 5Madhava?Ramananda? Kabir 5Vallabha> Chaitanyuj 
Kamdeva?and Tukaram etc. Of these 1 shall deal-with Kabir rather 
In detail under a separate heading. Himbarka and Vallabha 
preached the warship of ICrishnaB and his mistress Radha.All 
these Bha^tas slightly differ in their metaphysical belinfs.Ror 
instance Ramanuja held qualified monism (Visist-Advaitism) accord 
-ing to which the individual self-Jiva-Is cons clous- chit- ? 
cosmos-Jagat-is unconscious-achit- 5 and these two form the body 
of Ishwar-Go&$ Mmbarka established dual-non-duaIism(Dvait-Ad-
/ o 3
Advaitism) holding the three different from each other > yet the 
activity of the self and the cosmos Is dependent on Ishwar. Hie 
subtle and the essential elements of the first two-Jiwa and 
Jagat-are contained in the Ishwar 5Madhava adopted a clear 
dualism of God and the self? for otherwise worship and Bhaktl
are impossible5 and Vallabha came to be known as Suclh-Advaitist
1 Abeielving in purifled-non-dualism. According to him the indivi-
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dual self? cosmos and God are one only when the veil of Maya is 
removed and they come to their pure essence. Hie difference 
between this school and Sankara* s system is that 5 according to 
this school thr conscious ego-JIva- and the Brahman cannot be 
looked upon as one and the same in the sense in which It is 
done by Sankara but that the various souls are particles of 
God like sparks of fire 5 that the cosmos ?which is composed of 
illusion5 Is not unreal(Mithya) but illusion is a force which 
has separated Itself from the Xswar-God-at His own desire ? that 
the conscious ego-Jiva-which has become dependent on illusionj 
cannot acquire knowledge?which is necessary for obtaining 
release 5 except by the divine pleasure; and. that therefore Bhaktl 
-devotion-is necessary. This system has some close resemblence 
with that of the Guru. Hanak and Vallabha belong to the same 
age and there is no wonder that two might have met and exchange 
ed their Ideas.
The following are the chief characteristics of the 
Vaisnava faiths
I-Hie Vedas form the ultimate basis and authority for
/*tf
t$ie later Vaisnava scriptures-.
2-Wlth the Inception of the Pur anas the Hindu mythology 
began to play an important part in Vaisnavism.
3-Worship of a grossly personal God was inculcated and 
the theory of Avatar as came in.Vasudeva appears first , later 
he Is identified with Harayana, later still with Vlsiiu;then 
Krishna and Gopala Krishna also minglw in the composite person­
ality of Vasudeva. The cult of Hama also began. Hie Puranas 
began to teach the mythological incarnations of Visnu( 53). These 
incarnations are sometimes enumerated as six,ten or twenty in 
number,but the most important are Krishna and Rama. Guru Gobind 
Singh in his Dasam Granth gives a description of twenty four 
Avatar as (54) , This seems to be a mixture of Hindu mid Buddhistic 
mythology.
4-Worship of idols symbolising the particular incarna­
tion of God­
s'-Complicated ritual and formalism constitute the
practical side of the Valshava faith.Ramanuja counts sixteen
modes of worship to be practiced by the devotees of Visnus
/
I-Rememberence of him; 2-Utterance of his name and
■ /   ■ ~/
praises;3-Salutation^4-Resorting to his feet;5-Constant worship 
with devotion;6-Surrender of the whole soul to him;7-Servitude;
3-Salchyam-companionship;9-Imprinting the marks of the couchshel 
and the discus and other weapons of Hari on the body;IO-Making 
of a vertical mark on the forehead; II-Repeating the Mantras on 
the occasion; 12-Prinking the water used in washing the feet
I Oh
of Hari;I3-The eating of the offerings of cooked food d made to 
him514-Doing service to his devotees; 15-The observance of fast 
on the Ilth.of bright and dark halves of each lunah month; 16- 
Laying Tulsi leaves on the idols of Hari(Ibid.?pp.41,55).
Tj 6-These Vaisnava schools encourage the renunciation of 
the world and the adoption of a recluse1 s garb.
On the side of Sikhism we have to see which of these six­
teen modes were accepted or rejected by the Guru, There is no 
denying the fact that Vaisnavism in general and the Bhaktl 
movement in particular are very closely related with Sikhism. Out 
of the six characteristics of the Vaisnava faith given above I 
have already dealt with No. 1 under the Brahmanxcal faith saying 
that the Gunn--rejected the authority of the Vedas.There is a 
little controversy about the second point. Some believe that the 
Guru accepts Hindu mythology and others say that he accepts it 
only in a tolerant spirit. Sometimes one is led to ascribe the 
continuance of Hindu mythology in the Sikh scriptures to, what 
Galloway calls !a survival element1 in a religion. But mythology 
is a question of belief and not of ritual. At some places the Guru 
gives a rational interpretation to mythical ideas,Fo^ instance 
the theory of four Yugas or the great scycles of time has been 
interpreted by the Guru not as temporal divisions,but as definite 
characteristics of the mental life of the people, dividing them 
into four main types(G.G. ,'Rag Gauri and War Asa).In Japu ji,the 
well known myth of the Bull supporting* the earth has been reject- 
ed and -.rationally inerpreted in the terms of the Law of Nature.
/ o(>
The Guru also made use of the mythical tales of different 
religions for purposes of illustrationwHe preached his own 
views in the terminology of the man whom he was addressing. 
Through the beliefs of his listeners he established his own 
truths,The attitude of the Guru was well described by Gobind 
Singh,the last Guru,when he said to Bahadur Shah,the Moghul 
Emperor,that he was 33 well disposed to the faiths of all people 
and he instructed every one according to his beliefs(S.H. ,v,p. 
233).Yama and Asr all, Bar ale and Dozalch are all mentioned. The 
mythical tales are used to illustrate some moral or spiritual 
truths, 1 Pride ieadeth to fall1 Is best illustrated by the story 
of Harnaldiash, Prahlad and Bar-Singh-man*-lion incarnation of God 
(G. G»p. 1155) .Untouchables become superior by devotion to God 
is made impressive by some Krishna stories( G. G.p.733), Brahman, 
Vlsnu and Siva and other i'gods are reduced to an ordinary human 
level and. their number is described to be millions in the uni­
verse and that none of them found the real truth,they were all 
in ignorance and darkness (G. G. p. 231,273,401,489,1157, '1343; S„ B„ 
i,pp.4041). The Guru describes the Hindu trinity of gods as 
diseased persons who,he says, are weeping in agony(G. G.p. 1154) P 
My Interpretation that the Guru used the old mythology for the 
purpose of illustration is based on a Granthic hymn in which the 
Guru says that the Teachers express their ideas of universal 
truth In the folks1 own beliefs .In short the Granthic allusions 
to Vaisnava mythology are not to be taken as a part of Guru1 s 
teachings,much less as an element of Sikh religion.
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Same is true of Vaisnava incarnations. The Guru instead 
of accepting these Avataras as God on earth used the same names 
for the High and Formless God.Muhammad did the same with the 
name of Allah. Thus Rama and Krishna are the names of God,not of 
the persons who were the sons of Dasrath and Kushaliya and of 
Vasudeva and Deoki respectively,Whenever he refers to them in 
the latter sense he considers them as ordinary mortal beings 
and takes away from them all halo of divinity. Thus Guru Gobind 
in his Wonderful Dr ana says; God created millions of worms like 
Krishna and Rama and destroyed them.Many Muhammads were created 
but all died like ordinary men.Nanak in his Slokas says that 
uIf Rama had been God he would not have lost his Queen Sit a, 
and he would have healed himself his halfbrother Lachhman in­
stead of calling Hanutnan to do so", In Rag Bhairon Guru Mr j an 
rejects the Idea of God having been born as Krishna on Janam 
Ashtami day.! It Is nonsense to say that God was born on any 
day. God is b not subject to birth and death.Do not be a brute 
of an infidel by saying that God takes birth and dies .May that, 
tongue be .‘burnt which says that God Is subject to birthr (G. Chp. 
1137,233) . Reviewing the lives of Rama and other Avataras, Nanak 
in Ramkall Ki War,describes them as feeling miserable like 
ordinary men on account of the ups and downs of life .Had they 
been God they would have never met that fate(G. G.pp* 853-854) 0 
No importance is to be attached to Guru * s using Hindu names 
tor God,because he was equally opemluded to use Muhammadan 
names tor Him(5S) 0
If there was anything to which the Gdru was most intoler­
antly opposed that was the use of idols symbolising God, The 
Tenth, Guru In his letter to Aurangzeb wroth that they (the Hindu 
Raj as) were Idol-worshippers, whereas he (the Guru) was an idol- 
breaker(D, G.p. 1393) .Fani,in the days of the Sixth Guru wrote 
that 1 Sikhs have neither idols nor temples for idols1 (p. 246) • Ah 
Idol cannot substitute a conscious and i^ esponsibe God(G. G.p*I16i 
Then why to worship it.Why hang a stone round one’s neck,for - 
God is within us (G. G. p, 739). Ignorant foo 1 worships a stone • How
i. .
can a stone help you to w swim accross this' worldly ocean,when 
it Itself Is drowned(G. G. 556) .
Inspite of all these teachings the Granth is taking the 
place of an idol among the illiterate Sikhs.The religion of the 
educated always differs from that of the uneducated.The latter 
needs something physical and objective which should be the 
subject of his emotional attachment.A Sikh finds a greats 
artistic satisfaction in beautifully clothing the Granth, making, 
a luxurious bed for it,and decorating the room,offering flowers 
to it and washing the floor of the room iai which it is kept. But 
a faithful mind goes farther and expects that in doing so he 
is d performing a deed which is inherently good and which will 
help him in attaining the salvation in the Vaisnava senso. The 
history of the idol is being repeated In the case of the Gramtiu 
(56). The idol was an artistic symbol in the beginning and then 
came to be regarded 1 as full of the mystic essence of the deity, 
charged with his power and activity and binding to dwell among
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his people.Hence arose such practices as smearing the idol : 
with blood, or placing food in its hands or mouth to maintain 
Its divine life,of clothing It with beautiful robes,washing It 
or purifying It at intervals (A. 0 . G. ,p*35) .The Granth contains 
the word of the Guru and Its worship by the faithful Sikh
should not have much of an unhealthy influence of an idol.He j
j r,
always expects some good counsel from the book. But, ir^ sp lie of i 
the rational teachings of the Guru, a layman’s faith in Sikhism 
Is centring round the Granth with so many superstitions about j
It.What Farnell speaks of Christianity is more or less true I
j
of every religion in the world. "The popular religion of Christ*-*
endom, except within the shrinking borders of Puritan Protest-* j
I
ant ism, mu st today be called idolatrous. In this phenomenon very 
obvious before our eyes,we may discern a proof that the popu­
lar mind is incapable of reaching or at least of abiding by 
the concept of an omnipresent infinite God; and only from the 
conrete image which we must call fetishlstic can we gather a 
convincing perception of the helpful nearness of the deity(A. 6 . 
G.,p.36).
The other element of Vaisnavism which reacted againgt 
the Guru’s mind was the ritual side and the formalism of the 
cult of Visnu.The human mind faces many obstacles on account 
of Its own inherent tendencies on its way to self-development. 
On the one hand It cannot grasp and have a continuous hold on 
abstract and universal truths.Some practical observances 
become necessary gor the emotional satisfaction of a devotee.
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On the other hand this mind of mart is so weak and easy-going* 
that very soon it begins to lose the sight of the inner elements 
of those observances and gets engaged?without being conscious 
of this fall, in the mechanical performances of his religious 
routine * People become hypocrites* It was this hypocrisy and 
mechanical insincere worship of God to which Nanak and his
followers strongly protested. This he found, in all religions of
/' (\his time and his attacks are directed against beleavers of every 
kind of formalism* "The religion",writes Barth? "had become singu­
larly* formal and destitute of all elevation of sentiment".Plato 
went too far when he said that God is not to be cajoled by rites 
of atonement or by prayer or sacrifice.The Guru believed in 
prayer but he condemned the belief that God could be pleased 
by rites or mechanical worship. In the Granth we read that 
people consider God like a baby or a toy who could be pleased 
by frauds and deceits.ascetic practices men can destroy their 
bodies but the1 snakeT inside remains unkilled(G. G. ,p.38l) .He
Instead preached a religion of the heart with special emphasis
- '
on love and service of mankind(G. G.p.267,269,355,465,470,603,
633 5 747 9 874,952,953,1159, 5S7,331,338, etc.) .
The Vaisnavas are strict vegetarians but the Guru did
not have any superstitions h in matters of diet.Beverence for
the cow was also disregarded(S.R. iv.p. 220).
mBut however we may credit the Guru for revolting against
the Vaisnava tradition, there is much of Vaisnavism which
♦
continues in Sikhism. The Brmalas and the KTamdharis are Vaisna-
tn
vites in many practices* Some of the essential elements of Sikh, 
religion seem to have been borrowed from the traditional 
Vaisnavism. For instance out of sixteen modes of worship counted 
by Ramanuja fifty per cent are emphasised in Sikhi sm * Rein em’b dr « 
ance of God?utterance of His name and praises3constant worship, 
with devotion., surrender of the self to Him9 companionship ? eating 
of the offerings of cooked food made to Him-as Karah Pjfcosadj 
doing service to His devotees-Sewa? servitude and humility* 
Drinking the water used in washing the feet of the idol of Vishu 
was first first substituted among the Sikhs by using the feet- 
water of the Guru-Charan Pauhal-at the time of initiation 
ceremony(S.R. ji3p.47) ,and was later made more dignified by the 
Tenth Guru in the form of tor it-the double-edged-sword-water; 
the salutation of the Vaisnavas continued in the days of the 
earlier Gurus(W. G. $XX!?p.377) ?but the Tenth Guru made it more 
manly by changing* it into an utterance of greetings of victory- 
Fat eh 5 without bending or falling at the feet* The Guru rejected 
HoSp95Io3I5?I6*TIie concept of Visnu was raised from a mere god 
to the Supreme and Formless One.He seems to have modified or 
retained those Vaisnava modes of worship which were associated , 
with the mental make up and character building of the devotee 
and rejected those which were mere forms and ceremonies except 
some which later came in when the religion was organised. (Cf* 
Suktaani-Who is a Vaisnavite ?G. G. ,p.274) c
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II - Kabir.
Before analysing Saivism and its influence on Sikhism*! 
would deal with Kabir? who was more or leas a Vais^nyite and who 
is u m i  stale ably associated by all writers with Kansk. Kabir has 
been described as the T author of the whole reformatory movement 
going on in India during the middle ages *(57) . He lived from 
I39S to 1448 A* D. (58). There are different accounts of his birth 
and parentage.Some say that he was a Muhammadan*and others take 
him to be a Hindu. Some hold that he was a Brahmin and others j 
have described him to be a low clash weaver.We are not so much 
concerned with his biographical details as with his relation to 
Fanak,
I have come across four different views about Kabir1 s 
relation to Nanak:
1-that Hanal-c was a disciple of Kabir;
2-that Kabir was a disciple of Hanhk;
3-that although the two never met?yet Nanak was influenced 
by the teachings of Kabir;
4-that there was no direct or indirect contact between the 
two and that Hanak owes nothing to Kabir or his disciples
I-The advocates of the first view ares
a-A. S?Gordon*E.H.E. j iv?p. 287 s All that was best and most 
tolerant in his systemCKamananda1 s) was then taken up by 
Kabir in the Pary a'b in the sixteenth century--"With him 
and with his great disciple Hanak originated the reform­
ing movement of the -Sikhs (59). 
b-J.N. Farquhar, "Modern Religious Movements, in India"m 336
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’Fanak the founder of the Sikh sect*was a disciple of 
the famous teacher Kabir! ,In an earlier book Farquhar 
taken a different view, and he doubted whether the two 
ever met.(Cf.An Outline of Religious Literature in 
India,1920,336). 
c-F. E.Keay In his1Kabir and His Followers’.
2-The second view point is the belief of some orthodox Sikh 
writers like Filial Singh Surd who makes not only Kabir but 
also Ravi das ,Ramananda and Pipa all disciples of Fanak (Jiwah 
Wirt ant Sri Kabir Ji,Lahore,-1917).
3-As to the view that Fanak was influenced by Kabir1 s writings j 
we have writers like Trumpp,Barth,Otto Strauss. Cunningham too 
does not hold this view improbable. Thus Barth writes that 
during his travels Fanak 1 entered into relations with disci­
ples of Kabir1 (B. I.p. 243). Otto Strauss In his article on 
Indian Religions says that 1 Kabir is interesting not only for 
his own sake,but also because of the influence he exerted
on the founder of the Sikh religioh, (The Religions of the 
World by Professor Carl Clemen,translated by AVIC* Dallas ,1930? 
p. 131) . —  ’Fanak takes the same religious view point as Kabir * 
(p.132),
4-The fourth is the view of Macauliffe and Dorothy Field and 
has more recently been expounded by Mohan Singh in his 
dilatory of Panj^M. Literature’and ’Kabir etc1 .Lahore.)n . . * .
To examine these four views we can have three testss
chronolglcal, internal and external evidence^ and a critical
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and comparative study of the teachings of the two masters.
It has now been chronologically proved and conclusively 
established that Kabir and Fanak were never contemporaries(60). 
The former predeceased the latter , and thus there cannot be any 
relation between the two In the form of a1 Guru* and a ’disciple. 
Hone of them was the master or the disciple of the other.Heithei 
of the two mentions the name of the other in his writings. Fanak 
mentions so many names of persons whom he met. If he had met 
Kabir,his name would have surely been there. Fanak’s humility' 
is proverbial and he would never have concealed his indebted** 
ness to the teachers of his age. For we have any evidence outside 
the religious scriptures of the two faiths.Fo historian of the 
age of Fanak and his successors makes any mention about the 
personal contact between Kabir and Fanak. So,now remains the 
comparison of the Ideas of the two reformers of Medieval India.
As I have already said that Kabir was a Vaisnavlte in 
faith and there was a general trend among the Medieval Vaisnavas 
against the Brahmanlcal tradition of the caste system. Both 
Kabir end Fanak shared It. The former felt it more strongly, 
because he being brought up as a Sudra,had experienced the 
tyranny of caste.Haturally we find strong protests in the 
writings of Kabir against the Brahmin superiority.1 Brahmin* ,he 
says ’may be the ’guru’ of the whole world but he has got 
nothing to do with the Bhagjfctas! (G. G. ,p. 1377)„ Then again he 
says to the Brahmin,’How are you a Brahmin and me a Sudra ?
Is It milk that runs in the veins of your body whereas it is
I ( b
blood in my case ? "(G. G. ?p.324) 01 If yop are born* ? continues 
» U *  ™  you
not choose a different path to come to the world*. Jnspite of 
these academic protests Kabir did not succeed in doing away 
with caste*,. This may be due to the social disadvantages in fe 
which he was placed. On the other hand Hanak being' a high caste 
man did not give vent to any feelings of angex* about caste?but 
he had thoroughly realised that it was unnecessary both in 
religion and society. He condemned caste in his writings and 
also tried to abolish it in practical life.He was married under 
caste rules because marriage in India? even upjto the present day? 
is controlled* not by the bridegroom or the bride?but by their 
parents,Parents of Hanak were Hindu and they married their son 
according to the Hindu custom. Otherwise he disregarded caste in 
all activities of his life .He ate freely in the houses of Sudras 
untouchables and Muhammadans and other non-Hindus* and no restric 
tions about social intercourse.
The other point in which the two teachers resemble is 
their stern opposition to idolat<jry. They both protested against 
the worship of God in stones. The third point common between the 
two is their harsh attack on the formalism and the externality 
of the religious life of their age. They very destructively 
criticised the hypocricy of the priestly class of both Hindus 
and Muhammadans. (G. G., p. 475,477 ?480).
These are the three points which are common in the teach­
ings of Kabir and Hanak.But these were shared by Kabir* s
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predecessors and other corntemp oravles also,If on the ground of 
these we hold that one was Influenced by the other,we shall, 1 am 
afraid,he guilty of the fallacy of hasty generalisation.To avoid 
the charge of non-observation we have to see so & many other 
points In which the two teachers differ.In the first place,as 
I have already said,these three protests did not Issue forth 
quite originally from the tongues of Kabir and Kan ale. There was 
no caste in Buddhism which still prevailed in those days;and 
there was no caste In Islam which was to some extent agressive 
in Medieval India.Moreover reformers like C-!orakh?Hamanan&a and 
other Bhag^itas had alre&cly started protesting against Brahmani- 
cal social divlvSions. Same Is true about protests against idola- 
tjvY and the formal aspect of religions.But the strength with 
which Kabir and specially Nanalc formulated his attacks Is not 
rnet with anywhere else.The germs of protests were there In the 
atmosphere 3 Kabir magnified them and did whatever he could in his 
own limited locality. Kanak also took the hint,but his feelings 
were greatly intensified by his practical study of the problems 
in his extensive travels, He started a regular compaign and 
succeeded in building up a monotheistic system, free from all 
those elements which he thought were opposed to or unnecessary 
for religious development, and spiritual consciousness.
Kabir on the otherhand remained a modified Vaisnavite.
His writings reveal his faith In the following main pillars of
the Vaisnava school of Hinduism;
3>Vedie authority; Although he did not believe that a lip
reading of the Vedas could help a man to get release from
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suffering! G. G. p. 728) yet he did not qustion the abslute truth ; 
revealed In them(G. G.p. 1350). ■ |
2-The Puranic mythology; If he did not accept it positive*! 
ly it was consciously tolerated by him.
3-Hama as incarnation of God was worshipped by Kabir. "In 
one respect",writes Sir 3Marang,1 Hanak surpassed Kabir and every 
other reformer" who continued to pay homage to Hama and. Krishna 
as divine beings, whereas Hanak "boldly questioned their divinity
4- As a true Vaisnavite Kabir remained a strict vegeta- 
rian( G. G. ,p.479,1340).1 Kabir far from defying. Brahmanical 
tradition as to the eating of meat,would not permit so much,as 
the plucking of a flower,whereas Nanak deemed all such scruples 
to be superstitions,--Kabir held the doctrine of Ahinsa or the 
non-destruction of life,which extended even to that of flowers. 
The Sikh Gurus,on the contrary,allowed and even encouraged,the 
use of animal flesh as food1 (S.B.vi,p. 141) .Hanak has exposed 
this Ahinsa superstition in Asa DI Wan and Malar Ki War( G. G. ,p. 
472,and 1229 respectively).
Kabir was not opposed to renunciation or SannyasCG. G. 
p. 1377) .However hn also approved of the household life,
p..
Vaisnava Hiaktl degenerates Into a mere rep^tion of a
r
certain name,which the Guru condemned(G. G.p.491,555,565,732, 
1255,1265 etc.);whereas Kabir is not conscious of this defect 
(p.329).
7-Kabir does not distinguish between the psychological 
mind and the metaphysical soul. For him 1 mind1 undergoes the
n r
process of transmigration of souls(G. G. *p. 380) . For the Guru 
mind is gross in the sense that it is attached with the body 
and is the outcome of five elements sIH MAh' PANCH TAT TE JANMA-.;
8-Like Buddha * Kabir regards the world and life a suffer­
ing; the Guru makes it dependent on the attitude of man. A belie­
ver in God and in His Will cannot find himself miserable even
1 in the most heart-breaking and hardest events1 of life.1 It is 
all pleasure3there is no pain my friend1 (G. G.p. 1302).
9-As a natural corollary from the above*Kabir welcomes 
deathCG.G.p. 1365) .Like popular Hindu belief*he takes death to - 
be the commencement of a blissful life for a devotee. The Guru 
■takes the world as an arena and life a conscious struggle for 
victory over sin(G. G?p,75). Death is not to be afraid of.It is 
not the end of life.It is simply an event among h other eventsf
With these facts before us*I think*the probable theory 
will be 5 that both Kabir and Hanak took hints from their general 
of their age and developed independent systems of their own
f k  . . . .
under the influence of their vastly different inherited and 
environmental conditions.This can also serve the purpose of 
history.Why to involve anachronisms by making them personally 
connected and to unsuccessfully and also unnecessarily recon­
cile the somewhat opppsed but decidedly different teachings 
of the two in one system of ideology !
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Section - 3 - Saivism.
I - General
Sivapadasundaram defines Hinduism as a .group of religions 
"The most important membei's of this group"*he says* "are Saivism* 
Vaisnavism and Salctaism*whose authorities in addition to Veda©*' 
are respectively the Siva Agamas*the Pancharatra and the Sakta ; 
Agkas". (die Saiva School of Hinduism* p. 13) .
The functions of creation* sustenance and destruction 
were entrusted by the ancient Indians tonthree gods: Brahman* 
Visnu and Siva. In other words the three potential energies were 
deified under theses three names. In the course time there grew 
three religions in the name of the three gods.According to the
c*~
Puranic mythology Brhmanr got the Vedas from God and laid the 
foundation of the Vedic religion which when formulated became 
Brahmanism5Visnu was associated with Vaisnavism and Siva and 
his wife Sakti with Saivism and Saktaisim
die origin of these deities is anthropomorphic* Siva and 
Visnu are the outcome of the affective side of man. Visnu like 
a father sustains our life and is responsible for our well 
being. He is therefore fatherly and kind/die finer side of our 
feelings el e-ur feekirngs finds satisfaction in a kind*tender* 
sympathetic sustalner god-Visnu.I regard Visny as a type and 
not a particular god. This is the invention of the primitive 
mind but it is present wherever man realises his helplessness 
and wants to depend on some fatherly superhuman agency.But 
the world presents us roses accompanied by thorns. Life is
)&0
seasoned with difficulties,suffering's and failures.,There must 
he some source of this rough side of nature.Thus God also came 
to be terrible* Such a God was first Rude a and then Siva(B.’W. 
Prazer,E!.R.E.). This is another type of God who is also present 
wherever human beings have got some thing to pinch their minds.
how there are two motives in the worship of these gods. 
When in danger, a child either seeks the help of his father to 
protect him against that source of danger, or having personified 
that source tries to avoid that calamity by adopting some means 
to please him. So the devotee either by prayers, offering flowers 
and any other form of tender f:©: worship requests the fatherly 
Visnu to help him against destruction, or tries to please the 
very source of destruction-Siva. Naturally a terrible god cannot 
be pleased by folwers or soft words * There must be something
► . A ’ « - , - . . I-
destructive in the worship of a destroyer. To avoid destruction 
of one the devotee must give on actual or symbolic destruction 
of another.Thus sacrifice comes in.Siva1 a consort Sakti becomes 
the recipient of still more ghastly sacrifices.Sacrifice of 
animals or men is needed to please her.Her worshippers are 
known as Salctas.Sometimes husband and wife-Siva and Sakti,also 
known as Parbati-are worshipped together.
Death seems to have attracted the earliest notice of maru 
Death instinct,as Dr. Freud says,is most primitive and most 
universal.The idea of super-ego,by perversion or otherwise, 
must have given birth to a death deity very early in the human 
history.Hence there is no wonder that in Siif Marshall’s opinion
)% I
Saivism is "the most ancient living faith in the wo'rid". Accord­
ing to the new calculation it is now at least five thousand
years old. "Ariong the many revelations "-writes Sir{Marshall,
—  . . . ^
"that Moherjo-daro and Harappa have had in store for us,none 
perhaps is more remarkable than this discovery that Saivism 
has a history going back to the ChaXcolithic age or perhaps 
even further still—  "(Moherj o-daro and the Indus Civilisation 
-p. VII), Dr* Pran Hath confirms by saying, "rlhe cults of Siva and 
the mother-goddess had already been judged to be very old.lt is 
interesting to find them current as far back as 3000 B„ C„ (The 
Scripts of the Indus Valley Seals,p25).
v .  II -  Gorakh Hath -  Siddhism.
At a stage of religious development in India Saivism 
and Buddhism combined- to form a new sect of the Jogls or the 
Yogis (In the Granth it is written as Jogi or Joga,the Panjabi 
form of the Sanskrit word Yogi or Yoga). It was more with this 
sect that Hanak was occupied during his travels than with any 
other.Most of his philosophy is the outcome of his dialogues 
with the Siddhas or the Jogis.Besides many other hymns,there 
are two long philosopluical poems in the Granth which are said 
to contain the sum and substance of the Guru* s talks with these 
ascetic saints.Hames of Machhiddra(Matsyendranath), Gorakh Hath 
and- Char pat Hath occur in the hymns of Hanak.Ihe reputation of 
Hanak caused no where so much jealousy as among the followers 
of the Jogis1 sect.Therefore this sect deserves a closer study 
to enable us to find some exchange of ideas between the faiths
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of Gorakh and Nanak.
The SIddhas are also known as the Kanphata Jogls?but 
the Guru genei*ally uses the word Siddha .tor them. A Siddha Is 
he who by Yogie discipline attains supernormal, powers and 
other Slddhls-perfectlons. (Cf, X. P. 5 li ?pp.366-68$ The Gorakhnathi 
in the Racyclopaedia of Religion and E.jDas Gupta's Yoga as 
Philosophy and Religion), The Guru of this sect is generally 
accepted to be Goraldi Hath. G. A. Grierson in the B.R.E. writess 
In Northern India he fe represented as a contemporary of the 
reformer Kabir who flourished in the fifteenth century ^ while 
in the Western Indiasone Dharm Nath 5 who is said to have been 
his fellow didoiple 5 appears to have introduced the Kanphata 
doctrines into Kachh at the end of the 14th. century— All 
.authorities agree in making Gorakh Nath one of the twelve(or 
according to some twenty two) disciples of MatsyendranathjU 
disciple of Adinath3 a Yogi salnt?wliom the Nepalese identify 
sp as none other than, the Buddhist deity Arya Avalokit e s van a- -1 
All traditions state that disciple Gorakh was great ox* than his 
master and that it was he who introduced the custom of splitt­
ing’ the ears of the disciples and founded the subsect of the 
Kanphatas.In Nepal Goraldi Is said to have convex*ted Mahayana 
Buddhism to Saivism. He is' also reported to have been a disci­
ple of Sankaracharya who It Is said felt displeased with him 
and turned him out of the circle of his disciple ship 0 (L. P. 
TessItorijE.R.B.).
Jogism of the days of Nanak seems to be a strange
)% 3
mixture of Saivism? Buddhism ?Yogism of Patanj ala and Vedantism* 
When Vaisnavism with its devotional element began to flourish? 
the Saivites 3 in order to cope with their rival sect also brought 
in the Bhakti element and the idols of Siva like those of Visnu 
began to be worshipped. Linga became a symbol of Siva and * all 
Saivas are Linga worshippers to days1 .Very early Visnu and Siva 
were regarded a to be equal or one and the sane. The combination 
resulted in a new concept of godhead sHari-hai* -Preserver and 
Destroyer-Visnu and Siva. This shows how all kinds of ideas 
mixed up in Saivism in general and in the system of Gorakh Hath 
in particular. J. H. Farquhar in his * Outline of the Religious 
Literature of India1 thinks that the Kanphata system is derived 
from the Hathas some of whom are still Saktas(p„192) 0
The theological tenets of Gorakh^.1 s system as gathered 
from Hathayogapradipika? Gorakh Ki Goshti and Gorakh Bodh are 
that they believe in Siva as a Supreme Gothat the world is 
suffering^ that emancipation from worldly existence is the goal 
and this is to be achieved in the form of union with Siva s the 
means for which is to practice Hathay oga.
1 According to the authority of the Gorakh Bodh the vital 
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air resides in the circle of the navdl-Habhi-and Is supported/
by the void- Syny^bwhich Is spread everywhere. in its turn the
vital air vivifies the Manas which resides In the heart. The
Manas Is open to the influence of the moon-Chandra-which resides
in the sky?the vital air to the influence of the sun-Surya- and 
void to that of the time-Eala. There is further another element
)lb
the word-Sabcla-which resides in form-Eupa. Before coming* into
/
existence of 'heart,‘naval, form and sky, the Manas was contained 
in the void,the vital air was shapeless-Hirakara~,the word was- 
informed, and the moon resided in the intermediate space between 
heaven and earth.The void is of four kinds:Sahja,Anubhava,Para­
na and At it a- sunya and it is to it that the vital spirit -para-* 
na-resort during sleep or death* There are five principles-* 
Tattva^one of which seems to be JMirvana and ten Dvaras-or means 
of attaining* per fection?which are not named*, . This is the 
mystic side of (k>rakh|d s Yoga* I have given it here,because in 
the Granth the whole terminology of the system is used and its 
practice has been rexoudiated. The Sabda idea is Saktic in origin 
because Sakti herself is sound,the eternal word or Sabda. In the
Vodic hymns we came acdross a goddess of speech-Vale. Both the
/
words occur in the Granth in the mystic sense.
The Saktic Yoga Sss also similar to Hatha Yoga but It is 
based more on the principle of sound. There are many channels 
of this Sabda,the scientific basis of which Is the air In our 
nerves or Haris*Three have been mentioned In the Granth: Ira, 
PIngia and Suldimana* The last is the most important because it 
is connected with the spinal cord. Connected with these channels 
there are six great centimes or circles-of occult force situated 
in the human trunk,the one above the other,Each of the circles 
Is described as a lotus.Mulaclhara,the lowest and the most 
important of all, contains Brahman in the form of a Linga, and 
the Devi lies asleep,colled three and half times round the
Linga like a serpent,In this posture she Is called ICundalni?the
1%j
colled one. By Sakta Yoga she waked and induced to ascend^the 
highest Chakra-circle,or centre,These charnels and centres form 
the basis of all the miracles* working power which the Initiate 
can achieve(Farquhar) * The terminology of this Yoga also occurs 
in the Granth but Its practice and miracles achieved thereby 
are condemned by the Gura( G. G. 208 ,465 ,731 , 907 , 909 , 939 , 1042 etc,) 
The practice of Yoga Is more or less physical in nature and the 
Guru discarded It because it does not help a Yogl(yogln) in 
giving up egoism and selfishness ardi. It is not a. process for 
building up a moral character,so essential for a liouse-hold lige 
Moreover It is a very complicated and difficult method to be 
practised by every body(61).
The other aspect of Yogism which has been condemned in 
the Granth la the guise of a Yogi?his attachment to frrrn and 
external appearance,and his becoming a beggar and not leading 
a worldly life, Generally these Yogis who give up their homes 
smear* their 'bodies with ashes, put on a waist cloth, upper sheet * 
a necklace with a horn(aingl~nad) attached to it,a wallet (d ho li) , 
a hollow gourd for alms and huge ear-rings.Nanak addressing the 
Yogis asked them to have some inner moral worth and some char a- 
-cter element corresponding to their hypocritical forms(Japu j i 
28 th. stanza; G.G. pages 730,831,1035,1186,1420 etc.).
Inspite of these differences there are some points which 
seem to have ^ down from these Yogis to the faith of the Sikhs. 
Some oi them are common because of the general characteristics
I z
of the age. These Yogis did not recognise caste,had no scruples 
about food and ate meat. Some of them led married lives too©Many 
of than in the Western India open free kitchen to all twice a 
day. They also had the system of disciple ship. In short most of 
the Sikh practices are found among the Yogis, I an inclined to 
say that the influence of Siddhism on Sikhism has been greatest 
of all the sects in India. The Granth sometimes speak of the 
Guru In the terms of a Yogi:My True Guru, the Yogi, is free from 
all dieease-ROG BAHAT MERA SATGUBU JOGI(G. G. ,p. II4I) . Still the 
two systems remain distinct.For Instance the starting point of 
a religion is the concept of God, which the Saivites and the 
Goralthnathis or the Gorakhpanthls not only Identify with a god 
Siva but they also Idolise him in Linga; then they simply make 
Him the director of the universe and not the all in all of it, 
as Is done by the Guru(Cf.R.W. Frazer* s account of God in Saivism 
in the E.R. E.). Soul,Maya and Anava( something like the Avidya 
of Vedanta,cf.The Saiva School of Hinduism) are coeternal 
entities with God, These are fundamental differences and make 
the two schools entirely different. But on the practical side
To fku'
the influence of the Yogis cannot be denied and Sikgt&sm owes
ik<. modifications which Hanak conceived from his close touch wxdh 
the Siddhas of his time.
/I
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G HAA P T E E  VI - BUDDHISM AND JAINISM 
I - BUDDHISM 
Buddhism is not one of the religions which commonly 
prevailed In India In the days of the Guru* Buddha Is mentioned 
in the Granth In a few hymns and associated with the Siddhas * 
with whom? as we saw In the last chapter* Hanak had personal 
contact.He visited many Buddhist temples and reached the very 
birth-place of Buddhism*where*at Gaya*under a holy tree*Buddha* 
is said to have received the 1 enlighteximent1. Ihe teachings of 
Bhddha* If they at all reached Hanak*reached him in a disguised 
form either through the Yogis or the general atmosphere which 
still breathed Buddhistic influences. Although Buddhism as a 
religion of the masses had disappeared,yet the soul of Gotama 
still haunted the land of his birth, "But while It was disappear™ 
ing as a church",writes Barth* "it did not take along* with it 
the germs which It had for long had the opportunity of dissemi­
nating* and it left the very religions which succeeded in 
smothering it*more or less pervaded by its spirit"* The revolt 
against Brahmatilcal tradition started by Buddha, although lulled 
to sleep on its way*yet it reached Hanak which by the time of , 
the Tenth Guru became intensified and culminated in the IChalsa3 
"Ho race In India", says Samuel Johnson, "a braver and more 
Independent spirit,in thought or In conduct*than the Sikhs"( 
Oriental Religions,p. 719), This freedom of speculation and pro­
test against Brahmanical tradition 1 points plainly to that 
element in the national character of which Kapiia and Gotama
) ‘2.
were earlier exponents1 • "The Hindu sects of the last six cent­
uries 113 continues Johnson? Irare marked by a democratic spirit 
which may rightly be called the after-life of Buddhism in a 
people who had rejected its form and its name*Has this harvest 
sprung from the ashes of a martyred church ?Is this the meaning 
of that prescience of a ! farther shore1 beyond the ocean of . 
death?" But our question is as to what exactly Buddhism stood 
for and what exactly in Sikhism can be identified with or dis­
tinguished from this ancient faith*
In the first place the follower of Buddha needs no God 
and in that sense Buddha1 s doctrine is absolutely atheistic and 
therefore ihndamenthlly different from the faith of the Guru* 
Consequently the nature of Nirvana or Kelease must be different 
in the two systems * (Of, Trumpp 5 who makes the two identicall^P* 
CVI) „ it will be clear from Buddha1 s four noble truths as summar­
ised by Barths A-To exist is to suffer; Suffering is caused by 
desire which increases the gratification;C-It is possible to get 
rid of this suffering by suppressing desire;I>.The way x which 
leads to this suppression is the Buddhistic !good law1 ?the 
practice of a definite discipline. Hie end of this is BIrvana- 
extinction. As we have seen under Kabir that the Guru does not 
take life to be a suffering?nor therefore the release its ex­
tinction* His teaching doevS mot Involve ascdtIcism5no# a code 
of morality detached from Its perfectly moral and divine source-- 
Gocu
So we see that the Buddhistic influence on Sikhism is of
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quite a different natureoFrom other Hindu systems Sikhism does 
not so much differ in theory as in practice,but in the case of 
Buddhism? the opposite Is true. There Is no borrowing in theory 
but the influence is visible in some practical aspects* Budha 
tried to -abolish caste and his idea of brotherhood becomes an ' 
important theme with Hanak. Purity of heart and sincerity in our 
dealings with mankind were the essence of religion for Hanak# 
These virtues with a complete disregard for forms and rituals 
v\rere first emphasised by Buddha. Mb sanctity of any particular 
element is the third common element in the teachings of the 
two prophets# Buddha preached in the spoken language of the 
people and was the first Indian prophet to become a s mission­
ary* In these respects Hanak very closely resembles Buddha, 
Fourthly,the' organic character of the Sikh idea of Sangat is 
met with among the Buddhists in their Sanghas or congregations, 
entcjrance to which like that of the Khalsa,was by certain vows; 
and those who went of the brotherhood were to become renegades
A
and apostates like the Patits among the Sikhs.
But unlike Buddha, the Guru never established an order of 
mendicants,Bhiksus3monks and nuns#1 The disciples of Hanak1, 
writes Trumpp,1 would have sunk into a state of dull apathy to 
the world around them, or they would have led a & contemplative 
life in monasteries,as the Buddhists did,if Hanak cautioned by
r  '~   * *
his many disputes and contentions with the Jbgis , and convinced
.. . . . . .  . . . . .  . ^
by the practical experience of the wickedness and hypocrisy-- 
of erratic Faqirs,ha& not enjoined to them,to remain in their
) > 0
secular occupation and not to leave the world(A, G.) I The Guru 
seems to have learnt some good lessons from the history,practi­
ces and the tall of Buddhism- Later Buddhism gave to Bhakti 
movement the creed of idol worship and the theory of ’Avataras 
and or Incarnations,Both these tacts by the time of the Guru 
had led to mental debasement and naturally he asked his disci- 
pies to make neither and Idol of the Gum nor of God and nor 
to take him as a God incarnate. The other two factors which have 
contributed to a healthy and rapid growth of Sikhism also seem 
to be the lessons learnt from the fall of Buddhism, 'Why has 
Buddhism* says Johnson, 'lacked this vigour and stir of progress? 
Doubtless because,with all Its reaction upon Hindun'bg 1 ief and 
Institutions 3 It remained within the old Hindu circle and made 
contemplation the chief end of man1, (Oriental Religions) *
The Guru definitely declared that the Khalsa could 
progress if it remained always distinguishable from the general 
mass of people by its behaviour and appearance. The words he 
used wer e; Mar a- separate, Rahani-Rahat: behaviour and appearance. 
The last two centuries as lived by the Sikhs have simply con­
firmed the Guru1 s forethought. If there were periods of decline $ 
b they declined because of their relapse in the old folic and 
If their star has ever* shone,it has been because their mental 
horizon became clear of external influences, A religion declines 
and ultimately disappears,not because of some superiority in 
hi the rival religions but there also appears some defect within 
the a.old of the religion Itself0 Besides its Hindu covering
n )
Buddhism developed another cause of its decline end that was 
its institution Sangha, It became far more Illiberal and form id- 
ble than the caste system of, .the Brahmanical faith. It became a 
narrow-minded xociestly class of the Buddhists,Vaisnavism and 
Saivism a under their new Ehakki garb uprooted the Sangha as 
well as the Brahman,The Guru abolished all distinctions of 
caste and preached that all honest work was sacred, A shoe­
maker, a soldier and p a philosopher were useful and respectable 
members of the society. But the time has yet to show whether 
the Khalsa does not become another Sangha,
II - Jainism,
There are references to Jainas in some hymns of the 
Granth, Hanak in his missionary travels met some Jalna priests 
and argued against their method of living. There is nothing in 
common be ween the general philosophy of Jainism and that of 
Sikhism, although the two have been considered together by
Alban G,WIdgery in ' Living Religions and Modern Tgiought* ,1936,
L
(pp.97-107), The concluding remark of the author Is interesting 
and thoughtfuli Sikhism may not unreasonably be regarded as- 
providing what Jainism seriously lacks;but it might gain 
something in depth on its subjective side and something of 
precision by association with the analysis found in Jainism' .
In practical life Jalna asceticism and the doctrine of 
extreme Ahinsa were attacked by the Gurus,According to Jainism 
Karma consists of atoms,These fill the soul as sand fills a 




upwards to heaven3but Karma  ^which are material 3 keep downwards
<X/*X fiJLet
on earth. When these Karrnas 5the soul on leaving the body willA
rise perpendicularly ,fto the top of the tmiverse?where libera-* 
ted souls abide tor ever" (Professor Jacobi in K E 0E„)oTo attain 
this liberation the new Karma should be stopped from entering
CvVvV^dA-
into the Jiva and already existing must be extinguished, thus
. ^  ,
the salvation is through acts or works 5 not through inaction 
or Sannyas of the Vedanta. 'Jainism1 says Dr9Ea J* Thomas? nis the 
most extreme form of Kiryavadan(The Life of Buddha — quoted-in 
LoHc I.). (Cf .Epitome of Jainism by P„ C. hahar and IC. Ghosh,p. 583), 
With this concept of salvation and its attainment. Jain­
ism preaches a life of extreme asceticism. Combined with extreme 
Ahinsa the mode of the living of the Jaina .Sadhus becomes 
rath ex'1 unclean. The Guru in War Majh and Wax1 Malar criticises 
this Icixxd of life of the Jainas. The first of the ! Thirty'three 
Swayyas1 of the Tenth Guru also make an indirect Reference to 
this practice of the Jainas.The hymn in War Majh runs thus*.
They (the Jainas) pluck their hair ? drink dirty water eg 
and eat other's leavings? spread out the filth and smell it? do 
not use natural water*having smeared their heads with ashes 
they pluck their heads like sheep ? they give up their ancestral 
occupations and their families weepmwith lamentations™-™ day 
and night they are filthy,,they are always in a mood of despair 
and never live a life of prosperity$ they walk in a single file3 
brush the ground before they lay their foot on it? all this 
they' do to avoid killing life /but it is God who giveth and
/ 3 3
taleetli life™
Arguing with a Jaina priest Hanak once said that non­
violence is a relative concept.To save one we destroy another. 
Even nature while providing sustainance to one becomes destruc­
tive or violent to others.He gave the example of rain in summer 
which is beneficial to some and destructive and harmful to 
others.Surelyjin the light of Sir J.C*Bose*s botanical research- 
es 5 establishing life in plants? it is difficult to be a consis­
tent non-&e struct ionist?n except?of course?in cases of those 
people who are willing to resort to self-destruction. As a re­
action to this mode of life of the Jainas ? the Guru preached 
a healthy cheerful and hopeful life with a desirable restraint 
on senses and animal i:>assions? relying on God for help and 
success. Bo that the influence of Jainism on Sikhism is not even 
to the extent to which it is traceable in the general trend of 
Hindu mind. The chief Jaina traits in the Hindu thought seem to 
be .Ahinsa doctrine and the theory of Avatar as f whi ch can equally 
be assigned to the Buddhistic influences.Hone of the two ideas 
seem to have found a suiters tit ious allegiance from the Guru .The
latter was rejected and the former was substituted by a moral 
o H ci-
lve and sympthy for fellow beings.n ^
C H A P T E R  - VII 
RELIGIONS OP NON) INDIAN ORIGIN.
Zorastrianisni} Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
I- It has generally been held that Sikhism is a branch ol'
Hinduism which, came into being because of the Muslim influence 
on the religious mind of India,That is partly true.But my re­
searches into g Guru1 s teachings and their analysis have led 
me to say that Sikhism is the natural outcome of the contact of 
Indian mind with non-Indian mind containing Avestic? Judaic ? 
Christian, and Islamic currents of thought , Hanak ? though born in 
India5travelled in the lands of the birth of these religions.
He must have met the professors of these faiths and exchanged 
Ideas with them. Persian and Arabic vocabulary in the Granth is 
not so insignificant that the reader may not notice it. Some 
hymns are composed exclusively In Persian, Besides some close 
resemblence between some of the Guru1 s ideas and the teachings 
of the jarophets of the religions under dlscussiohj the Granth 
contains references to this group of religions and their holy 
books,The Guru designates the Indian group of religions as Hindu 
and the Semitic group of religions as Turks( Cf.H.P. S. ? ch.XXjp, 
342) He calls the holy books of the former by the name of Vedas5 
and of the latter by the name of Katebas. The word Kateb accordi­
ng to all traditional commentaries Includes the four holy books 
of these four non-Indian religions, (See ICateb in G. G.K. and G. S/h 
Even to day the Christian converts in some parts of the Panjab 
are called by the villagers Qiranls-from Quran. Sometimes Quran 
Is specially mentioned In the Granth and is generally conjoined 
with the Katebas 5 f just as the Pur anas 9 the Shastras or the 
Smritis are conjoined with the Vedas,
The Idea of the Will of God-Hukam- and man* s submission
to It as found In Sikhism was not held, by the Hindus as such,,
It is more Christian and Muslim in its nature. * Thy Will be done* 
is one of the basic teachings of the Granth. "Nothing happens > 
without the will, of God "says the Pahlavl text(So B. E. 2xxiv?p. 253^ ) 
fA!l happens under His will15is common in the Granth(G. G. 3p. l), 
This Will is r irresistible1 and therefore it must be submitted- 
to ( BIble-Dan. 4; 7 2 35; Horn. 9 s 19; Eph, I s 5; J&S. I; IB 5 and J as „ 4; 5) * Thi*s 
idea of submission preached by the Lord Christ became the very 
name of the Religion of Muhammad-Islam. Just as this idea, of
t
.submission to Godfs will brotight victory to Christ over the 
Cross 3 similarly the faith of Arjan and Teg Bahadur come out 
victorious over great tortures and frightful scenes of their 
deaths. Such a faith as Er, Sir5Muhammad Iqbal says3"can make a 
man calmly offer his prayers when bullets are showering* round 
him", (Hie Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam31934) fl ■ 
This he calls 'refined fatalism1 .Whatever 'ism'it may bes It has 
stood in good, stead whenever it has been rationally acted upon.
II
The Idea of the Holy Wars-Crusades-among the Christians3 
Muslims and the Sikhs seems to have come fromlgoroaster. The 
Guru always fought in defence 3 but even as such3 the idea was 
foreign to the Indian religious concept. Zoroaster?though Aryan 
in par entage 5 was non-Indian in breeding*.
Dr, Dhallh .says that he preached a religion of righteous- 
ness and pas troll. simplicity(Zorastrian Theology) .Like him Hanak 
too did not complicate the practical side of his religion,Work
I3t>
honestly* serve yout fellow beings ? and remember God forai the 
threefold path of Hanak1 s teaching’s;KXBT KMt0?HAM JAPO and 
WAHD CHIIAKO is constant theme of Hanak to his listeners* as - 
emphasised in all bio gr aphis or Janam Sakhis of his, But unlike 
Zero as t er 5 Hanak did not divide his God into two parts sAharmus da 
and Aharman.Hence the elbhies of Zoroaster*as Hr, A?V. William 
Jackson calls it* is dualistic,But this dualism merges into mono­
theism as soon as God overcomes bach This is the Christian idea 
of progress * Although it is not probable that Hanak might have 
ever had an access to Avesta and other Pahlavi texts *y@t some­
times the ideas of the two books resemble so much that one is 
led to suppose that some of the verses of the Granth are simply 
translations of some Avestic lines. Ho thing can be based on these 
accidental resemblences*because some of the hymns of the Granth 
have got similar resemblences with so many other religious books 
This goes in favour of our general contention that Hanak during
his travels did meet the priests of so many rreligions and heard 
;/•to their views,
III
How interesting is the resemblance between the Jewish 
Mantra j Muslim Halm a and the Sikh Mul Mantra;1 Thou art one*Thy 
name is one n(A, H  Suffrin* in E.3R. 33*), The Jewish concept of God 
as Harne in the Old Testament is so common in the Granth that one 
looks a counterpart of the other.Muhammadans have also got the 
idea of Xsm-i-A* zamgbhe Great Harne. The ultimate origin may be 
Jewish, The idea was not absolutely unknown to the Hindu scrip ilk
/??
The remote ancient origin may be one?but the description of- 
Jewish Home as found in the 0„T. and KB.E. is very much the 1
same as held by the Sikhs ? especially the Nardharis and the 
Hirmalas. The secrecy of the Name and its being breathed by the 
*holy lipsT into Tholy ears1 3'in a holy place1 are characteristi 
-cally similar in m both the religions/The name is sometimes 
spoken as the distinguished or proper name f5 or more frequently 
the*name pronounced’ „ It is also called 1 rememb^raiice1 ?’mention^ ? 
1 the name of four letters*3the great name* 51 the great and aus­
picious named Here again the substitute names similar to Jewish 
names are found in the Granth: Ham-name3Sabad«name pronounced,, 
Simriivremembp/rance3Yad, or Jap-mention or repetition etc.- - t - -
Accidentally the Sikh name of God is also four-lettered. As 
before we may say that these resemblences are accidental and­
ean be psychologically explained that human nature has got 
similar spiritual and mystic experiences and habits.
IV
The third member of non-Indian religions is Christianity. 
I am almost sure that Hanak met Christian missionaries?once 
when he went to Ceylon through Malabar and other Southern parts 
of India and again when he went to Arabia and Palestine.Mission­
aries of three Christians churches have been working in India. 
The earliest was the Syrian Church. A legend goes that Apostle 
Thomas came to India in 50 A.D. to Travancore and the South. But 
there Is no doubt that the Syrian Church has a regular history 
from the fourth century A.D.The origin was perhaps the city of
Edessa in Mesopotamia. This was followed by the Roman Catholic 
Church from Italy in the fourteenth century in two branches, 
one led by St, Francis Xavier and the other by Robert de Nbbili. 
They also worked in the South, in Goa, Fishery Coast and Cape 
CamariruSt* Francis is said to have left India in 1552 A.D. 
hob11I preached in the disguise of a Bralm'ion Ranalc?who was so 
fond of meeting' professors of different faiths would not have 
come from the South and the West without arguing and discussing* 
with these invaders on Indian religions,The Brotestant Church
A -  - . . . . . .  ..
begun by the German pietists in the early years of the 18th, 
century was rather late-The Tenth Guru died in the South in 
1708. A.D.
Some writers find in the teachings of the Guru some 
Christian influence, For instance J.W. Youngs on writes: Whether 
hanak was acquainted with Christian Truths Is a debated ^ 
question,but whether he was or not,we must allow that,being in 
some degree conversant with the Muhammadan faith,he may have 
known something of the revelation of God in His Word, the True 
Teacher,God Incarnate,the Lord Jesus Christ,T The Muhammadan 
channel for the flow of Christian influences to hanak can also 
be traced through his intimate connection with some Sufis,1 The 
leading elements of the system of Sufism* ,writes Farquhar, * come 
from two external sources. The first was Neoplatonism,which 
flowed into Islam through Greek Philosophy, Gnosticism, Clairstian 
teaching and Christian asceticism. The other source was Indian 
thought,but whether it reached the Sufis through Buddhism at a
very early date , or through. Vedantism later ? is not yet clear *4 
A more recent observer Baron Jean Pellenc in his Ifench. book 
UL! Indes* entrouvren( 1936) says?!,Of the two religions whose 
theories he(Hanak) assimilated one was Sufism-— the other 
doctrine which deeply influenced the founder of the Sikh reli­
gion was that of Christianity (p. 128)--—-Many passages in the 
Granth are strikingly akin to the Christian hew Testament; 
indded it would not be too much to say that a good half of 
hanak* s work deals uniquely with the Gospel narrative from the 
birth of Christ to the AscensionCp6 1319*English Translation)1 *
The latter is an extremely exaggerated statement and shows 
utter ignorance of the author about the contents of the Granth* 
But the idea that there is some Christian influence is suggest­
ive and is shared by many scholars. This influence was about 
the inception of Sikhism ,but its culmination into the Khalsa 
has also been shown to have been 1 suggested by Christian 
example1 „ Thus V, A. Smith in his Oxford History of India says ? 
nGuru Gobind Singh bound the Sikh fraternity together by insti­
tuting or adopting two sacraments 5 perhaps suggested by Christ­
ian example* (p.454) n. Fatherhood of God,brotherhood of man?divine 
grace?righteousness and holiness are some of the elements in 
Sikhism which suggest direct or indirect Christian influence.
But there is no last word on the question. The teachings of 
Hanak cannot be analysed In such a way that a particular ele­
ment may be definitely assigned to a particular source,All our 
conclusions are as yet probable,Christianity itself has been
}LfO
supposed to have been influenced by the teachings of Zoroaster, 
Buddha and others.
V - Islam.
A- Just as Christianity and the system of Western education 
is playing and important part in the religious development of 
modern India, similarly Islam and Muslim culture exerted a 
considerable influence on Indian life and religion in the Middle 
Ages0 There is no gainsaying the fact that Islam if not so much 
as a faith but at least as a State Religion played art important 
role In the development of Sikhism. Leaving aside the political 
influences ? 1 shall briefly consider the Muslim teachings and 
their positive or negative Influence on the Guru.
Like Buddhism and Siddhism 'fee influenced Sikhism more 
on the practical side than on the side of its theoretical teach­
ings. Ror Instance there are two modes of worship of God in 
Islam:Individual and congregational* The worship was mostly 
individual. Besides the two individual prayers a Sikh has also 
to join the congregation in the Gurdwara twice a day, at sunrise 
and sunset. The evening congregation may be held in the house 
but the whole family must join It.The congregational element 
and the community feeling among the Sikhs is thus Muhammadan 
or more generally Semitic In origin. Then the way in which the 
Granth is wrapped In clothes and when opened,but not readjls 
covered by a sheet of cloth was also the fashion for Its sister
Quran. The more Important resemblence between the two books is 
In the headlines of every composition in the *^0O^ 0^ i^e
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Mantra of the Granth and the Bismillah— of the Quran are both 
dedicated to one Merciful God and are placed in the beginning 
of every new chapter, They resemble both in content and form, 
•Jfone of the two contains a verb ?the implication and the signi­
ficance of which is that the nature of God transcends all 
conceptions of time,Just as the Muhammadans believe that the 
Fatihah permeates the whole Quran( Cf.Muhammad Ali' s translation 
Lahore51 9 3 4 1 )  ?similarly the Sikhs take the Mul Mantra to be 
the soul of the Granth?which is considered to be its detailed 
exposition. Both are regarded as the quintessence of their 
prospective books,I have already pointed, out that Muhammad's 
Miraj and Hanak* s flight to Sach Ida and are the outcome of the 
same belief.
On the theoretical side ? although the Muslim concept of 
the unity of God strengthened Hanak* s monotheistic belief and 
his concept of the solity of God?yet instead of replacing the 
Hindu immandntal God by the transcendental God of the Muslims 
(62) he combined the two aspects in the sane deity. One thing 
which is particularly Muslim or more correctly Semitic is the 
male character of God, The Guru never in serious thought 
represents' God as female, as it is sometimes done in the Hindu 
books,The Guru's God is mercifulPbut not so much as to say 
"God. forgives even if there is no repentance on the part of 
the sinner( Quran, p. LIT!) The difficulty in the Guam's way 
was the law of Karma?yet God's mercy was there and the sinner 
must repent?do good, and then expect grace from God., Sometime
/bn-
in the Quran,but never in the Granth God is described as 
avenging(S«B.E.,vi,p,46)•Similar ideas are met with in the 
Vedie hymns.God is mentioned to he Betributor(S.B.Ec ,xxxxvi,p 
oocvi) and Wrathful (Yajur Veda, quoted by Swami Day ana nd, p, 197 , 
xix-9) 0 The Guru says,"My Lord is kind and always kind",(G. G. , 
724) «
The Hukam-philosophy,as has‘been pointed above,is,though 
Semitic in general,but it is characteristically prominent in 
the Muslim thought. The very word Hulcam is Quranic.Again Quranic 
ideas likes All people are a single nation(2-213),and 'people 
are naught but a single nation( 10-9)'found expression in Guru's 
words likes All men are of the aame caste and that we are all 
equal, no high and low, all brothers, no friends or foes .Just as 
in the mosque the ideal of brotherhood is triumphant,'the 5 
bagger,the sweeper,the prince worship side by side',(Dr.Titus 
in'Indian Islam*p. 171), similarly in a Gurdwara all social 
superiority or inferiority is set at naught.A king like Ranjit 
Singh and a Maharaja like Hira Singh deemed it a good luck to ’ 
serve and fan the poorest members of the community in a Sangat- 
a religious congregation.The Muslim theory of creation by the, 
mere will of God is inferred, from some hymns of the Granth(G. Q. 
724,725), The Guru says in the Japu ji that by one Word God 
created the whole world. As we shall see the GuruSs idea of the 
Word has got a different metaphysical significance,yet the 
ordinary interpretation does not make any difference between 
the two.In the Quran we have the word Kun to create and Quin
mto nacrea/te, God says ’Be* and it is(-S.B,E. ?vi5p 816) . Similarly 
Muhammadan# ideas of after-death are also found in the Granth 
(G.G.p.465,466*1681,1082,140,and 3.R.i,pp.38-41).But this > 
should not amount to saying that the Guru believed in all those 
Muslim ideas to which allusions are found in the Granth.We shali 
revert to these theories in the course of our discussion® 
of theoretical problems,
Ihe ideas of the Guru reveal his contact with two types ., 
of Muslims:the orthodox and the Sufis, The hypocri^y9 intoleranee 
and formalism of the former disgusted Hanalc.His attache against 
the Mulla are as severe as they are against the Brahmin. For a 
Muslim the Allah and other Quranic names of God are the only 
legitimate ones."Most excellent titles hath God5by these call 
upon Him and stand aloof from those who prevert His titles”.( 
Quran3VT]>l69) .All Muhammadans agree1 5 writes Edward Sell51 that 
such names as the Living and the Wise and the Powerful can be 
applied to God?but they must be Tawgifi? i-e authorised in some 
revelation Quran or tradition, God can be called 1 ash-Shafi* -the 
Healer ?but He cannot be called the1 at-Tabib1 the physi&^an* ? 
because that word is not applied to Him either in the Quran or 
by Muhammad* (E.R.E.). This sanctity of language and special 
names was rejected by Nanak.According to him God has countless 
names (<Japu ji). God can understand our ideas without their 
being dlothed in words. Ihe orthodox belief that Muhammad was 
the Prophet or the only prophet or the last prophet of God did 
not appeal to the Guru .He said3 if there was one prophet then
/Cf
there were millions like him, Muhammad 5 he says was subject to 
pleasure and pain like ordinary men(G* CL 3p. 5S4) /When a,- Oast 
asked Hanak to have faith in one God and His one Kasu&-pro ph/613 
he said;why to have faith in the latter who takes birth and dies 
believe only in the3One who is Omnipresent. (S.B. i p, 102? 1215123s) 
fIhe narrow-minded-ness and the iaitblOrance of this school led 
him to say the opposite;that all religions were true only if 
they were to be sincerely lived* and. not hypocritically boasted 
of .Allah and Ram 9 mosque mid temple did not differ in essence.
So much so that the Sixth Guru got a mosque constructed for 
Muslims(S.R.iv3p. 119).The First Guru did not object on principle 
to say prayers in a mosque*but he could not join the group as 
the leader was not sincere in his prayers.This school of Muslims 
did not influence Hanak very much positively. But 0x1 the other 
hand?but for limited outlook of this school we might have missed 
the universality and broadmindedness in the teachings of Hanak*
R- Hie Sufis.
More positive in content was the exchange of ideas which 
took place between the Gums and the Muhammadan Sufis. They are 
the followers of the mystic and emotional side of religion* They 
practice inaction through asceticism*All knowledge except that 
of the One must disappear*At the final stage this consciousness 
of the’other one1 merges into ’all and the same one’ axid this is 
their Fana or Absorption(«£3).
Hanak had personal relations with some well known Sufis ? 
the verses of one of whom are recorded in the Grantiu Hie pro-
fh **
pervailigjg Sufi sect of the G u m ’s days was the Ghisti order * 
Seven Sufi orders are counted in the third centurion after the 
Prophet(Is1 amic Sufism by S„A0 Shah? ch, X) * In the tenth century 
A0D, Khwajah Abu Abdal Ghisti founded the Ghisti order*which 
two centuries later found its way to India. Khwajah Mu in ud bin 
Ghisti of Sistan came to Delhi in A. D. 119 2 with the Army of 
■ Shiliab ud Din Churl. Three years after he went to Ajmer which 
became the first centre of the order in India* Hanak met Baba 
Farid II who was the 13 th. spi3?itual successor of the First 
Sheikh Farid Shakarganj , This Shakarganj was thw disciple of 
Kbwaja Qutub ud Din of Delhi*who was initiated to Sufism by 
Khwajah Muin ud Din Ghisti.Ultimately the order is linked with 
the second Caliph Ha so? at Umar and thus with the Prophet,
Advaitic Bhakti and Sufism have got close resemblence 
with each other.There is a fusion of the two in Sikhism,Just as 
there are stages in the spiritual uplift of a Sufi*similarly 
Hanak also speaks in his Japu ji of five steps in the spiritual 
progress of man. Singing- of the praises of God*music and free 
kitchen are some of the common practices among the Sufis and 
the Sikhs,Respect for all religions' and prophets and a general 
tolerance for the conviction of others*emphasis on inner worth 
instead of the external rituals are shared both by Hanak and 
the Sufi saints. But the two systems differ on some fundamental 
points. Hie Sufis are chiefly Faqirs.’Faqr or poverty is indi­
cated as the concomitant of Sufis’ spiritual endevour’ (Islamic 
Sufisnijp. 242). The system of Hanak is that of the house-holders.
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The final stage of the Sufi like the Vedantist is renunciation* 
It is Complete in solitude fan from the dwellings of man* The 
desert or' jungle or away in the heights of the great mountains 
the devotees find peace to contemplate without any outside 
interruptions.Thuswise the best is attained1(Ibid,p.32) .The 
Gurujas we know*did not favour this kind of life.The method of 
realisation of the ideal according to Sufism involves ascetic!sir
Farid says that in order to realse God I shall reduce my body
. . . .  ^
to such a state that no blood will be left In it. (G. G„ ?p. 1380). 
Then again he says that iij/order to reach God I shall tear off 
my clothes and shall wander in coax’se rugs. On both the occasions 
the Guru corrects him and says: the body' cannot exist without 
blood and that if there is truthfulness and sincerity in the 
heart one can realise God in onex s own family and house. Like 
Kabir5 Farid too considers life a misery and the world nothing 
but an embodiment of pain. Naturally we find him saying that 
how nice it would have been if at the time of his birth his 
nurse would have cut his thro at (G. G. pp. 1331-S2) * The Guru as 
before corrects him and says:Believe in God and his Grace.the 
world will be turned into a garden and life into a pleasure.
Tixis concludes the present section. To some readers it 
may look too brief and to others a little too lorig.My purpose 
in this comparative survey of Sikhism was to show that to say 
that it (Sikhism) is the branch of this or that religion is 
to shut our eyes to the multifarious trenda of thought 
originating from all these sources and contributing to the
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general atmosphere in which the founders of Sikhism flourished. 
Just as the mere presence of the ideas of transmigration of 
souls and the law of Karma shuld not make us think that Sikhism 
is nothing but Hinduism $ similarly its 1 stern’ monotheistic 
character should not persuade some writers to say that hanak 
was a Muhammadan. If the Vddas and the Katebas ? the Gita and the 
Gatha are the ancestors of Guru Granth; Zoroaster ? Biiddlia? Christ 
Muhammad. Sankara and Gorakh are in one way or the other
Qy
predecessors and precursors of Hanak*But this great genealogy 
and ancient inheritance should not make us believe that hanak* s 
ideas were all acquired by him. He did not start with a clean- 
slate-mind.Apart the from the ’power of the tmconscious* which 
the modern psycho-analyst has explored (Of„Dr,E. Jones ;How • 
the Mind Works?edited by Professor Cyril Burt5 p.79) ? all prophets 
I believe ? though dogmatic ally , from the very beginning are linked 
with some thing which is universal, eternal and also conscious- 
traditionally known as God, So was Nanak*
Ibt
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CHAPTER VIII 
GOD : PROOPS AND NAMES
I
According to the orthodox interpretation the first and 
the last visible mark written in the Guru Granth is figure I, 
the symbolic unity of God and this they say is diffused in the 
whole body of the book. According to them it was conceived by 
the Guru after his notion of the universe i’lh theebeginning 
there was one, In the end there will be one and midway between 
the two that one is diffusedn(G.G. ,p. 250,1001,1215 etc.) .What­
ever may be the orthodox view,we will not find a single passage 
in the Granth which is not about God or addressed to God. The 
deity is the direct or the indirect subject matter of every 
hymn in the Granth* Thus God being the basic principle of Sikhism 
and of course of every religion worth the name,the present 
section should begin with an analysis of this primary notion* 
Philosoxohy and religion have God as their object.*But1 Hegel 
is said to have distlanguished, * the philosophy of religion 
differs from other philosophical sciences in beginning with 
the idda of God instead of reaching it at the last sin the one 
case it is the TERMINUS A QUO, in the other the TERMINUS AD 
Q U M 1 . -
PROOFS OF THE EXISTENCE OF GOD:-Every attempt in understanding 
the concept of God begins with the proofs of His existence.
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The Guru seems never to have bothered himself about the proving 
of the existence of God. He was so much imbued with the divine 
love that he could not even imagine that there could be any 
doubt about His existence.He simply starts with God as existent 
and in fact the only being existent in the real sense.He takes 
Him as an object requiring no proof,some thing most visible) 
most outstanding. That which is such needs no proof. This has 
passed into- a proverb :PARTAKH MJH PAHMAH KI. "Hanak1 s God11-,he 
says "is most visible"( G.G.,p. 397). "To whichever side I turn 
my eyes I perceive Him"( G. G. ,p. 1342). For such an obvious thing 
how could he think of any proof. But this visibility and per- ■ 
ceptibility,we must admit,was a mystic notioh for him.After ail 
God is not so obvious as the sun, although for a believer the 
very sun is the proof of God’s existence.The sceptic wants 
God as real as the sun,real in the sense of visible,but the 
traditional controversialist says that just as the sun does not 
exist for an owl,similarly God being as real as the sun,is not 
knownrtowl-like people who are mentally blind,that is,whose 
mental vision is blocked by the web of ignorance. This illustra­
tion again brings us to mystic field and the Guru, in fact,does 
refer to the mystic 'eye and the mystic vision. "The eyes that 
see God are different "(G.G. ,p.577) ,they are not the physical 
eyes with which we see the sun. The Gita and the Upanisad^is 
refer to the same mystic vision when we read that God is not „ 
to be apprehefcded by the senses,but by the mind(S.B.E. ,viii,p. 
257,xv p.22).
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In the modern times the importance of the traditional proofs
has greatly diminished. These proofs do not produce a religious 
conviction in the mind of a sceptic-We cannot reach the Idea 
of a God from pure abstractions nor can His existence be estab­
lished by arguments which have no reference, to the world of 
experience,,At the same time God is a reality which can better 
be experienced than proved. The critic has to believe In the 
mystic. The difficulty in the way of an argument Is that the 
concrete reality of God which Is aimed at contains more than 
it is to be found In the premises from which it is to be in­
ferred.
Inspite of the fact that the existence of Godiis an
assumption and a presupposition for the Guru and that he mainly
relies on the Inward belief,we can gather from the hymns of the
Granth what can be described as the basis of that belief and
therefore the proofs of the existence of God, The first proof
for the Guru Is the existence of our own spiritual self,
Descartes’s GOGITO ERGO SUM merges into the Vedantic lore of 
(AkaaO
AHN BRAHMAN ASMI.But Thom one end to the other it Is the self
A- - . . . .
which is the source of all philosophical conceptions whether
' it be the dualism of Descartes or the absolutism of Hegel, This
self(mlcrocosjfm) when enlarged and magnified,freed from Its
'limitations?became God for the Guru, There Is no difference of
kind,there Is,of course, a difference of degree,By the way it
is not Leibnlzian central monad which was the outcome of a ' 
pluralistic concept of reality,So that for the Guru our own 
self Is the proof of the Self,We could know God by means other
than our own self,if He were not our own self,We can know
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a table and prove it because it is in its present form other 
than the subject which knows it,When the self has to know its 
own greater self, no other proof is ru required exceptk the idea 
of its own self. The Guru says, ±g if He were other than the a 
self 9we could establish,prove and make others understand of His 
existence. T (G. G. p. 294,797; G. N.pp, 14-15) , The self is the con­
scious activity, the idea and the will. The natural anthropomor­
phic tendency leads us from our own will to a Supreme \7ill.It 
is not the traditional ontological proof of the existence of 
God,but it can be taken as one form of it,because the argument 
has been conceived differently by different philosophers like 
Anselm,Descartes,Spinoza,Leibniz,Kant and Hegel0The idea also 
borders on the historical proof of God according to which He in 
the very beginning infused In man the Idea of a God above Hi 
himo But the Guru1 s concept is a little different. Going’ back 
historically God sent a spark-rather extended a part of-from 
His own self and made it appear like a man,The spark-that part- 
always thinks and runs towards the source.Hence the conscious­
ness of God,
The Guru's argument from the self to the Self,although 
pantheistic in its tone yet it does not make the self as such ' 
and God identical. The difference becomes clenarer when we find 
the Guru conceiving God as a creator of the universe,He Is 
Kart a-the Creator, As soon as he thinks of God as Real,he immedi­
ately makes Him the Creator, (Japu ji -Mul Mantra). But the ulti­
mate source of this cosmological proof of the existence of God
is again our own self. Just as we create in our own sphere at a 
smaller scale^ similarly we conceive that h this cosmos must be 
some yt body* a creation.lt cannot be the work of any man* but at 
the same time man thinks that the world must have been created 
by some body like man,a Big Man,a Super Man -God.“Whenever we 
find the Guru reflectirg upon the universe he always assigns 
its creation to a creator and he being conceived in our own 
image Is always thought of having some plan or purpose in view. 
The teleological argument could not have found a simpler ex­
pression fL than the case of a baby before our own eyes. The baby 
has no teeth to chew food and God sends milk to its mother* s 
breast.As soon as the breast gets dry,the teeth come out and 
the child begins to eat food. Such facts as these suggested to 
the Guru the -ext existence of .a designer. The sun,the moon* the , 
stars in the sky are the work of an artist creator. (G. G.p. 329).
More important than these arguments is perhaps the ne- ~ 
cessity of the existence of God in the system of the Guru from 
the point of view of the practical realisation of God by a Sikh 
in his own life. The Guru represents Him as perfectly Blissful, 
without fear and enmity. He is the embodiment of all conceivable 
Virtue. Such a being became a necessary postulate for Kant. The 
communion with a moral God makes the devotee moral. A happy god
t
will make his believer happy, a fearless one will make him fear­
less. A man becomes like the god whom he worships. (G. G.p. 224). 
This forms the basis of Simrin (remember^nce of God) in the 
Guru*s system. This is what may be called the Moral argument
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for the existence of God, In Him we find the ms most satisfact - 
ory solution for our moral problems. If I want to reside in the 
feet of God,I must be God-like.He is good I must be good,He is 
true,I must be truthful. This is how the argument goes,Although 
we now think that the origin of moral consciousness is the 
conflict of our desires in human society,yet a mere humanitari­
an ideal cannot be adhered to so faithfully and devoutly unless 
it gets a religious sanction, the primary source of which must 
be the ethical deity,
I*
HAMES OF GOD, I have divided the names of God occuring in the 
two Granths under two heads:Historical and Attributive.The Guru 
says that there is h no real name of God. All names that exist 
in different languages are derivative or functional(Kirtam). The 
real name of God is only the concept of expressing His all per­
vasive reality and the conrete truth of His existence. This 
concept of Absolute Truth is expressed by the word1 Satnam# 1 It 
is not the letters or the sound synbols which have a meaning
near God,but it Is the mental content or the heart which is a
‘9-
rn^ ans of communion with God, It was this truth which did not
make the Guru prejudiced in favour of or against any name of
God occuring in any language .Any name that he could recall
was used by him. He brought one more change in the use of these
names,In Hindu literature there are some names which original-
&ly stood for gods,godesses and other Hindu Avataras.I haveA
already mentioned this change brought by the Guru in the use
Jfjlj
of these names,He used them all for One Supreme Being, Once 
the Muslim S Emperor Jahangir asked the Guru 'What is the : 
essential difference between the Hindus who worship Ram,Hara-- 
yan,Parbrahm and Parmeshar and the Musalmans who pray to Allah, 
the bounteous Lord? 1 (S*R. iv p, 15)* The Guru replied in Ramkali*
As Madho,Iie is Lord and life of the world,
The Destroyer of fears;worship Him in thy heart.
Whether Ma known as Rikhikesh, Gopal,Gobind,
Or Mukand,Thou alone,0 God,art the kind Master.
Thou art at once Pir,Prophet and Sheikh;
Master of hearts,Thou dispensest Justice.
books.
Thou art holier than the Quran and other Muhammadan 
Whether as Mar ay an, Marhar, or the Compassionate,
Thou pervadest every heart and art the heart1 s support.
As fesdev Thou dwellest in every place.
ThJ^  sport is not understood.
Thou art the Bestower of kindness and mercty.
Grant us devotion and worship of Thee,0 Creator.
Salth Hanak,when the Guru hath removed superstition,
Allah and Parbrahm are the same, (Arjan).
Such was the attitude of the Guru towards the sectarian names 
of God. The following is the list of these Historical names. I ; 
have divided them into three groups:Hindu,Muhammadan and Hew i-e 
the names invented by the Guru.
Hindu : Bhagwant,Bhagwan,Bishan or Visnu,Bishambhar,Brahm,Chak- 
ardhar, Chakarpan, Damodar, Q^dharl, Gobind, Gopal, Gopinath,
Govar dhandhar i, Gusain,Hari, Ishar ,Kesav,Krish^,Kanh,Madho, 
Madsudan, Mur ar i, Har ayan, Parbr ahm, Parmeshar, Pitambar, Prabh , 
Raghurai,Ram, Sarangdhar, Sawal, Siam,and Wasdev.
Muhammadan: Allah, Ghani,Haq, Kabir,Karim, Khaliq, Khuda, Malik, Maa-
-   ^ b -
lik,Mr Sharik(La Sharik) ,Pak,Rah,Rahim,Rahman ul
A
Rahim,Raziq and Sahib,
Hew Hames: There are four kinds of m»m names which more or less 
strike to be new, in the Sikh scriptures,
A-First of all are the names which are associated with the 
friendliness of God, God has so far been a father but very 
rarely a friend. The importance of the difference lies in 
bringing God nearer and making Him more easily approachable 
and accessible to man,Such names are:Mittar,Mit,Pritam,Piara*
^ Sajjan and Yar.
B-The Guru combined the idea of immanence and transcendence of 
God in one concept.lt is difficult to combine the two senses 
in one word,because the two exclude each other. I have come 
ac^ross a word in the Granth which rather gives a new concept 
of God;Tarowar,or Ped meaning* tree*. God is Tree,not like a 
tree but His nature is to be understood thsijstructure of ou 
pi tree* ^ 10 concept is an attempt to reconcile the two ideas of 
transcendence and immanence.We shall refer to this concept 
again in another section but surely the name of God:Tarowar 
is quite new,
C-The Tenth Guru introduced some martial names of God,associated 
with sword or other war implements* symbolise
i m
power or Sakti.These names are Asiketu,Asipan,Kharagketu,Mahan-
< /
leal and Sarabloh. -
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D-There are some names in Sikh scriptures which express the
■ n
non-sectarianism of God,In spite of the fact that nearly all-', 
religions emphasise the universal character of God,the follow­
ers of one religion some^how or other begin to believe that 
until and unless the other people embrace the religion they 
follow,there is no possibility of their attaining what may be 
called salvation. This ultimately comes down to a sectarian God. 
To avoid such pit-falls the Guru used names which mean that God 
load has no label of a particular religion.He is therefore reli- 
gion-less:Adharm and Amazahb.
The death blow to the sectarian concept of God comes 
when the Guru denies all names to Him. The superstition or the 
narrow-minded-ness that certain names are the only names of God 
was removed by the Guru by saying that He is name-less:Ariam. 
y Wahiguru is a special name used by the Sikhs with some
ftuL
peculiar attachment. Just as Allah is for^Muhammadans,Ishar or
Ham for the Hindus and Jahweh for the Jews,w similarly Wahiguru
is to be for the Sikhs.With the birth of the Khalsa this name *
has become as sectarian as Allah or Ram, The Guru never meant 
this.As far as I have followed the Hame-philosophy of the Guru, 
which I propse to discuss later on,Wahiguru is not so much a 
name of God as the expression of the entire feeling of satis- 
faction which^an aesthetic experience of nature and the world 
which is the wonderful workmanship of the Wonderful Lord.What
/bV
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I mean to say is that when an English man enters into that- 
mental state of aesthetic appreciation of God's workings,hw 
he will not say Wahiguru,hut in that state of WAsmad -of wonder 
and ecstacy his lips will move as if automatically to say some 
thing like Wonderful Lord. That is,it was not the word Wahiguru 
which the Guru wanted his followers to utter,rather it was a 
suggestion to have that emotional satisfaction which a man 
feels in such an aesthetic communion with^through His manifest­
ation. Aesthetics had never before formed an integral part of a 
religion and the term Wahiguru is as new as the idea itself.
C H A P T E R '  I X
ATTRIBUTIVE ‘ ■HAMES.
I
Most of the names used in ordinary language for God 
express His attributes.The historical names mentioned above 
are also of similar nature. In what followa we shall again 
have to deal with them in analysing the Guru* s notion of the 
Deity* In the Japu ji the Guru says that the attributive names 
of God are countless®. Ever since God created the world milli** 
ons of people have tried to describe Hid &  attributes,but he 
says, there is no end to them. (G.G.p. 19,3.) If all the seven 
oceans were to be turned into ink and the vegetable kingdom 
could be mended into pens and the whole earth into paper,even 
then all the attributes of God would not be exhausted by 
writing.These are poetical expressions.The idea underlying is
ass
that the very fact that man is man goes against his entire * 
comprehension of the Divine attributes.Man sees God through his 
own nature and he cannot transcend his being to exhaust the 
knowledge of the Supreme Being. )
The attributes of God given in the Sikh scriptures will 
help us in understanding the Guru1 s concept of God. There are 
different ways of classifying the Divine attributes. There was 
an interesting controversy among the Muhammadan theologians 
about these attributes of God. The Being of God is the essence* 
Zat. The Becoming is the manifestation or the attributes-gift.
Imam GhSfzali ignored Zat and believed in Sift .A separate school
/'
of Mutazilites led by Wasil-ibn-ul Ata ignored Sift and believed 
in Zat. As I have already said^the Guru holds that the pure Being 
or Zat is Anam or Mrgun: Nameless or Attributeless.But the same 
Being out of its own will Becomes .Man is a part of this Becoming 
therefore his names about God are the names about the Becoming 
aspect of God. Muslim theologians divide these attributes under 
seven heads of Idfe?Khowledge,Power,Will,Hearing,Seeingj and 
SpeechCHayah^hn^QudrajIradaySama1 ,Basar and Kalam.). This seeme 
is more anthropomorphic. I have accepted with some modification 
the plan of classification given by some writers.(Galloway and 
Farnell etc.).It will be found that there is no hard and fast 
line between the various heads of classification. There will be 
attributes which can fall under more than one headland there 
will also be an overlapping in some cases. The classification is 
not very rigidjonly a working plan has been adopted. ©O’ Our pur-
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pose is to ge$ a clear concept of GoeLas revealed by the vari­
ous-attributes found in the Sikh scriptures.The following may­
be treated as a table of contents of the treatment of the Sikh 
attributes of God:
I-Hames indicating the Unity or the Plurality of God: 
-One or Many.
II-Attributes of God determined by the nature of rela­
tion in which He stands to the world of Human expe­
rience: Relational Attributes.
A-Creation;
B-Having brought the world into existence,does God 
remain outride it or in it,or both ways: 
a-Transeendent,b-3mmanent, c-or Both Transcendent 
as well as Immanent.
Ill-Metaphysical attributes:
A-Hames implying agnosticism;
B-Huamanly known: By Reason or by Intuition;
2-Existent;
3-Personal attributes;
a-Has He any Form?
b-Is He conscious?
e-Is His personality material,
0d-tempral,
e-spacial ? Omnipresence, 
a t -"  Omnipotent; jrani-prey'.. Omniscient.





Two different theories have been proposed to explain 
the source of belief in God:a-from Nature to God,b-from ances­
tors to God. Writers of Indian philosophy tracenthe origin of 
belief in God in Nature worship. 1 The moon and the stars,the 
sea and the sky,the dawn and the -dawn night-fall were regarded 
as divine. This worship of nature as such is the earliest form 
of Vedic religion1 *(I.P.p.73) .The natural phenomena become gods 
and polytheism results. Supporters of the ancestor-worship theory 
and workers in the field of anthropology deny this. fMong mod­
ern scholars the view has been prevalent that the striking 
objects and forces of nature furnished the earliest impulse 
towards the belief in gods and much labour has been expended 
on the endeavour to trace the higher personalities of the most 
advanced religions back to some elemental perception of sun, 
moon, dawn, and wind.Much of this labour ha&s been wasted, and the 
assumption which dictated it is probably false.— — There is the 
equally primitive belief in the superhuman being of old time, 
the founder and teacher of the culture and rites of the tribe, 
who then departed to the skies and from whom might emerge the 
concept of a higher personal god of no direct association with 
nature-of* or the elements1. (A. 0* G. p. 103). This also must have 
led to polytheism. Different tribes had different powerful ances* 
tors and they were deified.
Whatever the origin the earliest concept of God was
/M
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polytheistic. Just as one force of nature seems stronger than 
h% the other,the sun is more powerful than the moon or the star 
or on the other side,one tribal head is stronger than the other 
similarly the idea must have been transferred to the earlier 
gods.The stronger god was made to dominate the weakdr ones.The 
result was the next stage in the theistie development,known as 
henotheism.Ppom here manl.s mind was on a direct road to mono-* 
theism. Only ond god came to be recognised. At this stage the 
other gods were either tolerated as manifestations of the same 
god or their reality was absolutely denied*
Both Aryan and Semitic mind passed through this process 
to reach the unity of God. In India it remained confused and 
less pronounced. It was due perhaps to the extreme^tolerant 
spirit of the Hindus. In the West the most ancient monotheistic
Of*' %
tendency is visible at Tel-el-Ararna near Thebes in 35gypt ^  
the worship of Aton -the only sun God. This was solar monotheism 
established by Amenhotep IV or otherwise known as Ikhnato,who 
lived in the I3th.century B.C.'The most pronounced monotheism 
was that of the Aryan prophet Sarathustra in Persia. The Chinese 
worship of Heaven-Tien is also monotheistic,but the true mono­
theism is that of the Jews in Jahweh.This was taken up by 
Christ and Muhammad. 1 Finally we may observe certain reforms*, 
in India, 1 Such as the Sikh religion1 (A.O.G.p.9I) . Just as in 
the origin of the theistie concept,so also here at the end,we 
have again divergence of views about the latest concept of God
in religion. According to the Indian thinkers monism or Advait"
lt%
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ism is the highest concept of God. The one Supreme Being of 
monotheism 'becomes the Absolute. Anthropologists again differ. 
According to them magic and animism are the primitive forms 
of spiritualism.Magic is a belief in the materialistic forces 
and animism is a belief in the spiritual elements. Life is 
attributed to inanimate objects and natural phenomena.Breams 
and death led to the belief in the separability of souls which 
;could enter into all kinds of objects.Transmigration of souls 
may be traced back to this belief. In a refined and philosophi­
cal form the soul element was universalised and a single soul 
was thought to pensua pervade every-where ♦ Th e mortality of all 
that is visible led to the immortality of that which was in­
visible. There came to be one immortal soul and all that is 
visible being illusory. The same tendency can lead to pantheism. 
All differences being identical.
But, Polytheism,Henotheism,Monotheism,Monism and Panthe­
ism apart from being the chronological stages in the religious 
ideology of man also represent the successive phases of the 
mental development of an individual as far as the development 
his concept of God is concerned. Moreover men of different levels 
of intelligence need different concepts of God. The Guru had tp 
deal with all kinds of people having various kinds of beliefs. 
Thus we expect from the Granthic hymns references to all the 
concepts of the deity, except the polytheistic one. The 
problem of religion for the Guru was to realise the single
m
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reality underlying the worldly phenomena. For this all of us 
are not equipped in the same way. The guidance of the Guru was 
considered to he necessary because aH—e-f the disciple was 
to he guided according* to his mental level.
The family government is the immediate analogy for a 
child or a primitive man, to comprehend the system of the divine 
government. Father is the head of all. Under his directions diff­
erent members have to perform different duties. A child or an 
undducated villager can easily understand that there are differ­
ent gods for different natural functions, and that all of them 
work under one Supreme Being. This is the henotheistie concept 
of God met with in the Sikh Granth.Brahma,Visnu,and Siva,the 
three potentialities of creation,growth, and decay are deified 
and subordinated to 03® GOD. (G. G. Japu$l p. 6,stanza 30.). in some 
passages Ihdra is entrusted with rain. (G. G.Malar p. 1280,1284.) 
Vedic god Budra is also mentioned.
The next stage comes when the importance of these gods 
is nullified and they are reduced to a mere human level. Mb 
difference is made between ordinary creatures and these deities. 
Brahma,Visnu and Siva are mortal beings. (G. M.pp.3-4;also G.P.;
G.S.) .The disciple has reached a stage when he can transcend 
the idea of the family government, and can think of God as the 
only powerful being. The existence of these gods and deities 
is not yet denied but they are entirely mortalised and humanised 
The textual references have been given in Part II under the,. 
Gurufs attitude to Hindu mythology ’^ e next transition is to
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what may be called pure monotheism,denying the *■ existences of
all gods,goddesses,and Avataras except One.He is the sole God,
lie,or Me,or lie dhg^Kar.Qn was the symbol of God in the Hindu
/. (aum>
acriptures.lt is sometimes spelled as'OAM-the three letters .
- - -  . A  . -
standing for Brahma, Visnu and Siva. The word also means Brahmn.; ; 
Hie Guru in order to express M s  * stern1 (F. B.) monotheism chang­
ed the constructions of the word. He prefixed the figure X and 
suffixed Kar. . The latter means1 only* ♦ (G. G. K. p. 105). Figure i
expresses the unity. Thus the idea of unity and solity is com­
bined in the above exx^ ression. The Gratoth begins with this 
Ik Oan Kar-The only one God.
The religious philosophy of God in Sikhism culminates 
in monotheism. But the mind which along with the mystic develop­
ment has also been acquiring an insight into the nature of 
ultimate reality does not remaiai content wa with a transcend­
ent God away from his own self. Faith passes into reflection* 
mystic emotion of love with* the other* changes into speculative 
identification of -si self with the Self, and of worshipper with 
the Worshipped. God and soul become one. The individuality merges 
into universality. The result is the Absolute of Philosophy* It  ^
is not arrived at through intellectual argumentation, it is 
rather the emotional state of mind grounded in reason but by 
feeling of unity in diversity and diversity in unity, .Here comes 
the manyness of God in Sikhism*
Same God is one and many. This many aspect of God is not 
the primitive polytheism.Whether God be the subject of many or
/W
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the predicate of it,the copula and god must remain singular.
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The Pri-ei-pal Being when takes the form of Becoming,He in so 
doing becomes mary.But for the true eye even the many is one. 
When many He is known as Anek(G. G.p. 279) .He is One -Hk,becomes 
Many-Anelc, and again becomes One -Phir Ek. (D. G.Jap.).
The idea is made clear by an illustration borrowed from 
mathematical numbers.Without attributes Gof God is Hirgun-Quali-
C f%fr\rdC-)
.Let us take Him as aero
A
in the Mrgun form.When the zero expands,it comes to be known , 
and becomes one. $3ow the same transcendent spirit which^was un-* 
knowable before it became one^ pervades immanently in one and 
all subsequent figures.One becomes tens,then hundreds,thousands* 
millions,and so on.When the process regresses,that is the ex­
panded one contracts,-Qualityful is on its way to becoming Qua­
lity less-zeros go on dropping until we reach one and from there 
the same unknowable qualityless zero. (“8 ). This illustrates how 
j God is millions and billions,that is,many and also one. 1 Define
the one God as one,Hanak,and the one God as manifold. 1 (G.G.p. 
736).Thus the Guru tried to solve this problem of one and many 
and thus I think every Idealist mystic school has tried to 
solve it. On temperamental differences many people consider them- 
selves to be so real that they are unwilling to be swallowed 
up by such an absolutely one being$and there are others too 
who find great satisfaction in such an enlargement of their
fijL
self.l3#act,as-JamesJWard'-wri-tes,(Healm of Ends,p.46), f,Ihe pendu 
lam of Kuaan thought swings continually between the two
tyless.In that state He is not knowable
fl>fe
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extremes of Individualism(or Pluralism) leading to Atheism and 
Univer salism( or Absolutism) leading to Pantheism or Acosmism1*.
£&). (Pringle Pattison quoted by J.Ward.).




First of all we have those names of God which express 
the part played by Him in the formation of the world* In the 
Mul Mantra after expressing the unity and the reality-of God 
the Guru says that He is ICarta-the Creator. The concept of God 
as creator is not so much pronounced in the Vedic polytheism. 
Various gods are made responsible for various functions* Brahma 
becomes the creator at a later stage,but he is not the supreme 
one. The Guru* s God is creato® in the same sense in which Jewish 
Jahweh and Muhammad* s Allah are the creators of the universe.
The concept of this creator is associated more with man -a moral 
and spiritual personality. Eoraster's Ahurmuzda is also similarly 
conceived. The creative function in Greek and Indian mythologies 
is more naturalistic than theistic.In those passages of the -Grah- 
-th were the potential existence^ of Brahma, ^ isnu and Siva is re­
ferred to,these deities have also been described as being the 
creation of that Kart a-the High God, not that these gods are in 
any sense partners of God in the work of creation. The other namos
lb 7
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of God as creator used by the Guru are:Kartar,Siranda,Usarah~ 
wala, Khaliq and Hharahhar.
II
The concept of a creator- God leads us further to know 
if the Guru thinks of God as a creator of the world in the 
same sense in which a carpenter is the creator of a table* The 
material cause of the table is independent of the carpenter. This 
led Aristotle to assume that God was the moves of the universe.
He was all cause first and final, efficient and formal,but not 
material* In India too we have the Sankhya system and other .echoo 
schools of similar thought which hold that God is efficient 
cause -Purkh and needs Prakriti-matter- for creation of the world. 
The Guru makes God the sole cause,the cause of causes.There no 
fundamental cause outside Him,and is named Kara-Karan*
III
This concept combined with God as creator comes to some j 
thing like creation out of nothing. That is not the sense which 
the Guru seems to have in mind* Although the Hukm or the Will or
the Word of God is mentioned in the Quaranic or the Biblical
v”' \
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sense,but the idea here is more monistic.He wills to be known 
and expands.The word of God as Karta is merely His Will like 
that of a creative genius.It is mere will and not an audible 
sound.lust as God is Hirgun -Quality-less,in His pure form simi­
larly the word is an unknowable will in that state* The Will6*wills, 
and the wox*ld is formed, God becomes qualityful. In the process 
that unknowable will has also become qualityful.lt has become
a word -an audible sound, Sabad. From this point of view God is
named Hukmi-one from whom the Word issues forth. "He hath no
 ^ -
form or colour,or outline5He becometh manifest by the true 
Worda.(S.R.ip330).
IV
Thus God is creator,the sole cause manifesting through 
Will and manifested as Word in a subtle form and as World in a 
gross form* But the Bivine Being has been given some other attri^ 
butes with relation to the world*He is Mul,the root -the ground 
of the whole universe.He is Tek,the support of the world.He is 
Asra and Adhar in the same sense. Thus God is made the Ratio 
Essendi of the world. If God ceases to be,the world automatically 
ceases to exist. Hera too we are hovering round the same concept 
of the world being the manifestation of God. God is not the 
support or the ground of the world as the columns are for a roof 
or the legs are for the surface of a table. So that if the support 
is withdrawn the thing supported will remain, although in a diff­
erent form. Hot so with God and the world. Let me take the help 
of a d crude illustration. I have seen some toy-birds in some 
London shops. If we press the body of the bird, a long tongue-like 
projection comes out of the mouth of the toy.Stop pressing^the
tongue will disappear in the mouth. God seems to be ground of thd
j
world in that sense.There is no external agency for the pressure 
but God is activity-volition. The inner urge sends forth the 
world and its withdrawl takes it back again.
This is not the only sense in which God is mentioned
to "be the ground o t the support of the world* He is also named 
rhari&dhar,lhurandhar,Saringpani,and Basundhar. There is some 
sense of weight-lifting in these concepts. In the Hindu mytho- 
logy -&b-a~bu& a hull was supposed to support the earth. The Guru 
in the Japu jx say# that the hull is the Hharm-the Law. God holds 
the earth and other spheres in the form of or by means of the 
laws. The laws are not separate from Him.He Himself is those 
laws. They are the different forms of His will.
V
Quite a new attribute fit is assigned to God when the Guru 
speaks of Him as Tarowar or Pedf Tree. This is both a metaphysical 
and a mystical concept. The tree is every morning fresh* It is 
new every time and therefore with its every day new blossoms 
and flowers attracts the lover of the beauty of nature with a\ 
fresh vigour and fondness.1A thing of beauty1,said Keats,*is a 
joy for ever! Like a tree God is always fresh,beautifzl and new. 
The psychological^of1 affection being blunted by repetition* 
does not hold good, if the beloved is always ready to receive 
its lover every time with new and fresh appearance. This is the 
mystic sense of the concept of Tarowar. God as tree is Nit Nawah 
-always new,Nawtan-of fresh and youthful appearance and body. 
Perhaps in the same sense the Egyptians talked of 1 the youthful 
fresh god*. (B.B.B.JIt is on account of this freshness that the 
there is always Chao-fondness in the heart of a devotee. SAT 
SUHAN SABA MAN CHAO.
There is an analogy of atree in the Gita(J35whieh was
no
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"borrowed from the Katha Upanisad^.,used to explain the relation 
between God and the universe. The Guru’s eonlpt of God as free
- -  A
is quite different.lt is of course a metaphor to express the 
ever newness and freshness of the world and so of God. God can 
be new if He is always growing. The changes in ajtree are quite 
marked. In every morning and in every season it is quite differe 
ent.Does it mean that God or the world is an evolutionary pro­
cess? Ho. Evolution is a determined sequence in the events of 
nature. That does not carry with it the idea of ever new.May it 
not be emergent evolution?A qualified yes. In fact it is some 
thing like the universal change of Bergson. Dr. C. Lloyd Morgan 
illustrates the idea of Emergent Evolution by an example of 7  
carbon and sulphur. The two combine. The weight can be predicted. 
The sum of the weight of the components is the He suit ant. But 
the new properties of the mixture are the constitutive emer­
gent s. A similar example was used by the Indian materialists-the 
Charvak|s,to explain away the entity of the soul by an illus- 
tration of the mixture of lime and erecanut.This does not prove 
consistent with another attribute of God according to which He 
is Changeless, Hihchal and Ikras.I combine the Guru’s two con­
cepts in this way: God as one unique and permanent reality re­
mains the same. Its manifestation grows like a tree,changes and 
is therefore new. This change,this newness and growth are for 
man and not for God. Change and new are possible in time. God is 
Akal-Timeless, and therefore ever the same.For human beings
there is change,growth and ^ ^hness.The ^wo aspects may be
r/f
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called the phenomenal and the noumenal. This means the relativity 
of reality as far as the human concept is concerned. For us it 
is like a tree, emergent and therefore new* To make it more clear 
Mb .Morgan has used a diagram, in which are g i v e n * v a s t  multi­
tude of individual pyramids-atom pyramids near the hade,mole­
cules a little higheB up,yet higher* things* (e.g. crystals)higher 
still plants(in which mind is not yet emergent), then animals 
(with consciousness) and near the top our human selves*. (p. II) 
Divine activity is to he conceived as omnipresent and manifest­
ed in every one of the multitudinous entities within the pyra­
mid. God, if any,is in all,without distinction of entities.*(p.13)
The start in this theory is with atoms,hut late Sir S.
• V
Kutherford( Lord) and Mels Boh^ have gone still lower to elect­
rons and protons. However down we may go the divine activity in 
this kind of evolution will remain simply directive. The dualism 
of the efficient and the material is not consistent with the
Guru's concept of God as derived from the idea of a tnee.How­
ever material in appearance the ultimate source of the world is 
Mind-God. The modern physicists have also hegun to say that'thA 
stuff of the world is the mind stuff *. (Sir^A.Edington,The Hatur* 
of the Physical World.)God as pure Being fi is ever the same,- 
and as Becomigg is ever new. The idea is monistically idealistic 
and pantheistic.
u Thou art the tree,Thy branch hath blossomed;
From being small Thou hast become great.— -
God is in the beginning, the middle and the end,
and none besides is seen.
0 Bestower of comfort, Kioupossessest no attributes 
and yet Thou possessest all.
Thou dwellest at ease; Thou art the Bnj oyer, Thou art satu­
rated with love.
Thou knowest Thine own affairs;it is Thou who remember est 
Thyself.
Thou art God and again Thou art Thy Thine own worshipper;
Thou art concealed 0* God, and again manifest.
Thy slave Nanak ever singeth Thy praises,look on him 
with a little kindness.
This is how God is all in all,worshipper and the worshipped, 
and yet the worshipper prays and expects kindness from Him. 
Again we have to take recourse to the different levels of the 
mental development of the devotee. God is the same but the 
concept* of a simple mo-minded beginner,of a passionate devotee, 
and of a really enlightened philosopher of practical realisa­
tion are different.lt is probably in this sense that we can 
explain the double currents of the Guru’s thought in one and 
the same passage.We can also say that the Guru,and this perhaps 
is more correct, in such cases speaks from two different points 
of view:God of philosophy-qualityless supreme reality,and God 
of religion or the qualityful manifestation of that reality.
Or else,we may speak of the Granth in the same words,which
Professor Das Gupta uses for the Gita,that it does not know 
that Pantheism, Deism, and Theism cannot be jumbled up into one
/7^
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as a consistent philosophic pi creed, and it does not attempt j 
to answer any objections that may be made against a combination : 
of such opposite views.The answer to all objections of apparent- ; 
iy contradictory concepts of God is that in religious experience! 
all differences merge in the melting whole of the superperson­
ality of God. It is not strict philosophy but emotional idealism 
of religion. (Indian Idealism)
In the process of the world formation we started with a 
creator God and ended with God as creation. But the next process 
is that of providing for the maintenance of the world. From pan­
theistic we have again to come down to the theistic level-to 
a fatherly God. The world needs a Visxm.Just as a father is res­
ponsible for giving food to his children, similarly God-father- 
must give meat to^lion,grass to a cow,and bread to a man.He is 
therefore Gopal, Gobind, Pratpalgh, Pratpalak-Nourisher of the 
earth,sustainer of it, and one who brings it up just as a father 
does his son.
A sustainer God will give us our daily provisions,will , 
keep us living,but the Guru’s God is also *&£ an Artist.Life is 
not mere existence and man is not content with bread and butter. 
He seeks pleasure in his emotional satisfaction through art.
Five elements are too gross to give birth to such a refined I 
element in human nature as the love for art. It must be traced 
back to the original source of beauty-God.He is an artist, a 
decorator and a beautifier-Swararihar.Not chaos and disorder, 
but system,arrangement and orderliness the characteristics
of divine teleology.Thus God does not merely create,He also
decorates.Does it mean that there is nothing ugly?And if there
is ugliness,is it the work of something other than God?The-
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answer dependsAthe eye which sees* For a lover every work of the 
beloved is splendid, and for a destructive critic there is no 
scope for appreciation.The diseased and the jaundiced eye can 
not see the true reality. But is* in a monistic system wherefrom 
should the disease and jaundice come?That is the crux of 
monistic idealism. The Guru has no answer to give,except that 
it is the will of God.
Man does not always live. Inspite of the nourishment whici 
he receives from his kind Father,his body must come to an end. 
That is the will of the Artist God. The old must give place torfo 
new. Therefore God creates, sustains, buis when He thinks it necess- 
-ary, calls back;He is therefore Saddanhira-one who call bade. 
All this happens under His Dharm~Laws,and therefore ultimate 
responsibility of construction and destructions lies with Him*
He is thus Destroyer and Un-doer~Dharanwala or Bhararihar and
- - - - -  *
Harahhar.He erects this earthly temple of the world and our 
body and then Himself pulls it down. (G.G.p.354,414,579,729 etc. 
In the flash of an eye He creates and destroys. (G.G.p. 284)1In 
a moment He establisheth and disestablisheth; and there is none 
but HimCS.R.iii p.37I-)
The Quran says that God is living. He is Al-Hayy. Similar­
ly the Bible,f.Hereby ye shall know that the living God is 
among you'(Joshua,3-io,also Deut.5-26.)
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In a cosmic sense the Guru speaks of Him as all filling world- 
soul*He is Jagjiwan~the life of the universe.When the Guru cast 
his e£ eyes on many,then the bestower of life to all was God.
He id is Prandata^the giver of vital breath. He is the sole 
lord of it-Pranpati.
Workings of God sometimes baffle man1 s intellect. On 
occasions we fail to see the purpose in some of the events 
which Ifoture -causes—to happen. If there is teleology,there must 
be some purpose in every manifestation. Some people,on account 
of their failure to see such a purpose,become atheists,others 
submit to the will of God and ascribe every thing to His .
pleasure.lt becomes His support sport or Lila. Just a play.Why 
does a child make a toy of clay and- then unmakes it?His tele­
ology in such an act is his pleasure. In moments of our helpless 
-ness we alson imagine God to be playing magical tricks.He 
becomes a dh^Ler. 'Ibere is only one highest lord eyer unbhang. 
ing,whose substance is cognition,and who by means of nescience* 
manifests himself in various ways,just as a thaumatriig appears 
in different shapes by means of magical power] (S.B.E.XXXIV.p. 
190).This is how the Vedanta Sutra teaches us,and further that 
fthe creation of this world is mere play to Him' * (Ibid-357).
The Guru also expresses the same Idea of play in his writings*
A
!The King, the Supreme God made the play of the world to behold 
it1, 1 God began to play by making the four ages his chaupar 
board. He made men and lower animals His dice and began to- throw
them Himself.!(S.R.i,p.6,7.) .Expressions l*k0 these led Dr.
r/i?
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Trumpp to say that, "No teleological principle whatever is assign­
ed for the production and destruction of the created beings.-*-*
The world is therefore intact nothing but a play or sport of the
j
Absolute Being,which is expanding or contracting itself, as it 
pleases11. (A. G.p. d) .We cannot stress this pointy as the interpret­
ation is not consistent with other attributes of God as defined 
by the Guru. Any how this featuee of play in God1 s workings ledv/ *
the Guru to call Him a Player-a Bazigar,a fine sportsman. He is 
not jealous,nor He is selfish,does not stop giving us breakeven 
when He finds us behaving like atheists.We fall and He guides* 
That is His true sportsman-like spirit.
So much about the attributes of God determined by the 
part that He plays in the formation of the world*To sum up:we 
began with God as creator,imagined after our own fashion,with 
the difference that we depend on the material which is outside 
us and God is the absolute cause of every thing that He forms.lt 
is a most common place idea. The Guru shares this concept of - God 
with the Avesta,the Bible and the Quran. The idea of God as ground 
or causality was not overlooked by the Guru. This seems to have 
led him to a finer attribute of God as Tarowar -tree-ever growing 
and new. The idea could not be identified with evolution or emerg- 
gent evolution. These being more materialistic and mechanical at 
the base,where as for the Guru even matter is mind and ultimately 
it is the same one great Mind-God. Having created the world He not 
only maintains it,but also makes it orderly and beautiful and 
whenever He pleases,He disestablishes a part or whole
1*7*7
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He is life, source of life, and the lord of it. But inspite of- our 
attempts of understanding Him and His attributes,His workings
p .
baffle the human intellect at every step.They look like triks 
of a jugfer.He plays with thw the world and pleases Hamself. But
A
He is a true sportsman and therefore Bazigar.
B
transcendent or Immanent?
r(I attach dictionary meaning to transcendeneesout of,be 
beyond,too high;and to immanent:pervasive, in, inherent) Now our 
next question is,that having created the world,dees God remain 
out of it or in it.In other words,is He transcendent or imma- "
in
nent?The question has agitated all thinkers of every age.Our
purpose is not to solve the problem (supposing that it could be
solved in some way) but to investigate how the Guru tackled this
ttu
difficult question of the transcendence andftimmanence of God*
More definitely we are concerned with the attributive names of
God used by the Guru expressing these two concepts.
fhe cosmic minded Hindu took God to be immanent.The mee-e
most exalted Allah of the Muslim must remain very high, therefore
transcendent.How can He be immanent in a vicious person and
how can He remain transcendent of a ef holy and virtuous persohl
, t
Such problems as these led to a reconciliation of the two -extr§m
extremes.We expect from a later thinker a combination of the
two concepts. The Guru hr in his own way tried to bring this
about. God is immanent both for the theist and the pantheist. The 
theistfs conception of immanence primarily means that, God
creates the world by the utterance of His word and under His 
will He sustains it.Thus God’s will constantly pervades the 
working of the universe.As God,He remains outside the world 
and as Will,He is in it. This is how Islam and Christianity 
speak of the -h&mfr immanence of God*But in the Guru’s system We 
find the idea of immanence somewhat in a pantheistic sense* As 
we have already seen, the same God when becomes qualityful,we 
call it the world. The idea is not entirely pantheistic. The 
qualityful world does not exhaust the-world the qualityless God. 
A part of God remains outside and beyond. Just as all things 
are in space and space is in every thing, and yet space is more 
than the objects that occupy it;similarly God transcends this 
objective world,the world of our -w- senses and also pervades in 
it* The world is only a part of God. It does not exhaust the 
whole of God.
Transcendent*
As transcendent,God is named Hirgun,qualityless,not 
affected by the appearance or disappearance of the world. He is 
Pratma,the soul beyond,the original soul* It is only in the 
transcendental sense that a devotee can worship and pray to 
God. If He were me,then whom to pray and why to pray?It is only 
in the transcendental sense that the Guru adresses God as Tuh-
- * —  - -  .. n  . . . . . .  *
Thqu. Although all light is His light,yet He is Parmjot-the 
supreme light,the light beyond*
Transcendence has also been expressed in the terms of, 
spacial distance.He is High and Above. Ehus God is Dur-very far.
1*7«( i
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He is Apr an^ar-farther and farther .The Chinese called Him:Tien : 
-Heaven. The Guru also sometimes calls Him Alcas-Heaven and also I
Baikunth Ke Was i-Resident of Heaven. Paimaranth is another name
* * - * .... _ w  .
having the same meaning. Like the Chinese Shang,He is Ucho Ucha 
-Higher than high. Such names were used by the Guru to express 
the superiority and loftiness of God,whereas the Chinese called 
Him,Heaven or Above,because they thought like the Jews that it 
was not lawfhi to use the real name of God^Shang Ti, lightly* 
Therefore they named Him after His residence. Just as the word 
court stands for the Ihiperor, similarly the word Heaven stands 
for God. The superiority of God and His being above man is also 
expressed by names like:Malik or Sahib-Master or Lord,Jagannath- 
the Lord of the universe, Harpati-the Lord of man. Harahnarind, 
Jagdis and Tirbhawandhani fall under the same category. These 
names primarily have reference to the social order and the 
governmental systems,but any how they express the loftiness of 
God.
Further God is transcendent as the authority of the Will 
which is responsible for the world of actuality,but that 
Will cannot be argued about.(G.G. Japu ji stanza 2 $p. 174,537,784;* 
785,1X45.) Whitehead in his^Religion in the Making^puts a similar 
idea ia a better way; There are various possibilities having an 
inherent quality of being actualised. This actualisation is 
limitation on possibilities and it is imposed by God. God does 
not come into the process.He does not -ear even create it.He re­
mains out-side but imposes limitation on possibility* ^ 1^ 8
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limitation is in no way rational* It cannot be reasoned out.
7  i
But Professor Whiteheadife idea of transcendence is that of 1
absolute transcendence.lt may be consistent in philosophy but 
this idea has not got much value in a religion of love and de­
votion. Religion also needs an immanent God.
Immanent.“ i
“We acknowledge God as above and beyond. But unless we 
also intuitively enjoy His activity within us,feeling that we
are in a measure one with Him in substance,we can have no imme- j
,
diate knowledge of Causality or of God as the source of our own j 
existence and of emergent evolution11. (lilnergent Evolution,p. 301) j
i
Metaphysical necessity like this,mystic rapture of the Sufi and j 
the Vedantist,and close nearness and sometimes even the sameness 
of God and. man in religion have led to the concept of the imma­
nence of God. Tmmanental names of God found in the Sikh Granth 
may be divided into three groups. Firstly, expressing the all per­
vasiveness of God; secondly He being identified with the world of j 
sense,this is in the pantheistic sense;and thirdly God being the 
essence of every thing.
In the first group we have God permeating every thing* As 
Coleridge said, 1 In our life alone doeth Jfature live1. God is thus 
the cosmic principle-Atma, light of all- Sar abj ot, all pervading- 
Sarbatrramnan^or Ham or Ram or Maula or Sarabatam,residing every­
where-Sarabniwasi, nearer than near-Here hi te Hera, enjoying the 
worldly phenomena-BhogiVThe Supreme Being who created the vesture
of the world to behold it,seeth,tasteth and knoweth every thing* 
He is contained within and without the worldl'(Hanak,S.B. i,p,7) !
f,We can distinguish in the Granth, n wrote Qfrumpp, "a gross­
er and a finer kind of pantheismln,The grosser pantheism identi­
fies all things with thw Absolute,the universe in its various 
forms being considered the expansion of it;the finer pantheism 
on the other hand distinguishes between the Absolute and the 
finite beings, and borders frequently on theism". (A. G.p*d.)J. :E. 
Carpenter thinks that Guru Hanakfs idea of God is pantheistic 
rather than theistic.(Theism in Med.II%ia,pp.S06-5IX)Macauliffe 
after discussing theism and pantheism of the Guru concludes by 
saying that:Hoi-religious teacher has succeeded in logically 
dissociating theism from pantheism.In some passages of the Guru*i 
writings pantheism is distinttly ^ implied,while in other texts 
matter is made distinct from the creator,but anf an emanation 
from Him. Although anthropomorphic theism is a. religion,while 
pantheism is a philosophy, and anthropmorphic theism is generally 
held orthodox and pantheism hetrodox,yet on account of the diffi­
culty of describing the Omnipresent and Illimitable in suitable 
human language,both religion and philosophy are inextricably 
blended by sacred as well as profane writers’*. (S.K. i,p. DQEi
We have in the Holy Bible "Doth not the Lord fill heaven 
and earth",(Jeremiah); and "God in whom we live and move and have 
our being"(St.Paul) .Pantheism is common in the 0 religions and 
philosophies of the East and West. A. 8 .^ Gordon in the E.B. E. 
draws a distinction between pantheism of the West and that
2GS - . ' • •:
of India in the following words:Western pantheism braadly speak­
ing,has regarded God as immanent in Nature and the natural If- • 
Universe. To the Indian Nature is immanent in God. European panth­
eism is hardly wronged if it he said to have its eye first of-
it
on the natural world, into which^introduces God. Indian pantheism 
made God all in all and introduces nature only because the 
incessant demands of the practical evdry day experience compel 
it f to do so, and to endevour thus to reconcile theory with 
apparent factjwhile at the same time it saves the unity and the 
absoluteness of the Divine by denying the natural universe any 
true existence or reality at all,— There is one only not 
another.Hence Indian pantheism as far' as its conception of the 
deity is concerned would be more strictly and correctly descri­
bed as ‘pantheistic monism*.
This distinction does not strictly apply to the pantheism 
found in the system of the Guru, It does not deny the existence 
and reality of the natural universe. As it has already been 
pointed out, according to the Gum the world is a part of God,
God is the whole and therefore perfectly real, The world is a 
part and hence partially real. God is in the world just as a 
whole is in any of its parts5and the world,this or any other, 
is in God just as any one of the parts of a whole is in that 
whole. To take our old mathematical illustration of the zero" 
and figure one;God is infinite,indefinite and unlimited zero-* 
Hirgun. Zero or a point becomes one-Sa^gun, finite and limited.
Its value is fixed and it has definite.A point -of or a zero 
has got infinite possibilities,One of them is actualised in the 
form of figure one. How the point is m  in number one but this 
one does not exhaust the scope of the zero,One is in the zero 
but only very partially.
In this pantheistic mood the Guru gave to God names like 
SaJ*gun-qualityful, Khalaq-the world,Apeap-every thing Himself, 
Sohan^and Sarabmai etc. etc.
The problem of good and evil remains a great stumbling 
block in the way of such a monistic notion of the deity. God is 
in-every heart,yet people are good or bad, ,rIn one person Thou 
art haughty,in another humble;in one person Thou art a Pttn&it 
and preacher and in another Thou art stupid", (S. B.iiip. 151); , 
and yet in another hymn:We are impure;Thou o Creator art pure; 
we .are without virtues;Thou bestowest them;we are fools;Thou 
art clever and wise. (Ibid.354),Such seems to be the confusion 
about the immanence and transcendence of God. A. H. Whitehead 
avoids this difficulty of good and evil by making God only a 
side actor,just a functioner.lt may be so in a religion not yet 
made,but not so in religions already made. The Guru says,the 
evil is due to our Haumai-the ego acting under limitations,Where 
from this limitation and why?To answer,let us ask another quest­
ion. Why should figure one be so limited and fixed?Why should it 
not have the infinite possibilities like the zero point?Simply 
because by nature they are so. It is the nature of one to have a 
fixed value and it is the nature of the zero point to be infinite
1^*1
The world is a part of and not the whole of God and cannot thus 
be perfect and good like God Himself. The very fact of partition 
brings in limitations.
As an essencd of things God has been called Gauhar-essen­
ce, Tat-reality. This is the Tiling-in -itself or the Houmenon of 
Kant or the Tat of Sankara. The sense is^  that, that whiejh which 
appears to our senses is not the real.(General references on 
the subject are G.G.pages:507,525,535,6I6,683,728,II7S)The real 
is God which is inner reality of every object.
Both Transcendent and Immanent.
As I said in the beginning the attempt has also been made 
by the Guru to express God as transcendent and immanent in the 
same idea and in the same passage. God is made to enjoy all the 
pleasures of the world.He is Bhogi'like the Slavic God,Bog.'God 
tastes an infinite joy in infinite ways,1 said Browning. Thus - 
God is not only Karta-creator,but He is also Bhugta-Enjoyer.This 
is possible for a pantheistically immanent God.
"He Himself is the BelisherjHe Himself is the relishjHe 
Himself is the Enjoy ex*;
He Himself is the robe;He Himself the couch and the spousi
He Himself is the fisherman and the fish;He Himself is 
the water and the net;
He Himself is the lead of the net;He Himself is the bait 
within it;
0 my friends my Darling is in every way playful.




mine! (who not being virtuous,am divorced from God)
Nanak representeth,Thou art the lake and Thou art the
swan;
Thou art the lotus and the water lily, Thou art pleased 
on beholding them, ( Hanak, S,H, i-265)
It was the metaphor of the lotus which satisfied the 
Guru in reconciling the transcendence and immanence of the same 
being.A lotus is in water and still out of it.'He is withi# and 
without His creation1 .But creation,when one with God is neither 
whole of it nor absolutely identical with it. Same light pervad­
ing every where among the many becomes did different when thus 
separately contained and is therefore distinguishable from the
. fl^vT Lfagyb
original light. (Hag Majh,IV Guru) Thus it is God is named Alep 
or Mrlep-not affected and polluted by the world,remaining in 
it but distinct from it.He is Niranjan and Hiralam-not contami­
nated by the worldliness of the world.The Granth says like- the, 
Veldanta Sutra that He is not touched by the evils of creation* 
(S.B.B.vol.48,p,429) .This traditional example of the lotus 
combines the two ideas in one concept.
If as transcendent God was spoken to be far and as imma­
nent near,here we have the Guru saying:Ape Herai Ape Dur-both 
near and far.We have oscillation of the two ideas in the same- v 
line and in the same passage: NIRGUH' AP SAr'gun BHX OHI-He is both 
qualityful and qualityless. Again: You have thousands of eyes , 
and yet not one eye; thousands fe of forms and yet none; thousands
2m
of feet and yet not one foot;thousands of smelling organs-ahd 
yet not one organ of smell. (G.G. Bag Dhanasri-i) .He is bothy 
Bhogi and Abhogi,Bhugta and Abhugta.-Enjoyer and non-Bajoyer.
C H A P T E R  M l
Metaphysical Attributes.
A- Xs the Knowledge of God possible ?
Many metaphysical attempts of understanding the ultimate 
reality of the universe and God result in agnosticism. Xhe help­
lessness of man is even visible in ultimately explaining the 
physical phenomena of the world of perception. People have begun 
to talk of The Mysticism of Science(A^ An article in the Hibbert 
Journal, January 1937,by John A.Osoinach).1 The ultimate truths 
of science seem best expressed in the language of the mystic, 
the dreams of the philosopher, the imagery of the poet and the 
symbols of the mathematician, embracing a measureless eternity 
and an infinity too vast for the limitation of the words1.
It is more true of the mysticism of the religious experience.
In the Japu ji the Guam says that words can give us names,prais­
es, literacy and attributes.They are the means of expression in 
writing and speaking,but they cannot describe God, They do not ;u
and cannot apply to Him who is the source of all these.(Stanza
XIX) .We have thus names in the Granth which not only express 
c
the indesribability of the real nature of God,but also the in-
f*
describability of the mystic experience about Him.
I«7
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*The Power whiGh the universe manifests to us1, says Spencer in
t ?
his First Principles,(p.46),1 is utterly inscrutable1 .He seems 
to argue that what is known by science or can be known, by it 
is not that Power,nor is this possible,he goes on to say*in-the 
domain of religion.He very nearly comes to the Guru*s concept , 
of the Hirgun when he sayalthat we should refrain from assigning
c >
anybattributes whatever, (p. 109) .Hume in his Dialogues expressed 
a similar agnostic attitude about the knowability of God.Demea- 
one of the characters-supports his view from all authorities
"s . . . .
that the pr infirmities of human understanding cannot know the 
nature of God,which is 1 altogether incomprehensible and unknown 
to us1. She incomprehensibility of God is re# repeatedly empha­
sized in the Bible. (-£*).In the Vedic hymns God is described as 
1 unknown*. (S.B.E.vol.32) . So much so that the famous Hasadjya 
hymn(X-I29)of the Bg Veda dealing with the knowledge of ultimate 
reality ends by saying that * does even he not know*. Thus even 
the Creator is suspected to be ignorant in this matter.Manu in 
his laws says that God is undiscernable one. (S.B.E.vol. 25). In' 
a similar sense the Guru names God: Asujh-not intelligible,Hir-
' j
bujh-not cognisible,Gupt-most hidden, Ghaib ul Ghaib-a Quranic
j.
expression-hidden among the hidden,Agadh,Agah,Aghu,Aghucha,Agam- 
unkmowable,incomprehensible etc. ,Akah-unspeakable.But an abso­
lutely unknowable God is of little use to man. It will not matter 
if such a God existed or not. Man is very anthropomorphic in his
apprehensions.He brings down the unknowable Absolute to the 
level of the God of religion.
2-1-3;
B - Hot An Entire Comprehension of God,
But A Partial Apprehension Of Him.
Beason and Intuition. :
Having brought down the unknowable metaphysical Absolute 
to the level of the God of religion,He is described as humanly 
known. He still remains incomprehensible but we may not wholly 
comprehend Him we can at least partially apprehend Him. Thus 
theism reconciles agnosticism and gnosticism and takes a mi&dl 
position. But even this partial knowledge of God the Guru denie 
to man1 s intellect and logical reasoning. First of all he makes 
this knowledge dependent of on the grace of God. 1 If you enable 
them to know,then all can know* .(G. G.p. 563) The Guru is found 
repeatedly praying to God to bestow on him some knowledge of 
Himself. But when knowledge comes it does not come through the 
senses or the intellect. The medium for it is intuition or in­
sight. God is described as Anbhau Prakash-intuitively known* It 
is the heart which receives God and not the brain,which may 
of course snppressedly confirm its rival* s experiences. Thus
*the heart* says Pascal, 1 has its reasons,which reason knowas
  "K
nothing1 .Another contemporary French 2  philosopher,Henry 
Bergson,more than any body else,is responsible for minimising 
the instrumentality of reason and elevating intuition in the 
domain of knowledge.According to him there are1 two profoundly 
different ways of knowing a thing. The first implies that we 
move round the object;the second that we enter into it. *(lntrc 
auction-to Metaphysics,p. I). The Guru,as we shall see,does not
exclude reason, a conclusion which can easily he drawn from som< 
hymns,but he lays great emphasis on insight or intuition*?lGo 
to the enlightened ones1,says the Guru,&* and ask them, *How did 
you find the light(God or the Husband)?1 ’Believe in Him1 ,they 
will say,'and give up reasoning and cold argumentation*. (Shabac
c o -
Hazare,Tilang,G. G*)The heart says Tennyson in IH Memori^m (GXX. 
V),stands up like a man in wrath against the freezing reason’s 
colder part. Thus there is a long standing controversy about 
intellect and intuition. Even philosophers sometimes take recou­
rse to the latter.Thus Whitehead1 s insistence on*feeling* the 
organic reality,rather than bifurcating it by intellect comes 
very near the intuitive source of our knowledge. The West which 
believed so much in critical intelligence is drifting towards 
some , thing which is not exactly intellect or reason. Some call 
it feeling,others infcight£6i or intuition. Even in thd ethical 
field Mr.Kidd( Social Evolution) treats reason as essentially 
divisive and disintegrative force which is profoundly individu­
alistic. To get a vision of wholeness or perfection, says Tagore $ 
we have to depend on inner faculty,which he calls our 1 luminous 
imagination* (Beligion of Man,p. 16) .For a poet it is luminous 
imagination and for a saint intuition. * I ama certain of nothing 
says Keats,*but of the holiness of the heart's affections and 
the truth of imagination*.(Quoted by Pringle Pattison, Idea of 
God.)
Strictly speaking intuition and imagination differ, in 
as far as the former is the exPer^enc® of inner oneness with
iqp
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reality,whereas the latter has f- got some element of ’make 
believe*in it.Both resemble because they go beyond empiricism1 
and positivism,beyond observation of the senses and argumenta­
tion of the intellect. In apprehending God the sense organs and 
Intellect are helpless. Knowledge about God is not Partakh-de­
rived from seases-nor it is Parman-based on argument or analogy 
but it is Aprokh-non-sensuous immediate knowledge. 1 This intui­
tive knowledge arises from an, intimate fusion of mind with 
feality.lt is knowledge by being and not by senses or by synbol 
It is the awareness of the truth of things by identity.We becom 
one with the truth and one with the object of knowledge.The 
object known is seen not an object outside the self,but as a 
part of the self .What intuition reveals is not so much a doct­
rine as consciousness 5 It is a state of mind and not a definitio 
of the object.Logic and language are a lower form,a diminution 
of this kind of knowledge1. That is why the experience of realit, 
gained by our intuition is Akah-unspeakable;but it is,the Guru 
saya, even more than Partakh-£ahara,more real than the sense
knowledge. Again that is why he says that such a knowledge of
. °  ' 
God is neither in the Vedas or other holy books,nor in the
Shastras or other books of philosophy.
But such ideas as these should not make us think that 
there is no place for reason in the system of the Guru. Like 
Mr. Kidd,the Guru does not say that *A rational religion is 
scientific impossibility* and that*the essential element in all 
religious beliefs* is the * ultra rational sanction*. Of -eourff^
Of course faith or Sardha is an essential element of a disciple 
s state of mind proceeding on the path of spiritual progress , 
hut it should be grounded in rational discrimination-Bibek or 
right knowledge .The Guru prays for rational intelligence-Bibek 
Budhi, (G. G.64I) * "0 Master bestow on your servant the discrimi­
nating intelligence!!It is with the help of reason,he says,that 
we can make ourselves worthy of His grace and mercy. (G. G.p. 229* 
285,1244),He believes in a rational faith.The disciple who 
carries on an intelligent search for truth progresses and one 
who is merely dogmatic and who sticks unreasonably to his views 
perishes. (G.G.p. 1254) .A knowledge arrived at through intelli­
gent search and rational conviction and realised practically 
by intuitive experience greatly benefits a devotee and such a 
knowledge is true-Sacha Bichar(G.G.324,793,832) and therefore 
eternal(G.G.p.934) .The possessor of such a knowledge is a real 
Pandit. A Pandit is not he who knows the Vedas and the Shastras 
by heart,but he in whose heart the ground of the k knowledge 
of these books residesjhe who is one with the subtle reality 
of the gross universe. (G.G.p.274)
Thus intellect and intuition are made use of in knowing 
God metaphysically and religiously, "There is no break11,writes 
Sir Radhakrishnan(An Idealists View of Life p. 152), "between 
intuition and intellect. In moving from intellect to intuition 
we are not moving in the direction of unreason, but are getting 
into the deepest rationality of which human nature is capable* 
In it we think more profoundly,feel more deeply and see more
ICj%
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truly.We see,feel and become in obedience to our whole nature, 
and not simply measure things by the fragmentary standards of 
intellect.We think with a certain totality or wholeness. Both 
intellect and intuition belong to the self.While the former 
involves a specialised part,the latter employs the whole self. 
The two are synthesised in the self and their activities are 
interdependent".The antagonism between reason and intuition or 
insight has also been bridged by Bertrand Bussell in one of his 
Essaya entitled Mysticism and Logic .He writes that --intuition 
— is what first leads to the beliefs which subsequent reason
confirms or confutes Beason ia a harmonising, controlling ford
force rather a than a creative one. Even in the most purely 
logical realm, it is insight that first arrives at what is newH. 
Before he had said that "insight,untested and unsupported, is an 
insufficient guarantee of truth".Aribhau-intuition and Bibek 
Budhi-discriminating intelligence are the two instruments of. 
knowledge recognised in the system of the Guru. The former guide 
and the latter assists.That is how the cooperation of the two 
is maintained.
1-God -Beally Existing..
The first metaphysical attribute of God which is the 
outcome of the Gurufs intuitive experience of reality is named 
by him Truly Existent, Sat. Sat, saya Swami Dayanand(Light of Truij 
p. 13),is from Aai-to be.It is one who exists in all times,the 
past,the present,the future and is not limited by time.Satya in 
Sanskrit is from Sat-to exist. Xt is one wh0 iS the trUe
1 0
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embodiment of existence among all existences* The Guru uses both 
the attributes* God existing in time and beyond time is Sachu.
He was Bachu in the beginning,He was Sachu before that beginning 
He is Sachu, and He will be Saehu in future and beyond futufce.( 
G.G. p. I). So the first attribute used by the Guru is in the sens< 
of -Say Satya in Sanskrit. He is Sati. Some writers translste it . 
as1 true* and some make it an adjective of the next word Ham.Dr. 
Tnampp seems to have translated it correctly as 1 Really Exist- 
ingl. (cf. S.R. i and G. N. ).As compared with the world of sense 
God is trulynexiatent. The Guru not only establishes the true 
existence of God,but also he implies that He is the only real1 
Being. The idea^ati is traced back to 2arathustra, whose inspi­
ration for monotheism is said by Professor Moulton to have been 
derived from devotion to truth. 'All truth was a unity' ,he thou 
thought. Knowing that God exists the Guru immediately calls Him 
Ham-all pervasive. That is why Sat Ham is sometimes taken as one 
attributive name.
IX -God - Personal 
The vague all-pervasive idea of an existent being is not 
of much use for man's religious consciousness.God,if of any -v 
value in religion;must be a personal God. 'A religion without a 
personal God has not yet been found to toe a living and enduring 
g. force.There is a very interesting parable of a Pandit and a 
princess in the works assigned to Guru Gobind Singh bearing on 
the futility of worshipping a dead stone god and on the necessi#
Iff I f
of a living personal God* The Gum says that a worshipper becomes 
like the object of his worship. (S. R.v,p. 177) * If is necessary 
for the development of human character that God should be as 
personal as man himself. The essence of personality lies in 
responsiveness to other per sons. How can a lifeless and an im­
personal God behave like a sympathetic father or mother. God 
must take note of His devotees,He must be responsive to our * 
appeals,supplications and prayers.Unless He minds us and we 
know that He does mind us,religious experience is nothing more 
than an illusion and a religious practice a little short of 
self-hypnotism and auto-suggestion. Therefore God is not only 
Sat but also Purkh.I wonder how could Dr. Trumpp say that no 
personal God is taught in Sikhism. God is described as a Person 
in the very first line of the Guru Granth. The basic formula of 
the Sikh scriptures contains this attribute.He is Purkh,but- 
not exactly like us.He is Sat Purkh.Our personality as it appusaa 
appears is Asat-not real.We are mortal beings,He is an Immortal 
Being-Akal Purkh.
A- The Form - Gross.
In the Granth, in his imagination, the Guru describes God- 
having bodily features like us. This is very common place concept 
of God as a personal being. Unsophisticated and simple minds do 
require a God having a body like us.Defotees of this mental levej 
cannot worship a personal God in the form of a conscious princi­
ple or a universal personality. God for them is a man with limbs
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and other bodily appearance.Personal God of the Bible original­
ly was a God with limbs and organs, (E.E.E. ,W.T.Danison.) .Indian 
thought in the same way. God with body,arms, (four arms) and legs 
is described in the Hindu scriptures.Ancient Egyptians thought 
of their deities having feelings and needs of men and having 
hunger and thurst like us. Their deity required food and drink 
to live on.These gods were also supposed to experience Joy,pain 
fear and to be liable to sickness,senile,decay and death. (EUR. 
God of the Guru when imagined to be a Man is not so grossly 
physical,He does not eat,drink or die. The beauty of God has bee] 
described in the fora of beautiful features.(G.G.567,1256.) .He1 
is named Kamal Main-of lotus like eyes; Sundar Kundal-of beauti­
ful curls;Bant Risala-of beautiful teeth;also of beautiful nose* 
of beautiful long hair etc. The worship of the feet of God is 
also mentioned in the Granth. (cf. An article in Gur Sewak,Feb. 17 3 
I937,Anritsarjon "Feet" by M.Iqbal Singh).These are emotional 
expressions in an aesthetic mood. All character qualities in* God 
are anthropomorphic and* as Goethe said,1 Man never knows how 
anthropomorphic he isj1 and "all personal theism",says Farnell,
"is in a sense anthropomorphic even in its highest and most
transcendental effort religion can never escape from anthropo-* 
morphism". (A.0. G.p. 22). It begins with God like man and then God 
is conceived as an Ideal Personality above time and space and 
finally God is vitalised and made a universal spirit.1 So God- 
created man in His own image, in the image of God created He him*
ICjl
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Thus we have got in the Bible( Genesis 1-27), and the same tenden­
cy of Imagining God like man is visible in Guru Han ale when in' 
Rag Wadhans(G. G.p.567)he describes his God as of pleasant gait 
and sweet tongue. Later God becomes Sat Purkh and Akal Purkh-a 
Person, Real and Immortal. Then He becomes Ham-an all pervading 
principle.
Anthropomorphic concept of the personality of God also 
led the Guru to use metaphors of the professional life of people 
Just as in Psalms we have the Lord as our Shepherd^ similarly in 
in the Granth we find Him addressed as Kirsan-a farmer or an * , 
agriculturist and as a good accountant like a shop keeper-Bania. 
Where people used to live on sheep they called God Shepherd and 
where they lived on cattle they called Him Pasupati. Where men 
have been agriculturists and businessmen their Lord^a Kirsan 
or a Good Accountant. The same expla#nation can be given for the 
Gur^s calling|God Dhani-possessor of wealth,Bir-a hero,Mir~a 
chief, Shah-a king, and Shahanshah or Pat shah-a king of kings.
Anthropomorphic names of the personality of God do not 
end with professional metaphors.In the religious field He is 
described as a Jogi and Banwari or Banwali-one whose rosary i& 
the whole vegetable kingdom or one who is the lord of the vege­
table world. In the domain of learning He is Pandit. In the mystic 
field God also gets colour s. He is named Lai and Gulal-red and 
deep red. It may be the extreme brightness on account of which 
Moses fell in a swoon at the Mount Sinai or it may be the refled 





When we reach the higher stages in the development of 
the concept of God, although we have names expressing His form 
yet it is not a physical form,hut some thing like the form of 
Plato.His name then is Murat-a pure form, Hup or Nirmal Hup-* 
a form devoid of physical manifestations.As such He is not to 
he condeived perishable like physical appearances.He is there­
fore Akal Murat-of timeless form. To express the same idea in a 
different way, in abstraction from manifestation and appearance 
He is named Arup-of no form, Hirankar-formless,Arang or Anil- 
colourless.
So far we have heen dealing with God as a person.We 
have seen that names implying all kinds of ideas about person­
ality are found in the Qranth.We have notions expressing physi­
cal form,pure form and also formlessness.Our misunderstanding 
about those names which express the man-like body of God will 
be. removed, If we ask the Guru,was God born like man?On this 
point he seems to be touched to the quick. He cannot tolerate 
the idea of the birth of God and uses strong words against 
people who hold that God incarnates.He is Ajuni,one who never 
comes in the mother’s womb.He is Mrbhar-who is free from the 
burden of birth and death. Inspite all this God is a person- Purki 
Another question arises. A person changes in mind and body,what
about God?The ^uru says He is Achal or Hihchal-who does not 
change at all. Therefore He does not die.He is Abnashi-
lqc£
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indestructible,Achut-imperishable,Anhat»*ever same. Such is God 
in essence.But in manifestation and as manifested and also as 
forming the object of man’s coception,it is always changing*- 
From that point of view He is ever new-Mtnawan, ever of fresh 
body-Hawtan Sada.We have already discussed this under the con­
cept of God as tree. The point is that these names apply to the 
Becoming aspect of God.He creates,recreates,evolves or emnateSj 
in whatever way we may think of it, all this applies to appear- 
anee.We know the actual and not the potential.
C-God as Conscious.
Personality implies consciousness which we have already 
assumed in making God responsive to our appeals. Ho name express 
ing the conscious aspect of God* s personality was given there. 
All the three activities of knowing, feeling, and willing are 
attributed to God. As may have been clear from the above that 
along with the attributes of God as personal,there also run 
side by side names which would appear quite opposed to the 
personal character of God. At a certain stage of religious 
development God is made absolutely impersonal. Thus while God is 
described as Chit-conscious,He is also said to be unaffected 
by pleasure and pain-Hag Dokh Te Hiara.He is beyond the three 
Gunas and is named TirGun-Atit. These two lines of thought of 
God being both personal and impersonal run parallel in the 
Granth. As knowing He is Janoi-yone who knows, Gyan-knowledge, 
and Dana Bina-wise and intelligent.He also feels-Bhawratan and 
desires-Ehawai. As creator He wiHs.When impersonal He-is-
m
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He is unaffected-Apoh,He is Akrai and Akarm-not willing or 
doing any thing. The Guru seems to distinguish between our con­
sciousness and God*s consciousness.He feels and wills,not as 
we feel and will. There is no idea of want,deficiency and attain­
ment in His feeling and willing.That is why He is named Sudh- 
Ghit -pure consciousness.
D - Personality in terms of Matter, Time and Space.
Personality, as man knows it from his own self,has refer­
ence to matter,time and space.We naturally expect some names 
used by the Guru expressing either the affirmation of these 
elements in Godfs personal existence or the denial of them 
when He is impersonalised and his reality is made supersensuous 
and superhuman.We take them turn by turn.
The commonest idea and simplest concept of matter,as the
alleged father of Modern Philosophy Descartes is said to have ;
first^forth is its being extended in space,and as such has form
and weight* Thus the Guru names God Gaura-heavy,Atol-unweighable
like an ocean and therefore He is also Sagar or Dariao-sea or
river,Bharpur-there is no emptiness in Him or that He is filling
all space.Matter that we perceive can be split up into pieces
and can be pierced through;but God is Abhang-uribreakable,Ached*
unpierceable,Avagat-unchangeable.The need of exchange of goods
in man1 s life led to the economic valuation of material goods*
God is thus Amolak and Bekimat-priceless and invaluable. A gem
is very precious for man and therefore God is Ratnagar-an ocean 
of gems. Such can be the notion of a devotte w^° * B as a
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beginner and is in the first stages of religious development, 
but as soon as he begins to transcend that stage ,he is told ■ f 
that God is invisible-AdrishtCCF.HolJr Bible:Fx;3 3 :2 0 5Job.2 3 i8 ; 
Joh. 1:18,4:24,5:37 etc.).At the material level and as manifestec 
in the world He was known as Sankh Chakar-of countless forms 
and features and was also Rup-with form; but as impersonal He 
becomes Hirakar-formless,Tat Mayan-essence of form,Warna Chihiia 
Bahra-without marks and features. 1 God hath no quoit or marks, 
no colour,no caste,no lineage*Ho form,no complexion,no outline, 
no costume,nor can in any way I describe Him* (D.G.Jap;G.G.pages 
233,555,838,858,883,1353).This becomes the highest concept of 
God.Here He becomes Saibhan-self-luminous,all pervading consci* 
ous principle-Atamram.He is absolutely universalised. All dis- ' 
tinctions of name,caste,sect and creed disappear.As Ramakrishna 
Parmhans said, * He who is called Krishna, is also called Siva 
ang^hears the name primitive Energy, Jesus,and Allah as well-
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the same Rama with a thousand name(Romain HollandProphets of 
New India,p. 126) .
E - Temporal:
As regards time the same two currents of thought are present 
in the Guru’s use of names for God.When we have to affirm time 
to the existence of God we must say that He is very ancient.
1 The ancient who is difficult to be seen1, says the Vedanta 
Sutra(S.B.E.V01.48,p.36I) .The Guru calls Him Pauratart-very 
ancient. The highest speculation comes next when the idea of 
idea of still remains?but He is made Eternal.This eternal! ty
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means1 infinite duration of time,endlessly extending back into 
the past and forward into the future!When thinking of the past 
the Guru calls God Adi-the beginning and Parmadi-the very 
beginning,still beyond He is without any beginning-Anadi. Simi­
larly He is the end of all-Ant and is even beyond that,without 
any end-Beant and Anant.With this idea of eternity is associa^ 
ted closely the idea of permanency and imrautablity of God. Nanak 
says in Sri Rag: The Merciful alone is permanent; the whole world 
besids is transitory. Gall Him permanent on whose head no desti­
ny is recorded. The heavend and the earth shall pass away;He the 
one God alone is permanent.In the same sense He is Thir-who 
does not move or change,Avagat-eternal,always the same-EkoweS. 
He goes on forever-Hames ul rawann.He is in the pads,past, 
present and future-Samabian. Next the idea begins to transcend 
time. So that first God becomes Chakardhar-one who holds the 
cycle of time in His own hands.But time is a finite concept 
of the finite mind of man. God who transcends all experiences 
of man also transcends time in every sense.He is timeless- 
Akal.No time idea can be applied to Him. He is beyond Traikal- 
the three tenses.
The creation of the world becomes a great stumbling 
block in the way of such a concept of timelessness about God* 
The creation and destruction of the world must happen in time* 
Time as Bacon sAid is a motion which implies change and which 
further means the appearance and disappearance of worldly 
phenomena. The Hindu mythologists made the various durations
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of time to relative to different kinds of beings,men,god$, 
greater gods, and God.Man* s one year is only one day and one 
night of the gods and three hundred and sixty of our years is 
one year of the gods ^ 1 2 0 0 0 years of the gods have been divided 
with different durations into four Yugas. This comes to about > 
forty three millions of the years of men. This is one cycle of 
Yugas of the gods. Seventy one such cycles of Yugas of the gods 
aokb make up one Manvantara. Fifteen such Manvantras or about 
one thousand Yugas of the gods make one day of Brahmdeva and 
one thousand more such Yugas make one night of that sf god. Thus 
our 8 4,320,000,000 years is one day of Brahma,This is one 
Kalpa.'When this day of Brahmadeva or Kalpa starts,all the 
perceptible things in the universe begin to be created out of 
the imperceptible;and when the night of the Brahmadeva starts, 
the same perceptible things again begin to be merged in the 
imperceptible1 (Gita,Vol.2,p.264).All this happens in the t o ik  
twinkling of an eye of God. The Guru calls it a Chin or Khin.
That is why its duration is like a dream. What we call the world, 
its existence or its duration symbolically expressed in the 
form,,time units,however long they may look to us are so negli­
gible for God, that they are in no account of His. Thus by appa­
rently denying the existence of time,the difficulty is supposed 
to have been overcome.
"L
F - Spatial:
The third element implied in our idea of personality is 
space. There are in the Sikh Scriptures what we may call the
p>3
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spatial attributes of God* Ho higher religion preaches the 
location of God in any place.The Bible says in St.John's Gospel. 
'The hour eometh when ye shall neither at this mountain,nor 
yet at Jerusalem worship the father —  God is a spirit and they 
that worship Him must worship him in spirit and in truthi Simi­
larly the Quran calls Him La Makan-placeless as the Guru says 
Atham.He is Alok and Ades-does not belong to a country or a 
continent.When Hanak in Mecca was found asleep with his feet 
towards the Kaaba,'An Arab priest kicked him and said,'Who is 
this ward sleeping infidel?Why hast thou o sinner,turned thy 
feet towards God?'The Guru replied, 1 Turn my feet,in a direction 
in which God is not* ,.(S.E.p.I7S).The Guru's remark went home 
to the Qazi and he realised that God was not bound to one 
place.We have seen that God has been addressed as Akas-heavehf 
but that is a metaphor to express His glory and loftiness.Where 
as names as Alok or Ades make God transcendent of all space,
He is also described as filling all space,residing in every 
place, immeasurably big, too much, beyond and beyond and without 
a limit. Such names are Sarab Biapi,Sarab Hiwasi,Besumar,Apar, 
Amit,Basiar,Bahuto Bahut and Aparapar.
Closely associated with the idea of space is the attri­
bute of Omnipresence of God. This has been expressed by saying 
that He is present in every place and at every time. Space-time 
is a unity in our experience,the two concepts may be abstract-, 
ed from each other but they cannot be separated in actual life. 
He is not only Samabian-present in all the three tenses,but
He holds the entire cycle of time* In space He is Sarah Hiwasi- 
every where. Both these ideas have been made use of in the 
Granthic hymns to preach ethical principles.lt has been said 
that God is every where and knows and sees every thing, there­
fore there is no place for hiding from Him. He is Hadra-Hadnr - 
very near,always present.A sinner while committing a sin sees 
this side and that side to make sure that he is not being seen 
by any body;but 0 God!how can he conceal himself from you,Who 
are every where?(G.G.p.156). Thus it is how we begin itas with 
the physical notion of the personality of God, and then pass 
through His mental characteristics and finally reach God as 
pure spirit. It becomes so universalised that we begin to say, 
that He is here and there,every where and beyond every where;
He is this and that,you and me,all in all He is alone.The aifc 
attempt to make Him impersonal in religion results in the 
pantheism of philosophy.
3- God -Omnipotent.
The next two groups of names are those falling under the 
two important attributes of God: Omnipotence and 
Omniscience. The Idea of power is one of essential characteris­
tics of the God worshipped by man. It is found at every stage 
of religious development. Potentiality or power is one of the 
chief justifications of God's existence.He must have the power 
ato do what His worshipper cannot do. But what does this all­
powerfulness mean?nThe fact that God uses means and does not 
bring about the result by his mere word, seemed to J. S. Mill to
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prove he was not omnipotent,for he worked under limitations,.
In reply, one would say that limitations which are willed by
God do not mean defects;and when,in presence of a universe of
existences,what is possible for God becomes restricted to what
is compossible,in the Leibnisian sense,this does not argue
weakness af on his part.(Galloway,p.484) 1‘Ihe Guru makes God
powerful through His word or will.HUKMAI AHDAR SABH KG, 8 AELAR
HQKAM NA KOI-thus says the Guru in Japu ji-All are under His
will, none is exempt from it. JO TIS BKAWAI SOI HOI-what ever He
wills happens. ,fIhe high religious belief more consonant with
the majesty of the Omnipotent is that the Ruler of the Uniyerae
works his will by a simple !fiat! :God said,let there be lights
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and there was light.This was the view of the ancient Hellene 
and the ancient Israelite as it is of Islam and Christianity1*. 
(A.O. G.p. 232) * The Guru makes this will work in the form of
Dharm-Laws of Nature. Some of them are known to man and others^ . . .  . . . . . . .
are not yet known to him. What we call miracle has got the 
appearance of being contrary to law, but infact it is contrary
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to laws known by man. therefore such God* s power that He can
cause lions,hawks,kestrels,and falcons to eat grass;and those
who eat grass,He can make them eat meat;He can make hills
appear in place of rivers and bottomless oceans in place of
sandy deserts;a worm like creature may become a sovereign under
His will and an army may be reduced to ashwes.lt will be no
wonder if He makes animals live without breath. (G.G.p. 144.).
It is on account of such superhuman powers that the
attribute of greatness is applied to God by the Guru*He is so 
great that we cannot even know His greatness.Every body calls 
Him great by inference or by imagination bujs, !hath any one ever 
seen how great Thou art1 .(Bag-Asa, G.G.)♦ "Even though a bird fly. 
it cannot compete In endurance with the torrent and the wind 
which moves by God* & .will. How great shall I call God?To whom 
shall I go to enquire regarding Iiim?He is the greatest of the 
great and great is His$ world! (S.B.i,p. 179) .This power and 
greatness makes Him the lord of gods and goddesses,however 
great they may be(G.G.p, 1163) .He is the lord of Sur and Asur- 
good and evil gods supposed by different religions.He is also 
Asur-Sanghar-who destroys evil ..godsv The names expressing omni­
potence of. God are Sarab-Salctiman-all powerful, Samrath-compe­
tent to do any thing,He has SABH KISHH WAS KITA every thing
within His power. Sarangdhar and Saringpani alsonexpress His
greatness.Most powerful are destroyed by Him,therefore He is 
Sabal-Malan and Balali- Ghhalan, He is of incomprehensible power- 
Akalkala. The idea of strength in man is that he has got strong 
arms, therefore God Is also said to have great power in arms- 
Bhujbal. The Hindus,perhaps under the same idea, imagined God 
Xith four arms and the Guru also uses that epithet of God as 
Chatarbhuj.
IV -God as Omniscient.
No force or power can be effectively used unless we also
know where.,to use it and why to use it ?We must know before we
act and action means the manifestation of power. So the use of
power presupposes knowledge and omniscience is a necessary
condition of omnipotence.Man knows all that happens in the
world of pei*ception.His God should be able to know more than
that. Even if God Is to be a mere postulate for morality,He must
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know not only our deeds and words-which any percipient can know- 
but also our thoughts,all that goes in our minds even without 
being clothed in unuttered words. This ethical necessity leads 
in every religion to an Omniscient God.He is 'the power to 
whom all hearts are open and from whom no secret is hid* . 'With 
Him are the keys of the unseen',says the Quran,'Hone knows them 
save He:He knows what Is in the land and in the sea; and there, 
falls not a leaf save that He knows it'.(The Koran by Palmer,p. 
121.). But He also knows because He is our God who grants our 
prayers,who nourishes even those who cannotn earn and work for 
bread. God must know every thing about His creation if He is to 
:be its sustainer,ig He is to be kind and fatherly.He is God 
Swho knows our necessities before we ask'.
The process of omniscience begins with God as wiser than
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man, next He begins to Athe hidden things and hidden thoughts 
and finally He becomes omniscient.Pie is knower-Dana, seer-Bina, 
and wise-Prabin, Then He is wisdom personified-Bodh. Omniscience 
comes in when God is to be Antaryami,knowing every thing inner 
most.'He s e e th, under s t ande th and knoweth every thing* (Hanak1 a 
Patti,letter P.). * Et*omAcanst thou hide thy evil deeds,since 
God ever present beholdeth thee*. (Arjan,S.R. iii,p.I04).
In a monistic system there should be difficulty in pro-
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proving the omniscience of God. As Descartes said, there is - 
nothing in this world of which 1 am so sure as of my thinking 
self.I know my will most certainly.If every thing that is,is 
the manifestation of God,If it-is divine will in action, then 
God most certainly knows Plis will. For the Guru there is nothing 
outside the will of God. But this leads to determinism in ethics. 
The difficulty is paramount and we shall return to it later.
C H A  P T E B  XII
Ethical, Aestheticadr and Political Attributes.
I- Ethical Attributes of God.
"The idea of a moral deity ,the guardian of the moral 
order,is a human rather than cosmic conception,for divine . 
morality is a reflex of human ethic raised to its highest 
imaginable power". (A.0 . G.p. 163) .What we consider good and 
essential for the existence of human society is affirmed of 
God in an Ideal form and those qualities of our moral character 
which we consider detrimental to our well-being are denied of 
Him. Then there are certain attributes of God of which He seems 
to be the sole possessor. The ethical names of God found in the 
Granth can be divided and sub-divided in the following way:
I- I-Affirmed of God:
HOMAH: A-Found in absolute perfection in God;
B-ln general relation to man;
C-In personal relation to man;
3lM
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2-Denied of God, negative names,
II-Purely Divine attributes.
I-A-All qualities that man considers good are projected by him 
in his God in an absolute g fbrm. This may be so from the point 
of view psychology,but religion teaches that these qualities 
proceed from God to man. He is absolutely Good.’Ihere is none 
good but one,that is, God* (St.Mathew-N.T. ,17:19).the little bit 
of goodness which we have comes from Him.He is therefore the 
origin, source, and the stock of Virtue. All qualities are found 
In Him in perfection.
What about evil and pain? As in the Bible so in the Granth 
God is made responsible both for good and evil.Ihis is specially 
so in the teachings of the O.T. Christ too accepted the same 
Jewish idea and says- 1 Lead us not into temptation*.St.James came 
with some modification; Let no man say when he is tempted,stitfch 
isvii he is tempted of God* ,for God cannot be tempted with evil, 
neither tempteth he aiy man*. In the case of the Guru although 
God is the Lord of every thing,yet the idea of evil is present 
only at a stage when man Is as yet in darkness.Many prayers are 
offered to God in the Granth to save His devotee from the pit­
falls of sin,but as soon as man gets nearer the fountain to of 
light,all idea of evil vanishes,In fact there & is no idea of a 
suffering God in Sikhism. "Hie idea of a suffering God was alien 
to the highest Greek thought on the divine nature in sill periods 
of Greek speculation,most alien to the later Stoics,who would 
not even include compassionateness among the divine
attributes;it was alien to the Judaic tradition and to Islam; 
it was a stumbling block to many of the earlier Christian f 
converts l*( A. 0. G.p.I46) .The view quoted here about the absence , ; 
of the idea of a suffering God among the Jews may not be strict­
ly correct but certainly it was not so pronounced as among the 
later Christians. According to some interprettations God among r 
the Hindus too is said to have undergone a sacrifice in creating 
the world. This, according to them,is the origin of belief in the
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Yagya^ceremony.Ina a system like Vedanta and Sikhism,where God
is all in all the idea of evil is simply illusory. It is relative
-ly real for a man at lower levels of spiritual development. As
soon as one begins to have divine knowledge the evil , is on its
way to extinction. So that God is all good,
He(God)is Dukhlath-in whom there is no pain and suffering
He Is all bliss and pleasure-Sukh,He is the ocean,the mine,the
treasure of perfect happiness and blissfulness)-Sukh Sagar,Sagai
Sukh Sagar,and Sukh Garni.That is why He can bestow pleasures
on men and as such He is Sukh Dai and Sukh Data, The stage of tkx
this blissfulness is Sahaj and therefore God is also named
Sahaj. There is no up and down or increase or decrease in His
good qualities, and therefore He is Puran and Sampuran-perfectiy
perfect.He is the ocean and mine of good qualities and the
embodiment of virtue-Guirtas, Gunigahir and Guninidhan.With
pleasure and blissfulness are associated the qualities of
coolness and calmness and God is therefore Sital and Silwant.%
pjl
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He & is cheerful and happy-Mhal, P ar sann,Harakhwant, Hang, Ahand 
and Binodi, Hie sandal wood is a very common metaphor to express 
the coolness and sweet fragrance of a holy man and son of God 
too.He is hence named Chandan-Sandal. The necessary correlates 
of these qualities are attributes of sweetness, courtesy and 
humility in behaviour and therefore 'God is Amrit,Mithbolara and 
Mmribhut.We also saw that God is Truth-Sachu. Hie classical * 
name to express the combination of the qualities of Truth, Con­
sciousness and Happiness,especially in Vedanta literature is
SatchitWnand. The Guru uses the word in the same old sense but
' •' * * :   -- :   - ‘
in Panjabi its construction is Sachdanand.,These qualitative ^
names should not make us think that God is good, cheerful,happy
and blissful like man.Man’s qualities imply limitation and are
conceived as good because of their opposites, Hot so with God.
The Guru, therefore, calls Him Dukh- Sukh-Hah it or Atitjthat is
He is aboxve such opposites because He is Bibeki.
B- The chief and perhaps the most primitive interest of man
in God is to seek protection in distress,to appeal to helping
God in his failures and to expect some favours from Him in the
course of man’s struggle for life.In distress and danger God is
conceived to be a protector-Sahai. Says Hanak in Hag Gauri:
As a herdsman guardeth and Iceepeth watch over his cattle*
So God day and night cherisheth and guardeth man and
keepeth him in happiness. . .
0 Thou compassionate..,to. the poor,I seek Thy protection; 
look on me with favours.
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God is Gharib Niwaz-nourisher of the poor,Din Dard-sympathiser 
of the lowly , Din Bandhap and Din Dayal-kind to the helpless, 
Anatha Nath-lord of the unprotected, Nithawian Thaun-refuge of 
the refugeless—  etc.We expect Him to help us because He is 
kn kind and merciful-Dayal,Karlm,Hahim,Meharban,KarnSnai,Babb, 
Raltha,Dayyi,and Kirpanidh, He is considered to have bestowed on 
us all favours and gifts of mind and body and is therefore 
named Jio-pind-data. On account of His charitable dispositions 
and generosity He is Dani,Data,Datar, Dihand. He gives all that 
we want-Sarab-thok-ka-data. He fulfils all our desires-Icha Purak 
Man^Ichha Dan KaranangWe pray to Him when we are in pain,because 
He is Dukh Bhanj an-remover of pain. He has imposed on us certaih 
duties,the chief of which is to develop to perfection all the 
moral qualities which we share with God,He is a good accountant, 
and knows all that we intend and do*He will deal with us justly. 
As an accountant He is Bania and as a dispenser of justice He
is Adli and Pur a Niain-perfectly just,
■ - »  . „
Ethical developmeait becomes impossible unless God* s jam 
justice also implies punishment. The idea of the Guru here 
differs both from the Hindus and the Muhammadans. The Hindu law 
of Karma is so strict that there is no scope for a forgiving 
God.Bepentace has no meaning in the terms of this law. "God can 
not forgive the criminal even wheh he repents". (An Idealist 
View of Life,p.338) .Quite opposed to this is the Muslim belief 
that God forgives even without repentance. The Guru chose the 
midway position. He believes that a sincere repentance and
prayer change the whole character of man. The accumulated A 
effect of the evil deeds of the past is washed away, God is 
pleased and therefore forgives a sincere repentant devotee. God 
does not ddgrade man on account of his evil deeds,He does not 
humiliate as a heartless and revengeful man will do-Khaj jal 
Nahin Karda.He is rather our 01ali,in whom we can confide our 
secrets, can trust our honour and to whom we can tell all
our weaknesses,because He is Paij Rakhanhar-maintains the honour 
of His devotees.That is His Bird-self imposed task.On account 
of these forgiving qualities He is named Bakhshind-forgiver. Thus 
from physical needs and primitive wants when man reaches a 
religion of ethics and morality God is made justrnot revenge­
fully just but forgiving.
The generous,forgiv£ng,and helping nature of God has been 
expressed by different names.He is Nistarahhar or Tarahhar-one 
who helps us in swimming accross the ocean of this world, Pattit 
Pawan-one who makes the fallen or impure ones pure and holy. He 
guides the misled-Hhulian Be Samjhai.He loves His people-Bhag^t 
Watsal.
C -Anthropology traces the origin of the belief in the 
existence of God from manfs personal or blood relations. The 
love of God has been expressed in the metaphors of these person­
al relations. The man who is emotionally alive cannot conceive 
God as indifferent as the Epicureans thought Him to be. God
interests Himself^in the affairs of men like a grand father or 
a father. The first name used by the Guru in what I call God in
%lh
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personal relation to man is Baba-the grand father* The God of 
the primitive and savage people,sa£s A.Lang,was also an all, 
father God. (E.B.E.) .He is Pita as father and Mata as mother.'
The Guru tried to express love which God hears towards man in 
all conceiveeuLe relations. Freudians say that no attachment isf\ * ^
greater than sex attachment. God as grand father,father and 
mother may have love combined with respect and reverence and 
perhaps fear too,but from the Indian point of view the attach- 
of a wife to a husband is incomparable 5 therefore God is Husband 
and men are His wives.He is thus called Kant,Bhatar,Khasam, 
Dulah and Bh art a-all meaning a husband. The idea of respect and 
reverence is still present because for an Indian wife the 
husband is an object of great respect.We next come to some 
relations which express man* s equality in relationship with v 
God. As such God is brother-Bharat a and Bhai and friend-Mitar, 
This I take to be one of the chief contributions of the 
Guru in the concept of God. The Guru* s idea of a friendly God 
may not be new. God was Mitra-friend in the Hindu literature( ’ 
Light of Truth,p.8 ) .The Guru also calls Him Mitla,Sangi,Sathi-
- ’ 1
ara,Ssyjan and Sakha. But the emphasis which the Guru lays .on 
the Idea of fexgndngss. friendship with God and Hid friendliness 
towards man was never felt before.When he expounds the friendly 
relation at between God and man he makes them so close and inti­
mate that one is absolutely in the bosom of the other. The Latin 
poet, Statius is said to have expressed his opinion that it was
fear which first made gods in the world. That fear is absolutely 
removed when God is made the Yar or the Yarara of man. Yar is
9
an intimate bosom friend and Yarsura implies extreme love and
equality. God cannot be in a nearer relation to man than as Yar
or Yarara. He is Pri,Piara,Pritam and Pirgha-all conveying the
sense of a beloved. nTell the dear Eriend-Yarara, the condition
of ones away f£ from Him. All means of luxury or sources of
comfort are for them causds of torture and pain; soft blankets i
a disease,mansions as dwelling with serpents,goblets2stakes of
torture,cups:daggers and your indifference to us is like what
animals suffer from butchers,Without that Yarara towns are
♦
furnaces "(D.G. ,p.7II).
Can an impersonal God have such relations ?When the Guru 
becomes metaphysical minded he divests God of all such attach­
ments. "He hath no father,mother,or brother,no son or grand son1* 
(S.B.,p.76,Vol.v). "He hath no friend,no enemy,no father,no 
mother;He hath no worldly love,no house,no desire,no home;He 
hath no son,no friend,no enemy,no wife "(Ibid. p. 277).
2 - Negative Names : Attributes denied of God.
God being above human experience is supposed to be free 
from those defects which the experience of a finite being in­
volves, Although God is not different or separate from man and 
the world,yet He in His pure form is not subject to the same 
limitations or what the modern moralists call the element of 
self-negation,which He in the process of worldly manifestation 
seems to have taken upon Himself.lt Is a paradoxical statement
%lb
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but that is how it stands.The element of evil,pain on suffering 
which is present in the world and is so commonly experienced 
by man in his life is denied of God, From different points of 
view different attributive names were used by the Guru. The 
theory of three Gunas is well lenown in Hindu philosophy, Kapila 
made a special use of it in his Sanldiya system.These Gunas are, 
Sattva,Rajas and Tamas,in Panjabi known as ;Sato,Rajo and Tamo. 
Sattva *is potential consciousness,causing pleasure*,Raj as is 
* the source of all activity and produces pain* , and * the third 
is tamas,that which resists activity and produces the state of 
apathy or indifference* (I.P, ii,p. 263) * The Guru denies all these 
Gunas in the real nature of-God. Pie is Tirgunatit. The Arabic 
word Tama* means greed and the Guru says that God has not even 
a m m  smallest particle of it-^ Til Na Tamai.We eat but God does 
not-Hiraharijwe have faults but God is faultless-Be Aib;we are 
dependent but He is independent-Be Muhataj,Ghani;we fear but 
He is f ear less-Mrbhau( There is a very irfe® interesting4 account 
of the universal prevalence of fear in a hymn of the Fifth 
Guru, in S.R. iii,p,93-4) 5we have enmity and God is without it- 
Mrwair; and similarly Pie is Hihsang-desireless or without Moh- 
attachment ;Hihkantak-without pain; Nirraal-without impurity; Be 
Parwah-without cares; Abhul-infallible5 Adol-does not waver and 
Achhal-cannot be deceived.(cf.Zarathustrian idea-*All viewing 
Lord who cannot be deceived* ,E.R. F.)#
II - Purely Divine Attributes.
As farm as I have been able to understand there is no
4/6-4
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attribute or quality in God which according to the Guru cannot, 
in however a small degree,be found in man at the stage of his 
highest development. It is consistent with the Guru*s general 
concept of reality. God and 1m the individual soul stand to each 
other as fire and spark. There is a difference off degree and not 
of kind. Certainly there are some characteristics of divinity 
which though shared by man are not found in God because of man* 
Thus for instance the fatherhood of God and the quality of 
mercifulness in Him would be incondeivable apart from man and 
the world. These are what the Guru calls the Kirtam names of God. 
The essencfeal characteristos of Godhead are Truth, Light or 
holiness and purity. God is Pawita?,Punit,Pawan and Pak-holy 
and pure.He is Hihkewal-most certainly holy. Sach names have 
also been used in the Granth for saints and spiritually alive 
people.This shows that God,saints^even ordinary men and the 
world are in the same line of purity,truth and ho Iciness. God is' 
at the highest end and perhaps stone at the lowest. But the posi* 
tion of God is unique.He is Hir ala-extraordinary.He is all Truth 
-Sarban^ Sacha and all Light- Parkash, Raghur ai, Dev, and Guru or 
Sat Guru. As such He is the mu only one-Kewal.
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2 - AESTHETIC ATTRIBUTES
If ' aesthetic idealism' was suggested as a name to be 
given to the system of thought of the Guru, I would like to 
consider it for acceptance.The way that the Guru suggests for 
communion with God is through aesthetic appreciation of His 
workings. Aesthetic attributes of divinity ace very prominent 
in the Guru*s idea of godhead.The presence of beauty in nature 
led the Guru to the concept of an Artist: God. "Certainly",writes 
E.F.Carritt in 'The Theory of Beauty'(p.294),"those who 
reflect on the experience of beauty are apt,like Wordsworth or 
Buskin,to find an added joy in the thought that in the violet 
and the mountain sunrise,bird song and music of the spheres, 
What speaks to our heart and rouses there such feeling echoes 
is itself a heart,though not the heart of any fellow artist". 
This is relatively a new concept of God.'The attribute of 
beauty had not much value for the Jewish religious imagination 
and we are not sure what the Psalmist exactly meant When he 
exclaimed ' Out of Zion hath God appeared in perfect beauty'. 
There is no prominence of the idea of beauty as a divine 
attribute in the Egyptian religion, except in the worship of 
the material divine sun; nor as far as 1 am aware in Moslemism, 
nor in Mesopotamian or Vedic polytheism. The association of the 
idea of beauty with the religious sphere, encouraged by the 
strong anthropomorphism of the Hellenes and by their unique 
artistic faculy and enthusiasm,was a distinctive feature of 
Greek pMlosophy, and especially the Platonic and Neo-platonic,
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reappearing at a later period in the religious theory of the 
Cambridge Platoniata(A.O.G.,p.2ll)1 .The aesthetic element in 
religion is not a foreign, a super-human or sub-human factor*
She aesthetic and religious are inseparably combined in human 
nature.The origin of art,in fact,as the Italian arti3t A.Della 
Seta says,lies in religion.He goes so far to say that "Art will 
never arise and develop among men unless it has foundation^ 
in religionCReligion and Art,p. 35) ".
Inspite of the fusion of aesthetic and religious instihc- 
-ts in man aesthetics as a part of monotheistic religion had 
rarely appeared in the history-human thought. The emphasis and 
the stress which the Guru lays on the aesthetic side of our 
emotions does not exist in any other theological system;hut 
never have such teachings of a religious prophet been so in­
differently and superficially taken up by his followers as is 
done by the Sikhs*In part circumstances are also to be blamed 
which have made the Sikhs more soldierly. But the God of the 
Sikhs is not only martial,He is also a Being who gives complete 
aesthetic satisfaction. He is Beautiful: beautiful in form and 
appearance,bea»tifui in voice and sound,and beautiful in move-* 
ment.He is beautiful in all respects. As beautiful in form God 
is the source of all beauty manifested in the world. His beauty 
of voice gave poetry and music to a man. Schopenhauer said that 
* Music is the archetypal rhythm of Hature and the Universe, 
which by means of this art breaks through into the world of 
secondary existence1 (Quoted in * A History of Aesthetic1 by B*
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(Goa* 3)
Bosanquet,p.322).His beauty of movement is the source of all
A
rhythm and uniformity in the events and laws of nature.Rhythmi­
cal movements of our arms and legs in dancing are the express­
ion of the same universal rhythm. In appearancd the beauty of 
the features of God has already been described,but the beauty 
of His form on the whole is expressed by names like Sundar- 
beautiful,Manmohan- or Manoramnaheone whose beauty allures the 
heart,Jagmohan-whose beauty allures the Whole world,Hadnot- 
whose beauty pleases the eyes,Eusaul Wajuh-of beautiful face 
or body,Rura and Sohna also mean the same thing. These attributes 
have got clear reference to physical beauty.Metaphorically He 
is the Lamp of Beauty-Husanul Gharag. The beauty of His voice 
is expressed by describing Him as Git Gite-the song sung by 
whom is the best of all songs,Tan Tane-His music is the best 
of all musics,Had Hade-His rhythmical sound is best of all such 
sounds.Hot only that,He is best of all the dancers of the 
world-Hirt Hirte.To such a God the Guru bows down every moment* 
(Jap,D. G.) .As such He is QibJijWho does wonderful things and 
therefore Ascharj and Bidani-extraordinary and unique.When we 
meditate upon such a Being and His manifestation the emotional 
expression in words is like Wonderful Lord-Wahiguru. This 
aesthetic appreciation of God's workings has been described by 
the Guru in repeated Wah,Wah -Wonder£Ul,WonderfUl and Khub,
Khub -Beautiful, Beautiful in many passages of the Gcanth 




What I call the political attributes are the names of 
God Which are in one way or the other associated with our 
governmental systems. The basis of all these attributes is 
power civil or military. The Guru uses both kinds of mames for 
God. The origin of this idea seems to be Semtie rather than 
Aryan. Aryan religions scarcely give any political attributes 
of the deity.' The Zarthustrian religion was Wholly inspired 
according to its own credentials by Ahura Mazdah but it had 
no concern at all with political life. Dor in the rich and 
varied religious literature of India,where so many aspects of 
the deities are so impressively presented ,do we find any 
recognition of them as political powers,or as the source of 
wise state-council,or any figure corresponding to Zeus of the 
city or Athena of the council chamber.The religious imagination 
of India,profound,vague and metaphysical as it was,had no 
concern with social institutions1 (A.O.G.,p. 139).The Gurus 
wrote their hymns at times when big monarchs ruled over great 
empires. Naturally the pomp ef and show of those monarchs inspi­
red the Guru to elevate his God in similar terms.'The magni­
ficence of the earthly court was transferred to the celestial; 
the unapproachable majesty of the king was translated into the 
ineffable majesty of God;the hopeful belief of the people in 
the benevolence of the king as the shepherd of his people may 
have assisted the growth of the conviction that benevolence 
and compassionateness were essential traits of the King of King!
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.The Guru named God Raj a-a ruler; Raj an Raja-ruler of ' 
rulers; Shah, Sultan,Mian, Fatshah-king; Shahan Shah-Hnperor. The 
Guru saw before his eyes kings defeating other kings and thus 
devouring their empires.This led the Guru to say that God was 
a True King- Sacha Patshah and His empire was everlasting- Hih- 
chal Raj.'My Lord is perfect,His throne is secure— God's 
palace is beautiful;it is adorned with bright gems,rubies, 
pearls,diamonds;it is surrounded by a golden fortress and is ah 
abode of pleasure' (S.R.i,p.262) .His government is true-Sadhi 
SarkarjHe is Lord of canopy- Chhatarpat; He is of great splendour 
and glory-Partapi. He is a high sovereign of a very high court- 
AT UCHA TAKA DARBARA.
With Guru Gobind Singh the social idea of God was very 
much crystali3ed. God was the highest as well as the lowest 
atv member of society.He was king of kings-Rajan Raj and also 
poorest of the poor-Rankan Raijk. Even before the Tenth Guru the 
socialised consept of God was present.Bhai Gurdas,the first 
theologian of the Sikhs, in the days of the Fifth Guru wrote 
that one Sikh was an individual, two make up a community and 
five constitute God. That is a very revolutionary idea and has 
not yet been fully appreciated even by the Sikhs. The same idea 
culminated in the Khalsa.The community of the pure and the 
elect ones became the Guru and also God.But God will be realised 
when no discordant element will be left-AKI RAHE HA KOI,the 
Truthful and the Pure will be Supreme-RAJ KAREGA KHALSA. Thus 
from the aristocracy of kingship God is brought down to the 
level of the poorest members of the society and in the end is
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identified with an organised community of the Khalsa- the 
elect and divine.
The idea of a martial God comes alsng with the idea of 
a saviour God. If He is to be protector-Rakha,He roast be brave 
and courageous-Bir and Bilawar,the best hero-Ghha*&an Chhattri. 
As such there could be no bo<^ whom he could not t defeat or 
destroy, therefore He bacame all-conquering-Sarab Jit an and 
destroyer of enemies- Sattran^ Pranasi. But the origin of a marii- 
al God in Sikhism is not so much in the concept of a saviour 
God. His Will is all-powerful and He does not require to fight 
with weapons against undesirable elements.The martial need 
attributes of God were, in fact,the outcome of Guru Gobind Singh 
-*s special need for military and war.Such a God is a warrior*s 
God and a hero*s deity. (Cf.A. O.G.,pp. 156-159) .When other means 
fail God makes use of His power and the best symbol of power 
is the sword. Sword and other military weapons symbolise divine 
power in Guru Gobind Singh's writings.First of all God is 
represented as holding a sword in His hand or placing it on His 
banner.As such He is named:Asipan,Asidhuj,Asiketu,Kharagketu, 
Astarpahe and As tamane. Later on the sword becomes a deity and 
we have something like a cult of weapon-worship:Shastar Ham 
MalaCD.G.,p.717).God becomes ali-steel-Sarab Loh or sword- 
BhagautKPakMan Ghritra,D.G. ,p.809) .The sword is made the ; 
prime cause of the world and is made responsible for its crea- 
tion and sustdlnance(Bachitra Hatak.D.G. ,p.39) .It has also been. . V\ # • "
stated that in the process of creation the first thing was a
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double edged sword(D.G.p.II9).The underlying idea of all these 
names is Power. Creation is activity or the expression of the 
conative disposition of God and there is no activity which is 
not also the expression of power.Some people expressed this 
power of God by making Him four-armed or many-armed and some 
made weapons the symbols of the martial potentiality of God. (6f. 
Sword as the symbolic weapon of the Teutonic war god /2imTyr 
among the Saxons, E.R.E. ;also the Egyptian worship of war imple­
ments.).
Before concluding this section of the attributive names 
of God I would like to mention some names which either belong 
to the Vedic religion of nature-worship or to the mythology of 
the Hindu Pur anas. The Guru used all subh names for one Supreme 
God. To the former kind belong names like Indra,Rudra,Bavin&,
Bhan(moon) or Bhan Ehane(the moon of moons), Suraj (sun) or Sura^ j
£
Sura^eCThe sun of suns) etc. To the latter class beong the mm 
names like Bawan Itop,Brah,GaJpati,Narsingh,Kuram,Machh,Kachh) 
Chhatarbhuj ,Kamlakant, Lakshmibar, Char char an, Aspatipir, Chakar- 
dhar,and Ghakarpahe etc.
Such are the multifarious attributes of God revealed in 
the Sikh scriptures.The human concept of God,as the history of 
the word GOD shows(E.R.E.), is a regular process of development. 
The concept of God develops not only in the history of races 
but also in the history of the same individual.Man1 s God differs 
with different mental levels of the same individual and with 
his different outlooks on life determined by different
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circumstances* This is to wb&t the above discussion leads. Kie 
Guru1 s main attribute and which he calls the real attribute 
is that which expresses <the all pervasive changeless reality 
which is one1•That is Sat Nam.All other attributes,he says,are 
•Kirtam1 functional and anthropomorphic(Bag Maru,G. G. ,p}lOBI). 
They are human concepts and therefore can never be final. They 
are from the world of appearances and are therefore phenomenal i
/VA*v\ ^  ‘ “
KIRTAM KATHE TERE JIHBAi SAT EAM'TERA PARA PURBALA. Man-made• n ~ ■   - - -
names of God are not illusory or false as. some would seem to 
suppose.Man is a part of God,though a limited and a finite one. 
The attributes of God conceived by man proceed from the origi­
nal source-God,but they cannot be totally exhaustive like the 
logical Character of a whole.No name can a comprehend the 
entire nature of God.
The distinctive contribution of the Guru towards the 
concept of God from the modern critic's point of view is two­
fold: the socialised nature of God and the aesthetic notion of 
the deity.God is Sat,Suhan-True and Beautiful.Both the ideas 
go together.As Professor A. N. Whitehead says(Adventures of Ideas, 
p.344),'Truth matters because of beauty'.But in the system of 
the Guru these two concepts do not merely belong to the realm 
of 'appearance'.Although derived from the experience of the 
Becoming, they are metaphysical concepts expressing the ultimate . 
Reality. Being in its process of Becoming is on its way to Being. 
In the rehn of becoming we have less or more of truth andf\
beauty,but in Being all is perfectly perfect. That perfection
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will l)e manifested here in this world in the organisation of 
the1 elect souls'-the Khalsa, in a harmonious unity. Social God, 
or perhaps more coreetly the socialised God is a ppor name.AtA
the farthest end it will be'many' in'one'-a single reality- 
Sat Nam.
C H A P T E R  X I I I  
COSMOLOGY.
Ve learn both from the danth and Bhai Gurdas that there 
was a time when this cosmos did not exist. Nanak says in Rag 
Maru: In the beginning there was indescribable darkness;
There was no earth or heaven,naught but God's 
unequalled being.
There was not a day or night, or moon or sun; God
was alone in a meditative mood;
fhere were no sources of life,voices or wing or
water;
Neither creation nor destruction,nor coming nor 
going. ----- ----
There was no Brahma, Vishnu or Siva;
No one existed but the die God.
(Thus Spoke Nanak by Sir Jogendra Singh)
cu
It is^long hymn and further in one of the lines the 
Guru denies the existence of any kind of knowledge or medita­
tion etc.CG.G.,p.1034).The whole idea characteristically 
resembles with the theory of the Nasadiya hymn(X. 129) of the
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P^ .~VecLa* which according to Sir Hadhakrishnan represents the 
idea of creation of the Vedic mind when it had readied the 
monotheidtic level(I*P. jX,p.IOO) .The state of pre-creation^ 
in Christianity and other western religions is also describdd 
in similar terns. "And the earth was without form and void and 
darkness was^Sh the face of the deep"( Genesis-2). "David asked- n - —
of God,' 0 Lord,were wert Thou before creation1.' 3j^ as a hidden 
treasure, I loved, to be known and created the world to be known1. 
— The Prophet was asked by one Abizarara,’where was God before 
creation?'The answer was,'He was in a cloud,above which there 
was no air and below which there was no air1 (Islamic Sufism, 
p. 129). Similar is the Chinese conception of the (S'eat Tao,the 
state of Being before cr.ation( Cf: Philo sophy, XII, No. 45).
The idea of the world once being non-existent and then 
its having been created at a certain point of time is said 
to have some philosophical difficulties.1 There is a contradict-
I
ion*,writes Galloway,'in the idea of a Deity quietscent a for 
ages and then,late in time, suddenly stimulated to create a
Ci.
world. If the creation of the world is* good, then God for ages 
must have been content with a lesser When it was in His power 
to produce a greater good, Or,if not content,then though he 
desired the greater good,his will must have been inadequate 
to its achievement. Neither view is consistent with the Divine 
Nature.In short,What conceivable reason for creation could 
become operative at a point in time which was not operative 
from the first? To these criticisms no satisfactory answer is
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possible(Philosophy of Religion,p.472)." He goes on further* 
to explain the difficulty by saying that the problem has been 
wrongly stated.' God is prior to the world in a logical sense 
rather than in a temporal sense'.However faulty the idea may 
be,the Guru definitely says that for countless ages there was
. . .  j,..
no creation and God alone in an extreme form of meditation( G. G. 
u. A ~
p.1026).The Gru seems to think that the world and its creationA
and the idea of time may be of any importance for man and the 
finite beings. A few hours life for a germ may look,if fc it has 
at all any sense of duration, longer than a hundred years life 
is for a man. For the latter the life of the former has no 
significance from the point of view of duration.Our notions are 
all relative.For God this creation,this what we call countless 
ages of time may even be less than a twinkling of an eye. For 
Him to be with world or without it does not make much difference 
Ho idea of less or more, or good or bad is implied- in His will 
to create or not to create.
From the state of pre-creation we come to creation it- 
self.The presence of animate and inanimate objects and their 
mutual differences have led to some different theories about 
the process of creation.To some matter and soul look so antago­
nistic that both of them cannot proceed from the sane source.
The Sankbya theory is as well known in India as Cartesian 
dualism is in the West. Purkha and Prakrti are both eternal andA
one is as helpless as the other to create the world of its own
accord.God constructed the world out of material which already 
existed,working after the fashion of a human architect.
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Such theories make matter coeternal with God.The Guru emphati­
cally denies the existence of any such external element beside 
God. Hot does he favour the idea of creation out of nothing. He 
believes in the creation of the world by Bivine Will-Hukam.
When this will began to work and how it works,the Guru says, 
all this is known to God.The time,day,date,month,season and 
year,when this world was made is not known to anybody. One who 
created it only He knows(Japu ji).’There is,indeed,no way in 
which we can -describe, represent to ourselves the process by - 
whiCh the Supreme Will brings things into being'(Galloway).The 
world appears under God's Supreme Will,but the nature of that 
will cannot be described( Nanak in Japu ji).
Inspife of the helplessness of man's understanding of 
the actual working of God's will,there are hints here and there 
in the Sikh scriptures which give some idea what the Guru 
thought of the process of construction and destruction of the 
cosmos.We have to understand the Guru's idea in relation to 
the various theories of the Hindu thinkers about the formatioft 
of the world. 1 reproduce here a passage from B.G.Tilak's Gita 
Bahasya which more or less summarises the Chief Hindu views 
on the subject.'The Samkhyas say that as soon as Matter is 
united with Spirit, its minting starts; and just as in spring, 
trees get foliage and after that,leaves,flowers and fruits 
follow one after the other(Ma.Bha.San.231.73;and Manu 1.30),SO 
also is the>-fundamental equable state of matter disrupted, and 
its constituents beginp to spread out. On the other hand in the
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Veda-Samhitaa,the Upanisads,and the Snrti texts,the Parabrahman 
is looked upon as fundamental instead of matter, and different 
descriptions are found in those books about the creation of 
cosmos from that Parabrahman(Highest Brahman) ,namely that: 
'hi^riyagarbah samavartagre hhutasya jatah patir eka asit&f,i*e. 
fthe Golden egg first came into existence1 (Kg* 1 0 .121. X), and 
from this Golden lfeg,fram Truth,the tfhole world was created(Bg. 
10.72;10.190);or first water was created(Bg.I0.82.6.;Tai.Bra. I. 
I.3.7;Ai*u.l.I.2.),and from that water,the cosmosjor that when 
in this water an egg had come into existence,the Brahmadeva was 
born out of it, and either from this Brahmadeva, or from the 
original 5gg,the entire world was later on oreated(Maim. 1 .8-13; 
Chan3.l9)|or that the same Brahaadeva(male)was turned,as to 
half of him,into a female(Br.I*4.3;Manu.I.32) ;or that Brahmadeva 
was a male before water came into existence(Katha,4.6.) ;or that 
from the Parabrahman only three elements were created,namely, 
brilliance,water and the earth(food),and that later on, all thing* 
were created as a result of the intermixture of the three( Chan. 
6*26) .Nevertheless, there is a clear conclusion in the Vedanta-* 
Sutraa(2.3.I-I5) ,that the five primordial elements,namely,Ether 
(akasa) etc. came into existence in their respective order from 
the fundamental Brahman in the shape of the Atman(Tai.4*2.X.) ; 
and there are clear references in the Upanisads to prakrti, 
mahat,anelother elements,e.g.see,ICatha(3.II) ,Maitrayani(6.I0), 
Svetasvatara(4.1 0 ;6 .I6 )etc.Pi*om this it can be seen that though 
according to Vedanta philosophy,Matter is not independent,, Y>et
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after the stage when a transformation makes its appearance in 
the Pure Brahman in the shape of an illusory Prakrti,there is 
an agreement between that philosophy and the Samkhya philosophy!
The terminology of Sankhya and Vedanta cosmology occurs 
in the Gferanth and there are also references to other theories 
mentioned above. No detailed scheme has been put forward by the 
Guru,but we can make out a system from what he has said at 
different places.First of all we have to find out to what 
particular theory he makes a clear reference* One of the probable 
views is that God uttered His word and the whole world with all 
that we see appeared all at once. A line in Japu ^ i:KXTA PASAU 
EKO KAWAO is quoted to support this view. This is a wrong inter­
pretation. PASAU does not mean a sudden creation. PASAU is from 
PASABNA:to expand, to spread or to evolve(Cf. G.G.K. ,p*827) .KAWA6 
means Word,but it does not mean an order sfor sudden appearance
of the world. As I shall explain below the Word is Will which is
  .   ■
the cause of all the manifestation what we call * world1 or 
cosmos .Moreover the view of sudden appearance of the world is 
in contradiction with the Guru* s ideas expressed elsewhere.For 
instance Nanak sy says in Baramahan Hag Tukhari;The Formless 
One continueth His creation. Then in Hag Majh and Asa we find 
the Guru using the metaphor of a tree to illustrate the form- 
tion of the world. To use a Western term it something like 
the emergent evolution.lt is neither emnation,nor strictly 
evolution.As for the Indian name for the process the ncalls it 
by the name of UBKAKKHAN.When the process will revert,or when
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God's extended part will contract,then the whole world will 
turn back to its original source and will merge into it.This ' 
process is known as AKAR30iMV(Benti Ghaupai,D,G.) .It is Sankhya 
theory in lower details but there is fundamental difference 
and important modification at the source. To distinguish between 
the Guru's scheme and that of the Vedanta and others,it would 
help us if the original theory of the Sankhya is outlined very 
briefly. The word Udkarkhaii uSed by the Guru is inf act the 
Sankhya teasi in its origin and all other important terms of the 
same theory also occur in the Granth.
The world evolves out of Prakrti which works rather 
independently. (Vide,I.P.,ii,pp.266-277).1 In the unmanifested 
condition,prakrti is but the union of opposites.When they are 
held together in a state of equilibrium there is no action1 * The 
three gunas-sattva, raj as and tamas are inherent in prakrti. When 
the equilibrium of these gunas is disturbed the prakrti begins 
to evolve under the influence of purusa.! Prakrti which contains 
within itself the possibilities of all things,develops into the 
apparatus of thought as well as the object of thought1 .Mahat 
oto the,Great,the cause of the whole universe is the first 
product of the evolution of prakrti.lt is the basis of the 
intelligence of the individual.While the term 'mahat1 brings 
out the cosmic aspect,budhi,which is used as a synonym for its 
refers to the psychological counterpart appertaining to eacljj-;
individual. AhamkaraCself-sense)—or the principle of individual
<jt
tion, arises after budhi. The three gunas can combine with
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infinite shades of difference and the result is the infinite
v ;
varieties of objects or individuations.fThe Gunas take three 
different courses of development from ahamkara according to 
which the latter is said to be sattvika,rajasa or tamasa.From 
ahamkara in its sattva aspect(Vaikarika) are derived the manas 
and the five organs of perception and the five of action, and 
from the same in its tamasa aspect(bhutadi) the five fine 
elements.The rajasa aspeet(taijasa) plays its part in both 
and is present in the results.From the tanraatras,or the five 
fine elements by a preponderance of tamasa,the five gross 
elements arise. In all these developments,though one of the
” CL
gunas ma^ be predominant,the others are also present,perform
t&eir functions,and help indirectly the evolution of the
products1 .The five organs of perception are the five sense
organs of modern psychology. The five fine elements are the
counterpart of the five senses.Thus there are twentyfive
elements in all. According to the Advaita Vedanta the only
reality is Brahman ad and all else is an illusory manifestation
When Brahman becomes associated with Maya, it becomes Isvara ie.
gL
the inferior form of Brahman. At this stage prakrtim, budhi, 
ahamkara and five tanmatras are regarded as relatively 
fundamental elements.The remaining sixteen are merely vikaras- 
evolutes and are not looked upon of any fundamental nature.
What I have been able to gather from the hymns of the 
Goto,the process of creation is as follows:The fundamental
ir­
reality is God in its Aphur-transcendental conscious state. The
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word Aphur needs a little expla^nation. It is not Sun-no thingness 
it is that state of consciousness in which there is no knowing, { 
feeling or willing, nothing what we call consciousness in the 
terms of present day psychology. That is the only fundamental 
element according to the Guru-Aphur Brahman. Similar ideas were 
expressed by some of the German mystics who accidentally f&euris 
flourished almost at the same time wheh the Gurus were carrying
Ci­
on their mission in India. For instance Jpcob BohmeC1575-1624)
held: "At the beginning of the first development God is will 
without object,eternal quietude and rest,unqualified groundless­
ness without determinate volition" (History of Modern Philosophy 
by R. Falckenberg, translated by A. C. Armstrong, Ipmdon) . From that ; 
Aphur state sometimes^whenever God pleases,He wills.This willing 
is thv Hukam stage of God. It is God but not Aphur God. His 
willing is activity.As Lessing said His thoughts are actualities, 
As soon as willing appears individuation results.This, the Guru 
calls^Haumai-egoism or individuation. This becomes the cause of
k.
the Whole material and mental world.Maya and Avidya and the tree 
gunas are all included in the concept of Haumai.Matter or pra­
krti have no fundamental existence independent of God.The order 
df the Sankhya or the ifista-the Vedanta is here reversed. Haumai
or individuation does not succeed prakrti,but it precedes it.
wtft
The priority of Haumai is logical and„ temporal,because the 
contents of Haumai are all material and mental, elements. The threi 
gunas work in Haumai and cause all kinds of creation. This Haumai 
proceeding from the will of God may be called in Kant*s termi-
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no logy ’Intellective Intuition'.Understood in this light the 
Guru's God is transcendent as Aphur and immanent as Saphur.(Sf. 
Professor James Ward's exposition of Kant's idea of * Intellect­
ive Intuition' reconciling the transcendence and immanence of- 
God in theism,in his hook'She Realm of Ends' ,p.234).Thus Saphur 
God is will or HUkam and is the source of whole creation. The
Hukam takes the form of Law and order in the universe. There are
laws more general or less general,the laws of science and the 
laws of Nature all-proceed from the Divine Word( G. G., Sukhmani , 
p.284).Thus under these laws things appear or disappear and 
we call it construction or destruction.lt is all illusion in 
the sense that strictly speaking the ultimate reality remains 
one,and the same.
B.G.Tilak in his Gita has given three tables of cosmolo­
gical elements according to the three systems of Sankhya,
Vedanta and Gita.To make clear Guru's concept of these elements
I give below all the four fables side by side.
SANKEKA VEDANTA GITA SIHH or the GURU'S
1-Spirit" I-Superior I-Par a- I-Aphur-Self
(purusa) Brahman prakrti
2-,3.4,5y-9 "2-Apra- 2-Saphur-Self
2-Matter eight elements prakrti 3-Haumai-IndividUa*
(prakrti) as inferior 3— IOrSubdiyisiona -tion.
( Brahman. of ap*a-prkrti r   ■Li
-1 3-Mahat or Budhi  ^ 4-Soul 5-Prakrti
(Reason) 10— 25, 11— 25 with
4-Ahamkara the six- same as in the 20 evo lutes
(individuation) teen Vedanta. 5-Tanmatras,
5-9Tanmatras elements 5-sense organs
(Five elements) are not 5-organs of
fundamental- action
10-Mind because they are 5—gross elements
11-15,Sense organs evolutes.
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The above table shows the difference between the Guru's 
system ofn cosmology and other main systems of Indian thought.
It is ofcourse monistic idealism but it is not thorough pan- 
theism(Gf.Trumpp, A. G.), as some writers seem to-suggest.The
world is neither an illusion nor identical with God. It is the
ot," '
outcome of Haumai(G. G. ,p.946,Sidhgosht) , which the Guru says in 
its manifested form is contradictory to Nam(G.G.?p.560) .At the 
same time Haumai proceeds from Hukam-the will of God. Hukam, as 
we have seen is the Saphur state of God and before that He was
_ cl/
Aphur(G.G.,Sidhgosht 21,23).In Haumai various combinations of 
the three gunas begin to form the world in infinite ways and 1 
construction and destruction go ond(G.G. ,p.250) ,but the ultimate 
reality remains unaffected and God as such is transcendent and 
above all these chaijges. The forward process, as we have seen,has 
been called by the Guru Udkarkhan.When God wants to roll up His 
manifestation, the order is reversed and it is named Akarkhan* (cf, 
S.B.E. ,Vddant%Sutras,vol*38,p.25,48,402) .The whole process is 
sometimes metaphorically compared to the spider and its spinning 
and rounding up the web. The metaphor is common among the Sikhs 
and the Vedantists. As Eamakrishna Parmhans said of his Mother 
Goddess: She is the parent of the world and the world carries 
her in its heart.Shells the spicter and the world is the web she 
has spun. The spider draws the thread out of herself and then 
winds it round herself* My Mother is at the same time the
container and the contained. She is the shell but she is also the
^ ..
kernel. (Prophets of New India by Romain Rollan’,p. 147). Sometimes
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the metaphor of dcean and waves is used to illustrate the 
relation between God and universe and at other times that of 
snake and -coils. These are Vedantist analogies to express the !
illueoryness of the manifestation and the reality of the Brahma*
/ ' ■
i
( Cf. 5,'B, E.,vol.48,pp. 6X8-621) .
Xt is true that the Guru believes in one ultimate realitj 
but he does not held like the Vedantist that the world is an 
illusion. God is the soul cause of the world and there is no 
duality(G.G.pages 178,276,387,509,736-37,977,1177,1189-91 etc.). 
Ho fundamentally is assigned to any other except God. The Guru 
does not den^ the diversity in the world. God is life of the 
universe and as such happens to be the string for the beads (G*
G.,p.441) .There is diversity but underlying this manifested 
difference there is permanent unity. !My IVue Lord1, says the 
Guru in Rag MaruCG.G. ,p*I055), 'has made such an interesting 
world, in which every tiling is different from the other— -He 
created light and darkness and still there is one element in 
all, and that is He Himself1 • Light in the apparent reality is 
life and darkness is matter. They are not two distinct things, 
as Whitehead insists,they are two interwoven threads in the 
pattern of active process which is the universe,threads dis­
tinguishable by common sense and scientific thought are, 
nevertheless not separable in fact.1The doctrine',he says,as 
quoted by C.E.M. Joad, 'that I am maint&ining is that neither 
physical nature nor life can be understood unless we fuse them
together as essential factors in the composition of 'really 
icings whose intercomectiono and individual character^
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constitute the universe!(For other scriptural references 
about cosmology,which confirm what I have described above,see 
G. G. pages:21,25,-51,54,66,57,68,73,219,223,276,350,422,423,464, 
940,1004).
Before passing on to the next topic,something must be- 
said to about the Guru1 ss concept of Maya* She Guru arrives at 
this idea through experience.He saw every thing changing, old 
yielding place to relatively new. In the realm of thought and ;
things phenomena come and go.1 Seeming* is essentially of ‘passing 
nature1 s In the first place,man issueth from his dwelling in 
the womb 5
He afterwards attacheth himself to his children,wife 
and family.
Ihy dishes of many sorts and thy varied dresses,
0 wretched man, shall assuredly pass away.
What place is that which shall ever be permanent?-*-- 
Even the reaM of Indra must assuredly perish;
Even the realm of Brahman remaineth not permanent}
And even the realm of Siva shall dissolve.
The three gunas,mountains,trees,the earth,the sky, 
the stars,the sun,the moon,wind,fire,water,the laws, 
alternations of day and night,religions and their 
books,rituals and other observances,races,castes, 
beasts,birds,all visible creation and all forms of 
existence shall pass away(G. G.Bag Gauri,S.B.iii,p.I6S) 
Every thing changes and the only thing that does not change is
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God in His Aphur state. As such the reality of the world is 
relative.This manifestation as such changes and is is transit 
tory.This is maya.The essence of it is the divine element which 
is permanently real. Maya does not mean that the world is an- 
illusdon as the Vedantists believe it to be.They compared it 
to the horns of a hare(Vide S. B. S.,vol.48,p.433,453,508). The ; 
hare seems to have horns but infact he has not got any. Same is ' 
the case with the world. The Guru holds that the world is necess­
ary for us. He did not go into the metaphysical details of the 
idea. His idea was that of a practical religious thinker. We are 
not to leave the world because it is false and illusory. There 
are,he says,three elements in it:Truth,Harlmony and Reason( G. G. 
p. 1429,Mundawani).These are also characteristics of right 
knowledge which can only be gained from the world and in the 
world. The world is not false in the sense that it does not 
exist.lt is false in comparison with the really Real,otherwise 
the gross world is in the subtle Ham(G.G. ,p,275) .The gross a 
aspect of reality goes on changing while the essential or the 
subtle remains the same. The gross is Maya and the subtle is Ham. 
The Guru compares the world to an arena where we have to combat 
our sources of bondage(G.G.,p.463,580,785,747,1345) .All this is 
possible if we consider ourselves to be dealing with the stern 
realities of life.A sportsman spirit dte preached,which is 
possible only if the game has got a touCh of reality. We cannot 
play with illusions and false shadows.The Guru did not give up 
the old Vedantist word Maya. He used it very often but in a
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modified sense.It is change.All that changes,appears and dis­
appears is Maya and therefore Asat,and all that underlies this 
change is real and therefore Sat,which is all pervasive: Ham.:
He is God, He is the sole cause of all that appears(G.G.Bawan 
Akhkhari,Sdlok I).He is1 one*and ‘many1 .He himself caused Godd : 
and Evil. (Ibid. Slok II & VIII).But all that appears,all differ­
ence of one and many, all distinction of good and evil is Maya 
and is only at the stage when we do not enter into the under­
lying reality which is one absolute whole. The way to enter it, 
as we k shall discuss later lies in Wismad: aesthetic feeling.
The great stumbling block in the above metaphysics of the 
Guru is the fact of God’s transition from Aphur state to Saphur 
state,from unconscious state to conscious state when Will or 
Hukam appears and the formation of the universe results. A simi­
lar concept but in quite different universe of discourse is * 
used by Whitehead} the all pervasive ujjrtty in the world/he calls 
’unconscious mind’mind not conscious like our own. But/the 
question remains,how and why such a mind comes to have what 
Whitehead calls’feeling1 and the Guru consciousness or volition 
-HUKAM. The Guru has no answer except that God knows His own 
ways and His ways are not our ways.It is God’s pleasure-Khel, 
a feeling of sport. Ho bedy can say the how and why of it. Infact 
all our knowledge does reach a point when we have to admit the 
limitations of our understanding and we can never overcome the 
fact that man is a creature and not a creator of the universe*
The Guru at that point says: KABTE kT  MIT KIA JAKE KIA:th*
-How can the created know the limits of . the Creator?
C H A P T E S  XIV
( 1 )
.....  -MAN.
Man is the central figure in the whole universe. Ho 
religion or philosophy can exist without man nor can either 
he said to he complete without giving an explanation of the 
nature and purpose of man’s life.The hirth and death of a man 
according to the Guru happen, like every thing else, under the 
will of God.He sends us and we take hirth,He calls us hack and 
we die(G. G., p.1238) .He does not helieve in particular gods 
or angels litharge of the departments of hirth and death. All 
happens under the law of God*s will.HUKAMI HOW AH JI$G.G. ,Japujd 
p.I):The individual takes hirth under His Hukam.That Hukam 
work* according to some laws. The law for the hirth of man, the 
Guru says, is the law of Karma(Ibid.p. I) .We put on the garb 
of this body according to our actions of the past life. The law 
works both progressively and regressively. In its progressive 
direction the final stage is man(G.G.Bag Gauri,p.l76) .Man is 
so to say the last emnation, the last step of the staircase of 
creation.If he continues to progress,to rise,he enters into 
the Sachkhand-the realm of Truth; and if he falls,he again 
enters into the cycle of births and deaths(G.G. ,Rag Maru,p. 
1073). Although it is expressly stated that man* s life is the 
most favourable opportunity for getting release from this 
cycle,yet the masculine appearance is not an indispensable 
condition for Release.The old thought was that to get release
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every Jiva must be bom as a maxi.Women before being entitled 
to salvation must firfct by good actions secure an opportunity 
of a male birth. The Guru makes no such sex distinctions. Hor 
does he rigidly believe that man is the only eligible candidate 
for salvation. He believes in the singleness of mind as a necess­
ary condition fad release. If that can be secured, say under the 
influence of the society of the saints and the holy people, then 
even animals can get salvation(S.R*,p. 187,IBB,vol.iv,a horse 
and a snake are siid to get release.).Bit that does not deny 
the superiority of human birth which is the best opportunity 
for the attainment of perfection or release and human birth is 
so often praised by the Guru.
As we saw * in the cosmolgical table, the single element 
under individuation takes two forms5 spirit and matter. Spirit 
remains divine and holy e in character and therefore nearer to 
its source: God. The matterrunder the influence of three gunas 
becomes gross. The union of the two is man. The soul in man is 
Jivatma, which is thw light of God. The Guru says( G. G. ,ihiand,XX3CLi 
S. R., II,p. 127)
0 body of mine God infused light into thee and then thou 
comest into the world;
When God put light into thee thou comest into the world, 
God is the mother,God is the father,who having created man, 
showed him the world.
To him who understandeth by the Guru’s favour,this world 
is a show or appeareth to be a show.
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Saith 2Tanak,when He who formed thy body out of the 
elements of nature put light into it,then comest thou into the 
world.
Thus there are two main constituents of the human being. 
One is soul and the other is body.The two are one in essence, 
but one is subtle and the other is gross.The gross is made of 
Rakt and Bund. The Saivas and the Vedantists also explain the 
bodily constitution in the same way. One comes from the female 
and the other Bund-semen from the male. The two together deve­
lop into the material clothing for the soul. It is maintained 
by food-Atm-and therefore it is Annmaikosh. Muscles, bones and 
nerves grow from semen and shin,flesh and hair etc. come from 
the Rakt.This building is supported by breath(G. G. ,p. 659) which
is another constituent of our body and this is Pranmaikosh.
- cl
Then there is mental layer which is also physical,bom of five' ’  - —
of“five gross elements but whose existence is possible only 
because of the soul1 s contact with the body. (Hi man panch tat 
te jama).This is Manomaikosh.The other layers of cyan and 
Anand are more subtle. The <%ran belongs to Reason and Aland to 
Soul, which lives inside all these layer s.1 The body is a mixture 
of wind,water,earth and fire, within it is the changeful play 
of the intellect. The body hath nine gates and a tenth door— - 
the body is gross-earth,the breath,the wind speaketh in it*(S* 
R.,i,p.29I-).
The essential and more important constituent of our 
being is the soul element.We should always think of that and
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not be lost in the visible. The soul is the support and the 
essence of life. It is life itself. It is inherently active(G. G. ,p 
300,739,921,922) * The soul is also described as a resident in 
the colony of the body( G. G. ,p. ISO, 1031,1033,1033), The body is , 
a temple of God and it must not be harmed.It is therefore pure. 
It should be kept pure by thought and word and deed. Similarj
thought of the purity of the body is present in other religions 
too.1 The influence of the idea of purity on the moral religious 
consciousness has been great. Its potency readies® its maximum 
under the belief to which St. Paul gives egression,namely that 
the human body is the temple of the holy spirit and that there­
fore any foul thought or word or act is sacrilege against the 
sanctuary. And this thought is not exclusively Christian, for 
Epictetus,expresses it in the dictum:Thou bearest God about 
with thee within thy-self; and thou dost not realise that thou 
art^raging him with thy impure thoughts and unclean deeds1 (A. 6. G 
The superiority of k the human body is also sjiown by saying 
that even gods pray for it(G.G., p. 1160) .Naturally any idea of 
ruining this body by ascetic exercises or penances was opposed 
by the Guru.Necessaries of life must be attended to(G. G. ,p.655, 
694) .We must work to maintain the body. But the necessity of 
maintaining the body should not make us bodily-minded. We should 
not be led to worship it and be engrossed in sensual pleasures 
making 1 eat, drink,and be merry1 our motto. The body is only a 
means.To indulge in It will be irrationality and animality(G.G*? 
p.267) .Man is above animals,all species are subordinate to him
and serve him(G.G.,p.374) .Therefore our attitude to this body 
should be that we have to keep it alive and healthy. It is our1 
guest and we must give it six pounds tff food every day®, other­
wise it is bBeakable and must one day break and take its leave 
(G.G. ,p.5S4).
The body at its farther end becomes mind,which isnan 
evolute and therefore phenomenal. In essence the mind too is 
spiritual or divine(G.G.,p.441,Man tun jot sarup hain— ).In 
other words mind at its farther end also merges into soul. The 
region of soul is entirely non-material(Cf,Mirza Ghulam Ahmad* s 
new interpretation of the soul-idea in Islam,The Teachings of 
Islam,p.9,English Translation).The soul is a necessary aspect 
of our being. As Fichte says,'If matter alone existed,it would 
be just the same as if nothing at all existed* .mfact in the 
light of the Gurufs monistic system body,mind and soul all lie 
in the same line with no unbridgeable gap between any of the 
two. I have Illustrated this point in another work otf mine (After 
Death-Maran Ton Pichhon>Taran Taran,I934) by one or two examples 
Let us take a long piece of paper so coloured that one end of 
it is pitch black and the other .snow whiter. From black to white 
there is a gradual and imperceptible decrease of darkness.The 
blackness goes on uniformly decreasing as we go from the black 
end to the white end. In the middle we have got somewhat grey.
Now there is no one point where we can say that blackness 
begins or ends. One merges into the other so imperceptibly that 
that the whole looks to be a unity. A unity in which diversity
2 4 5
is undeniable and a diversity in which unity is most obvious. 
(Cf.Some psychological experiments,C.S.Myers' Experimental 
Psychology, ch. VII of vol. I and Collins and Dr ever' s book ch. 1) . 
Same may be said of soul,mind and body. The sc extreme light is 
soul and the extreme black is body and the grey margin is the 
mind. The blackness is the composite influence of the three: 
gunas-Maya-which is God* s own making. The blackness does not 
mean the negation of Whiteness,Just as zero temperature does not 
mean the absencd of heat. The fact is that our thermometer cannot 
measure in positive terms any heat below the zero degree of 
temperature. Same is true of darkness of ahd light. Our experien­
ces are relative to our capacities and the means that we use. 
lhat we call matter is not the total exclusion of spirit. It is 
the comparative lack of manifestation of the soul element. The 
stone,plant,man, animal and man are in the same: line with some 
difference of degree but none of kind( G. G. ?p. 180,188,1063). This 
is how the Guru* s monism stands making man a distinguishable 
but not separable part of the whole universe.
2-The Individual Soul.
In the light of the above there should not any diffi­
culty in arriving at the conclusion that God and the soul of 
the individual are in essence the same.Individual souls as such 
are not identical with God. There are verses in the Granth which
can be interpretted and the interpretation is not wrong that 
God is in the individual soul an<i the individual soul is in God.
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That God and His devotee are one and there is nothing inter­
vening between the two (Brahman mahi Jan, Jan mahi Parbrahman G. <3. 
p. 237; At am mahi Bam,Bam mahi at am G. G.p. II54;Har,Harjan dui ek 
hai— D.G.) .In the Jap the Tenth Guru says that Atam,Sarabatam, 
and Farm at am all mean the same the thing,yet the difference is 
recognised. The simile of ocean and waves is generally used by 
the Guru to indicate the relation between God and the individual 
souls.According to him souls < % t  stand to God as a ‘mamfact* j 
ured article1 stands *to the craftsman who has fashioned it*, 
rather it implies an identity which ,as Clement C. J.Webb in his 
*God and Personality* (p. 156)says,is found between *the river 
and the spring from vdiich it flows* .Like tthe kingdom of God 
is within you* the Guru says that God is not away,it is thyself i 
(G.G.p,364,So prabh dur nahin Prabh tun hain).fhe two are the 
same like the sun and the ray(G. G. ,p.846) ,like the fire and the 
spark and like the heap of dust and its particles.
As from one fire millions of sparks arise $ though rising
separately,they unite again in the fire}
As from one heap of dust several particles of dust fill
the air and on filling it again blend with the dust}
As in one stream millions of waves are produced, the 
waves being made of water all become water;
So from Godfs form non-sentient and sentient things are 
manifested and springing from Him, shall all be tlnited in Him 
again. (S.B. ,v,p.2?6).
All this means the essential similarity of the two but
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it does not mean the identity of God and the individual. Although 
the waves and the ocean both consist ofnwater,yet there is a 
great difference between the two. *1 am one wave of thee who art 
an endless sea. Thou art as distinct from me as heaven is from 
earth1 (Diwan Goya, S. H. v. p. 104).
But whereftfom does this difference come? It is through 
egoism which is subjectively known as Avidya-ignorance and 
objectively considered it is called Maya.Haumai is the essence 
of the individual self. The Guru distinguishes between what 
W.James calls the material self,the social self arid the spiri­
tual self,the I,Me,and Mine.The individual self Haumai is the 
common ground of all the three. As A.H.B.Ailen in the1 Self in 
Psychology1(p.271) points out that all selves,inner or outer, 
conscious or unconscious have fan active central factor or 
'Self* .Under the influence of this inner ego,the Haumai,the 
self is an agent and is responsible for its actions. All birth 
and death,giving and taking, earning and spending,becoming true 
or false,meditating good or evil,enjoying pleasure or pain, 
becoming dirty or clean, caste and race, ignorance or wisdom and 
bondage or release constitute self caused by Haumai. (G.G.,War 
Asa,Slok VII).All individual souls get differentiated under the 
influence of the infinite shading of the three gunal,thus 
causing infinite varieties of Haumai leading to the performance 
of various karmas whose impressions or effects are carried by 
the Jivas by means of their subtle bodies. This makes possible
the continuity of the individual self in the series of births 
and death*.
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Man in relation to the universe may be regarded as a 
universe at a small scale. The universe has been named g by the 
Guru Brahmand and the man as Pind. Just as the body of man is 
made of five gross elements-ether or sky i-e space, air, fire, 
water and earth, similarly the universe is also composed of 
these elements.The divine element or the soul is the essence of 
both of them. To u illustrate this resemblance the Guru uses 
the simile of the sea and a sea drop.Just as the sea is repre-* 
sented in the drop and the drop is the sea at a smaller scale 
similar is the resemblance between man and universe(G. G. ,p*754j 
Sagar mahi bund,bud mahi sagar^G. G. ,p.694 Jo brahmande soi 
pinde). Brahmand and pind have all things in common. Whatever is 
there in the universe can be found in man. So that both in mate­
rial and spiritual elements man can be taken as a universe in 
a small degree.The idea may be favourably compared with the 
Western idea- of MicrocosjSm and Macrocos^m of the days of the 
Renaissance.Man1 s nature was looked upon as the quintessence 
of the cosmological power s. Man knows the all in so far as ih he 
is the all. This was the pervading principle of Eckhart* s mystic 
cism in Germany.As body man belongs to the material worldj 
indeed he unites within himself, the essence of all material 
things in the finest and most compact form. Just on this account 
he is competent to understand the corporeal world. As intellects 
ual being,however,he is of1 sidereal1 origin and is therefore 
able to know the intellectual world in all its forms. Finally a£ 
a divinex spark1 ,as ’spiraculdm vit^e1 ,as a partial manifestation
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of the highest principle in life,he is also able to become 
conscious of divine nature whose image he is1 (Windl)enan3,p.376).- 1 \j
Often in the Granth we come accross the instruction that
\
Understand yourself and you will understand the universe and 
God*. This is known as the Apa Khojanarthe search of the self,The 
idea is more mystical than metaphysical and is common in all 
types of mysticism.A Persian mystic poet, the author of Gulshan 
i-Has says; If you cleave the heart of a drop of water,
There will issue from it a hundred pure oceans.
3 - Death and After.
Life after death has been in the history of the world 
a source of great courage and forbearance in people1 s suffering 
for their religion and country. He - that- endvr eth-to- the- ende- 
shall-be- savid1,was carved by some prisoner in 1553 A.D.on a 
wall of the Crypt in the Tower of London. Another inscription 
stands in the name of T.Fane 1554 and reads; Be-Feithful-unto- 
the-deth-And-i-will-give-the-A- Crown-of-life. These lines meant 
much more to those who wrote them than they do to us now. It is 
difficult to imagine what the condition of society would have 
been if the belief in Cod and life after death had been absent 
from the ideology of man. The religion,philosophy and history of 
Silchism like the history of Christianity is very much influenced 
by this belief.
’Whoever believes in a God1,said Eothej’must also believe
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in the continuance of man after death. Without that there would 
not he a world that could he thought of as realising God* s 
purpose1 .In Kant’s system of philosophy God and Lnmortality 
were necessary postulates for morality. To this Galloway says 
that we should not1 go so far as to say that immortality is a 
postulate without which morality becomes unmeaning. But it is 
a supposition which gives greater consistency and deeper 
significance to the facts of moral and religious experience.
That ideal and upward striving element,which is interwoven with 
the texture of man’s moral and spiritual life,is far more intel­
ligible i$ the final destiny of the soul is not in this world 
but beyond1 .For him the idea of future life has three values.
In the first place,the idea helps to harmonise man’s ethical 
experience. The ideal is perfect Good which is transcendent and 
which cannot be realised in this mundane world.We must continue 
to live beyond this world to attain this perfection. Secondly 
the conception of personal immortality enables us to ftorm an 
adequate notion of the goal of social progress. Thirdly,the idea 
of immortality gives us the only assurance which is satisfying, 
that spiritual values will be u conserved. The Guru does not 
argue about immortality on such grounds as these. Just as he 
believes in God with implicit faith, so does he believe that 
death is not the end of man. Ethical and social progress are 
facts of this world and belong to this world. All these values 
continue after death not in a world beyond this,but in this 
very world in the form of reincarnation. He does not believe
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that the ideal of perfection or the perfect good is not attain-
tfC
able as long as we are in the mundane world* Ibis world is the 
arena and the battlefield containing all possibilities of : 
perfection* Hot that this world is a preparatory place for ati- 
_ other world where the perfect good is to be achieved. Perfection 
is the idea of man and must be realised in the environments 
which stimulate it* If in one span of life an individual does 
not reach that stage which should enable him to reach his source 
he gets another p opportunity , failing again another, then another 
in the form of different births. There is no going beyond this 
world until and unless a man loses all worldliness and becomes 
God-like. -
The Guru believes in what is known as 1 transmigration of 
soulfcf-Awa Gawan,the cycle of birth and death. The doctrine is 
not exclusively Indian. 1 The tenacity with which the <£*eek 
philosopher Pythagoras held this doctrine is well known.Well 
known,too, is the success whith which he and his followers 
for a long time imparted their views to the Dorian aristocracy 
on this and kindred subjects,such as,for instance,the non-des­
truction of life*As in Republic Plato himself believed in it 
and in Fhaedo represents Socrates to have been satisfied with 
this doctrine* English poets like Wordsworth and Rrowining feel 
in a "belief similar to tMs(S.R. ,i,p.lXVTI) .The great MuslimA
poet Manlana Rumi the author of the famous Mathnawi says in the 
same book:
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Low in the earth 
I lived in the-earth realms of ore and stone;
And then I smiled in many tinted flowers;
Then roving with the wild and wandering hours,
Ofer earth and air and oceans1 zone, 
m  a new hirth, I dived and flew,
And crept and ran 
And all the secret of my essence drew 
Within a form that brought them all to view 
And lo a man!
In another passage the same poet expresses a similar idea of 
the progress of man1 a soul starting from the inorganic world, 
passing through organic and animal reaching the human levels,
!And he will be again changed from his present soul1 (Islamic Sufis 
Both the passages referred to in the above characteristi­
cally resemble a Granthic hymn in which the Guru traces the 
ascent of the soul fm m  lower forms of life to the final culmi* 
nation in man which is the best opportunity to get release from 
this bondage of births and deaths(G.G.Kag Gauri,p.I76) .In this 
hynn the Guru says how the individual soul had to pass through 
so many forms of life to reach the stage of man. It passed through 
all species of mineral,vegetable and animal existences.Worra,moihf 
elephant, fish, deer, bird, serpent, horse, ox, rocks, mountains, vegeta­
bles etc. are all counted. 1 Thou didst wander through the eighty 
four lakhs of existences,— and after a long period this human 
body hath been formed for thee*.
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Although the above scheme of evolution e# the soul of 
the soul of man has not been scientifically discussed by the 
Guru,yet there seems to be a little psydhogenetic approach to' 
the idea. There is some implicit reference to the psychical in­
heritance of character from one specie to another.For instance 
he says that man has got five chief temptations appealing to 
five organs of sense or action viz. visual and auditory, of taste 
and smeil and sexual. These are animal passions and sensual life 
of man consists in their indulgence.Among the animals there are 
certain species vhich are markedly given to one or the other 
of these five impulses.For instance the elephant has been 
described as extremely sexual and on account of this weakness 
he is entraped by man and comes to lose his freedom. A deer is 
enchanted by a particular melodious sound and is thus ensnared
by the hunters. A moth loses its life becuase of the irresistible* ^
attraction wbich the brightness of the flame of a candle or a 
lamp has for it. Similarly fish through its passion for taste & 
the Bhanwar-the flower smelling insect, on account of its passidh 
for smell lose their lives.Man has got all these impulses and 
passions because he has in the course of his upward ascent 
passed through all these species. The soul has got a subtle 
body(may it be in the form of the minutest cells or the embrio- 
nic particles} which becomes the means of carrying these mental 
traits from one form of life to another. There is no continuityv 
of consciousness from one birth to another;but general impress* 
ions or the net result of oneSs whole life*s activities are
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transferred ta from one existence to another, 
m According to the Guru the future life is of two kinds t
transmigration of soul or going into the presence of God* some­
times spoken of as merging into the absolute Being. The basis of 
our individual existence is Haumai-sense of personal ego. As 
long as actions are performed with the idea of1 Iness1 of’Myness* 
*Main or Haun1 the individuation remains. If the actions are 
dedicated to God the sense of the selfish e£o is lost, the indi­
viduation ceases to be and transmigration comes to an end. Till 
then the cycle of biisths and deaths goes on. The Guru does not 
believe in Heaven or Hell-as places of bliss or torture,where 
people go after their deaths to reap the fruits of their actions 
Whenever the Guru speaks of transmigration he never makes any 
mention of heaven or hell. The names of Harak and Surag occur 
either as allusions to others1 beliefs or when the Guru address 
-es people of other faiths believing in heaven or hell. Ho 
writer has so far realised this distinction of the Guru* s 
teachings. Sometimes he uses these words metaphorically to 
express the good or bad conditions of life in this world. For 
instance,he says,wherever there is a company of holy men and
CdcUP* 7 U%>-)iAC{)%q07i\Q£}t
righteous people there is Baikunth or heaven. Hharmraj or Jam-r*
dut-the angels of death, are either spoken of as destructive 
forces of nature or they have been used Titfhere beliefs of 
others are expounded. According to the old belief two angels 
Chit and Gupt wfe were always with man recording his actions 
■both, known and'known. The Guru a ays the actions-conscious or
A
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uncoscious are Chit and GuptC G. G. ,338). Every thought,word or 
deed,known or unknown leaves behind an impress which clings 
to the subtle body and becomes responsible for dragging the 
soul from one birth to another*
"The words man speaketh shall be taken into account; the 
food(honestly or dishonestly earned) he eateth shall be taken 
into account,all movements hearing, seeing,-all that we do or 
think are taken into account "(Sri Eag,Nanak,G.G.) .Ho angel of 
death comes to take the soul. The law of nature works. As soon as
the harmony of the gross elements is broken, the equillibrium is
\
lost t and the gross body stops working.The souls of true 
devotees go direct to God and of others take up other existences 
Although the Guru may have borrowed the theory of transmigra­
tion of souls from the Hindus,yet there are differences in 
details.For instance the future life as described in the Gita 
or the Vedanta can be divided into four forms:
I-Union with the Brahman-Moksha;2-Sun-heaven for 
the (^ ani, preceding no I;3-Moon-heaven for the ignorant with a 
record of good deeds ;4~Hell for the ignorant with a record of- 
bad deeds. (Gita,pp.405-@I2).f According to common Hindu notions 
every action carries with itself its i^uit or reward. If one ' 
under the influence of t h e t h e  quality of good­
ness, has done here meritorious acts,he is after his death 
admitted into heaven or paradise,where he is allowed to en&oy 
the fruits of his workd till they are exhausted; then he is 
turned back again into a womb and born on earth in a high caste
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and in a pious family,to commence anew the old, course,which 
may end,according to his actions,to his advantage or disadvant­
age. If he has acted under the quality of passion,he is reborn a 
after his death in the house of worldly-minded men. But if he 
has acted under the quality of darkness,and heaped up demerits
he is variously punished by Yama and then born in the bodybo f
/
some animal or even thrown into hell;when his punishment there 
is over,he is then born in some vile animal body and has to go 
through various tranamigrations,till he be born again in a 
low human womb* (A.G.,p.CIV) .This general belief of the Hindus 
has also been attributed to the Guru by Dr. TTumpp,without 
supporting his contention by the Guru* s words.He quotes some ’ 
verses in foot notes but they are all from the Vaisnava Bha^tis 
and not from the Sikh Gurus. The Guru does not believe in heaven 
or hell.They are,as I have said, the conditions of life in
this world. * Where sacred hymns are being sung, there we have
J » \ 
heaven^TAHAN BAIKUNTH- JAHAN ICIRTAN TERA: ^  $fa37.3 m  '
The house, of a saint is a panadise:BAIKUNTH NAGAR JAHAN SANT
WASA.Where Nam is,there is pkradise:TAHIN BAIIOJOTH JAHIN NAM
UCBRAHI: 3 fo'^ ^ 3  tfjo-TiW ' (G.G.,p.749,742,890 respectively;
A vicious man burns in his passions and thus lives in the hot
pit of fire or hell.
Inf act, the Hindu belief in heaven or hell is not consis-
\ -
tent with a belief in transmigration of soul. First they believe 
in Moksh-release.In the other case of good or bad actions man 
has to come back from heaven or hell to the world below to
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to begin again the cycle of birth and death. If the Jiva has
enjoyed the fruits of his good or bad actions in heaven or
«
hell,then what factor remains which determines man*s relirth ?' .. />
If the reply is that the Jiva begins the cycle as it began
for the first time,then how are we to explain the inequality of
opportunities in this life ?How to account for the diversity
in mental and material inheritance of different men? There is
no satisfactory answer. The Guru seems torhave avoided the
inconsistency by rejecting the theory of heaven and hell.
The next important difference is about the time which
the Jiva takes in reaching its abode after the actual time and
date of death. Once a Pandit read the Garur Pur ana in the pre-
sence of the Sixth Guru and some of his Silchs. 1 According to it
the soul reaches its abode in the next world a year after the
dissolution of the body.A Sikh called Sundar said,'J^ y* the Guru*
favour I Gan traverse that road in twelve hours1,. Bhai Lala
said, 1 lean do it in three hours f.Bhai Nihala said,*lhat need
have we to go there at all?*The Brahmin then said to the Guru,
1 Listen to what thy Sikhs are saying1. The Guru then cleared
the position by saying that they were the ideas according to 
*
the Brahm#n*s books. Sighs have no such pitfalls ".This idea of 
the interval between death and the next birth is also described 
in the Gita by T41ak(ii,#.72). * The man who has acquired know­
ledge-and he must have acquired this knowledge at least at the 
moment of death-goes and reaches the sphere of the Brahman, 
after his body has fallen and has been burnt in fire,through
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that fire,passing through the flames,daylight,the bright half 
of the month and the six months of the Uttar ay ana 5 and as he 
attains release there,he does not take hirth again and come 
hack to this mortal worldjbut, that man,who has been a mere 
orthodox performer of ritual and has not acquired knowsledge, 
fe reaches the sphere of the moon, through the smoke of the same 
fire,and through night,and the dark half of the month,and the 
six months of the Daksinayana;and when he has enjoyed the 
reward of all the meritorious actions,which he has performed, 
he again returns to this world1 (p,408).
a
The Guru finds in all activities of nature^ certain system
which he calls Sut-harmony or orderliness. According to him the
universe is governed by law-Dhaarma. There is a law for the
transmigration of soul also.How it works he does not explain,
nofc I san think man can explain it,ufaless he actually dies,
experiences the whole process and comes back to us with all the
memories of various stages which he passed through. I may use -
a crude and perhaps a very imperfect illustration. Let us suppose
the universe of life like a big board of S4OqOQG0 holes or
sockets every one being different from the other in form and
sise so that only one nail or a pebble suits or comes into a
particular hole.Ey some mechanism,say the inherent active
principle,the board moves and so do the nails or pebbles.Ho nail
4*
can go onto a wrong hole.Same is the ease with souls i Every one 
finds its appropriate place in the board of existences. If some 
conscious purpose is working in the world and the Jivas are not
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lifeless pebbles or nails,then the finding of suitable existen­
ces in the multitude of 84 lacs of species should hms. not be 
a greater obstacle in the theory which in the West is known as 
metempsychosis or reincarnation than the 1 utter gulf* of the 
1 transfigurations theory,which it causes between the life of 
this world and the next. (Cf.Realm of Ends,by J.Ward,p.406).
A^still greater difficulty comes when the Guru makes 
an evil man descend lower than the human level. By evil deeds 
man can also take birth in the lower species. The difficulty 
generally conceived in sueh idea is the development of the 
human personality which cannot be placed into a lower organism* 
The Guru seems to think that when a Jiva descends to lowers 
forms of life, it does so x because by his actions he has 
washed off all traits of higher personality and by the time he 
dies some single animal passion overtakes him so much that : 
his mind becomes simplified to an animal level. The law of nature 
provides opportunities and environments according to the needs 
and demands of a certain individual soul. Naturally-1 mean by 
the law of nature,why not to call it the law of Self-adjustment, 
the best suitable life will be made available for that indi­
vidual. The explanation of transmigration of soul in Indian 
thought is more metaphysical than scientific or psychological. 
The essence of all that exists lies in the three gunafc.The 
infinite combinations produce infinite species.The jiva gets 
birth in different species under the influence of these gunas*
If in his life develops a man develops the darker element,then
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at his death under the influence of this dark guna,& his soul 
will be dragged by, the clinging guna a ton a level of life 
where there is the domination of that guna. In the terms of 
modern biology we may perhaps think of the embryo-the whole man 
in Lfcibnizian momad-which may be conceived as the possible 
means of transmigration.DIscussing the Hindu idea of transmig­
ration we should never forget that it never separates the body 
from the soul until and unless the final release is achieved 
by the individual. The body that clings to the soul, although not 
so gross as our perceptible body,yet it remains an organism 
which contains all the essentials of developing into a physical 
being provided the necessary environment is procured.lt has got 
all the counterparts of the gross body and carries the net resuS 
result of our lifefs experiences in a potential form.Other 
possible explanations have been discussed by Professor Ward*
As for instance the finer organism suggested by W.Qyples or the 
• inner body* of Bonnet and younger Fichte,or again the invisi­
ble body of Thiele developed by the soul as its development 
required. nIt has been assumed, that disembodied souls ado infact 
steer their own way back to a suitable rebirth. An atom liber­
ated from its molecular bonds is described as manifesting an 
unwonted activity,technically known as •the nascent state* 5but 
±fc still it does not recombine indifferently with the first 
free atom that it encounters,but only with one with which it 
has an affinityn(p.402). All these theories are conjectures,and 
conjectures they w i U  remain as long as we are unable to do
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experiments with death and the survival element thereafter. Till 
then faith rather than Reason will remain dominant in every 
theory about future life and the mechanism in which it is at 
made possible. ;
The origin of a belief in future life lies in our con- 
ception of the leal of perfection which man has placed before 
him. Those who fail to reach this idea(raust be supposed to get 
another opportunity for their personal development. This develop­
ment requires both the continuity of environment and some 
personal continuity in the form of some kind of memory. Some made 
it possible midway between earth and heaven-the Hades life or 
the Alam i Barzakh of the Muslims,others thought it more tangi­
ble just in this very world,whS^h could not become operative 
without being reborn. The idea of punishment and reward was 
conceived in the form of unfavourable or favourable oppprtunitie* 
which the next life would provide by a regress or progress in 
the descending or ascending scale of animal kingdom. This is 
how the Guru thought of the transmigration of soul. Ho heaven or 
hell,no good or bad angels to lead the departed souls to lead 
garden of luxury or to the pit of torture.
But transmigration is the worst alternative and the Guru 
asks his disciples to escape from it.Even the best next life is 
a bondage. The cycle of birth and death is a snare for the soul 
and keeps it separate from the original source-God. Separation 
is suffering and the u|)don with the parent is the eternal bliss* 
The Guru is fond of using the metaphor of husband and wife to 
express the love between the souls of men and God, the husband.
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Just as a true wife in separation from her husband suffers and 
pines to sleep in the same bed with her beloved, similarly the 
soul away from God pines to have union with Him. The Haumai 
stands in its way and the release from it lies in Ham. To become 
God-like is the ideal of man so that after leaving the body 
the soul may go direct to the presence of God and be one with 
Him,This is the supreme state and to reach it one must dedicate 
ail activities to God and remove the idea of self-sense,or ego* 
(G.G.,p. 175-176,2oJ,534,1076) .This supreme state is the aaaa 
sane Aphur state of God, It is supreme or pure consciousness - 
but without knowing,feeling or willing.Ho rejoicing or mourning 
no feeling of hopes or desires,no personality or sense of indi­
viduality, no sermons or singing of hymns.It is supremely medi-
*
tative state.We enter it when we real*se what we are(S.B.i,p.I56^ • &
This supreme state is the aim of man. It is neither heaven nor 
paradise.lt is the total dissolution of the individual existence 
by re-absorption of the soul in the fountain of light. It is not 
1 annihilation* or nothingness as Trumpp seems to think. It is 
pure universal existence- Si$ya, a life in God and with God.
The ideal is Abhedata b i-£ z r non-duality-merging’ of the 
individual into the universal.lt is merging of the drop into the 
ocean. Every thing returns to its origin.T He created men and to 
Him they return1 (SB.E.,Quran,p.622).This returning according to 
all mystics whether Eastern or Western is absorption in the 
Absolute. Theoretically the Sikhs would admit this absolute 
absorption but in par practice it is expressed in more humble^
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way* When a man dies and. his body is cremated, a prayer is offered 
to God- 0  God, as willed by Thee, such and such per soon, thy humble 
servant is leaving this world and this elemental body,grant a ( 
place to his soul in Thy Ho3y feet and peace to his survivors. 
That is how the God of religion and philosophy conflict in 
Sikhism. In the same spirit the release or Mukti is denied as 
a lower® ideal,*Love of God and to be near His beautiful person 
and feet are made the highest aspirations of man. !My Sikhs 
desire not heaven1, said Guam Bam Das to Tappa, 1 heaven* they 
deem not fit reward for their merits. They never engage in 
worship which is merely intended for the admiration of the 
public. Their minds are absorbed in God*s love.That is their 
heaven and salvation* (S.B* ,ii,p. 261).
The following is an interesting s® explanation of the 
Guru*s concdpt of Mulct! as given in the Punjabi glossary of 
the Guru Granth(G.G.K. ,p.!I32) .It begins with a comparative 
account of release and ends with the Sikh idea of it: The 
writers of Shastras consider this body as a source of suffering 
and an escape from it is named Mukti. There is a little differen­
ce in their view points. I-the .Mukti for the Mimansa is getting 
into heaven or Surag;2,3-for Baya and Vaises^ka it is a release 
from the causes of suffering counted by them$4-according to the 
Sankhya it is the detachment of Purkh from PrakrtijS-for the 
Yoga it is the freedom from the perceptible by means of Samadhi; 
6-for the Vedanta it is the union with Brahman by mesas of 
knowledge;7-for the Cfoarvakjjas death is the end of all; 3-in
Budhism it is Mrvana which is annihilation: 9-Jainas1 release 
is going to the sphere where Jinae live ;i0~ for the Jews, , 
Christians and Muslims heaven is the ultimate abode for souls 5 
the nasties both Muslim and Christian come nearer the Vaisnava 
and the Vedanta concept of Mukti. Such Muktis,the writer conti­
nues, are ignored and rejected by the Sikhs. Thus it is that the 
Guru says that the enlightened person gives up even Mukti. What 
does he aim at:I do not want kingdom,! do not want Mukti, I want 
the love of thy feet, o God. ”lhe lover”, says Pringle Pattison 
in the* Idea of Immortality1 (p. 160) , ”has no eyes but for his 
mistress,no thoughts but of her:the deeper and purer his passion 
the more is this the case. So it is with the love of God. The 
joys of heaven for the genuinely religious man(it must in justie/i
be said) are not conceived as extraneous rewards conferred on k&s 
him for his faithfulness to the divine cause during life.— — > 
in such supreme consciousness the distinction between subject 
and object disappears,that the two are actually fhsed or 
commingled and in particular the religious goal of the finite s 
spirit is in such an experience to yield its individual being 
and be merged in the divine essence”*Once this state of love 
is perpetuated it does not even break after death. This is Mukti* 
The Guru says,he, who is continuously with God is release 
ed.The Guru1 s idea is made more clear by another example. Just as 
a child who is with his mother in a fair and gets separated 
does not enjoy the interesting playsrgames and sights going on 
in the fair, similarly the man who is away fc*om God does not
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find peace and comfort in this beautiful world. As soon as the
i
»
child meets his mother he e becomes happy $ad begins to take ! 
pleasure in the events of the fair. The man who is thus one with 
God lives in the world, aenjoys it and finds comfort in it. Such 
a person is Jiwan Mukt-released in life, when death comes his 
soul goes direct to the presence of God and becomes one with 
Him.
Man1 s conedpt of release differs according to his 
concept of God. At different levels of religious or mental 
development he requires a correspondingly different God with 
his correspondingly different concepts of tfelease.Ihe culmi­
nation of all ideas in the Guru’s system is in absolutism.lt is 
sometimes objected that such a view has not got much religious 
value.She eternity of the personal element in man-the soul- 
in the form of reabsorption in the Absolute ’neither completes 
nor fulfils the personal life*.The Guru offers continuity of 
the phenomenal personality in the form of transmigration. The 
personality in its purer form without,of course,of any sense 
of finite individuality, continues in the form of the Absolute* 
It Is not void or nothingness but a pure, harmonious and a 
single state of blissfulness.Metaphorically it Is described 
as an ideal colony or divine kingdom(G.G., p. 430,345) where 
there is no rise or fall of pleasure and no disturbing factor* 
It is one uninterrupted state of joy-Anand.It may be argued 
how does it encourage an individual as an individual to work 
for an impersonal ideal.
A cla&e__anaiGgy
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A close analogy for one1 s attachment to an impersonal 
ideal? I have found, in the death of the Unknown Soldier who died
in the Great War and was later hurried in the Westminster Abbey./
Why should an individual soldier die for the British Etopire?iTo
4
individual purpose is served. But still every one us feels that 
the wellfare of the Bnpire is my wellfare, and ling life and the 
prosperity of the nation is the continuation of my life and 
prosperity. The part played by one individual merges into the 
net result of the whole nation.Gne or two generations,in some 
cases more, may remember their martyr ancestor but the individu­
ality as such has been absorbed in, what we may call, the 
Absolute of the Bnpire, In the realm of religion where individua­
lity is regarded as set back and perfection lies in transcending 
the narrow limits of selfishly personal,the sentiment for ab­
sorption in the Absolute becomes as strong and noble as any other 
source of hope held by a religion. The personality here is en* 
largedm, man becomes Man and self becomes Self. The boundaries 
of the limited self and individual consciousness are so extended 
that the whole world visible or invisible,this particular of ours 
or anyother,all become a part and parcel of Self.With feelings 
as these,the metaphysical non-duality becomes a religious force 
exciting emotions of universal love and unselfish outlook on 
life,facing all the events of the world in an optimistic spirit 
as a result of the disappearance of the discordant between the 
self and the Self.That is how, as J.S.Carpenter says,the Teacher- 
1 s cry 1 Bid thyself of duality’ does not remain a metaphysical
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theory hut it becomes the summons to the exclusive worship of 
the Only True , 1 Who makes all partners in His infinite activity1.
P A R T -  IV
PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY 
CHAPTER XV 
The Traditional Paths of Realisation 
and
The Qiru1 s Attitude Towards Them*
I
A diver in the ocean of the Granth for shells of philoso­
phy and metaphysics though^does not come up to the surface with 
an empty carrier*yet the Guru does not fill the gourd of a 
begger for speculative theories like Kapila or Kant. A purely 
intellectual investigator barren of feeling and sentiment feels 
foreign in the Guru’s land. We do not get a regular and rigid 
system of cosmology and its before and agter.He who creates th& 
world should know all about this,the Guru says(Japu j 1). And*ih- 
fact, a religion meddling in cosmology and passing judgements 
about it is exceeding its limits and is making, what Parnell 
calls,’usurpation*.’Progress in religion consists partly in a 
recognition of its true sphere and a wise self restraint, and 
a religion is dangerous and in danger when it defies or challen­
ges the rightful claims of the intellect. On the other hand* it
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is part of the function and it is in /power of religion to give
N
us a scale of values ,which, the discursive intellect is wholly 
powerless to give1. The (ftiruTs immediate concern was the 
achievement of* gladness1 of the heart,which as Tagore says* is 
the one criterion of Truth,and the !true foundation of all 
religions* .The religion of the Granth is a cult of aesthetic 
feeling* a religion of beauty,poetry and music, aesthetically 
merging into the wonderful workings of the Wonderful Lord. Not 
that Beauty or Truth are personified as objects of worship in 
the Granth. They are values in relation to and have the character 
of being balues becuase of the highest value-the object of 
religion. f,The value of beauty,goodness and truth are the crea­
tions of man and the object of Religion is still higher in the 
scale than man and his worksn(Beauty and Other Forms of Value* 
p.299,by S.Alexander).The Granth teaches that all h values 
proceed from the supreme Source. Developing from the lower to 
the higher is getting nearer to the source.This development is 
made possible through experience,net the intellectual analysis 
or mere rational understanding of that experience,but it is ’ j
by means of actually living in the experience;not knowing about ;
|
the experience but actually having it. "It is like beauty which 
must be seen and felt from within "•(The Gleam,by Sir Francis j 
Younghusband, 1923) .The-religion of which beauty forms an integ-1 j 
j£ra! part is more a matter of experience. The truths of such a 
religion are felt and not intellectually grasped. The Guru 
devised some means and modes which he thought will lead his 
followers to that region of feeling'.The importance of this
i
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faith* therefore, lies in its practical aspect* As Carpenter - 
says , 1 the work of Hanak and his successors was the most definite 
in its practical results1, and as Bloomfield had already said,
1 the revolutionary factor of Sikhism is contained in its insti­
tutions— — it was a new religions and offered shelter to many* * 
Our task now,therefore,lies in discussing the practical side 
of Sikhism.
The distinction between the theoretical and ^ practical A
aspects of a system is very old in India. One is Si&hanta~phllo-
 ........... . ■ <\ ‘. I
sox>hy and the other is Marga-the method of living that philoso­
phy. 1 Whatever religious doctrine is taken it naturally falls 
into two divisions;one is the philosophical aspect of it,and 
the other the actual mode of life prescribed by it. In the first 
place the meaning of Release (Moksha) is usually explained in a 
scientific and logical way after explaining what conclusions ' 
must be drawn as to the nature of the Paramasvara after a proper 
consideration of the material body(pinda) in Its relation to
-I-
the cosmos (Rrahmanda); in the other part there is an explafnatidh 
of how a man has to lead his life in this world, so that such . 
mode of life should become a means for obtaining that Release*.
II
There are three such modes of life enumerated by the - 
Hindus.They are known as Karma Marga,Bhakti Marga and Qyan.Maxga* 
What I maintain is that the mode suggested by the Guru, although’ 
containing elements of all the three margas,yet it is not identic 
cal with any of them. The synthesis gives us a new Marga which
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in the light of the terms used in the Granth, should be called 
WIsmad Marga on the practical side and Nama Marga on the theo­
retical side. It is a distinction In names otherwise they are 
the two aspects of the same process. I shall discuss these four 
margas one by one and point out where the fourth differs from 
the other three*
' The essentials of the three paths named above are not 
peculiar to the Hindu mind. They are present every where in 
every Religion. Their origin does not lie in the geographical 
boundries of India, but in the nature of the human mind in
• A, .........
general*Man1s first consciousness is his awareness of the
material world arround him and at this stage even his self-
consciousness is the consciousness of his material self. The
medium of contact between him and the world is his activity-
conation.For a primitive man life means a physical action in
the world outside.Hid God was also a physical being,a person
who 1 acted1 like him* To please him some action must be performed.
This became the worship of God through actions:Karma Marga. This
we may call the conative aspect of God* s worship.lt has got
an interesting historical development,the idea of action- wor- ,
ship passing through many phases.
Ga the same line of argument we may say that next is ■
the affective worship of God.Man developed Jiis idea of God and
fz.
He was now not merely a God who could only^our actions,but also 
he came to be a God who possessed feelings and also tfea was 
cognizant of men!s feelings .Worship through actions only is
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confined to the physical-minded. God is a refined being and 
wants refined feelings.lie can be best realised by means of 
emotional attachment. We must love hinyfeel for him and must 
have tender heart to reach him* This became the feeling worship 
of God-the Bhakti,the religion of love and grace. But tempera­
ments differ .Mind is not merestffestive and conative. The third - o
aspect of our mental act is cognitive* The knowing side of our 
mental life appeals to the intellect.God must be intellectually 
grasped.He must be realMed thruugh knowledge.An intellectual 
being considers himself higher than an emotional or a physical 
minded person* The third goddess of mind -intellect and rational 
insight-got her own followers and worship through knowledge- 
the (%ran Marga, came in.
Although I hold that these are man1 s natural tendencies 
and are more or less found in every religion,yet no where out­
side India swere they so distinctly classified and formulated 
into separate and independent means of realisation of the 
religious ideal. We have also to keep in mind that the three 
paths are not absolutely exclusive of each other.Just as in the 
same conscious process we have all the three aspects of cogni­
tion affection and conation, but at the same time one of the 
three dominates the other two,so that on account of that domi­
nance we call a particular mental process cognitive, affective 
or conative; similarly none of these Margas excludes the other 
two.It is impossible to think like that.All the three are 
present in every approach of the ideal and yet one out of the
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three dominates and determines the whole outlook of the devo- 
tee*With these px^ elimlnary remarks let us take them one by 
one.
The path of action has had tsm two directions in India^ 
one the expression of our conative tendency and the other the 
repression of it. One to do some tiling to please God and the 
other to avoid doing any thing whatsoever. The expressive 
tendency of conation has had three steps:sacrifice*rituals,and 
desireless actions.Whether religion begins with ancestor wor­
ship or the worship of nature personified, the pleasure or dis­
pleasure of the deity must be conceived like our own.Material 
offerings should be made.Meals,clothes and other necessaries 
of life must supplied to Gods. The deity will be pleased more
“  A *
if something we hold dear or precious is offered to him. This 
in course of time culminated in human sacrifice. The other 
impulse to this was the revengeful or the retributive character 
of the deity. To save one life another should be offered, say a 
small or a big animal; to save many lives some dear and precious! 
life should be offered, some human being or a great person. At 
this stage any body could perform sacrifice in any way he 
pleased. Soon form and artificiality came in. Liturgy was develop-; 
ed and a priestly class formed. In India it was the religion of 
the Yajur Veda which became a !mechanical sacxjjedotalism. A crowd ; 
of priests conducts a vast and complicated system of external 
ceremonies to which symbolical significance is attached and to 
the smallest minutiae of which the greatest weight is given*
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According to the Vedic religion therefore the Karma or action 
meant sacrificial ritual and Jasmin! in his Purva Mimansa says 
that this sacrificial ritual was the principal and the ancient 
religion( Gita, p ♦ 72) ,
This action philosophy became more formal in the Mimanba 
according to which Release could only be obtained by some act­
ions, even though one may perform them ignorantly and insincere­
ly. At this stage the actions are divided into various groups-We 
have Kratvartha actions performed for the sake of the deity, 
Purus artha actions performed for our own benefit; we have Smart a 
actions prescribed by the Soartis,such as various occupational 
and professional deeds for the four Varnas and Pauranika actions 
as fasting,pilgrimages etc. Then all these action are subdivided 
into Hitya actions to be performed daily as bathing, offaring 
prayers at twilight etc. and Namifka to be performed occasionally 
to avoid the influence of stars for good luck, to get a son, to 
bring rain,to remove epidemics. One incurs sin if the daily act­
ions are not done . Then there are some actions prohibited which
'|r-‘
are known as Msiddha opposite of Kanya, such as drinking or
gambling etc. This is the second stage of worship^actions>ttoou^i»  ^ .—    1
Infact,these are not strictly chronological stages in the s* 
same process of development,but they are the different forms or 
ways of looking at the same thing. Then we have the philosophical 
concept of action. When as a protest to sacrifice inaction and 
aseetcism came in a reconciliation was attempted. One was to be 
taken in the world-Pravrttx and the other was to renounce it—
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Fivrtti. The reconciliation came to be called both Pravrtti-Efiv- 
rtti or Hiskama action-action performed without any expectation 
for fruit.Recently B.G.Tilak has been the chief exponent of it 
in interpreting the text of the Gita in this light. It is only 
a matter of interpretation, otherwise the Gita does not absolute­
ly deny the Vedic view of sacrifice and the Mimansic idea of  ^
other two forms of actions mentioned above. (Cf.History of Indiar 
Philosophy by:S.Dasgupta vol. ii, pp. 479-438) .Any how the idea of 
tdesireless action1 was very much emphasised in the Gita, althou­
gh the idea itself is as old as the Upanisads.1 True inaction 
is action without any hope of reward. Haiskarmya, or abstention 
from action is not the true law of morality,but niskama, dis­
interestedness. !(I?P.,i,p.568).
Reaction to this 1 actionfmarga expressed itself in the 
1 inaction*of the Yogis.Asceticism was the natural result of the 
repressive attitude towards the conative aspect of human nature. 
Action is bondage and desire is sin. Willing ensnares man in 
matter.Withdrawls of organs of sense and action leads to the 
higher regions inside.There is ocean of energy in us.If we act 
and will that energy is expended. If restraint is excercised 
on the mind and a complete inactive state is reached brilliant 
and extraordinary results are experienced by the Yogin within 
his own self. * The reality of the self is to be found not by 
means of an objective use of the mind,but by a suppression of 
its activities and penetration beneath the mental strata with 
which our ordinary life and activity conceal our divine nature*.
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Yogism from a rational control of body and mind to ascetic 
purification, of the two and further to a complete cessation 
of our physical and mental activities.
Next comes the path of the heart. In India reaction to 
formalism on the one hand resulted in the tender heedbted ethics 
of Buddhism and Jainism and on the other in the religion of 
love in the Gita. All these currents terminated in|| Vaisnava 
Bhakti. Before this life had become In Sir Radhakrisnan* s words) ■■ .A -»■
a ’series of observances.The mind of man moved within the iron 
circle of prescribed formulas and duties. The atmosphere was 
choked with, ceremonialism. One could not wake up or rise from 
his bed,bathe or hh shave,wash his facd or eat a mouthful, 
without muttering some formula or observing some rite’(I.P.,266) 
Thus from the conative we pass to the affective \Karma gives 
place’to Bhakti. Bhalcti also replaced pure intele^ctualism of 
Sankara.Whenever people speak of Bhakti they think of this 
Post- Sankara movement led by RamanuJ a. Infact, the spirit of 
Bhakti was present from the very beginning.1 Hie origin of 
Bhakti marga Is hidden in the mists of long ago *. The vagus
(Wivwj
feeling of long**devotion is present even in the Vedic hymns,butn - - - '
the word Bhakti actually occurs for the first time in Svetasva-
tara Upanisad. Later under the influence of the Bhajvad Gita it
cl
became more formulated and the Bhagvat Pur ana made it still more
A
popular,Monistic Bhalcti was apparently self-contradictory and 
this led Ramanufa to adopt dualism, which for him made the con-* 
cept ojf Bhalcti more consistent. Lord and the devotee are never
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one and it is only because that they are two , that loving devo­
tion of the individual for the lord becomes conceivable. The 
extreme expression of devotion amounting to madness is found; 
in another Bhalcti sect of South India known as Dravida Saints, 
or Alvars.Hieir origin dates back to the seventh century.Hooper 
writes in his1 Hymns of the Alvars1 that according to them the 
vey madness is the pride of a Bhakta. Ihis is confirmed by
A
Govinda Charya in his 1 Divine Wisdom of the Dravida Saints*.
This is also a stage recognised by the Sufi saints in the 
Islamic mysticism. Even among the Sikhs Hamdharls sometimes 
become Mastanas-mad, and a definite group of such devotees is 
found among them,but Sikhism as a religion does not approve of 
It. A Mey sub Sufi, a mad Dravida Saint and a Mastana Handhari - ' 
are hardly of any good to the world. Sikhism emphasises on Bibek 
-a rational discrimination,in all s walks of life and in allr '
phases of mental and moral' activity.
: Besides these Dravida Saints and Ramanuja the South has
been quite fertile In giving birth to Bhagats. B. G. Tilak mentions
in very reverential terms the names of Jnanoba or Jnaruaesvara
/ .
l
and more especially Tulcaram(1608-1649) and ¥amdev etc. In the 
East we had Ghaitanya,in the Horth Ramananda,Kabir and Tulsidas* 
It was a very strong and an all India movement in the Medieval 
times and as Sir C4eorge Grierson says,1 It was the greatest 
religious revolution that India has ever seen-greater even than 
that of Buddhism,for its effects have persisted to the present 
day* .This was Vaisnava Bhalcti,but the Saivites too imbibed the 
spirit,otherwise this new movement of love and devotion would
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have uprooted Saivism. To provide this kind of worship within 
Saivism the Saiva Sidhanta was formulated in the 13th* century.
Of course this formulation of the cult must have come much 
later,because three centuries before,we find the echoes of this 
spirit in the songs of a Tamil poet named Manikka Vachalcar.f Ho 
cult in the world1 writes Dr. L. D. Barnett, in reference to this 
Bhalcti of Siva,y has produced a richer devotional literature 
or one more instinct with brilliance of imagination, fervour of 
feeling and grace of expression*.
This realisation of God through emotional attachment, 
the affective side of our worship of the deity,presupposes the 
Lord, God, or an incarnation of Him as absolutely perfect being. 
Compared with the existence of the devotee is absolutely insig­
nificant- There is* a sense of utter humiliation1. God is pleased 
when His worshipper becomes extremely meek and humble.Love of’ 
God further stimulates service and sacrifice in the mind of the 
loving devotee. Love, service, sacrifice are all based on faith, 
which is the starting point of this mode of worship. * The forms 
which Bhakti takes are contemplation of God1 s power,wisdom and 
goddness, constant rememberance of Him with a devout heart, con­
versing about His qualities with other persons, singing His 
praises with fellow men and doing all acts as His service* (1*^0
Wien we come to the realisation of God through knowledge
we enter into the metaphysical realm. Although present from the
beginning the idea was consistently and regularly system^ised
by Sankara.1 He who knows me worships me' forms the essence of 
the (^ ran Marga suggested by the Gita. In the Upanisads we have
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*^y knowing God final emancipation is obtained,by meditating 
upon Him the blissful state in the Bcahmaneworld is reached* (S. p 
E.,xv,p.236) .According to the Vedanta Sutra the essential nature 
of God is knowledge (S. B. E., vol.48 ,p. 133) . Sankara1 s insistence 
on knowledge is based on his metaphysics:I-the multiplicity of 
the various objects in the world,such as111,1 you* or a^l other 
things which are visible to the eye,is not a true multiplicity, 
but that there is in all of them a single,pure and eternal 
highest self (Parabrahman) ,and various human organs experience 
a multiplicity as a result of the illusion(Maya) of that Par- 
brahman; 2-the self(Atman) of a man is also fundamentally of the 
same nature as the Par abrahman; 3- and that it is not possible 
for any one to obtain release except by the complete realisation 
-Jnana or G^an:knowledge of the Atman and the Pa^rahman.The 
cause of the illusion of the world is -or-our individuality is 
Avidya or ignorance-lack of knowledge.lt is what Deussen calls 
rthe innate obscuration of our knowledge* the twist of the 
mind which makes it impossible for it to see things except 
through the texture of space-time-cause. (I.P.) .Our knowledge of 
these things is apara-Vidya or lower knowledge.lt is not pure 
illusion which is only about the Pratbhasika or illusory exis­
tence. It is empirical knowledge about the Vyavaharika -the-world 
of senses. The real knowledge is para-Vidya-knowledge of ultimate 
reality-the paramarthika.We have to start with the lower know­
ledge and reach the higher wisdom. To reach this wisdom one will 
have to detach oneself from the world. The life of a householder
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will have to he discontinued by degrees. As the Gyani ultimately 
attains perfect knowledge he gives up worldly life and adopts 
Sannyas(asceticism) because action and knowledge are opposed
to each other. One cannot have knowledge as long as one is lead-
£ I
ing a worldy life and one cannot lead a worldy life as soon as
one comes to have knowledge.This was the path of renunciation -
Nivrtti Marga or path of knowledge- Qyan Marga expounded by
Sankara,the founder of Advaitism.
XU
With this brief review of the three traditional paths 
of the realisation of God in India I now pass on to the path 
suggested by the Guru,but before coming to a detailed discuss­
ion of it I view would like to offer the views of the Guru 
about the three paths reviewed above.That will also indirectly 
throw some light on the marga of the Guru.
The Guru is not prejudiced against any of these three 
paths.His own Nam Marga has got elements of all these three. 
Sometimes we come across hymns which praise Karma or Bhakti or 
Gyan.But,as every system has got some points of weakness and if 
the spirit of the particular mode of realisation is lost sight 
of, it degenerates into a mere show and hypocrisy. The system 
also becomes defective if it is stretched set a to an uncompro­
mising extreme. Thus Walter E, Clark writes in his T Indian 
Conception of Immortality*, * In its search for absolute truth 
by way of religion and philosophy, India has tended to go to
two extremes.— On. the one hand there is — extreme intellectual^ 
ism — on the other hand there is an intense emotionalisni(p.45).
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At tfols stage the system stands to he condemned. So the Guru 
denounced these modes of worship,rather these paths of realisa­
tion, either in their degenerate condition or on account of some 
inherent difficulties in the systems themselves.For instance - 
he does not believe in the Vedic or Mimahsic interpretation of 
the Kama Marga. A man may offer sacrifices but thatt does not 
cleanse his mind. It does not build the character of man whciih 
the Guru thinks favourable for the path of realisation. A king 
can perform a huge Yajna or Yagya ceremony by paying thousands 
of rupeessand can still remain vicious in character. Then a man 
can go through all daily and occasional forms of Karma prescrib- 
ed h the Miraansa's' and yet may remain a cheat and deceitful. This
the Guru said was sheer hypocrisy. The idea behind all these
\ ’ '
karma was connected with certain magical force -apurva-of the 
actions performed which in course of time was capable of pro­
ducing the desired result. (Cf. A History of Indian Philosophy by 
S.Dasgupta,i,p.405) .The Guru denied this magical force of the
karma* m and nh&tm are hypocrisies and they lead to vice*•
G.,p. 747). Similarly he condemns the old customs of Hawan, sacri­
fice and pilgrimage etc.(p.214,1036,1X39,1257).
The Guxni has got a fundamental objection to the Karma 
marga. Ho action can be performed without the idea of Haumai. I f  
actions were to be taken the supreme end the result will be ; 
some egoism, some sense of pride of having successfully pnrform- 
ed those actions* The sense of individuality and the feeling of 
universality are incompatible, (p.560). This does not mean that
SSI
lie preaches the abandonment of all actions*He aims at a change 
of attitude.All actions were to be dedicated to God and to be 
performed depending on,HJs grace. The modern interpretation of 
the Gita view of karma-desireless action-was taught by the Guru 
Ho desire- for the fruit of one* s deeds is to be entertained, 
even the devotion of God was to be free of any desire, (p. 274)
1 Sukhmani. But this dedication of the karma  ^
to God was mot all in all of the path suggested by the Guru. Thi 
is his explanation of the attitude of a Sikh which he has to 
bear towards the activities of life. This brings confidence in 
man and removes the chances of disappointment, and depression 
at the time of failure.
The repressive attitude of the Yogi towards our conative 
aspect of life was severely criticised'by the Guru. Gn the 
one hand It was extremely difficult and was thus meant for the 
few. A religious path Is to be universal and most practical 
which can be performed by a follower of every mental level 
and in evefy wal& of life. Besides this inherent difficulty of
f 'Inhibltionlsm the Guru also points out to the hypocr^py which 
It may lead to. The Yogi kills the body by ascetic exercises * 
and yet the devil within-the snake-r emalns stinging and veno­
mous, (p.1347).The self control means the mental control and 
not the repression of our physical activities. Just as on the 
positive side of actions the Guru differs fundamentally on the 
point that Karma marga attitude promotes individuality, so here 
on the negative side, he has got a basic difference with the
Yogis.The asceticism of the Yog-1 starts with the assumption 
that body is impure*To purify it we must subject It to penances 
of fasting, of exposing It to snow In winter,to fire in summer 
stc.etc.The Guru says that purity and impurity are all relative. 
There Is no impurity In the body from his point of view. The 
impurity of mind and body is not Intrinsic but accidental. The 
two are pure if they are used with a sincere heart In the 
service of man and God, Away from Him in the delusion of selfish­
ness both become impure.There is nothing* wrong with our ofcgaiis 
of sense and actions so that they need purification by ascetic 
exercises. Itbis there use which matters. Body and w  other 
accessories given to the soul by God are means to be used to 
help it,therefore they are pure. (G.G. ,p. 1064) ferr cnf^ 'wn 
S vnffa —  'cfrfcryn o-yj * * One Is not to stop one* a
activities and shut up oneTs sense organs to realise God and ! 
to get peace.1 The experience of Peace*writes Whitehead(Advent­
ures of Ideas,p. 368), *is largely beyond the control of* purpose. 
It comes as a-gift. The deliberate aim at Peace very easily p 
passes into Its bastard substitute,Anaesthesia.In other words, 
in the place of a quality of* life and motion*, there Is substi- 
tuted their destruction. Thus Peace Is the removal of inhibition 
and not its Introduction*. So that the Guru says that as long as , 
we are to live in this world,we should hear, talk and do some- 
thing. (G. G. ,p.660), there is no retiring into the forest and 
no cessation of activity. To give up eating and drinking Is
simply deceiving one* s owns elf and the public. As long as body
xs there, It has to be fed -fVw. ~a ana thxs purpose one must work
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honestly*. Fasting does- not bring God to man(p. 872). Hanak oftee 
addressedd to of his Sikhs M&lo and Bhago on the subject of 
penances thus:To burn in fire,to abide long in water,to fast, 
to endure heat and cold, to hold up one1 s a m  permanently, to do 
penance with body reversed, to stand for a long tims ;on one 
leg, to live on forest tubers and rohts, to abide on the margins 
of rivers,to wander over the world as a pilgrim,to fast at full 
moon -all such penances are works of darkness. (S.R. ,p, 136,1)
The Guru prescribed the following Jog for the Sikhs :0 man ! 
practice Jog in this way:Make truth thy horn, sincerity thy 
necklace,and apply medltition as as&es to thy body.Make rest­
raint of thy heart thy lyre and the support of the Hame thine , 
alms(S. R., v, p. 324; cf. Japuj I xxviii} S. R., v, 270-275,313,314,322).
The path suggested by the Guru is often called nothing \ 
but Bhalcti Marga, and it is true to a point but with some reser- 
vations.There are many points common between the two.First of 
all, the background of what I call the Wismad marga Is the 
emotional attachment of the devotee with the Lord. The basis in 
both'the margas Is ffT feeling1 .Most of the steps suggested by 
the Guru are the same as we find in the cult of Bhakti. Still 
the Guru made a desirable and a distinc^t improvement upon the 
old system. Without repeating what I said by way of contrast 
between Sikhism and Vaisnavism in an earlier section I may men­
tion that the Guru did not approve of the dualism of many 
’ {Ufa, - "" ~
Bhag^ts, their belief in incarnat Ions- avatar as- and their idol- 
worship.
Besides this the stress of Bhalcti is mainly on the
emotions and the exercise of reason is either discouraged or
temporarily suspended, The consequences of stress on emotions
in detachment from reason is not wholesome for the general
development of the human personality. The body fxs suddenly
deprived of its guiding star* and it wanders 1 into the jungle of
passions1 ** Headlong,unguided Bhakti makes for horrible degene-*
/ ^
f acy.T Remember^nce of God so essential in Bhalcti in its degehe- 
rate form falls to a mere mechanical repit ion of e certain 
formulae or names which the Guru conderaned.He tried to combine 
rational dis crimination- Bibek Budhi-with fe eling- 33hao, With a 
strange combination of the two he tried to approach the uni­
versal reality through aesthetic feeling for the beauty of 
nature in form * movement and sound. Miakti had another desirable* - - - . . .. A - -
influence on the general Hindu mind* The tenderheartedness of the 
Vaisnava devotee had passed to extreme vegetarianism.Meekness 
and pity drove away courage and manliness from the character
of a ¥aisnavite* The sword had become a symbol of evil. The Guru
• i?v
made the sword a symbol of self respect and chagedu his
A
followers into soldier-prlasts.
As for the GJyan Marga, like Yogism it is not meant for 
all. Only exceptionally intellectual person can follow Sankara1 s 
footsteps.On the other side when it falls,it degenerates into 
mere intellectualism and false pretensions of knowledge without 
moulding in any way the practical life of mdn. Quite in a differ­
ent sense the knowledge gathered from the Vedas, Shastras and 
Smrtis .is considered to be the real knowledge. Sankara* s cyan
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gives YTBQjr to bookish learning and later to mere lip-reading.
Tims the mere reading of these books came to be considered as 
a means of Release.The Guru does not attach importance to such 
knowledge.Troe knowledge, he says, is in the realisation of God 
within us and this is not found from books however revealed or 
sacred they may be. Neither a mere reading of them nor a pro­
found scholarship about them will help a man. Such scholarship 
and reading is futile and empty(G. G. ,p. Asa 467,469)Gauri 226, 
220,1050,1058 etc.). The realisation of the Real is not an 
intellectual understanding of the universe5but it is an experi­
ence, a living expsrience of toity of the one within with the 
one without. It includes the Whole self. The whole of our self, is 
neither involved in cognition nor in a mere intellectual process 
of knowledge. The 1 feeling1 the moderm^psychology teaches us 
affects our whole system.intellect,infact, as Whitehead says, 
bifurcates- the unity, wh which results in Maya and therefore, 
ignorance and & not true knowledge*
The condemnation of Sankara’s G§ran has been made by the. 
Gum from another undesirable result which he observed in life* 
It tends to pretensions and hypocrisy about knowledge. To such 
pretenders the Guru has given the name of Ghunch Qyani(G. G. ,p.
832) . In my bookf Amrit Jiwan1 I have given a story of such.
e
Chunch Qyanis-false pretenders of kno wl&ge,which is often at- ..  Kl
the tongue of the traditional expositors of the Gcanth(i\mrit 
Jiwan,pp.54-55) .These Chundh Qyanis in theory are nothing but 
the Rraliman, identifying themselves with the whole universe,
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recognising no difference or diversity any where in any form 
of existence;hut in practice they prove to be most selfish , 
great cheats and infact the personification of hypocrisy.
Apart from these £ defects,the Gum differed from 
Sankara1 s Gy an Marga as it ultimately led to Sanpyas-the renun­
ciation of all actions and the household life. The Guru, as has 
so many times been pointed out insisted on worldly life and 
depreciated asceticism and renunciation. Aik Gurus led married
trl
lives and upto the time ^their death they worked for their liv 
living. When the would be Second Guru, visited Nanaknfor the 
first time, he found him in his old age working in the fields 
and cutting grass for his cattle* (S.B. ,ii,p*2) .When an ascetic 
Jogi,Hhangarnath by name, asked Nanak as to why had he mixed ’ 
acid with milk,1 that is,why he a holy man h led a family life--* 
The Guru replied— thourhast become an anchoret after abandoning 
thy family life and yet thou goest to beg to the houses of 
family men1 (1,p. 157,also SidhGost G.G. ,p.967) .In the Granth 
whenever the Guru spoke about the renunciation of the worldly 
life he] became unusually strong in his condemnations( G. G. ,p.
414,1378 5 S. R. i, p. 102,358, ill, p. 131) .
The philosophical basis of renunciation and asceticism 
was that to act or to deiire was to relate one1 s self with the 
material which was a bondage.Hence life came to be a suffering 
and world an evil. Escape from this world and its attachments 
meant peace and release.The Guru said that the life and the 
world were not bad in themselves,We are sent here to play the
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game in a sportsman spirit. When we* Farid complained of universal 
suffering in the world, the Guru said that the whole earth was 
a garden,of course with thorns. Those who have got the right 
attitude they erg ay it and are not affected by its thorny side', v 
At another place he says that life is charming and the body that 
God hath given is beautifhl, only those who affectively appreciat* 
the workings of God enjoy it(G. G. ,p*966). So it is the attitude 
ofnour - mind which makes the world a place of misery. The world, 
the Guru says in Hie concluding hymns of the Granth, is an - 
extension of God and in this universe He has placed three things 
Truth,Harmony and Right Knowledge.All the three are grounded i i i  
the divine Being. Those whith whom God is pleased ,they partici­
pate and enjoy all these gifts of the Lord.
Thus the Guru preferred a household married life to the 
life of a recluse and a Yogi.Women must not become nuns.They 
must marry and without a husband the life of a woman is accursed. 
(S.R. ,iv,p*I75) .Just as Sarathustra is said to have pronounced ' 
that fthe man who has a wife is far above him who lies in conti­
nence1 , similarly the Gum praised the &life of a householder. He 
earnd and bestows on others whereas a recluse depends on others 
and becomes a burden to the society(G.G. ,p.587) .In Rag Maru Mae 
Guru says,instead of renouncing the world,we should renounce 
worldliness,instead of begging for alms and food,we should beg 
’love*from the Lord. (G.G. ,p.I0I8) .In Ramkali Ki War we read that 
Sannyasis and Abhiagats are not those who leave their houses and 
Ixve on others* charxty, the recluse is he who retires in the
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regions of soul and enjoys all blessings in his house(G. G. ,p.
969). A hymn of Guru Gobind Singh contains his views what a real
Sannyas should be:
0 man practice asceticism in this way*;
Consider thy* house altogether as forest,and remain an
anchoret at heart.
Make continence thy matted hair,iinion with God thy
ablutions, thy daily religious duties the growth of thy
nails;
Divine knowledge thy spiritual guide,admonish thy heart
and apply God1 s name as ashes to thy body.
Eat little,sleep little, xvs have love,mercy and forbear­
ance.
Ever practise mildness and patience and thou shalt be 
freed from the three fqualities1.
Attach not to thy heart lust,wrath and covetousness and 
obstinacy and worldly love.
Thus shalt thou behold the Reald Soul of this world and 
obtain the Supreme Being.
Such was the attitude of the Guru towards the three 
traditional paths in India. His own marga ^s I have said before 
nsnt&i contains elements of all the three and so far all the 
writers have been conftesing the Guru* s marga with one of these 
three Hindu margas. Such a confusion was natural. The Guru laid 
emphasis on our aesthetic faculty. He tried to approach the Unity 
in nature through our aesthetic nature, which is not a faculty
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independent of the rest of our nature. An aesthetic experience 
can easily he mistaken for any of the three aspects of our 
mental life.E.F. Carritt writes in !The Theory of Beauty1 (p. 296),
1 The experience of beauty is an activiv and hence in its own way 
good and pleasant; it has therefore been confused with morality 
and with pleasure.Its activity is contemplation of passion: and 
hence it has been identified wS3s% with knowledge and feeling 
simpTy. It contemplates passion by means of expressing it in 
sensible form and has therefore been mistaken for imitation of 
natural objects1.
... V1 -( Haumai)- 5®; DISEASE.
We have discussed above the three margas and the Guru* a 
criticism of them. When we come to his own path we have first to 
enquire about the nature of the disease for which the remedy is 
to be sought.We have already seen that the creation of the 
world was due to Haumai and in the theoretical part we discussed 
its metaphysical significance. This Haumai is the cause of our 
personal individual!tji,what Professor J.Macmurray calls the 
1 egocentricity of man* (Reason and Emotion,p. 14). This egocentri- 
city or individuality is Haumai. We have seen that the Guru 
believes in one conscious principle pervading every where.Under 
the influence of Haumai that* one1 appears1 many1. So that what we 
call individual self is infact a temporary partition caused by 
Haumai. 1 The Isolation of selves is caused by our individualism* 
(Ibid,p.229) .Part has been separated fcom the whole. Separation 
is painful.The part wants to be one with the whole. There is
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peace even in life if the part 1 feels1 that it is one with the 
its larger self of which if is a part* This 1 feeling1 cannot 
come as long as one is under the influence of Haumai-the p&rii- 
tion^ing element.The struggle between the two,the part and the 
partitioning element is life.The Nam in us yearns to be one 
with the Nam outside us.The Haumal stands in the way.
When the Guru found a couplet of Kabir saying that the 
door leading to release is extremely narrow,narrower than the 
one-tenth of a mustard seed,how can I -such a fat being -pass 
through it?The Guru composed a couplet in answer.Yes,the path 
is narrow,but the fatness is only caused by Haumal. As soon as 
it is removed the soul is ever free and can go anywhere without 
any resistence(G.G.,pp.509-510.). Similarly when the Siddhas 
asked Nanak,how can this perturbed m and wandering mind get 
peace?The Gu m  repliedjgive up sectarianism and formalism,keep 
always in tun© wiht with the universal self by passing beyond 
your individual self-Haumai(p. 939, Siddhgost 6-10).The scorching' 
flame of Haumal can be cooled down by removing inwardly the dis­
tinction of1 many1 and by merging into them as your own single 
self (Ibid 44-46, p. 943) .In the ethical field the Haumal becomes 
pride-the irrational assertion of the individual ego. Such a 
pride leads to fall. The Guru counts the classical beings of i 
Hindu mythology and argues by their example that pride does not 
let us have the real peace.Learning,power and kingdoms did not 
bring peace to Brahman, Balraj a,Harichand,Harnakash,Eawan, 
Jarasandh,Duryodhan, Jarmeja and ICans(pp. 224-225). So he &
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advises the saints to give-up pride,which is another form of 
Haumai, and which is so subtle,that the'very consciousness of 
having got rid of it implies it(p.2l9) .This Haumai is thus the 
cause of suffering in our worldly life,and is responsible for 
our moral or immoral conduct and destroys the mystic
n / n
the Guru preaches to be achieved throu^i our emotional and 
aesthetic attachment with the manifestations of the Wonderful 
Lord. “Be they artist”,writes Clive Bell in his1 Art* (p. 70}, “or 
lovers of art,mystics or mathematicians,those who achieve 
ecstacy are those who have freed themselves from the arrogance 
of humanityn. This 1 arrogance of humanity1 is a veil between the 
particular and the universal,between the part and the whole. As 
R.W. Oner son said: For by being assimilated to the original soul, 
by whom and after whom all things subsist, the soul of man 
does them easily flow into all things and ‘all things flow into 
it: they mix; and he is present and sympathetic with their 
structure and law1 (Bnerson* s Works,ii,p.94) . Thus Haumai is 
disease,an obstacle, a partitioning element.
And,yet inspite of all the denunciations of Haumai, the
Guru says the way out of it lies within it. It is a serious
disease but it is a disease which carries a cure with itself. (
G. G. Asa di War) • ° J sT*? ($7* ’ HAHMAX
DIRAGH HOG HAT* BARG BHI IS MAHIH. Bihth, death5profit and loss,,
truth and falsehood, all that we mean by the world is in Haumai $
but if the angle of vision is changed the many become one W
the partition disappears.The Guru calls it the wall-pal- 
errected
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by our false mas vision. As soon as the right attitude 
is adopted the sight is restored. When such an attitude becomes 
permanent the individual self feels a part of the universal 
self and this results in undisturbed peace.He transcends the 
personal and gets Peace,which as Whitehead rightly says*is the- * 
harmony of the soul* a activities with ideal aims that lie beyond 
any personal satisfaction1 (p. 371, Adventures of Ideas). The out­
look of the individual is widened .This is got neither by logi- 
cal arguing nor by abstraction. It is an experience and every ' 
body1 s personal experience* Such \miver sails at ion of the outlook 
or technically known as absorption does not mean the cessation 
of personal life.The individual uses the words fIf and ‘you1 
a a before but he feels immanent in !he! and ‘you1 ,1 this1 and 
N ‘that* .Let him1,writes the Guru,f address the other as*you1 and 
let him be addressed by the other as fyou* in practical life; 
but this differentiation should not enter into his inner feelings 
(G. G. ,p*4l2).
There is a very subtle distinction between the Guru* s 
concept of Haumai and that of the Vedantists. The Guru wanted 
to combine theism and pantheism. Although an Advaitist he would 
not say * 1 am God* nor 11 am all that is* .He would not say with 
the modern Vedantist Vivekanand r Without m$r will the sun and 
moon could not move1 or * At my will the universe goes like a 
machine*.Krishnamurti,the present head of^tJieosophical school, 
is another exponent of Egoistic Energism. It is Indian Hext^chism 
and is the outcome of the present political and moral condition
errected
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of India. Sir Molid. Iqbal in M s  Asrar 1 Khadl harps on the m  
same tone although with a different metaphysics. 1 With the 
strength of your self assertion overcome the whole world1, writes 
the Muhammadan disciple of Nietzsche in his recent hook the- 
Kalam i Jahril. Dr Nicholson summarises Iqbal* s views on Khudi 
in the following words:He sees that Hindu intellectual! sm and 
. Islamic pantheism'liave destroyed the capacity for action.-#**
This capacity for action depends ultimately on the conviction 
that Khudi is real and not merely an illusion of the mind1 *
There are two angles from which this Ktmdi or Bauma!- 
individuality-is looked upon. Iqbal makes every *1*, !you* ,ahd 
the1 real,Vivekanand says,no tyou1 and lhe* but all 11 *. The 
Guru says, no !you* and *1* but all tHe*. *He! is the goal and 
fyour and 1l t are stages. They are not illusions. For the Guru 
the world is real but only to a point and in that world 1 yon*
and 1 1 1 are real to the same point. There Is no negation of
. or
action energism, rather there is emphasis on the practical
side of life .But this reality of the world and individuals is 
relative and phenomenal. It Is ultimate and one in essence but 
not as in appearance and manifestation. That w essence which is ; 
one and- -ultimate and also personal In a broad sense Is Nam. To 
reach it we must transcend the difference based on Hatimai
(JU
and encouraged by intellect or Bu^hi*
- ~ - • f\
GUMATfand DUBMATf: In the Western thought two sources of
knowledge-intellect and Intuition-are sharply defined. Benedetto!
Groce,the famous Italian thinker,begins his 1 Theory of Aesthetl 
-on* by saying that 1 Knowledge ^ has two forms s it Is either
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intuitive, knowledge on logical knowledge5knowledge obtained
through the imagination or knowledge obtained through the - 
intellect1 (pi) . The controversy between the Cartesians of the ^
18 th and the Romanticists of the 19th century was also based on 
the same distinction, In our own century the dispute between the 
two still continues in one form or the other. Ihe Guru was aware 
of the difference between the two approaches to Reality and we 
have already discussed it in the theoretical section. Intellect 
and intuition,for the toi, are not two faculties poles asunder. 
The Guru*s words for the two are derived from the same source*. 
In both cases it is Matijin one form It Is Dur and in the other: 
it^Gur.Gne is perverted Reason-Durmati and the other is perfect­
ed Reason- Gurmati* In other words both are the two sides of 
Haumai, one Is directed towards the phenomenal and the other 
towards the-n6umenal,Dmmatl has got more than one meaning.lt 
is also used to express our vicious nature,the immoral self*
Budhi and Anbhav are the other two terms used in the same sense.
. * 7' ; ' ’■* ■" ....
as Intellect and intuition, Ihe Guru does not discard Bddhi.He
" ' ' " '   ' ' rt
insists on their cooperation,1 otherwise the progress Is impossi­
ble.?/© cannot proceed and Inch in space, cannot conceive a single 
moment of time and cannot comprehend a single particle of matter 
without the help of the Intelledt. But space,tine and matter 
donot exhaust the self of, and the personal in,man, Ihere Is al­
ways a i yearning for beyond the three entities. Ihat which is 
the creature of these cannot tresspass their limits, Ihe intui­
tion, comes in.. The intuition crowns the intellect with its final 
success but only on the spade work done by the latter. Intellect
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mast give a start to intuition* The latter cannot become-final
without the former and the former cannot get a start without
the latter. Tills is possible only wheh they are in agreement* *
when they are in a line. The intellect under Asudh-impur e-Haumai
gets perverted. Then it is on a wrong track. The two donot meet.
Progress is withheld. This is the influence of Dumati- or Manmati,
It was this kind of reason-a dialectic illusion-which Kant
intended to destroy*to make room for faith*.When intellect
reaches the region of faith it becomes purified and is mamed 
ct;'
BIbek Budhi.lt can then discriminate between right and wrong
/> ■ - - ■ ■. - ■ ■ ■
path and can thus cooperate with Anbhav, In this cooperation 
the personality is on the right track and is under the influence 
of Gurmatl.
With necessary practice the intellect can be diverted
to the right channel, 1 The intellect* says the Guru,* if spoiled
’ ^and made dirty by perversion and darkness or evil can be sw
/
washedd and illuminated by Ham* (Japu j i) , Thus when the intellect 
is ppr if led * when it v becomes free from the narrow egocentricity 
and phenomenality, it becomes an aid in the realisation of the 
Ideal. It Is not only an aid, It is an indispensable start. There 
Is no step forward without BIbek Budhi-the true reason, the 
enlightened intelligence. Without this man Is blind. This is the 
instrument of religiousness in man. Animals donot have any reli­
gion because they are not capable of attaining this rationality- 
the BIbek Budhi. It is the essence of personality. It is basis of 
all branches of knowledge scientific or intuitive. "Science
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grows out of our rationality In relation to material things-.
Art grows out of our relation to living beings. BEliglon grows 
out of our relation to persons* (Reason and Xfriotion,p.X96) .Bation 
-ality is the core of relationship. Without this rationality, - 
says Hanak In Bag Gauri(p.229) ,men grope in the dark and behave 
like the blind. They reverse the whole order. They understand 
^ust the opposite of every thing,bad as good, ignorant as expert, 
asleep as awake, dead as living,separation as union,loss as 
profit and so on. As soon the Gurmati begins to work,the indi­
vidual becomes universal, The source of this Bibek is God be­
cause He Himself Is Bibeki-one having Bibek, rather He Himself 
is Bibek. The Bibek in man is to be made free so that the finite 
may v be linked with the Infinite. In their daily pnayer the r 
Sikhs repeat this desire for this link every morning and evening 
MAH wiwAH,MAT» UCHCHI,MATI KA BAKHA WAHXGURU: Intellect subordi­
nated to enlightened reason which in its turn under the protect­
ion of the Wonderful Lord.
C H A P T E R  - XVI 
HAM MABGA
I ■ - ::
PRAISE OF HAM®--We may now turn to a rather detailed account of
Ham marga. Ham has been very much praised in the Granth.lt is !
the cure of all suffering. The Guru has used all kinds of
metaphors and illustrations to express the supreme pleasure
which -Ham gives. Hie first two Ashtpadis of Sukhmani are wholly 
devoted to the wonderful achievements of Ham, (other important
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hymns on Ham are G. G. ,pp. 295-96,236,738*946,1X38,382,72,239,
240,489) S.B. 1,79-80,273-74). It is the main topic of the Granth. 
It has been called ambrosia. Any sweetest possible thing is less 
sweet than Ham.T If there Is Ham I live, If not I die1 (Bahiras). 
In Bag Bhairon the Guru repeats five times the word f beautiful* 
to qualify Ham, 1 Beautiful,beautiful, ±s beautiful,beautiful, 
beautiful is Thy HamU^.G.,p. 1138) .Without It a man lives the , 
life of snake,a crow,a filthy worm,a dog,a pig,a 'donkey etc* (p. 
239).These are metaphors.Lives of these animals are associated 
with some specific vices.Ham stands to life,just as life stands 
to body. A body is dead without life and a life is dead without 
Ham. All activities of man without Ham are worthless and cause 
bondage and suffering p. 240). An animal is much better than a 
man without Mam(p.489) . *Were a illusion of pearls erected and 
inlaid with gems for me5perfumed with musk, saffron, fragrant 
aloes,and sandal to confer delight5may not these things o God, 
make me forget of Ham*, * The Guru goes on counting all luxuries 
but he places Ham over every conceivable pleasure of the worldi 
(Sri Bag).He does not denounce the pleasures of the world,but 
without that link of the finite soul with its parent Infinite ; 
God they seem to be empty and do not give the deeper satisfact­
ion. Ham supplies the real content and the underlying pathos of 
every pleasure Is removed and the enjoyment is shared by the 1 
Whole self.This Ham,he says,Is not a philosophy nor a knowledge 
to be gained from books.It does not come from without.rather 
Itr:f goes out from within.11 have searched all the SJjastras and 
the Vedas,but Mam is nowhere.to be foraid' (G.G. ,p.246).The
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mistake that Hanak discovered was that people took God either
1 without1 man*outside in nature including men, in the form of
humanity etc. or He was considered1 within1 man in the literal
sense.Hanak taught that when*within1 of man comes into affective
relation with ' without1 of man,then Ham is made manifest and the
feeling of unity leads to the realisation of God in Find and
Brahmand^in man and universe.. *
II
HAM HQ1 HEPETIIXOH OF SOME HAMSS OH FORMULAS; TflKhen we actually 
analyse the teachings of the Guru to find out an answer to the 
question as to tie definition of Ham or a clear and direct 
exposition of it,there is not much response to the quer^y. So far 
writers on Sikhism have been interpreting Ham in the sense of 
repetition of God1 s name.Ifrumpp says that the 'muttering of the 
name of God came to be a universal medicine' and 'a very easy 
way of salvation'.A later writes* Mr.Macauliffe does not in any 
way differ from this traditional interpretation.' In connection 
with this we may say', he writes,'that the repetition of God's 
name is one of the principle forms of Sikh worship' (S.K. ,p.9,ii) 
Miss Field, Farnell, Carpenter, Horsing and Macnicol and all others 
including the Sikh writers have followed the view adopted by 
these two writers. Khazan Singh too justifies the mere repetition
of the name of God on more philosophical grounds(H.P.S. ,416-422),
■V"
•The Guru inculcates upon us*, writes K, Singh, f that the reptti- 
tion o f the Lord* s name supplies us with a delicious and inex­
haustible store of nectar which gives eternal peace of mind,
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enjoyment and happiness1 (Ibid. p. 642) •
If this is the interpretation of Ham then surely it is 
magical in its . nature and origin* ihis infact was the old Hindu 
concepts of the repetition of certain Mantras . ihe general Indian 
belief in such a magical name is derived from the peculiar 
Indian logical theory,fthat objects can be comprehended by means 
of the name, the logical-magical aspect-based on the presuppo­
sition that NOMEN ESI OMEN,that is to say, words-are Satya,Heali^ 
and Aksara, constant inviolable entities 5 for India1© magical 
positivism assumes that an object1 s name is the key to its very
essence— -"(Indian and Western Philosophy,by Dr,Betty Heimann,
f
p.85) .The Mantras thus came to have an occult force which ceases 
to operate if the order or the sequence of letters and words 
of the Mantra is disturbed or even if it is translated into '■ 
some other language(Cf,Hindu Ideals,by Annie Besant,pp.I59-l6S) * 
This magical force of thd names was more hopefully and faith­
fully attributed to the names of God. The essentials of the * 
belief are present in all great religions of the wworl&.A passa­
ge from Parnell* sf Attributes of God* explains this belief more 
clearly:More obvious and more familiar to us is the use of the 
Divine Name as.a chief vehicle for the manifestation of the 
divine power*and the Name is conceived to attach so closely to 
'the divine personality that like Word it lemds itself to person! 
-ification as the agent of the divinity. The occult power of the 
divine name is more illustrated from older and inore recent 
Indian religious literatures; the name Amitabha, sovereign of a
r
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Buddhist paradise,was so sacred, according to later Buddhistic 
literature, that Hhe most evil,by merely uttering the name of 
Anitbha perhaps but in blasphemy are reborn in paradise* ;xn the 
services of the Sikh religion, composed by the Guru Hanak, there 
are many texts proclaiming mystic potency of the name of God: 
by the mere hearing of the name men attain complete enlighten- 
ment,power over death and imnunity from sorrow and sin: it is 
the name that energises the power of the unchangeable Lord in 
in the soul of the hearer*As regards our own sacred books we 
are so familiar with the passages in the Old and the Hew
testament where the divine name is invested with a mystic poteh-t,
cy,a half personal automatic power,which can even emanate from 
God into others,that the ordinary reader does not realise how 
strange and alien all this is to modern logic and thought.Its 
origin is suggested by our prevalent, popular phrase f a name 
to conjure with1 .Here again we have an example of old world 
magic bequeathing a leading and pregnant thought to higher 
theistic religions* (PP.237-38) .
This long quotation gives us the universality of the ides 
of name as associated with ancient magic. Ihe same interpreta­
tion has been imposed upon Manak* s path of realisation. I differ 
from this traditional view. When I disagree I e do not deny the 
existence of passages in the Granth which lend themselves very 
easily to this interpretation of Ham in the magical sense.What 
I maintain is that there are as many or even more passages 
which would contradict such an interpretation. In the light of
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such passages we have to find a way out wh&£h which would con­
sistently bring in line the two apparently contradictory 
currents of thought. This would naturally result in doing away 
with the magical origin of the Ham marga laid down in the Adi 
Granth. Whenever name is used in the magical sense it always 
means a mere repetition of some word or formula without any 
reference! to the mental concentration or the development of the 
personality of man.^y mentioning the name of Allah, says the 
Qpran,we are protected from the Devil(S.B,E. ,p.I62,vol.vi)
The Guru never reconciled himself to such a lip-repetition of 
certain names or formulas. * But when ye take rosaries in your 
hands and sit down counting your beads,ye never think of God, 
hut allow your minds to wander thinking of worldly objects.Your 
rosaries are therefore only for show, and your counting your 
beads is only hypocrisy* (Hanak,S.R. ,i,p.51).1 The hypocrites
who stop their noses under pretence of meditation and count
.
their beads are very impure!.(Gobind Singh,S.E.v,p.I59) .In Hag 
Gujari the Guru says:Every body says* GodJ God1, but by saying 
God we cannot reach God1 (G.G*,p.491) .Again in War Bihagra the 
Guru repeats a similar idea-the whole world goes along muttering 
the name of God,but not thus God is realised, m  Hag Malar Hanak
says that no body knows Ham.It is not mutter ±tw, ongue as people 
take it.It is a communion of the heart(G. G. ,p, .1255,also 1264). 
We do not require words or bookish terminology for Ham,. Every 
thing can be described in words except Ham( G. G. ,p. 261). In Japuji 
the Guru says that all activities of man in relation to man ahd
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the world are made possible through verbal symbols but Ham is 
not comprehensible by means of letters(Stanza 9).Presence or 
absence of bookish learning does not help or hinder a man in : 
following this path of Ham*(G.G.,p. 107).It is not mere reflect­
ion or medltatlon.Xt means the moulding of whole personality* It 
affects all activities of our life.*Ham Is our whole character. 
Ham is our whole but pure worldly life: vO'm .mrro TrnijTU f
^ f (G.G. ,p. 146) .The man whose heart is 
thoroughly Illuminated is said to contain God11.
Ill
H M  HOT DEFIHABLE BUT IMPERFECTLY DESCRIBED. Although the Ghru
says that Ham is not definable,yet he gives descriptions of the
mental states in Ham.It is true of all ultimate values*G.E.Moore
In his Princlpia Ethica holds the smae same attitude towards
fgptodf.rrIf I am asked”,writes Moore, "what is good1? my answer is
that good is good and that Is the end of the matter.Or if I am ■
asked fHow Is good to be defined?’my answer Is that it cannot be
defined, and that is all I have to say about it”(p. 6). It is more
or less true of all feelings. The nature of a feeling state can- ,
not be adequately defined though Its expression can be described.
This brings us to another set of data dealing with-what the Guru
calls Wismad-the wonder-element in our communion with God and
His workings: Ham. "There are two ways11, writes Lloyd Morgan, "in
wfcufcik which we are acquainted with psychophysical events, in one
way we are acquainted with their physical nature,in the other
way with their psychical nature. The latter way M. Bergson speaks 
of as intuition 5 . Alexander as enjoyment”.It is this
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enj oyment-elenient in Wismad on which the Gu.ru lays a great ; * 
emphasis. The man who gets into Wismad experiences indescribable 
intensify of Suad- enj oyment. (G. G. Sulchmani 1:23 * 7:16 also p * 
285,288,293) ♦Just as there are intellectual and philosophical 
arguments for the existence of God,there is also an approach 
to the concept of God through the aesthetic feeling of wonder, 
for indescribable beauty and power. God Himself is described 
to be ever in Wismad. His is the infinite Wismad the content and 
the intensity of which He alone knows(G. G.-~,p# 291, Sulchmani 5t2lV. 
* In some of his moods and emotional experiences in his moral 
aspirations and abnegations, equally also in hie aesthetic 
reactions to dance,music, song and the beauty of the natural 
world, at times in his outbursts of battleage and vindictive- 
ness,man has felt himself in communion with a life and a power 
other and stronger than himself which possesses him,1 ecstasises* 
or carries him out of himself, exalting him or subduing him and 
which he cannot but personify as superhuman and. divine1 (A. 0* Girie; 
At such occasions one forgets one1 a self(G. G.p. 836). A vision or 
a
individual. The experience is not hallucinatory. There is a defi-* 
nifce perception of concrete reality through organs of senses 
seen with eyes and heard with ears.But the data supplied by 
the senses donot become a material for the intellect to be 
divided,subtracted and abstracted into differentiations. The 
phenomenal Bufehi remains on the surface. It is lost in the/A
colour,smell or the petals of a rose.The inner organ-the Anubhed
feel1 of the universal talces (out) the egocentricity out of the'
^  f - ' U ) r " i  l)"VI 4 - t % C ^ y \ A s i \ ? r ’V ' A $
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-call it intuition,feeling or insight,enters into the very 
nature of the thing and feels quite at home because there is 
no difference,there is no estrangement,Tho whole,the experience 
the experiencer. and the experienced u is one linked unity. It • 
is aesthetical insight leading ©an through appearance to reality 
through world to God. People denying the existence of God donot 
and cannot deny the existence of this transcendental aesthetic 
experience and some Power which is the source of such an 
experience.Tims,for instance,Professor Julian Huxley the zoolo­
gist,wrote in the Hews Chronicle(London, 22nd. June 1937),under 
fWhat I Believe’ , !,I donot believe in God— — there are certain 
experiences which transcend ordinary experience,make the indi­
vidual feel enlarged and have a quality of absoluteness and 
perfection which is absent in the human affairs of every day-*—  
--Wonder and joy are a right relation towards nature,whether 
we feel them in relation to a hypothetical Power behind nature, 
or to the stars and sea and living creatures directly”. This 
feeling of wonder and joy is Wismad and it is indescribable( G. G 
p.291,293,300,377,888,1035,1154,1163) ,In such a state the Guru 
says the distinction between the qualities and the bearer of ! 
those qualities,God and His attributes is lost.Then God is 
Wismad,the world is Wismad and the self is Wismad and thus 
all the three merge into the state of Wismad(G. G.p.299). (Cf. | 
the Sufi monism of Zat,Siffcfc and Taj alii— Islanic Sufism,p.I4) * i 
The Guru* s aesthetic is theistic.The world is garden,he says,
and the source of beauty in it is God.He is the very soul, the 
spirit, the breath of May flowers and §pring-beauty. (G. G.p. 1177)
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Thus God is not only ‘beautiful,He also enjoys the beauty 
of the world of which He Hinas elf is the source. Similarly the 
world deriving beauty from God is not only 1 a thing of beauty* 
it also gets for ever the joy f<£rk that beauty.In other words 
the world too is Wismad and Wismad! both. In Hag Asa the Guru • 
says: the rhythm of sound in music-nad-, in poetry-ved-, the beauty 
of form in creatures and their species,their appearances and : 
colours,wild animals,wind,water,fire,earth,sources of production 
human pleasure,imion and separation,hunger and repletion,God1 s 
praises and eulogies, desert and tfoad and infact every thing 
that is is in Wismad. They are not only a source of wonder to 
man, but they themselves are in wonder (p. 463). Chirpiiog of birds 
in the mornlugCp.319) ,the twinkling of stars at night,the sweet 
night(p. 459), the bright lamps of sun and moon in the sky (p. 663^ ), 
and the wonderful creation of God on earth, the peacocks in the 
rainy season(p. 557), sweet and attractive thick shadows in 
summer (p. 1174) all bear a message of Wismad to a 1 seeing1 eye. \ 
This Wismad does not so much depend upon the objects.The things 
of the world in themselves do not have the remarkable difference 
of degrees of stimulating the Wismadie state.Much depends upon 
the receptive spirit,1 the life of the spirit1 as Santayana calls 
it,1 the life that responds to nature1 a charms,to her colour,her 
cadences,her music-— it is gazing,it is listening— is sensi­
tivity that asks not why nor whether,that simply enjoys--1.For 
such a spirit any thing is sufficient to arouse his Wismadie
nature* fHe who has seen the sea and the blue heaven, and- the 
moon and the stars,who has clomb a mountain,who has heard a
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bird in the woods,who has spoken and been spoken to,who has - 
seen a rode or a shoe of his own child,who has known a mother - 
he will bow to knssx knee and thank his God and call it Godd* ( 
Life,by Dr. Hutchison Sterling) .Whenever an individual thinks 
and perceives not entirely scientifically and intellectually, 
but religiously and aesthetically, a little bit of anything in 
the world,he feels the wonderfelness of the wonderful Lord 
and involuntarily exclaims something like Wahiguru. So that the 
eye of a Wisma&i gets Wismad from any and every object(G. G.p. 
801).For him,the Guru says,the whole world becomes pure,good 
and beautiful. "True and falsw,real and unreal,good and bad, 
have no place in the aesthetic world”,says Bosanquet while 
introduning the* sound doctrine1 of’ Croce1 s Aesthetic’. Tagore 
relates the story of a Chinese friend of his,who,he says fwhile 
travelling with me in the streets of Peking suddenly exclaimed 
with a vehement enthusiasm: ’ Look,here is a donkey 11 Surely it 
was an utterly ordinary donkey,like an indisputable truism-need­
ing no special introduction from him.l was amused but it made me 
think. This animal is generally classified as having certain 
qualities that are not recommendable and then hurriedly dis­
missed. Xt was obscured to me by an envelopment of commonplace 
associations;! was lazily certain that I knew it and therefore 
X hardly saw it. But my friend,who possessed the artist mind of 
China, did not treat it with a cheap knowledge but could see&fc it 
afresh and recognise it as real .When I say real, I mean that it 
did not remain at the out skirt of his consciousness tied to a
3 0 8
narrow definition,but it easily blended in his imagination, 
produeed a vision, a special harmony of lines, colours and life 
and movement,became intimately his own! (K.O.M. ,p.I36).
iv : '
HAM THE EXPERIEHCE OF THE AESTHETE AHD .HOT OF THE AHTXST: While 
interpreting Ham as the experience of reality by the aesthetic 
intuition of man uniting him with the Power behind all such 
experiences, ja subtle distinction should be made between the 
.subtle-experience of a layman and that of an artist.Wismad • 
marga while not excluding the artist is essentially ‘the path of 
a layman. A perfect Wismadi is not necessarily a great artist.
We may call him an aesthetic mystic but he is not an artist.
An artist divides the world into beautiful and ugly. For a
s
Wismadi there is no such inherent distinction. An artist knows 
how and why a thing is beautiful whereas a Wismadi simply 
knows that it is beautiful.He does not even know that he knows 
that it is beautiful. For a Wismadi as Professor L. S. Stabbing 
once said,1 the aesthetic experience is a completely satisfying 
experience1. In such an experience, she said,no questions arise. 
We question when we are not completely satisfied. The artist 
sees things through a medium and with an urge to production.
The attitude of the artist leads to division and that of the 
aesthete (Wismadi) to unification. The aesthetic religion, if it 
may be so called,unifies the iaidividnai with the universal, 
whereas the faith of an artist, on account of the medium through 
which he sees Hature,selects and rejects the data supplied to
h 3C%.
him by her. The universe for the artist as Vernon Blake calls 
it is r a reservoir from which the artist may draw his material1 
(p,74) .The function of such an aesthetic religion on the practi 
-cal side is to develop the f Appreciative Personality1 as 
Blake puts it(p.I07) .It is by means of sensitive personality 
that1 the beauty, the unity and the reality1 in appearance are 
felt.
In short Ham is the sympathetic and aesthetic communion 
of man with man and environments. Love and aesthetic appreciati­
on form its basis.In reflection It is what Santayana calls 
the contemplation or ultimate apprehension of essence.lt leads 
to verbal expression like Wahiguru-Wonderful Lord or some other 
similar expression or name of God who is the source and basis 
of all objects of communication.Such an attitude Is to be 
made permanent. This Is what Is called the continuous remeraber- 
ance or repetition of name of God. This is in reflection or 
meditation. In action It taked the form of service -performance 
of actions in life dedicating them to God and escaping from 
the passionate attachment with the phenomehal world. In the 
East the religion or the religious path has mainly been a 
matter of reflection and in the West a matter of action. Ihe 
Guru began his work when the East and West had a little blend­
ed with each other in the field of religion. That explains the 
GuruTs insistence on both aspects of our religious life.His ■ 
motto was threefold: Ham as explained above and action taking 
two forms of Kirt- individual honest work for life and Sewa-
pA ^ ^ ^ V  tm^ £u Vtt^ U £h^ W1
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Wand Chlmluia-to share that earning with fellow beings i-e & 
action individual and social* for one1 s owns elf and for others* 
These are the three aspects of what I have called the Bam or 
the Wismad raarag of the Guru.
V
LI¥( Rd) :THE CCmiWOUS FEELING OF UNITY: On the mental side 
the perpetuation of the feeling of unity of the individual with 
the universal*this communion of the inner with the inner of the 
outer is called by the Guru as Liw-unbreakable feeling of unity.
4  :
(Cf, ihe idea of absorption as explained by Pringle Pattison in
*the Idea of Immortality1 ,p. 162). When a man reaches this goal ; 
he does not give up-his activities like a Sannyasi by renouncing 
the world.1 This is the symptom* ,says the Guru^of a man* s union, 
with God*tkat day and night he works E in His name. Without this 
Liw the life remains miserable* (G. G. ,p.9I7). This misery comes 
from the idea of talcing the phenomenal world as final. An eye 
lost in the phenomenal does not and cannot see any thing but 
Discord in the world scad Tragedy in life. The environments and 
material obstacles restrict the fulfilment of our desires.This 
leads to failure which resnltd in the feelitg of disappointment 
mid misery.The cause lies in the selfishness of our desires.The 
selfishness is due to the break of unity.When unity is realised 
the desires remain,but their selfishness is lost and therefore 
pain and misery donot result as a consequence of failure(G* G. *pi 
917,921,Liw,Trisna and Maya).Tragic and discordant are brought 
in line with the peaceful and a harmony of harmonies x*esults.
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By means of this Liw we live in this world also remain unaffect­
ed by it*f As a lotus while growing in the mud*turns its petals 
towards the sun, so should man while engaged in worldly affairs* 
turns! his thoughts to God? (S.R.il,p.84) .Ihe boy flies a kite In 
the air,Is busy in talking* with his companions,but his mind is 
with the kite and thw thread; the village girl has on her head a
vessel fell of water,walks along to her house chatting with her
/W*
companions but her mind is In the vessel toA it In balance; the 
cow goes out to graze and leaves her young one behind in' the , 
shed, eating and enjoying outside she does not forget her calf,- 
feese are metaphors uaeddby the Guru to illustrate Liw* One nteu 
should be busy in the world without forgetting God* World and 
God to be experienced together.
This is what the Guru vailed the Raj Jog(Yoga or Yog) ,v 
A Raj Yogi is a F&nch-Plator s philosopher-Icing. He is also known 
as Gumuldi-wlth his mind towards God, Brahman Qyanl- one who has 
realised god, G^ani-one who has knowledge, a philosopher. Such a, 
man does not fear anybody nor does lie frighten arybody( G. G. ,p. 
I425)(Cf.S.B.E. ,Gita,p.2S5) .Ihe Panch Is the Ideal man of the. 
Guru.His qualities have been described by Banak in his Japuji*
He is a saint in religion, a true statesman in political 
assemblies. All his actions are guided by Bibek Bujtil in contemp 
-latioruHe is <JIwan Mulct-enjoying perfect release while living 
in the world(G.G.,p.220,233,275,276,449,632,633,1299,1425,1426) ; 
He attains perfection in virtue and happiness. Although theA
limitation of body and the world are there,yet they do not 
Idbs s restrict his perfection which is more of the soul than
3X2
of the body* Perfection does not come after death.lt is attained 
while the Panch is alive.He overcomes the Idea of Haumal and 
feels one with the universal In nature.He dies alive-Mar Xiwe 
Marla,' drops the separate existence' (Cf. Santayana's The Realm 
Of Essence,p.61).
At this stage not only does the Jiwan Mulct feel one with
God hut the wMle world appears tO' him to he enj oying the same
unity. The noise produced by a Berslan wheel Is the remember ance
of GodCG. G. ,p. 1419) ♦ In such a vision the Tenth Guru went on
writing1 Thou art* -Ttihln, Tuhin, Tuliin™— and the First Guru
went on saying Thine,Thine7Tera,Tera — — — losing all sense of.
fmef or fminet.The whole world appears as repeating GodT s name.
Ikhnaton In Egypt spoke of this world wide remember ance of God
and Bible and the Quran also have similar @xpresslons(S.B. E.,
vi,p.255,u Ix,p.47).But all such Ideas are the projections of
on^s own attainments.They are the expressions of the inner unit^
of man with God. This union in the case of the Guru like that
of the Vedantist deem not turn Into !If ,but as X have already
said,It changes into 1Thou*. The former being still egoistic. *
T As far as may be,remain servant servant and claim not to be
Master'. 'Hence my dear friend,— even if thorn art united with
Him,utter not one word which doeth not express thy subjection-
to Him* (S.R. ,v,p. 103,Hand Lai).This feeling of humility is not ;
dualistic. It is doing away with the most subtle egotism which
is involved in Egoistic Idealism. There is no difference in the
content of the Vedantistand this concept of unity. This Is n 
an humble way of saying the same thing.The Vedantist brings
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the whole within* me* and the Gam takes out the 1 me* and drowns it 
in the fwhole1 .This union has 1 its significance not in the realm 
of two- have,but in that of fern to be, To k&tn truth is to admit
irr«rj Tin ml' i n n  " ~ ~iin) 4 <**
its separateness, but to he true is to become one with Truth* (Ju 
O.M. ,p.67) .In this union the self transcends the limits of our 
material,social and mental egbs.Whexra these are overcome,our 
inner self is filled with joy, which indicates that through such 
freedom we come into touch with Reality that is an end in it­
self and therefore is bliss. The Guru finds himself helpless in 
expressing in words this blissfulness of unity and this joy of 
tmion( G. G., p. 498). It is like^ 'dumbman* s experience of a deliciohs 
dish. This metaphor is common with all the mystics and if means 
that feelings cannot b© adequately expressed in speech.
When thus the whole mental outlook is changed and the
basic feeling of unity is restored,man becomes free from doubt,
illusion and ignorance. The egg of superstition bursts and the
mind gets illuminated, the fetters are cut off the feet and the
captive jumps off the walls of imprisonment caused by Haumai. j
External performances and formalities of religion and the actions
considered good or bad all encourage the sense of selfhood and
couse bondage(G. G., 551), When man reaches this stage of Jiwah
Muktijhis will is so moulded that it becomes impossible for him
to think of anything evil.He comes to acquire what Kant called
Good Will.1A good will is good,1 he says,*not because of what
it performs or accomplishes, not by its aptness for the attainment 
o
of some proposed end,but simply in virtue of its volition, that 
it is good in itself-— 1 The source of this permanent good will,
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lies according to the Guru,in one's constant communion with 
God. ( G* G. ,p.882,II4G,114 J) .
This stage where distinction of good and evil disappears 
has been explained in the following way. Actions or Karma are 
not good or v had in themselves.That is no action has moral 
value. By action the change of environment or physical surround- 
lugs is meant. As soon as the JiVa associates himself with the 
Karma or as soon as the mind attaches itself to actions some 
ethical consideration conies in.Mind is capable of good and evil 
but the soul is not. When the soul becomes dominant then the 
sensual attachment of the mind with the world is lost. The soul ' 
remains unaffected and the mind is always in tune with the soul. 
Thus the agent performing all actions remains in const ant touch 
with the Divine within and without. The* individual will and the 
divine will are attuned. The good will becomes natural and auto­
matic in the being of man. This automatic Character of the human 
will at this stage has been described by the Guru in Bag Bhairo. 
He uses the word Achint-which means 'without deliberation1, 
without effort or exertion. We need not enter into the psycholo­
gical processes of this automatism of will which is now an 
experimentally proved fact. All activities of life-work,worship 
and wonder-Kam, Ham and Wismad, are performed without an^ mental 
conflicts. The Guru counts in this Shabad in the Bag Hhairo all 
doings of man on the physical,mental and spiritual plains. This 
Achint stage is beyond all psyd&ical analysis.lt corresponds 
with the Aphur state of God. The Achint-man feels one with the
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Achint- God, The mail becomes a resident of Begam Par a-Sinless 
or Fearless Colony, Abchal Nagar i-Everlasting City-the -Kingdom 
of <3od.(G.G. }p.'346,430) .(The Shabad in Bag Bhairo referred to 
above is G. G. ,p.II5&) •
' VI
THE METHOD OF REALISATION: We have seen that in our ordinary 
behaviour tea is an attitude of mind towards life and the - 
world. Subjectively it is a supreme state of pleasure felt in- ! 
aesthetic appreciation of the workings of God, at times express­
ing itself in terms like Wonderful Lord-Y/ahiguru. Its three 
aspects express themselves roughly in thought,word and deeds 
inner feeling,verbal expression and physical action. There is 
realisation in heart-Bide G&ran, there is expression of love in 
words^Mukh Bh&ktl, an attitude of detachment in behaviour- * 
Wartan Wairag. These are the three ways in which the mystic 
unity is felt and expressed both verbally and actively.lt is 
a perpetual state of mind which should never break. It Is to f 
enter into the subconscious mind, otherwise a break will appear 
in dreams.So that the man the content of whose dreams Is alsp 
the love for Unity is very much praised in the Granth( G. G.-,-p# 
1367,1192,952) . f May the shoes of such a person be made of my 
skin*. How difficult it Is to reach such a stage the modern 
psycho-analyst will tell. It is the change of the whole person-* 
allty,including the conscious,the subconscious and the un­
conscious mind.
It is not easy as Br.Trumpp supposed it to b@(A. G. ,p. CfVl
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If it were a mere repetition of a formula or a name it will 
surely be the easiest way of realisation.1 They are discarded 
as false hypocrites who mutter what they donot actually feel*
C G. G* ,p,488) •
Thus Nam is the actual realisation through a gradual 
development of our mental and spiritual life.There are some - 
steps involved in this development. It is practical achievement 
and requires the guidance of an expert. Like modern hypnotism 
it begins with a suggestion. But unlike hypnotism it is not 
carried on In an abnormal state of mind. Nam is the normal 
working of a normal mind. The expert,the leader of the Five ; 
Piaras,gives suggestion under normal conditions at the time of 
Amrit ceremony.He Is asked to have implicit faith in One, Truly 
existent,Personal and Merciful God,who is manifested in the 
Khalsa which Is always Victorious-on its forward Progress.- • 
Separation from God is suffering and union with Him Is salvation 
or peace. As IT. Lang-the Archbishop of Canterbury in his Christ­
mas appeal for * Recall to Religion* last year said: The eye ie 
not satisfied with seeing,nor the earf with hearing. There are ! 
deep, ineradicable needs of human nature which nothing material : 
can supply. The old truth abides-the human spirit Is restless 
until it finds its rest In God*. This union with the source of 
peace does not entirely depend on the efforts of man.He must 
have faith in the Grace of God and must not lose Hope( G. G. ,p. 
251,291,172,1775859) .At the same time man must exert and should 
not give up efforts(G.G.,p.84,180-83,188,189) .Unless man helps
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himself God will not help him. hike an agriculturist and a bust*
ndfs man a swarcher for peace must search honestly and work*' 
slneerelyCS.R.i,p.21-23) .This search for God and working sin­
cerely for peace means remembering God while enjoying His 
blessings in the world( G. G. ,p. 195,415), loving Him just as a 
baby loves his mIUc(p. 538,713), as a woman loves her consort(p, 
253,455-6,838,881,etc.etc.) and a fish loves water.The meta­
phors used by the Guru express instinctive attachment of the 
two loving objects,The devotee has to cultivate such an intense 
love that It becomes what Shand or ivlcDougall call the Master 
Sentiment in oner s personality.
A's the devotee Is a humble servant of God,naturally he 
must pray to Him for his success.No love or worship of God is 
to be carried on except In a humble spirit. The worshipper has 
always to pray for God* s grace,not to expect anything as a 
necessary fruit of his labours. The prayer to the Ahnighhy domi­
nates the Sijjh view of life.A Sikh doea not do anything* without
first offering an Ardas-a prayer to God requesting Him to be
*
with him at evexy step. God always saves His devotees.It in His 
very nature to protect His worshippers. This function of God 
Is known as Bird In the C^ anth. (G.G.,p. 21,54,256,258,260,383, 
1358' for prayerj382,449,544,618 far Bird).God protects and 
therefore one Is never to lose hope and confidence in Him,
To be able to do all this one has to go to the Holy 
As so elation-SATMNG and there hear the Guru1 s word sung by the 
musicians. That brings him in contact with the community Guru of
■ . sib _ - ....  , :
which he himself begins to feel a part.ThenQiru was ilxe first 
Indian thinker who laid great atresa on the value of community 
or Sangat as a means of religious advancement*'Man as an 
Individual, Comte truly said, exists only In 'the exaggerated 
abstractions of modern metaphysics1 * Being born in a social • - 
group man* s advancement lies in society or Sangat. The Sangat 
Is based on the idea of freedom and equality. King and begger 
are alike in Sarga^ t. This encourages among the members of the 
Sangat a true religious spirit-the spirit of, as Professor J. 
Macmurray calls,1 mutuality* ,so essential for religion. This 
mutuality originating from freedom and equality is rooted in 
the love of God which Is kindled by hearing* the Kirtan- sacred 
music-going on in the congregation.
There aare scores of hymns in the Granth which lay great 
stress on Sat sang and Kirtan. The Guru says when a man is dis­
appointed with all religious practices,philosophies and other 
Intellectual searches he can find comfort and p4ace only by 
listening to sacred songs-Kirtan. Tills sacred music la simple 
but-full of emotional sineerlty.lt speaks of 1 an intense yearl­
ing of the heart for the divine which Is in Man and not inn 
the temple,or scripture, Ira images and symbols* * By means of such 
aaa h association one becomes emotionally alive. Love for men 
ar^ound him,the real man In them,Is roused and he begins to 
sing the praises of the Lord. This is first fruit of his contact 
with the Sangat-the community Guru. Side by side listening also 
goes on.He sings and listens,and listens and sings.Lesson and
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practice go hand In hand. Next the life begins to be' moulded =.
?lPj&
in the light of what he sings and listens to. This is^thlrd step
in realisation. GAWIAI SUMJAi MAN EAKHIAt EE-IA® - -yi-T^r-A''
r " ~ " " '^S'% 
vrx'^^vn ~<g7% i •Having sung and listened live upjto It with a
heart full of love and emotlanal sincerity. Gradually the mental
outlook will change. .
Five stages of development are, mentioned. These are the
five steps in the evolution of the Individual^s inner conscious-
aiess.First is the material environment of man.A true Insight in
Into the surroundings gives M m  a scientific outlook.He finds
that the universe is a system. Nothing happens haphazard In the
world.All events are govaeeened by laws.This Is the lowest
region of mind which the Guru calls the sphere 1 of Law-Hharm
IChand. In this region man looks upon things as created by God,
under whose laws the, world goes on.Nights, seasons, lunar days,
weelc-days,wind,water,fire,nether regions, earth- and other spheres
are kept In their places by law;vegetable and, animal.kingdoms
of countless species with different natures and habits all obey
the laws of nature.Here the ethical distinction of good and
bad Is maintained and 'the elect ones are honoured and accepted
by tlie true judgement of the True God in His True court. This is
of cpmmonplacd perception. The data hre supplied by- -
v&ale Is conceived as a great system . working
under the law and order of Nature. The nest two region-s are the 
spheres of Imagin&txon. One, that Is the second in the series ,1s 
the region of reflective imagination, the other that is the
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third region, is that of cre-ative imagination. Perceptioh does 
not give ms all that we know. To have knowledge we must bring- 
in imagination. On the pure imaginative level what is perceivdd 
by the senses is extended in its vastness. The universe gets 
multiplied. The vision of the individual transcends the world 
he lives in. He now sees not wind.water and fire but winds -and— - .....  7 - . . .  j>.
wafers and fires.Hot one world but many worlds.The individual 
realises the w  incomprehensibility of the workings of God and 
concludes by saying sNanak there is no end of them. After all 
attempts at knowledge like Bti All SinaC Avicenna) aaw, one'is ■■■ 
forced to say IA ALAMsI donf t know. This leads to humility and 
astoniahiuent-^ isma,d and the individual at every step is impress** 
ed by the wonerful workings of the wonderful Lord. In this 
realm of knowledge,divine light becomes resplendeht and man- 
begins to take pleasure in Nature and his heart constantly gives 
out expressions of Wahiguru.
}\JZ/yo
This realisation of the helpless^  of man1 s comprehension' 
of the Absolute in the realm of knowledge does not cause worry. 
On the otherhand the individual feels that in incomprehensi­
bility lies the beauty and the Godhead of God. The defeat of 
the intellect makes us emotionally alive and we enter a region . 
of happiness-Sam Kkand,the attribute of which is beauty. It 
follows the second stage i-e Qyan Khand. In the realm of beauty 
as Plato said in Symposium,1 at last the vision is revealed to 
him of a single science which is the science of beauty every­
where1 .Tills is the region of Creative Pagination.The real
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happiness is not passive , but creative. Along with his own 
limited creativity man sees the unlimited and infinite creative™ 
ness of God. Here God is not looked upon as creator of the world 
of perception but of the world of imagination too. Possibility 
and actuality, imaginations and creation are all one and the 
same for God. God here in this sphere is conceived among other 
things- as an artist.He creates the Beautiful. All that is fine 
in form and idea is fashioned in this realm.! There things are 
fashioned in a# incomparable manner.What is done there cannot 
be described.Whoever endeavoureth to describe it shall after­
wards repent. There are fashioned knowledge and wisdom, intellect 
and understanding; there too is fashioned the skill of gods 
and supernatural powers in which some people believe*.
Prom the world of science and art, of perception and 
imaginatlon-both creative and reflective,we enter the world of 
real religion. Hie fourth and the fifth stages in the develop­
ment of our mental outlook have respectively the divine grace 
and the true divinity itself as their objects.Beauty cannot be 
a source of happiness,unless we know that it will exist.The 
very first condition of our appreciation of the beautiful is tha. 
we affirm its existence. The happiness of third region must 
remain pure and unadulterated. The thing of beauty must live for 
ever if it is to be ever a source of joy.The very idea that the 
thing will cease to be,takes away the happiness in some elements. 
So that we have to enter another region where divine mercy pre­
vails. Xt is the region of kindness. Jt is the realm of grace.But
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our perception of beauty is not to remain in the perceptible 
world.That is the world of science.lt changes.A time mil come 
when it will be no more.Happiness is not something which can 
come to an end. So in order to perceive the real beauty we 'have 
to begin with the world of science,pass through the world of 
the artist and the creative imagination has to lead us to the 
creative will of God. The attribute of the realm of grace is 
fforce1-Will or Hukam, World is goverjned by law and law is born 
out of grace or mercy. This mercy is the divine force,the will. 
That is wherefrom the world began and that is where we now 
reach. When man identifies himself with the will of God then all 
is good, all is beautiful and therefore everywhere happiness 
prevails.THere things of beauty donot die.Here saints live and 
rejoice1.It is the result of the awakening of the religious 
intuition which is sole & characteristic of the sonl.lt is
beyond five senses,it is beyond mind and it is beyond the
c j k
frontiers of the mind. As soon as the spiritual intuition begins
to work we enter the next and the last realm of the Trae God 
Himself. Below this we had the realm of the good and the 
Beautiful. Now comes the realm of the Truth. Not the Truth which 
as Professor Whitehead says is the quality of the Appearance. 
This Truth is the metaphysical Beality with capital H, which is 
T just by itself1 . (Of. Santayana1 s new books The Realm of Truth). 
This is Saehch Khand.
All these five stages are possible in man1 s life.When 
the individual has passed all the four and reaches the fifth,
it does not mean,that he has now nothing to do with the other 
four.These five stages do not exclude each other.There is a 
graded series of all the five. The lower contributing to the — 
higher and the higher participating in the lower.In this series 
the highest is the fifth realm -the Sachch Khand. Same life,in 
the same errviroments but with an outlook completely changed. 
Truth,beauty and goodness all contribute to happiness.Man does 
not run away from the worldly life.The worlds of science and 
art exist and he enjoys them in this woi^ ld of religion by idehtl 
-fying himself with the will of God. That is why the Guru again 
mentions all continents,worlds and universes in this last 
region of'the soul. But the difference now lies in the way in 
which they are now perceived and conceived. The last stanza of 
the Japu Ji which follows the description of these five stages 
tells uts metaphorically how such an attitude of mind-the tuning 
of man* s will with the divine will, is obtained:
Make continence thy ihrhace,resignation thy goldsmith, 
understanding thine anvil, divine knowledge thine tools, the fear 
of God thy bellows,hard life thy fire,divine love thy crucible, 
and melt God* s name therein, in such a true Mint the Word shall 
be coined. This is the practice of those upon whom God iooketh 
with an eye of favour,, lank, the ICind One by a glance mafceth them 
happy. --— — Then the concluding line— -—
Those who x>ractise Nam like this overcome all discord 
and disharmony. Their faces reflect glo#y and so many others 
are liberated by them in their company. - Nanak*
iJTOTES. .
1. This movement was started by Swami Dayanaad Suraswati. - 
His views are contained in the Satyarath Parkash - The Light or 
Truth. In reply Bit Singh Qyani wrote a book called Dambjg 
Hiwaran.
Dr. Gokal Chand Narang expressed similar views in his 
Transformation of Sikhism - p!9.
Both internal and external evidence# contradicts Dr. 
Trumppt s contention that nHanak had not received a regular 
school training and uttered therefore, his thoughts in a loose 
way. "
These scholars of Sanskrit judge Hanak!s learning from 
his use of Sanskrit words in his hymns. Dayanand says why did
he charge the construction of Sanskrit words? ihey do not+ -
realise that Hanak was expressing his ideas not in Sanskrit but 
in Pargabi, which was never before used as a vehiele of such 
subtle thinking. In fact he was panjabising foreign words to 
enrich the vocabulary of the vernacular of the people. The 
construction of Sanskrit words was carefully changed under the 
laws of the new vernacular. This modified borrowing has been , 
common in the history of every language. Instead of blaming 
Hank for misconstruing words of other languages, he should be 
credited fox* having created a new vocabulary of words, phrases, 




2. There is much mi sunders tandirg about the relation between
I
Guru Hargobind and Hie Moghul Emperor Jahmgir. it has been stated 
that the former was an employee of "the latter aidi that in that 
position he misappropriated some money which led to his imprison­
ment in Gwalior. Both these statements are based on Babastani 
Ma&ahib and Captain T&oyer* s translation of this book. X take 
them as two sources because what the latter appears to translate 
is not found in Hie original. The first of these state*® nts can 
be traced to the original Dabastan, but not the second one.
Br. Barang and Sir Yadu Hath Sarkar, have based their treatment of 
Margobind on the English translation of Troyer and have not tried 
to verify it with the original., The translation of sane sentences 
is hopelessly wrohg. Without talking away from Shea and Troyer 
the credit of their pioneer attempt and' the historical value 
which the translation has for English readers, X would like to 
explain some of the mistakes in translation resulting in some 
misstatements about the life of Guru §argobind.
X. - The Persian writer says that the Guru was always with
b Jahargir. (See P.288. , X har e consulted Hie original Persian 
edition of Dabastan i Masahib edited by Hazir Aahraf under 
the superintendence of W« B. Bailey, Calcutta, 1809).
Literally translated, it runs: He was always not separate 
from him. How this does not mean that the Guru was din the 
Ernp-eror* s service. Other chroniclers do state that 
Jahangir and ^ argobind were for some time on good terms and
Hi
a friendly relation existed between them.
II. - Hext is the misuse of the soldiers* salaries. 'This is based 
on the translation of the original sentence which runs: Waga* 1 
silpahlan peshgrift. Troyer tract si ates it: He appropriated to 
himself the pay due to the soldiers in advance. The translation 
is absolutely wrong. The correct rendering will be: He adopted 
the appearance of soldiers, it is interesting to examine the 
how Troyer was led to a wrong translation. He is confused between 
Waaa* and Wa,iah: the latter means*' salary1 (A Complete English - 
Persian Dictionary by Arthur H. Wollaston, 1889: P. 1119). Then 
Pester ift is one word in Persian, its root is pesterift an which 
means Ho adopt* and pester ift is the past tense-magl mutleftq 
meaning * adopted* - (A dictionary, Persiai, Arabic and English 
by Fraacis Johnson 1852, - P. 292.) If the word is split into two 
parts •pesh and grift, then separately pesh can mean ri^&vanee* 
and grift Hook*. But to give this meahing, the construction of 
the sentence will have to be changed. Then a ra will be more 
appropriate after sipaliian* But what dbout waza* ? There is- no way 
out of it.
Then Troyer havirjg translated the above sentence like
cl
that, naturally was 1b d to take this fat as one of ‘the suficient 
reasons for the imprisonment of Hargobind, fie therefore goes on
ii) *Onjaccount of the money due to the 
army and of the mulet imposed upon Arjajrmal (as said before), 
sent Hargobind to the fort of Gwalier, where he remainded
to tranlate (p.274, vol.
iv
imprisoned for twelve years.1 Mae original sentence runs:
Binabar talab i baqiat i mutaliba i ki bar ain i jarima bar 
Arjanmal muqarar farmudah budand Hargobind ra ba Gwaliar fnistad 
wa duazdah sal daran makan mand. "Its Inglish translation will 
bes On account of the demand for 'the balance of the fine vhieh 
(the king) had imposed upon Arjanmal, he sent Hargobind to Gwaliar 
in which place he remained for twelve years. So the reason for 
the detention of Hargobind according Mohsan Fail was the same 
which led to the death by torture of Guru Arjan. The additional 
reason given by Cunningham and later historians ibout the appro­
priation of the soldiers1 salary is based first on a wrong 
translation of aa earlier sentence and secondly on Troyer1 s 
tresspassng in the translation by adding his own words "on accouht 
of money due to the army".
One more interesting blunder in Troyer* s translation
cA— —
about Hargobind. (Original -P. 288) "<&-un ba watanash ki nawahi i
Punjab ast bazgasht. " He translates (P. 274) ? ,fWhen the Guru 
returned Batnesh? which is a district of the Punjab". Being 
interested in the philosophical aspect,, of Sikhism ? 1 expected to 
get something useful from the Dab is tan 'which was written in the
xmiddle development of the Sikhism and vh idi X expected will deal 
more with doctrines and less with history of the new faith.
Instead of consulting the original I referred to the translation. 
When I read Batnesh being a district of the P&nj&>.5 1 was much 
perplexed by my ignorsfce. I want§d to verify from tbs original.
V
fUvtA
This led to the discovery of^facts. The correct translation of 
the sentence given above is: When he returned to his home (ba~to,
watan-home, sh~hise sh is a pronoun attached to the noun watan.) 
which is in the Punjab (nawahi-skirts, area, also district).
3. We have already discussed the general oharaeteristics
of the age of Gurus* Her© is another, whioh specially refers to 
the time of Guru Gob In d Singh. Khafi Khan, Muhammad Hashlm, in 
his Indian history in Persian language (Mmtalchab ul Lubab1 
(inglish translation by Hlfiot and Dowson - History of India, as 
told by its own Historians - London, 1877) wi»ites, (p#4-13: 
Aurang^eb ordered the (Silch) temples to be pulled down# (p.425 - 
A proclamation was issued requiring Hindus in general to shave 
off their beards# A great many of them thus had to submit to what 
they considered the disgrace of being shaved and for a few days 
the barbers were very busy#
4# Dr# Trumpp and some writers of Hindu inclination infer
from this that Guru Gobind Singh was a follower of Durga# (A«G«XC, 
XCVIII)# lor a detailed contradiction of this’view see S#R. v~ch# 
VIII, G.S. pp.4*4—47, and Gyani Pit Singh?s Durga Parbodh in 
GurmuMi i #
5* Samples which these Bhagtas offered were:
I# Kahn a -I am He., I am He, whom the Vedas and Pur anas sing# 
2 # ChhaJJu-look thou not on woman - she will take thee and 
3cill thee#
3# Shah Husain ~ Be silent, be silent the world is not a 
place to speak about.
4. Pilo - They who have died at their birth are superior to 
us# They do not thrust their feet into the mire 
and are not befouled there with, (world is the Mire)
6. One couplet is also assigned to the Tenth Guru. It is
Ho. 54, p. 14-28 of the G.G# I do not agree with this view. In
the absence of any proof, 1 find no reason why should it not be
ascribed to the Winth Guru in whose name it stands in the Granth.
7. Dr. IT ar ang, wh o p erhap s bases his inf ormat ion on
Trumpp, says fourteen Bhagtas# Both of them omit Miranbai and 
Parmanand, The former composed a hymn, which is in Bh, BannoTs 
edition. The hymn of the latter is in Rag Sarang.
8 # Dr. Trumpp gives fifteen Bhattas. (A.G.,CXX). Dr.
Harang simply reproduces Trumpp1 s list. (1.0#S.p.II), Dr. Mohan 
Singh (H.P.Tj.) gives only twelve, p. 36.
9, Bawa Budh Singh1 s calculations in Hans Chog p.90:
The Granth contains 28444- Sloks if one SI ok were to consist of 
16 letters.
10. There has been a great controversy about the author-^
ship of Rag Mala. Mr# Macauliffe thought that it was not composed
by the Guru. But now it has been conclusively proved that it was
co­
written by the fifth Furu and appended by him. See G.G,1C. Appen­
dix pp. 1354-1400#
11* Dr. Harang seems to have misunderstood the source of
his information# TrThe present arrangement,Tr he writes, (T.O'.S.)
"of Adi Granth is due to the genius of Bhai Mani Singh, the martyr.
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He recast the whole hook and arranged it again so as to group 
together the works of each writer composed in a particular Rag,
11 In his footnote, the Dr# says that this fact has been neglected 
by all Inglish writers on Sikhism. The fact is the other way 
round# The Dr# is wrong in his assertion and the Inglish writers 
are correct. Meni Singh thought that it would be better and more 
convenient to compile all the hymns of each Guru separately in 
one place. The Guru had done it as described above on the basis 
of musical measures# This was in keeping with the spirit of the 
emphasis which Sikhism laid on the aesthetic side of human nature# 
Mani Singh carried out his wish but the Sikhs instead of accepting 
it, fined and censured the innovator, who apologised and was 
pardoned. The original edition of the time of the Fith Guru still 
exists at Kartarpur# The present arrangement of the Granth 
tallies exactly with, it# There appeared an article on these 
different editions of the Granth in Phulwari Vol. XIII, Ho#2,1937* 
12, Among the Muhammadans, too, there are people who
believe hi the revelation of ideas# The late Sir Sayyid was one 
of them# Gn the other hand, the Ahmadia sect goes so far as to 
say that God not only X’eveals words (Holy Quran -pp. LXX-LXXI) : 
but Mr., Shams one of the Imams of London Mo spue told me that 
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of -Qadian got a revelation in English, a 
language of which he knew not a single word# The, Imam1 s view 
was confirmed when I read the Teachings of Islam 1896, Eaglish
r VIXX
translation 1929, p.71#
13# I classify all the sciences on the basis of these
three aspects of consciousness, All philosophies and sciences 
are manTs knowings and doings. Thus we may have three mam groups 
of the conscious activities of man. While living in this world 
man had to deal with so many other things than himself# He, in 
order to successfully manipulate them, must understand their 
nature# The material man wanted to understand the objects of his 
material environment# Cognition came to his help, but the motive 
was conative# Matter in a wide sense was the means of his 
existence# The attempt to understand its nature resulted in what 
we call Hatural Sciences# Arithmetic, even mathematics hi general, 
will also come under this group# These branches of knowledge 
may be known as Conative Sciences, The external material which 
man knew through his senses, pleased or displeased him# He .wanted 
to avoid displeasure and prolong or perpetuate pleasure. The 
result was the ffelling1 sciences, This affective group can 
include pleasant sound-music, pleasant speech-poetry, and pleasant 
movement dancing# The concrete expression of. this feeling side 
culminated into1 fine art si These are intimately connected with 
our organic nature# But man is ^ dsome .thing more than matter and 
life# lie lives in a community which directed his thought towards 
pleasant behaviour and pleasant life# The consideration of these 
higher values led to the formulation of social sciences, ethics 
and religion etc. The third group is that of the pure Tknowing*
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sciences, 'This purely cognitive group includes philosophy end 
philosophical study of all sciences; perhaps analytical psycho­
logy and aesthetics, I need not give a comprehaasive and a rigid 
classification of all the sciences, What I maintain is that the 
“basis of all knowledge is human nature and we should never ignore 
the mental factor in all our doings and knowings.
1T.B, The above note was sent to Professor Oyril Burt,
"Vvv Cvv-v4
who in reply (18/12/37:), agreed with the m m -T a- idea and called it 
"very interesting and suggestive",
14, Sometimes the inconsistencies in the writings of these
authors are simply amusing, Thus Dr. Trumpp w&sy that Hanaic was a 
Tthorough Hindu1 and also that he Treproved the teaohings of the 
Brahmans as well as the authority of the Vedas and the Pur an as.T 
(A.CK CljOYII.). Bloomfield; 1 Sikhism is universally Hindu, p.169*
T Sikhism is anew religion, p. 176, T Barth; He (Hanak) was a 
Hindu at "bottom, he rejected the Vedas, the Gastras, the Pur anas, 
as well as the Iioran0 (RJ,)1
Harang is more analytic in his treatment, hut as far as I have 
understood him, he tries to hring Sikhism in line with some other 
reformatory movements within Hinduism as for instance, the Arya 
Sama3 • He emphasises those points in which the two systems agree 
and neglects those on account of which the former steps out of the 
fold of Hinduism and the latter sticks to it. But even as far as 
the Dr, has gone, the * inconsistencies are traceable. They are 
about Hindu caste, Hindu, mythology and Hindu incarnations, (See 
P ,IS,XIII,II,XI, 6,XII.)
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